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INTRODUCTION.

'THE present volume contains the results of a tour in the

*
Gangetic Provinces in 1877-78* In this report I have

described many curious and interesting remains of Hindu

architecture and sculpture of all ages. Of the old Buddhis-

tic times, there are the ancient mounds of Panch Pahiri, or

the
"
Five hills," close to Patna, from whence Akbar viewed

the city when he was besieging Dud Shah, the last king of

Bengal Of the same age are the old temples and
stftpas

of

Srteti and Tandwi Of the Indo-Scythian period, there is

a very curious group of sculpture from TusAran Bihdr, near

Allahabad, Of the Gupta age, there are the two inscribed

stone pillars
at Bilsar, in the Do&b, recording the name of

Kum&ra Gupta, with the early date of Sambat 96 of the

Gupta era. Of a later period, there are some very curious

and interesting illustrations in the brick temples of Bhitar-

gaon, Paraoli, and R&r, near Cawnpore, with their vaulted

roofs and terra-cotta bas-reliefs.

The period of Muhammadan rule is well represented by

the grand old masjid at Badaun, with its overlapping arched

gateway, of the time of Iltimish, A, H, 620, or A. D, 1223;

and also by the magnificent masjids at Jaunpur, built by the

Sharki kings in the fifteenth century A. D. Of somewhat later

date are the tombs of Sher Sh&h and his family at Sahsar&m,

The tomb of Sher Sh&h himself, which possesses the largest

dome in Northern India, is a very striking and
picturesque

building, placed, after the Hindu fashion, in the middle of a

sheet of water,
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vi INTRODUCTION.

During this tour I made two identifications of ancient

sites, one of which is of very great historical interest, as it

belongs to the early career of Buddha. This is the famous

Uruvilwa forest, which gave its name to Urumlwa Kdsyapa,
the fire-worshipping opponent of Buddha. It was to this

forest of m'twa, or bel, trees that Scikya Sinha retired for

contemplation; and it was there that he finally attained to

Buddhahood. Uruvilwa, or, in Pali, uru rwela
}
means simply

"
many mhva trees," or the "

bel forest." The place is now

represented by the small hamlet of Urel
}
which is only a

simple contraction of the P&li name of Urcrwel. The whole

neighbourhood still abounds with bel trees.

The other identification is that of Ncival, near Bungarnuiu,
as the Nava-deva-kula of Hwen Thsang, who describes it as

situated 20 miles from Kanauj, on the north bank of the

Ganges. I thought that B&ngarmau. might be the place j
but

I found that it was only an outlying portion of the ancient
town of Ne*mal> with its numerous ruins of old brick temples.
The present name, it will be observed, still preserves a portion
of each of the three distinct words of the ancient name. At
the time of the Muhammadan conquest Newal had a raja
of its own,

A, CUNNINGHAM,
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

REPORT OF A TOUR IN THE GANGETIC PROVINCES,

1875-76 & 1877-78,

I. BADAON.

WHEN
the Muharnmadans under Kutb-uddin Aibek first

took possession of the district of Katehar to the north-

cast of the Ganges, they made Badaon their head-quarters,

while Ahichhatra, near Aonla, remained the Hindu capital of

the Katehria Rljputs. The first governor of Badaon was the

famous Shams-uddin Iltitmish, who afterwards became king
of Delhi. But his interest in Badaon still continued after his

accession to the throne, as we learn from the inscription on

the gateway of the J&mi Masjid recording his name with the

date of A.H. 620, which was the twelfth year of his feign*

Five years afterwards he made his eldest son, Rukn-uddin

Firoz, governor of Badaon, and here also he confined his an-

tagonist, T4j-uddin Yelduz, who shortly afterwards was put
to death in prison.

Of the earlier history of Badaon very little is known
;

t

according to the Brahmans, its first name was either Bedamau
"

or BedamAya. It was included in the dominions of Mahipai,
the Tomar R&ja of Delhi, who is said to have built the great

fort on which part of the city now stands. Several of the

towers still remain, and in many places the thick brick walls

are still visible. The old site is about three-quarters of a

mile in length ;
and its general outline is well marked by the

great mound on which the western half of the city now stands.

Mahipl is also said to have built a temple named Harmandar,
which was destroyed by the Muhammadans, and the present

J&mi Masjid built on its site. The people are unanimous in

their belief that all the statues of the temple were buried

under the floor of the Masjid, in front of the pulpit, Appa-,

rently the small river, Sot, once flowed immediately under the

VOL. XL A



2 REPORT OF A TOUR

western wall of the fort. Badaon held its position as the

Muhammadan capital of Katehar for upwards of four cen-

turies. During this long period we read of the stern justice

which Balban meted out to Malik Faiz Shirwni, the governor
of Badaon, who in a drunken fit had killed one of his servants.

When Balban visited Badaon, the widow laid her complaint
before him, and the unfortunate governor was beaten to. death

in presence of the whole court, and his body hung over

the gate of the town.1 Between A.H, 715 and 726 (A.D,

1315 1326) Mah&bat Khan made himself independent in

Badaon, and successfully opposed the Sayid King Khizr, who
retired .under the plea of a conspiracy after besieging the

town for six months. In A.H. 839 A.D. 1435, Malik

Juman, the governor of Badaon, rebelled against the Sayid

King Muhammad, and was only brought to submission by the

grant of a jagir. Fifteen years later the puppet king Ai-
uddin Alam Shah abdicated the throne in favour of the Af-

ghan Chief Bahlol Lodi, and retired to Badaon, where he

lived in unmolested obscurity for 28 years. At his death in

A.H. 883, the king of Jaunpur, Husen Shah Sharki, seized

the district of Badaon and held it until he was expelled by
Bahlol Lodi.

It was from this town that the famous Mulla Abdul KSdir
received his wellrknown title of Badaoni. Here he lived for

many
4

years, and here he died in A. H. 1004, and was buried

at the neighbouring village of Atapur,
"
close to the mango

garden."
2

During his residence at Badaon he witnessed in

A.H. 979 = A.D. 1571 the total destruction of the town by
fire.

At a later date Badaon was
t

the residence of the infamous

$hekh Khubu, better known as Kutb-uddin Chishti. He was
the foster-brother of Jah^ngir, on whose accession to the
throne Kutb-uddin was appointed governor of the province of

Bih^r.
.

"At that time, Sher Afkan ' AH Kuli' was Tuyuld&r of Barfwin,
and as his wife MhirunnisS. [Nur Jahin] was coveted by the emperor,
Kutb was ordered to send Sher Afkan to court, who however refused
to go. Kutb therefore went to Bardw&n, sending GhiAs, son of his

sister, before him, to persuade Sher Afkan that no harm would be
done to him. When Kutb arrived, Sher Afkan went to meet him
.accompanied by two men. On his approach, Kutb lifted up his horse-

whip as a sign for his companions to cut down Sher Afkan.
* What

l
Briggs' Ferishta, vol.. I, 253.
*Blochmann in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, 1809, p. 117.
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is all this ?' exclaimed Sher. Kutb waved his hand to call back his

men, and advancing towards Sher, upbraided him for his disobedi-

ence. His men mistaking Kutb's signal to withdraw, closed round

Sher, who rushed with his sword against Kutb, and gave him a deep
wound in the abdomen. Kutb was a stout man, and seizing his pro-

truding bowels with his hands called out to his men to cut down the

scoundrel. Ambah Khan, a Kashmiri noble of royal blood, thereupon
charged Sher Afkan, and gave him a sword-cut over the head

;
but

he fell at the same time, pierced through by Sher's sword. The men
now crowded round him and struck him to the ground. Kutb-uddin
was still on horseback, when he heard that Sher Afkan had been

killed, and he sent off Ghi&s to bring his effects and his family to

Bardwan. He then was removed in a pilkee. He died without

being carried away. His corpse was taken to Fatehpur Sikri and
buried."1

Blochmann adds that in A.D. 1013 Kutb-uddin built the

Jmi Masjid at Badaon, and that his son, Shekh Ibrahim, was
in 1015 a commander of 1,000 horse, with the title of Kishwar
KMn. But the mosque was only repaired by Kutb-uddin,
whose inscription still exists on the right-hand side of the

great arch. This inscription, which mentions the name of

both father and son, will be given presently.
Abul Fazl speaks of Badaon as "an ancient

"
city in

which were the tombs of many saints.
2 But these must have

fallen into ruin long ago, as the only saintly shrine that I

could hear of was the ziArat of Badr-uddin Shah WiUyat,
near the Shamsi Idg&h. There are, however, several tombs
without inscriptions which are still in fair preservation ;

but

the people know absolutely nothing about them. Of the

eight large tombs now standing around the city, all, with the

single exception of that of Chimni Khn, are known simply
as

" chauki" which is understood to mean a "four-sided

building." Besides these eight tombs, the only buildings of

any importance are the Shamsi Idgih and the J&mi Masjid.
As both of these were erected by Shams-uddin Iltitmish, they
are amongst the earliest specimens of Muhammadan archi-

tecture in India,
'

In the following list of the ancient buildings at Badaon,
I have attached letters of the alphabet to the eight tombs,
as some* of their names are unknown, and there is some
doubt about the attribution of one or two others. The Idgcth
and J&mi Masjid of Iltitmish are designated by their present

titles, as there is no doubt about their attribution.

1 Blochmann's Ain-i-Akbari, p. 496*
*GIadwin

s

s Ayin Akbari, II, 87.
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I have placed the Shamsi Idgdh at the head of the list, as
I believe it to have been built by Iltitmish during his gover-
norship of Badaon, between the years 599 and 606 A.H., or
A.D. 1202 1209, whilst the Jimi Masjid was certainly built

by him in A.H. 620 = A.D. 1223, twelve years after he
had ascended the throne of Delhi. The Idg&h is a massive
brick wall, 302 feet in length, with lines of ornament near the

top, which most probably were originally covered with blue

glaze. There is a long inscription over the centre of the
MihrAb

;
'but it has been carefully plastered over, and only a

few letters are now visible. To the right of the pulpit there
is a part of an inscription in one long line

;
but from what

I could make out, it would appear to be only an extract from
the Korin. Close by is the shrine of Badr-uddin Hazrat
Shah Wilyat, which is so thickly white-washed that none of
its details are visible. It possesses, however, an inscription
of 17 lines of the time of Akbar, 43 inches long by 10 inches
broad. I made only one copy of it which I sent to my
friend, the late Mr. Blochmann.

The J4mi Masjid of Badaon is one of the largest Muham-
madan buildings in India, its outside dimensions being 276
feet in length by 216 feet in width. The interior court is
180 feet long by 94 feet broad. The lower part of the walls
to a height of 12 feet is built

entirely of sandstone blocks,
the plunder of the Harmandar temple of Mahip&l, and pro-
bably of several other Hindu buildings. Four of the stone
pillars are now

lying;
in the courtyard just inside the gate-

way. These are single shafts, i foot 6fr inches in diameter,
and 9 feet in length. They have 16 fluted sides, with richly-
carved capitals and bases. The superstructure of the old
masjid is built entirely of brick, but the central dome, which
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is a late restoration of Akbar's time, contains many blocks

of kankar. The outer face of the entrance gateway is built

wholly of sandstone, with overlapping arches, after the

fashion of those in the great masjids at Delhi and Ajmer.
1

Over the outer opening there is an inscription in two lines

which gives the date of the building in A.H. 620, during the

reign of Shams-uddin Iltitmish.
2 As the only published

copy of this inscription is erroneous, I give here a correct

copy of the text with a facsimile of the date in the accom-

panying plate :

8

ist Line.

2nd Line.

In the published text, which must have been taken from

a hand copy, the titles of ul Mu&zam Shdh-in-$hdh are alto-

gether omitted, while the words Ramsdn-mubdrak are gratui-

tously inserted, as well as the word $amdn
y

or
"
eight,

"

which makes the date 628 instead of 620. The name of the

khalif, Ndser> who died in A.H. 622, should have been suffi-

cient to point out the error in the reading of the date.

The main body of the masjid is formed of four rows of

massive brick piers from 6 to 8 feet square standing in front

of the back wall On each of the other three sides of the

court there are two rows of similar piers. The central por-
tion of the masjid, as it now stands, consists of a large dome

i See Plate III.
* In

Brings'
Ferishta, this king is called Allamsh, but on the minaret of the

groat masjid at Ajmcr, his name is written quite clearly as Iltitmish. This also is

the spelling of Abdul Kadir Badaoni* In 1871 I was informed by Mr, Bloch-

mann that the verses in which he is mentioned require a name of three syllables,

with the second syllable long, The reading of the Ajmer masjid inscription ful-

fils this requirement exactly, and is further supported by the transliteration of the

name in Nagari letters on the unique coin published by Mr. Thomas, Here we
have (I) litimisi, which might be intended for Iltitmish or Ilitmish, with the accent

'on the second syllable. But the majority of the coins are in favour of the Ajmor
reading of the name, with two t*s, as I have given above.

3 See Plate IV, The published copy gives
the reading of Mr. Wilson, which

Mr. Blochmann had no means of correcting. See Bengal Asiatic Society's Jour-
nal, 1872, p. 102*
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43 feet in diameter, supported on massive walls, 1 7 feet thick,

with a pointed arch in front, 18 feet in width, and
a_

similar

arch on each side, 17 feet 9 inches in width/ Outside the

front arch there is another larger one of 32 feet span, over

which rises the front wall of the masjid, nearly concealing
the massive dome behind it. But this part of the building

is of late date, having been made by Shekh Khubu, the foster-

brother of Jalkngir, in the year 1013 A.H., just one
year^

be-

fore Akbar' s death. His inscription -is recorded in two lines

on a long stone which is let into the wall on the right side of

the inner arch of the entrance.

" In the time of Jalal-uddin Muhammad Akbar, Badshah Ghazi,
in the year 1013 (A.H.), one thousand and thirteen, this masjid was
built by Kutb-uddin Khan Chishti, alias Shekh Khubu Koka (foster

brother) of Abul Muzafar Salim, Shah Ghazi, son of Jalal-uddin

Muhammad Akbar Shah, under the superintendence of Nawab Shekh

Ibrahim, son of the aforesaid Khan (Kutb-uddin or Khubu).
Written by the custodian of the building, Abd-ul Malik KazL"

Looking at the style of the gateway, and of the two

great masjids of Iltitmish at Delhi and Ajmer, I have no doubt
that the original front arch of the Badaon masjid was con-

structed in a similar manner by overlapping stones. But this

mode of construction, which was sufficiently strong for small

openings, has failed wherever a large span was required, as
in the central domes of the other two great masjids at Delhi
and Ajmer. I conclude therefore that the great front arch of

the Badaon masjid was probably formed by overlapping
courses of stone, and that it had given way before the time
of Akbar, at the end of whose reign a new dome was built by
Shekh Khubu, as recorded in the inscription already notedu
I think it probable that the original dome may have been

partly supported on the four large Hindu
pillars

which are now
lying in the courtyard. It is however quite possible that the
dome itself was a regular vault of brickwork, as the whole

l See Plate II for a plan of the masjid,
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of the cloisters are roofed with intersecting vaults. They
were constructed however in the usual faulty manner of India,
without central key-stones, so that many of them had given

way, and a great part of the cloisters was in a very ruinous

state. As extensive repairs have been made within the last

ten jrears, the faulty style of the vaulting now escapes notice,
but it is very prominent in the early photographs of the

masjid. To the right and left there are two smaller en-

trances which lead direct from the smaller streets, on the

north and south, into the court of the masjid. Over the

middle of the northern doorway there is an inscription bearing
the name of Muhammad Tughlak, and the date A.H. 726 =
A.D. 1326. I infer that the original dome of Iltitmish must
then have been still standing, or otherwise it would have been

rebuilt by Muhammad, and would not therefore have required

any repair in the time of Akbar. The inscription is in two

lines, engraved on a stone slab 2-J- feet long by i foot broad.

The text has not yet been read satisfactorily, but the repair
or restoration of the masjid is stated to have been made by
one Husen, the son of Hasan, in the year ^726 (or A.D. 1326),

during the reign of
" the shadow of the merciful God, the

father of religious warriors, 'Muhammad, son of Tughlak
Shah, the Sultan; may God preserve his shadow and his

kingdom 1"

Originally the whole surface of the inner walls of the

masjid was covered with raised ornamentation in blue glazed
tiles. The outlines of the geometrical and flowered patterns
are still quite distinct, although the coloured glaze has

generally disappeared, except where it has been preserved

by the coating of plaster which was liberally spread over the

whole of the building at the time of Shekh Khubu's repairs
in the reign of Akbar. Where the plaster has recently
fallen off, traces of the blue glaze are still visible. I have

given three specimens of the style of ornamentation in the

accompanying plate.
l

v Judging from the later examples of

brick buildings in the times of the Tughlaks, I believe that

the blue glaze was restricted to the panels of ornament atid

lines of inscription, while all the borders or frame-work were

left unplastered in the natural dark-red colour of well-burnt

bricks. Or, as I have seen in later buildings, and notably in

the gateways of Akbar
J

s fort at Agra, the bricks may have

been covered with a thin coating of plaster, which was then

> Sec Plate IV,
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coloured a deep madder red with white lines of pointing to

imitate regular brick-work.

One piece of blue glazed tile with raised letters is let into

the inner walls of the masjid, and I possess a second smaller

piece with only two letters. The glaze has lost nearly all of

its colour, but still preserves its lustre. It looks very like^a

piece of old blue silk cloth that has faded in colour, but still

preserves its shiny surface.

Externally the walls of the masjid are very plain, being
relieved only by lines of simple brick mouldings. But the

small towers at the four corners are richly ornamented with

various patterns of geometric tracery. No remains of glaze
are now visible, but I believe that all the bands of ornament

were covered with blue glaze, while the plain bands or divi-

sions were left in their original state of plain red.

Although the Jmi Masjid of Badaon cannot be compared
with the magnificent masjids of Delhi and Ajmer, yet its

great size and the massiveness of its walls
give

a certain

dignity to its ruined aisles which a smaller building would not

possess. As well as I am able to judge, I think that the effect

of a large building entirely covered with blue glazed orna-

mentation, or perhaps with onty the ornaments and inscriptions
in blue glaze and the intermediate bands or frames of the

panels in plain red, brick, would have been very rich. In the

few buildings that Lhave seen where these colours arc used,
as in the great Rokn-i-lam in Multan, the general effect is

striking and not inharmonious.

Although the great masjid towers high over the houses
of the city, yet the streets

whi^h surround it are so narrow
that it is quite impossible to get a good view of it from any
near point. The best points of view for the details of the

building are, from the roofs of some of the neighbouring
houses, but for picturesque effect by far the best view is from
the open country to the north of the town. The central arch
of the masjid itself is plain and heavy, but the old gateway,
with its corbelled arch of overlapping stones, is a pleasing
specimen of the massive style of the earliest Muhammadan
architecture of India.

*

Of the older tombs now remaining at Badaon whose
dates can be ascertained, all but one belong to the 9th
century of the Hijra. It seems also very probable that they
belong to different members of the family of the Sayid King
Ala-uddin Alam, who abdicated the throne in favour of Bah-
lol Lodi in A.H, 854. There is nothing either striking or
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peculiar in their appearance. All are simple "square masses of

almost plain brick-work, with some bands of blue glazed
tile ornament. A few brief notes will therefore suffice to

describe their petty differences of construction.

Tomb A to the south of the town is an octagonal build-

ing of 26^ feet each side, with a room inside 27^ feet square.
The people call it the tomb of Chimni KMn

;
but they know

nothing of his history, and I have been unable to discover

anything about him. The building appears to me to be of

later date than the others, and is very probably not older than

the time of Sikandar Lodi, or perhaps later. It is in better

order than most of the others, and is more highly decorated.

The battlement, especially, is a good specimen of rich orna-

mentation in brick-work. The dome is unfortunately very

low, otherwise this tomb would be a very fine and striking

specimen of a Muhammadan brick tomb.

Tomb B stands close to the last, but it is square in form,

with a side of 32 feet 4 inches. It is ornamented with a

single band of- dark-blue glazed tiles, and has a rather *flat

dome. No name is known for it, but it is simply called chaukt,
or the

"
square

"
building. But as the inscription over the

door bears the date of A.H. 957, the tomb must belong to

the reign of Islam Shah Stir. I sent my copy of the inscrip-
tion to Mr. Blochmann' shortly before his death. The room
inside is square, with the usual overlapping pendentives in

the corners.

Tomb C lies to th west of the town
;

it is 25 feet 6 inches

square outside, with a square room inside. Over the door

there are two inscriptions, bearing the dates of 877 and 882,
carved on two different-coloured sandstones; that on the

left hand being white and the other red. Each inscription con-

sists of two lines, and as both run the full length of the two
slabs horizontally, the two halves of both are on different-

coloured stones* As both of these inscriptions were sent to

Mr. Blochmann, I am not able to quote their texts, but as the

later date of A.H. 882 is that of the death of the abdicated

king Ala-uddin, I have little doubt that this is his tomb.
Ferishta apparently gives 883 as the year of his death

;
but

as he specially notes that his abdication took place in 854,
and afterwards says that "his retirement at Badaon was

nearly 28 years," it is clear that the old king must have died

in 882.1 This also is the date given by Khair-uddin, Muham-
mad. 2

1

Compare Briggs' Ferishta, L 557, and I. 543.
2
History of Jaunpur, translated by Pogson, p. 51,
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D is one of the largest tombs now standing at Badaon,

being a square of 42 feet 9 inches outside, with a room 28 feet

square inside. Over the door there is an undated inscription

of one line, which gives the name of Daolat Khn, of whom
I have not been able to find any mention. He cannot be the

Daolat Kh^n who sat on the throne of Delhi in A.H. 816,

817, as that Chief was imprisoned by Sayid Khizr in Hisar

Feroza, where he was soon after put to death. The dome is

much loftier than that of Chimni KMn's tomb, but it is

dwarfed by the great square mass of building below. Had
the corners been cut off, this would have been one of the most

striking tombs in Badaon,

Tomb E stands on the east side of the town. It is a

square of 40 feet outside, with a room of 19 feet 8 inches

square inside. It is ornamented with some blue glazed tiles

in squares bearing the name of Allah. Over the eastern door
there is a long slab bearing an inscription in memory of the

mother of ShahzadS, Fateh KMn, dated A.H. 860. I pre-
sume that this lady was one of the wives of Sayid Ala-uddin,
the abdicated monarch.

Tomb F stands close to E on the east side of the town.

It is a square of 43 feet externally, with walls 7 feet 9 inches

in thickness, and an inner room 27 feet 6 inches square. Over
the door there is th&kalimah inscribed in brick, but the great
stone inscription slao is gone. The tomb is now occupied
by Kumhars, who have their kilns inside.

Tomb G stands on the south side of the town. It is 367
feet square outside, with a room 23 feet 4 inches square in-

side. The corners are cut off in the usual way by overlap-

ping pendentives to form an octagon for the spring of the
dome. In the middle there are two brick graves, one of

which is that of a man, as there is the usual pen case on the

top. In the south-east corner there is the third grave. There
is an inscription over the doorway with the date of 866 A. H.,
which records the burial of Makhdumah Jahn, the mother
of the abdicated king Ala-uddin Alam. The text and trans-
lation of this inscription have been published by the late

lamented Mr. Blochmann as follows :

^IkU c^UaU 43^ ^UaU UJU

UJ
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" This strong vault of Makhdumah Jah&n, the late

Majesty Ala-uddunya wa-uddm A lam Shah, the king, was erected

during the reign of the said king. Dated igth Rajab [may its honour
be increased] 866 A,H. = igth April 1462 A.D."

A notice of this tomb has been published in the Journal of

the Asiatic Society,
1

together with a faulty copy of the in-

scription in which the date is read as A.H, 877. This was
afterwards corrected by Mr. Blochmann on receipt of an im-

pression which I forwarded to him some years ago.
2 There

can be no doubt about the identification of the building, as

the three graves which I have described above are also men-
tioned by Mr. Wilson, who describes them as those of

A14-uddin and his mother. The building is further identified

by his mention of an old masonry well
"
close to the tomb."

This well, which is
only

120 feet to the south-west, is a very
fine one, being 2 1 feet in diameter.

Tomb H lies 42 feet to the south of G. It is exactly of

the same style, but of only half the size, being 19^ feet square
outside, and 12 feet square inside. It was probably the tomb
of one of the sons of Alei-uddin.

Besides the tombs just described, there are several of later

date which do not seem to require any particular mention.

Amongst these is the tomb of Ikhls Khn of the Mughal
period, a small neat-looking building with stout octagonal
towers at the four corners. The tomb of Shekh Afrid is also

a very small one, and is
onty remarkable for its curiously

shaped minars, Lastly, there is a masjid of the time of Au-

rangzeb, with an inscription dated in A,H. 1071, or A.D.

1660.

IL KAMPIL, OR KAMPILYA.

According to the Mahbhrata the great kingdom of

Panch&la extended from the Himalaya mountains to the

Chambal river. But just before the Great War, Drupada, the

king of Panch&la, was conquered by Drona, the preceptor of

the five Pndus. Drona restored to Drupada the southern

half of the country, with its capital of K&mpilya, but the

northern half he retained for himself, and made Ahikshetra

(or Ahichhatra) his capital. This capital of north Pan-

ch41a I have already described f but the southern capital of

*See Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, 1872^^ m, 112, and Proceedings
for March of the same year, p. 49.

See Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal and Proceedings for 1874, p> 100,

'Archaeological Survey of India, I 278.
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K&mpilya was not visited until March 1878, I had long

wished to see this old
city,

which is famous as the scene of

the Swayamoara of Drupadi, the beautiful daughter of RAja

Drupada; I did not of course expect to find any ancient

buildings of the time of the MahAbhArata, but I thought that

the people would be able to point out the place where the

great Swayamvara was believed to have been held. What-
ever ancient buildings may have existed at Kampil when the

Muhamrnadans first took possession of the Gangetic doab

must have been swept away long ago by that mad despot
Muhammad Tughlak, who in A.H. 745

= A.D. 1345,
" en-

camped his army near Kampil and Patiali, on the banks of

the Ganges, and drew supplies from Oudh and Kara, The

people of his camp here built houses, till at length a town

arose under the name of SargdwAri" (Swarga-dwri).
"Here he remained till the next year/'

1

I found no traces of old buildings, but only a succession

of undulating grounds, rising in some places to high mounds
with broken bricks thinly scattered here and there. The

only sites that have got names are on the banks of the B-Ar

Gang& }
or old Ganges. There are several holy gh&ts in the

kunas
y
or ponds, in which pilgrims bathe, but there is no run-

ning stream. A great mela, or fair, is held here on the full

moon of Chaitra.

The site of RAja Drupada's place is pointed out as the

most easterly one of the isolated mounds on the banks of the

Bur Ganga. It is about 400 feet long and from 200 to 250
feet broad, rising to 20 and 25 feet in height.

Squared kankar blocks are seen everywhere; and appa-
rently the walls of the ancient temples must have been built

of these stones. Mouldings, and even figures, are found onsome
of them. Amongst the latter I saw a figure of the Ganges,
on her crocodile, holding up a jar of water in her right hand.
It is a lower piece of a door jamb, and is therefore of com-

paratively late date, say from 600 to 900 A.D. I saw also a
second river-goddess in reddish -yellow stone of large size,
which must have belonged to some grand temple. Amongst
the figures I found the Brahmanical Ganesa and the Jaina
Adinatha. There are several Jain temples, with some in-

scribed statues; but as the ministering priest would not
allow them to be touched, and would not move them himself,
the inscriptions could not be copied. They appeared to be

1

Briggs' Ferishta, I, p. 428.
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not more than 300 or 400 years old, excepting one figure
of black stone, which was behind the others, so that the char-
acters could not be distinguished. It was said to be the

oldest, and it certainly looked much older than' the others.

This is another instance of the frequent churlishness of

the Jain priests, which I have before noticed at Khandwa and

Champanagar. Fortunately all are not so surly, and I can
refer with pleasure to my intercourse with the chief priest at

Pawapuri, and with the officiating priests at Mahas&ra, or

MasAr, in the Shahabad district, near Ara.

III. BILSAR, OR BILSAND.

It sometimes happens to a sportsman to miss a shot alto-

gether, and at another time to kill two birds with one shot.

Both of these chances have happened to me about Bilsar.

In 1862 I made a careful search for the ancient site which the

Chinese, pilgrim, Hwen Thsang, calls Pi-bshan-na, and failed

to hit the mark
;
but in 1877 I was more successful, as I not

only found the Pi-lo-shan-na of Hwen Thsang, but also the

Talsanda of the Muhammadan historians, which is described

as a strong fort
"
vying with the wall of Alexander/' The

place was brought to my notice by my friend Rja Siva

Prasid, who found there two inscribed pillars of Kum&ra

Gupta, dated in the year 96 of the Gupta era.

The name of the place is written Bikand with the cere-

bral d) and is pronounced sometimes as Bilsar, and some-
times as BilsandL It is now a small place but its former size

is well marked by the high mound on which the present

village stands, and by a second large mound to the south.

Its former consequence is proved by the fact that the town
was the residence of a Rathor rja so late as three or four

hundred years back. The raja's descendant now lives at

the village of Rampur, one ko$ to the west of Bilsar, and a
romantic story is told to account

^for
the change of residence.

A former
r&ja

is said to, have built a fort on the top of the

high mound in the middle of the village. As the mound is

33 feet high, the r&ja's Baithak, or
"
out-door throne," over-

looked the house of a Brahman named Puran Mall, who was

consequently annoyed, and appealed to the rja to change
the position of

the^
Baithak. The rja refused and the

Brahman poisoned himself with opium, and his body then

turned to a blue colour like indigo. His ghost then became
a malignant spirit (Wr), and caused the death of
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members of the r&ja's family, and lastly of the r&ja himself.

The ghost or spirit was named Brahm-Rdkshas, or the

"Brahman demon," and the r&ja's son, named Ram Sahai,

fled away from him to Rampur, where he built a house, and

where his family have ever since dwelt.

The ghost of. Puran Mall is still worshipped by all the

people of Bilsar, who seek to appease the wrath of the Brah-

man R&kshas with offerings of flowers and sweetmeats. His

Chabutrd, or shrine, is the usual square platform on the

highest point of the mound in the north-western corner. Nu-
merous fragments of sculpture are collected on it. So strong
is the belief of the people in the power of the Brahman's

ghost, that they fully expected that something would happen
to me for disturbing the mound by digging a trench across it.

It so turned out that my elephant, while taking her daily bath

in a tank close by, broke away from her keeper and scoured

the country for two hours before she was caught. This little

incident was at once seized upon by the people as an exhibi-

tion of the power of the Brahm-Rkshas, who had thus

revenged himself upon me for disturbing the mound near his

shrine.

The present village, with all its mounds and fields strewn

with broken bricks, covers a nearly square area of somewhat
more than 2,000 feet each side, or rather less than half a mile,

Its circuit is therefore about one mile and three-quarters, or

a little less than the two miles mentioned by Hwen Thsang.
The great mound, which is more than 33 feet high, stands in

thei very midst of the village, and divides it into two distinct

portions, which are known as Bilsar Pachiya and Bilsar Purm,
or western and eastern Bilsar. To the south of the latter

there is a third division of the village called Bihar Paiti>
which means simply the outlying quarter or division of Bilsar.

Regarding the origin of the name, I could get no information.

There is however at 4 ko$ to the south-east another village
called Silsara> and written Silsanda in the maps, which seems
to have been named after the same fashion.

The Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang first visited Pi4o
shan-na in A.D, 636, and again in A.D. 643 on his return

journey to China. 1 On the latter occasion, he halted for two
months to

^

hear discourses on the Abhidharma SAstra. On
his first visit, the -pilgrim travelled from Ahichhatra [or R&m-
nagar, 20 miles to the west of Bareli], from 260 to 270 /, or

43 to 45 miles, to the south
}
and then crossing the Ganges

1 See my Ancient Geography of India, pp, 564, 567*
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he turned to the south-west and reached Pi-lo-shan-na* This
is a singularly exact account of the route from Ahichhatra to

Bilsar by the ancient city of Karnpil. From Ahichhatra to

the Ganges opposite Kampil the route is nearly due south,
and the distance about 45 miles. From Kampil the road turns

to the south-west to Bilsar, a distance of only 6 miles. The

agreement here is very precise, not only in name but in posi-

tion, and I have no doubt whatever that Bilsar, or Bilsanda
is the place called Pi-lo~shan-na by Hwen Thsang. But there

is a mistake in the account of his onward journey to Sankisa
and Kanauj, which requires to be noticed for the purpose of

correction.

From Piloshanna the pilgrim is said to have travelled

200 It to the south-east to Kie-pi-tha (or Sankisa), and from
that place to Kanauj somewhat less than 200 K to the north-

west.
1 Here Hwen Thsang makes the distance between

Piloshanna and Kanauj close upon 400 /z',
or 67 miles. His

bearing from Sankisa to Kanauj is of course wrong, as a
north-west direction would have carried him back to Pilo-

shanna. The bearing should of course be south-east, and it is

so given by Fa Hian,
s who further makes the distance only

7 y'oj'anas, or 49 miles. Now, this is the true distance be-

tween Sankisa and Kanauj, which is exactly 50 miles. Hwen
Thsang's distance of 200 /*, or 33 miles, is therefore exactly
100 /, or nearly 17 miles, short. But if we accept the whole

distance from Piloshanna to Kanauj as 400 /, and deduct
from it 300 K between Sankisa and Kanauj, there will remain

just 100 It, or 17 miles, for the distance between Piloshanna

and Sankisa. I have marched this route three different times,
and I estimate the distance as 18 miles by the road md AH-

ganj, and 17 miles direct. I think therefore that I am fully

justified in proposing to divide Hwen Thsang' s total dis-

tance of 400 K between Piloshanna and Kanauj into two

unequal portions of 100 K to Sankisa, plus 300 K to Kanauj,
instead of the two equal distances of 200 K each, which are

recorded in his text.

The pilgrim describes the capital of Piloshanna as being
12 K) or just 2 miles, in circuit.

3 The people were chiefly
heretics (Brahmanists), and there were few Buddhists, But

they still had two monasteries with three hundred monks
;

while the heretics had five temples of the gods [Devdlaya or

Mulien's Hwen Thsang, II, 241.
8 Seal's Fa Hian Chap. XVIII.
3
Julian's Hwen Thsang, II, 235,
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Dewal]. Inside an ancient monastery, in the midst of the

town, there was a
1

stupa 100 feet in height, which was said to

have been built by Asoka, on a spot where Buddha had

preached for seven days. Beside this monastery, there was a

place where the four Buddhas had sat and walked.

From this account I make out that the ancient monas-

tery must have occupied the great mound mt he middle of the

village, marked A in the map of the place.
1 The inhabited

monasteries must therefore have been outside the town,
and they must have been of some size to have accommodated
the 200 monks mentioned by the pilgrim. The possible
sites seem to be the two large mounds marked B and C in the

map. Of the great stupa of Asoka I could not find any trace,

I dug a trench right across the top of the great mound,
and at a depth of 7^ feet, I came upon several walls 2 and

3 feet thick, but all of comparatively late date, and lying at

different angles, from which I concluded that they were the

remains of the houses of mediaeval date, when the place was

occupied as a fort. The bricks were large, 14^ by 8$,

2f, and I have no doubt that they belonged originally to

Asoka' s sttipa. I dug also some other trenches on the

lower part of the mound to the east, near a fine octagonal
well. I look upon all wells of this shape as certain evi-

dences of Buddhism, as the wells in the Jetawana at Srivasti

are of this shape, and the Burmese Buddhists still use the

octagonal form in preference to any other.

The other mounds at Bilsar' are most probably the sites

of the five Brahmanical temples mentioned by the Chinese

pilgrim. Two of them, D and F, are certainly the remains
of Brahmanical temples ;

and I judge the others to have been
so on account of the remains of Brahmanical sculptures col-

lected there. These five sites are the following: marked I),

E, F, G,and H.

The mound marked D is called Gandhor-ka-rurkia
}
but no

one kftew the meaning of the name. It is so feet in height,
but its breadth is small

;
and my excavations brought to light

the walls of a square temple. As in most of the other temples,
the lines of wall do not correspond with the cardinal points,
the E and W wall bearing 265 instead of 270, As nothing
was discovered, the excavation was discontinued. There is a
fine octagonal well close by the north-east corner, 8 feel 3
inches in diameter. This may perhaps show that the temple
belonged to the Buddhists.

1 Sec Plate V.
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Mound E is about 250 feet square at base and 10 feet in

height. It is a mere mass of fragments of bricks and pot-

tery ; larger bricks having been carried off to build houses
in the village.

The four pillars at the site marked F are by far the most

interesting remains at Bilsar* Two of the pillars are round

monoliths, bearing inscriptions of Kumllra Gupta, of which the

northern one is dated in the year 96 of the Gupta era. These
two pillars are 85 feet apart, the bearing between them

being 11 to the east of north. Taking the line lying be-

tween them as a base, and setting off from its mid point, a

perpendicular line of 85 feet towards the east fixes the position
of the second pair of pillars, which are square. As all four

of these pillars are thus clearly connected together, I take

them to have formed a portion of some large temple of the

Gupta kings. I made several excavations to the westward
of the two square pillars, but without finding any traces

of walls. On the east and north sides all excavation is

barred by the houses of the village, which stand close to the

two pillars. At a few feet distant on the south side there

is a deeply-cut road, which shows that no walls exist in that

direction. The rubbish of centuries which has accumulated
around these four pillars to a depth of 8 or 10 feet has been
the means of their preservation. The top portions of all four

pillars have disappeared long ago, and nothing now remains
save what was buried under ground. But the inscriptions of

Kum&ra Gupta luckily exist to show that the two square pil-

lars must have formed part of the temple of the Gupta period.
Their testimony is quite invaluable, as there are similarly orna-

mented squara pillars
at Garhw&, near Allahabad, which we

can now say positively must also have belonged to a Gupta
temple. In my account of the Gupta temples at S&nchi,

Udaygiri, Eran, Tigowa, and Deoriya, I have shown that one of

the characteristics of the Gupta architecture is the presence of

figures of the river-goddesses Ganges and Jumna on the door

jambs. In accordance with this invariable practice of the

Gupta builders, the figures of the Ganges and Jumna are also
found upon the two square pillars of this Gupta temple at

Bilsar. There is only a slight trace of Ganga on the north-
ern pillar, which is very much dilapidated, but the YamunA,
or Jumna, is still in very fair preservation on the southern

pillar.
1 The two Garhwi pillars agree exactly withi these Bilsar

1 See Plate VI. Near the top of the pillar is the Jumna on her tortoise.

VOL. XII. B
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pillars in the style of deeply-cut flowered ornament on the

sides, tnd in presenting a tall figure as a guard or porter

on each side of the entrance. The Bilsar pillars are 2 feet

i inch square and 9 feet high in their present broken state.

But the tops of both are broken off, and as they are still

upwards of 10 feet in height, it seems probable that they
must have been between 13 and 14 feet high.

The two inscribed columns are plain circular monoliths

from 19 to 20 inches in diameter. The tops, of both are

broken off, but they are still 10 feet high above the rough
lower portions of their shafts, which were presumably sunk

under ground. The inscriptions are engraved on their eastern

faces, and as the figures of the Ganges and Jumna also face

the east, it seems nearly certain that the entrance of the

temple must have faced the east. In this case I should

take the two square pillars to have been the supports of the

Toran, or ornamental gateway, leading up to the temple from

the east. It is somewhat in favour of this view that there

is a flight of steps leading upwards from the Toran pillars

towards the west, I could not ascertain whether this stair-

case was part of the original structure or not. If it was so,

it has been repaired with old materials, as the lowermost

step is formed of a pilaster 6 feet in length and 1 1 inches

in breadth, which I think may have formed part of the ori-

ginal temple. There is a pillar of exactly the same size and

pattern lying in the village close by. The details of these

pillars are almost precisely the same as those of the Gupta
temples and caves at Sanchi, Udaygiri, and Eran, I think

therefore that this very strong evidence is sufficient to estab-

lish the correctness of my opinion that these pillars must
have belonged to the Gupta temple. If this be admitted, we

may go still further, and from these pilasters build a temple
of the Gupta period similar to those which still exist at

Sanchi, Udaygiri, Eran, and Tegowa. This would have been
a simple square building, with a portico of four pillars in

front near the top of the staircase. The. roof would have
been flat, and the ornamentation would have been limited to
the doorway and the architraves.

The two round pillars are plain monoliths of dark-red
sandstone. The northern

pillar has 13 lines of an inscrip-
tion and the southern pillar 16 lines. Both inscriptions are

injured, more particularly the southern one. The letters have
peculiar heads, or mdtras, somewhat in the shape of dice-
boxes placed horizontally. Of the northern inscription the
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left half of the first four lines is gone ;
but the greater portion

may be supplied with certainty from the 'Bhitari pillar inscrip-
tion. The upper part of the inscription on the southern

pillar is also much injured ;
but by counting the letters, and

comparing them with those of the Bhitari inscription, the
accordance is seen to be nearly perfect. The seven lines in

the middle of the southern inscription are completely gone ;

but the last five lines are in tolerable condition, and seem to cor-

respond letter for letter with the last part of the northern pil-
'

lar inscription. I read the whole as follows, marking the

beginning of each line of the*
1

south pillar inscription with a

figure in a bracket, and filling up the gaps in the first part
from the Bhitari inscription. In the accompanying plate I

have inserted the missing portions of each line in English
letters for ready comparison.

1

1. [Sarwarajochchhetuh prithivyamapratirathasya cha-

turudadhi] salila : (2) .swAditaya saso

2. [Dhana-da Varunendrntaka
*
masya kritllnta parasoh

sreya (3) sat&neka] ranya koti pradasya chirotsan-

naswamedha harttuh.

3. [Mahir&ja Sri Gupta (4) puttrasya mah&r&ja Sri

Ghatotkacha puttrasya] MahAr&jadhiraja Sri Chan-
dra Gupta puttrasya.

4. Lichchhavi dauhitrasya [mah&devy&m kumra Devy
Mahrja] dhiraja Sn Samudra Gupta puttrasya.

5. Mah.devy4m Datta Devyi Mutpannasya [mahi pra-

tirathasya parama Bhigavatasya mah&rjadhirja-
Sri Chandra Gupta puttrasya*

6. Mahdeyym Dhruva Devy& mutpannasya Mah^ja
dhiraja Sri KumSra Gupta sy&bhivardhamana r&jya
Samvatsare Shannavate (96).

7. Asyadivasa purvvay&m Bhagavatastrailokya tejassarh-

bharasatatatr4bhuta murtter Brahmaijya Devasya.
8. [Five letters] niv&sinali Swdmi mahAsenasya yatan^i,

sminkirttasugAchara saddharmma vartma bhaya- .

f ^V,atachehhe [five letters] su* ri* la* rmad^lm4nitena

(12) Dhruva sarmma^a Karmma mah&t kritad.

. K|itv4 Sivabhir^mlL munida manidhitiam Swargga
Saupitnarapi (13) Kafrverachchhanda bimba sphp-
tika mani dal&bhAsa gaur4m pratoli.

See Plate VIII.
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1 1. Prasidatabhirupa punya* radavna *
(14* tha *

ttay-

epava-punyashchevabhiram vrajati Subhipatistata
Sarmma Dhruvosta.

I2 . Vyatir
*
sya(i5)

**
gasayatavarapunyatalapadam.

* * do bhakti-rahita satwa samata kastrunnasarh

puyaye.

13.
* * *

vinati sascha *
chayojedika

* * * va-tenma
Dhruva Sarmmana *

ira varama bhogayah kirita,
" The conqueror of all kings unsurpassed on the earth as

a warrior, whose victorious arms reach to the four seas, equal
to Dhanada, Varuna, Indra (and), Antaka, wielder of the

battle-axe of death, giver of millions of gold, performer of

the Aswamedha, the great king Sri Gupta's son, the great

king Sri Ghatot Kacha's son, the great king of kings Chandra

Gupta's son by the Lichchhavis' daughter, queen Kumari

Devi, the great king of kings Samudra Gupta's son, by the

queen Datt& Devi, son of the unequalled warrior the supreme
worshipper of Bhagavat, the great king of kings Chandra

Gupta, by the queen Dhruva Devi, the great king of kings
Kumra Gupta, during his prosperous reign in the year 96 :

On this aforesaid day;
1 * * * *

in the house of

Swmi Mah&sena * * * * one Dhrftva Sarmman per-
formed a great work * * * he erected a staircase (sau-

pana), like that by which the mtinis ascended to heaven,
with a gateway (pratoK) splendid as the crystal entrance to

the palace of Kuvera; and a beautiful temple (prdsddata-

bhirtipa), &c."
I have ventured to give the few particulars noted at the

end of this record on the authority of a Brahman Pandit at

Simla. He assures me that pratoli means a ft

gateway,
"

whereas, according to Wilson, it means only
" a high street/'

or the "principal road through a town/' while Monier Wil-
liams gives it as the equivalent of

"
street." Perhaps there

was a Toran
gateway at the foot of the staircase leading to

the temple, as it is quite certain that the two square pillars
of a Toran gateway are now standing at the foot of a stair-

case leading to a point midway between the two inscribed

pillars. If "street" be the more correct rendering, then the
street will be the hollow road which now runs between the
two inscribed pillars, from which a flight of steps or some
other means of ascent to the temple would have been neces-

sary.

1 But no day is mentioned in the previous line, which gives the written date ol"
ninety-six/

1
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This inscription of Kum&ra Gupta will be published here-

after along with the other Gupta records in Vol. Ill of the
'

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum.' But I have thought it

necessary to give the above brief notice in anticipation, as

the inscription seems to refer very distinctly to the temple of

which only the pillars now remain. If I am right in my in-

ference, then this temple must have been one of the five

Brahmanical fanes seen by Hwen Thsang.
About fifty paces to the east of the Toran pillars, and on

the side of the hollow road, there is a fine stone trough, which
differs from all others that I have met with in being orna-

mented with slight mouldings running all round, and with

flowers at the corners. At one end there is a two-armed

figure seated on a throne, which I take to be Vishnu. The

trough is 7 feet
7^ inches long by 3 feet 2-| inches broad, and

2 feet 10 inches high.
The only other remains at Etilsar are carved or moulded

bricks, some of which are of very large dimensions. I found

one fragment of a pierced lattice in carved terra-cotta. The
holes were mere squares, but the border was a very intricate

flower pattern. In the accompanying plate I have given
sketches of three examples of the larger bricks which, though

coarsely executed, are very striking and effective designs
from their deep cutting.

1

No. i, which is placed sideways in the plate for conve-

nience, seems to be the end-piece of coping of a Buddhist

railing. It is 18 inches in length by 12 inches in height.
No. 2 may perhaps have formed part of a battlement.

It is also 12 inches broad and 5 inches thick. .

No. 3 has puzzled me a good deal
;
and I feel quite un-

certain as to its use. The only purpose that I can suggest
for it is the central piece of a large pavement. It was evi-

dently made for some special position, as it is not square,

although its circular pattern demands a square to satisfy the

eye. It is 23 inches long by 21 inches broad.

The only mention of Bilsar that I can find during the

Muhammadan rule is in the year 645 A.H., or A.D. 1247,
when Balban, the Wazir of Ndsir-uddin Mahmftd made a cam-

paign in the Doab between the Ganges and Jumna. Minhctj-

us-Sirj, $ contemporary writer, celebrated this campaign in

verse* In his Tabakt-i~Nsiri he relates that

"in the neighbourhood of Kanauj there is a fortified village Called

Nandana
t
where there is a very strong fort vying with the wall of

1 See Plate VIL
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Alexander. A body of infidel Hindus shut themselves in this place,

resolved to fight to the last extremity. For two days the royal army
carried on a murderous conflict at this village, but &t length the rebels

were sent to hell, and the place was subdued," l

Professor Dowson gives the variant readings of Tatanda

and Talsanda. In Ferishta the name is Bitunda, which

Briggs identifies with Bulandshahr. 2 In the same passage
Dow reads the name as Tihanda. Comparing all these vari-

ant readings together, I think that there can be little, if any,
- doubt that the place intended is B'ilsanda or Silsar. The two

names are absolutely the same, the position of each is in the

neighbourhood of Kanauj,and Bilsar once possessed a strong

fort, of which the remains still exist.

IV. SANKISA.

During the past few years I have three times visited

Sankisa. On the first occasion, in March 1876, I went

there for the express purpose of searching for the remains

of the great Asoka pillar, of which only the elephant capital
now exists above ground. From the site in which this capital
was found, I inferred that the pillars must have stood due north

of the mound of Bisari Devi, which I have
previously

identi-

fied with the position of the three holy flights of steps by
which Buddha descended from the Trayastrinsa heavens,
attended by Brahma and Indra,

3
I guessed also from the

angle formed by the diameter of the capital, taken along the

back of the elephant, that the pillar must have fallen from
a position nearly perpendicular to that line, as whichever

way the elephant may have faced, the capital on reaching
the ground would have turned round, so as to bring the

elephant on its side. I gathered also from the actual size

of the capital, as well as from the mention of its size given
by Fa Hian, that the pillar must have been somewhere between

52 and 60 feet in total height. I therefore laid down a line

at right angles to the long diameter and marked out a
circular space between 50 and 60 feet distant from the

elephant for my excavation. The result was singularly suc-

cessful, as in less than an hour's digging we came on a square
brick base, ii feet 9 inches from north to south, and 10 feet

1 * Elliot's Muhammadan Historians of India, by Dowson, II, 347,3
Briggs* Ferishta, ,!,- 237, Since this was written I have seen Major Raverty's

translation of Minh&j, in which I find that one of the good manuscripts actually
gives Bilsanda as the name of the place, thus most satisfactorily confirming my
suggestion.

8 See Archseological Survey of India, I, 278.
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2 inches from east to west. There was a large circular hole

in the centre, in which it was quite clear that the pillar

had originally stood, as there was a great gap on the side

towards the elephant capital, showing that the shaft had

certainly fallen in that direction. I then found that this base

was due north from the Bisri Devi mound and exactly on the

prolongation of its eastern wall. From this curious coinci-

dence I conclude that the three holy flights of steps, which
Hwen Thsang describes as being in a line from north to

south and facing the east,
1 were almost certainly on the old

mound now dedicated to Bis&ri Devi. This mound is 20 feet

high and 160 feet in diameter at base. It seems to be com-

posed of solid brick-work, some of the bricks being ,of the

large size of 24^ by 10^ by 3^ inches.

Encouraged by the successful discovery of the basement
of the pillar, I opened a broad trench the whole way between
it and the elephant capital, in the hope of finding some

portion of the shaft, which was most probably inscribed with

some of Asoka's1 edicts. In this I was disappointed; but I

found large masses of wall
3
which had fallen down towards

the east, still lying unbroken. I traced also a thick wall run-

ing from north to south at a short distance to the east of

the pillar. I think it probable that this was part of the sur-

rounding wall of the great monastery within which stood the

three holy staircases.

All round the basement of the pillar I found traces of a

brick floor, at a depth of 4 feet below the present level of the

field in which it stands. As the depth of the elephant

capital below the ground-level is only aj feet, a rough ap-

proximation to the date of its fall may be made by taking 4
feet as the accumulation of soil in 2,000 years. This would

give 1,125 years for the period of accumulation round theele-,

phant, which deducted from A.D. 1875, leaves A.D. 750
as*the

approximate date of the fall of the pillar. There is

nothing improbable in this date, as it is more than a century
later than the visit of Hwen Thsang when the pillar was still

standing. Judging from the thickness of the enclosing wall

of the monastery, I cannot help thinking that it must have
been thrown down by an earthquake ;

and as it is lying-in the

same direction as the prostrate pillar, I suspect that both may
have fallen at the same time.

In my former account of Sankisa, I have quoted a tradi-

tion that the place was deserted between 1,800 and 1,900
T

Julien's Hwerf Thsang,H, 237. t
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years ago, and that i ,300 years ago, or about A.D. 560,

it was given by a Kayasth to a body of Brahmans.1

I have also quoted the statement mentioned by Hwen

Thsang, in A.D. 636, that the Brahmans who dwelt

near the monastery were "many tens of thousands
"

in

number. With these two accounts I would now connect the

fatfts that at the present day the Brahmans are very numerous

at Sankisa, while a large proportion of the inhabitants of the

neighbouring village of Pakna Bihar are Saksena (or Sanki-

sena] Kayasths, who claim to be the descendants of a body of

immigrants from Sankisa. These Kayasths do not possess

any lands in Bihar, but they are the owners of the largest
houses. All these different facts seem to me to be so many
separate parts of one continuous story. At some early period,

perhaps before the time of Hwen Thsang, the Kayasths of

Sankisa deserted their native place and settled at Pakna

Bihar, their lands at Sankisa becoming at the same time the

property of a party of Brahmans. At the present day the

lands of Sankisa are largely owned by Brahmans, while

the Saksena Kayasths of Pakna Bihar are landless. It there-

fore seems not improbable that the Brahmans of Bihar may
have succeeded at last in ousting the Kayasths of Sankisa
from their lands.

In the beginning of the 5th century, when Fa Hian was at

Sankisa, he heard that once

*/ some heretical doctors had a contention with the Shamans respect-

ing this (Sankisa) as a place of residence. Then the Shamans agreed
to any condition for settling the question that might be considered
reasonable. On which they all bound themselves to this compact. If

this place properly belongs -to the Shamans, then there will bo some

supernatural proof given of it. Immediately on this the lion on the

top of the pillar uttered' a great roar. Witnessing this testimony, the

unbelievers, abashed, withdrew from the dispute and submitted/' a

^The translation of this passage by Remusat, as given by
Laidlay, is as follows :

" There were heterodox philosophers who contested with the Sha-
men the right of sojourn here. The Sha-mcn submitted to a condi-

tion, and entered into a mutual convention. '

If,
'

said they,
(

this

place ought to be the abode of the S&a-men, let a supernatural testi-

mony proclaim it.' They had no sooner finished this speech than the
lion on the summit of the pillar uttered a loud roar. On witnessing
this testimony, the heretics were overwhelmed with fear, and, submit-
ting their hearts to Fo, received the divine sustenance. "

1 See Archaeological Survey of India, I, 270.* Seal's Fa Hian, C. xvii, p. 65. See also Laidlay's, Fa Hian, p, 131.
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These heretical doctors, or heterodox philosophers, were,
as Remusat suggests, most probably Brahmans, so that even

long before the time of Fa Hian there had been a dispute
between the Brahmans and Sramans. Up to the time of Fa

Hian, A,D. 400, the Buddhists had kept possession, but some
time before Hwen Thsang's visit, in 636. A.D., the Brah-

mans must have prevailed over their opponents, as he records

that there were no less than ten temples of the gods and
numbers of heretics

;
while there were only four monasteries

with about one .thousand monks. My impression is that the

quarrels with Brahmans must have begun at a very early date,

shortly after the downfall of the Indo-Scythian Buddhists in

Northern India, and the rise of the powerful Brahmanical

dynasty of Guptas, some time during the second or third

century of the Christian era.

During my stay at Sankisa I made a large collection of

ancient coins and other objects of interest. The earliest coins

were of course the small square pieces with small symbols or

figures punched upon them. I obtained no less than fourteen

specimens of these early coins, of which three were of silver.

Along with these were several cast copper coins. Next in

age are the coins of the 'satraps of Mathura, Rajubul and

his son Saud&sa, who preceded Kanishka and Huvishka in

Northern India. Then come the coins of the Indo-Scythian

kings themselves, Wema-Kadphises, Kanishka, Huvishka,
and V&su Deva, with a few of their successors whose names
are not decipherable in their barbarous Greek legends. Then
follows a long period of several hundred years quite unrepre-
sented by coins until the 8th or pth century, when the Indo-

Sassanian pieces make their appearance, accompanied by
some Vardha-drawma$. These are small pieces of silver;

with' the Var&ha incarnation of Vishnu on the obverse, and

on the reverse a short legend, Sirmdd-ddi-Vardha.

In the neighbouring ruins of the Pakna Bih&r monastery
not even a single coin of any kind has been discovered of an

older date than the Indo-Scythians, But the coins of these

princes are very numerous all round about Sankisa, and I

infer that during their rule Buddhism revived and became

prosperous.

Amongst the other objects of interest which I obtained

at Sankisa, the following are the most worthy of notice ;

No. i . A large seal of soapstone inscribed with the name
of Utora Senasa,t\ie owner of it. There is a peculiar trian-
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gular symbol above, and the swastika below.
1 In the sketch

the letters are reversed exactly as on the seal.

No. 2. A small sculptured scene in soapstone. Unfortunate-

ly the whole of the right edge has been broken off for rather

more than an inch. In the accompanying sketch I have shown

the full size of the original carving, which was exactly two inches

and three-quarters in diameter. Rather more than a half of

the composition is gone.
2 The remaining portion represents a

lofty building approached by a long flight of steps, with a bend

in the middle. The stairs have a Buddhist railing on each

side and a small domed building at the head, which apparent

ly leads into the upper storey of the building, which is support-
ed on a row of pillars. Each storey has a Buddhist railing in

front. There was a third storey above, but the sculpture is

so much broken that the details are rather indistinct. There
is certainly, however, a seated figure of Buddha in the middle,
with his right hand raised in the attitude of teaching, and to the

left, that is, on his right hand, there is a second figure seated

with his hands raised apparently in adoration. To the left of

the scene there is a palm-tree and a huge peacock, nearly
as tall as the two storeys of the building. Near the bottom of

the steps there is a woman with her left arm stretched up-
wards, and carrying a round vessel in her right hand. Outside
the stairs to the right there are two objects which I take to

be the head-dresses and broken faces of two figures. On the

right all the rest of the sculpture is lost, but on the left of

the staircase there appears to be a second flight of steps.
The face of the stone is flat, but the back is convex, and
covered with a small wavy pattern.

The subject of this curious sculpture is doubtful, but I

think it not improbable that it may be the famous flights of

steps at Sankisa, The third flight is not seen on account
of the angle at which the middle flight is represented,

My principal reason for this identification is the presence
of the woman on the lower end of the steps, whom I take
to be the Bhikshuni

Utpala, or Utpald<uarna }
whose legend

is related by both Fa Hian and Hwen Thsang. The seated

figure of Buddha is, however, against this interpretation of
the scene as a representation of the Sankisa building with its

three flights of steps, as we learn from the Chinese pilgrim
that the figures of Buddha and the attendant gods, tfrahma
and Indra, were all represented standing at the top of the

* See Plate VII, Fig. i , Se
e
Plate VII, Fig, 2,
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steps, and leaning forward as if about to descend. But I see

no difficulty in supposing that the upper part of the scene re-

presents Buddha in the Trayastrinsa heavens explaining his

religion to his mother, Maya Devi, immediately before his re-

turn to this world at Sankisa. Accepting this explanation as

not improbable, then the female figure at the bottom of the

steps will undoubtedly be intended for the Bhikshuni Utpala.

According to Fa Hian,
1 when the rumour of Buddha's

descent became known

"then the Bhikshuni UtpalS. began to think thus with herself : 'To-

day the king, ministers, and people are all going to meet Buddha and
render homage to him, but I, a woman, how can I contrive to get the

first sight of him ?' Buddha immediately, by his divine power, changed
her into a holy chakravarti r&ja, and in that capacity she was the

very first to reverence Buddha on his return."

In this account Fa Hian has omitted the 'most interesting

portion of the legend, which has luckily been preserved by
Hwen Thsang.

3 A^ a chakravarti king, or supreme monarch,

Utpala was escorted by four bodies of soldiers, which enabled
her to make her way to the foot of the steps. Immediately
on reaching the flights of steps, she became again the Bhik-
shuni Utpala, and thus, as a woman, was the first to behold
Buddha on his return.

The story of Utpala is also noticed in the Devya avadana,
where the SthSvira Upagupta informs Asoka of the descent
of Buddha from the Trayastrinsa heavens and the glorious

metamorphosis of Utpalana-varna, who was transformed into

a chakravarti rija.
3

In the accompanying sketch I have completed the circle

to show the original size of this curious piece of carving.
The centre of the circle was first obtained from the remain-

ing portion of the circumference, and as it falls immediately
under the figure of Buddha, which was no doubt placed in

the middle of the composition, I have every confidence in the

size of the medallion as given in the plate, I have restored

a few lines of railing on the right hand to assist in complet-

ing the picture.

in his index. But Fa Hian's transcript
of the name as Yeu-pho-lo, or Utpala,

shows that the equivalent for lotus in her name was certainly Utpala, and not
Pundarika or Padma.

3 Burnouf : Introduction a V histoire du Buddhisme Indien, p. 399.
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No. 3 is a piece of hard fine-grained soapstone two inches

and three-quarters in diameter. It has a very elaborately

carved deep border surrounding an inner circle divided into

twelve spaces. Three of these are occupied by figures^
of

men standing, three more by palm-trees, and the remaining
six by a common Buddhist symbol. I obtained a broken

piece of a similarly carved plaque from Shahdheri or Taxila,

It wants the outer circle altogether, but there are the same
men and the same

palm-trees.
The circle also is of the same

size as the inner circle of the Sankisa carving, but instead of

the six symbols, there are six simple tall cones. Their use is

still'a mystery. It is possible that they may have served

some purpose for a lady's toilet, or perhaps as receptacles for

quicklime, which is used in small quantities with the betel-nut

and pan leaf.

No. 4 is a terra-cotta figure of one-half size. There is

nothing specially worthy of notice in the figure except that

it is unusually perfect. From the beaded zone round her

loins I conclude that the figure is an old one. She holds a

lotus flower by the stalk in her right hand, while her left hand
rests on her hip.

No. 5 is a broken piece of carving in black stone. It re-

presents the death, or nirvana, of Buddha, who is seen lying
on his right side, with his right hand under his head. This
is in exact accordance with the received accounts of his

position when he died, and also in strict agreement with all

the sculptures of the nirvana that I have met with. The
attendant figures are monks, with their-right shoulder bare;
but I am unable to recognise any of them. On the opposite
face of this small slab there is the fore-leg of a very large

elephant, being about three-quarters of an inch thick, with a
foot i inch in diameter. The animal must therefore have
been

_

about 6 inches in height ;
and if there were any figures

on his back, the whole sculpture must have been about 8
inches high by some 10 inches in length. In front of the

elephant's leg there is a soldier if inch in height. He is

dressed in a dkotz, or loin-cloth, and armed with a sword
and shield. His head is bare, with the hair parted down the

middle, and he wears a large circular ear-ring. I conclude
that what the scene represents was a procession, with the

elephant bearing a relic casket on his head.
No. 6 is a specimen of several goldsmiths' moulds in

soapstone for
casting

small pieces of jewellery. The narrow
mouths for pouring in the molten metal are still perfect in
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several of them. The specimen given in the plate has been

selected on account of its bearing three Arian Pali letters

just above the circle of ornament. I read them as paretha.
There are traces of Arian letters on two other moulds. The
occurrence of these Arian characters is both curious and

interesting, as it would seem to show that some western gold-
smiths must have settled at Sankisa. As the Arian charac-

ters were not used in Northern India after the downfall of the

Indo-Scythians, these moulds may be ascribed with, much

probability to the period of their rule.

In addition to the specimens given in the plate, I was
fortunate enough to obtain about a dozen examples of terra-

cotta figures of an early period. Most of them are female,
with large ear-rings, elaborate head-dresses, and beaded zones.

Two of them represent either M&y Devi, or the goddess
Lakshmi, being anointed by two elephants, one on each side.

One of the male figures carries a harp in his hand, similar in

shape to the harp in the Bharhut and Mathura sculptures
and on the coins of Samudra Gupta.

I also obtained two stone dishes or stands for vessels.

The larger one is a blue stone similar to the clay slate of the

G4ndhra sculptures, and was therefore most probably brought
from the banks of the Indus. The smaller one is a pale,

pinkish, Ene-grained sandstone, similar to that which is now
obtained from the quarries near 'Fatehpur Sikri.

The blue dish is n inches in diameter and quite flat,

It has a plain circle in the middle, 3^ inches in diameter, to

receive the bottom of a vessel. Beyond this there are two

circles of ornaments, of which the inner circle contains cockle

shells only. The outer circle is divided into four quarters by
a star of six points. In one of these quadrants there are

two birds and two bears
;
in the next quadrant two elephants ;

in the third a boar and a bridled horse
;
and in the fourth a

man and a nondescript animal The drawing of all these

figures is of the lowest school-boy type, and the execution is

coarse and rough.

The smaller dish is 10 inches in diameter, and is apparently
intended to represent a large lotus flower. There is an inner

circle 5! inches in diameter
,
with sloping sides, and hollowed

out on the top to receive a vessel. Outside this there is a
circle of petals or leaves of the lotus flower, and beyond this

a second^
circle of floriated ornament, This stand is just a

inches high in the middle.
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There is a curious physical fact connected with the site

of Sankisa which seems worthy of notice. To the west of

the great mound on which the village stands, and which is

known as Nagara and Katra, there is a level tract of ground

embracing the villages of Basantpur, Kolua, Sit, and Dandi,
in which just below the water-level extensive remains of

blackened wood are found. According to some informants,

this tract is separated from the Kdli Nadi by a dry tract

called Tardi, in which no wells are dug. According to the

people, the water is not reached until the stratum of black

wood has been pierced. In former days, .when a hole was

made, the water is said to have spurted up with some force
;

but during the last twenty years the water-level has sunk 3
or 4 feet below the wood-bearing stratum. The wood found

is quite black, and so is the clay which overlies it. The

people look upon it as something wonderful, and generally
describe the wood as a layer of planks. But the specimens
which I obtained from several different spots seemed to me
like common bog-wood. It is quite possible that the K&H
Nadi may once have flowed between Sankisa and Aghat
Sarai along the very tract in which this black wood is now
found.

In closing his account of Sankisa, Fa Hian mentions that

"5 yojans to the north of this temple there is another

temple called
'fire-limit}

which is the name of an evil

spirit. Buddha in one of his incarnations converted this evil

spirit, -whereupon men in after ages raised a. mhdr on the

spot." The distance given in the text is almost certainly

wrong, as *pyojan$ }
or 350 miles, would place the temple on

the banks of the Mdna-sarwara lake at the source of the

Sutlej river. It is unfortunate that the actual name of the

place is not given, but only its translation. The term
"
boundary or limit of fire'

1

would however be accurately
represented by Agnyant^ which seems a very probable deri-

vation for Agahat or Agahati, the name of the large
village on a mound i mile to the north-west of Sankisa.
The mound is a very large one, and the village which stands

upon it contains one thousand houses. The coins found in

the ruins reach up to the time of the Indo-Scythians. But
the sculptures which I have seen are nearly all Brahmanical
and Jain. Amongst these are four brass figures of Jain
pontiffs. It seems to me therefore very probable that this

heretical village of Agahat, or Agahaii, or Agati} may be
the place of the evil spirit whose name was "

Boundary of
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fire." In this case the distance would have to be corrected

from $Q>yojans> or 350 miles, to 5 /z, or, i mile. In the maps
the place is marked as Aghat Sarai

;
but the village of Sarai

is quite distinct from that of Agahat, the former being on the

level ground to the east of a small stream, and the latter on

a very large mound to the west of the stream.

V. PAKNA BIHAR.

In the Gangetic Provinces there are no less than four places
of the name of Bihar still existing to attest the former wide-

spread influence of Buddhism. The best known of these is

the old town of Bihar, near Patna, which was called Dand-
Bihdr by the early Muhammadans, who made it the capital
of Bengal. The next in consequence was the Bihar in South-

eastern Oudh, 30 miles to the north-west of Allahabad. As
this was the chief town of that district at the time of the

Muhammadan conquest, it became the residence of the Gov-
ernor of Eastern Oudh. It is now generally called Tusdran-

B'ihdr> and sometimes Sue-Bihar. The third place of the

name is also in Oudh, near Dalmau and Ptan, and is usually
known as Ptan-Bihar. The last of the four is the famous

Buddhist mhar close to Sankisa, which excited the Admira-
tion of the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. I should like to

have named this Sankisa-Bihar, but as it is best known to the

people as P&kna-Bihar, I have thought it right to retain the

common name. Pakna is a good-sized village half-way be-

tween Bihar and Sankisa. As all the four places are des-

cribed in the present report, I have thought it necessary to

distinguish them by their full names.

Pakna-Bihar is situated 6 miles to the east of Sankisa,
and 7 miles to the north-east of Bewar, on the Grand Trunk
Road, The whole village stands on a mound

;
but the site

of the old Buddhist vihar is quite unmistakable from its square
form and great size. It lies to the south of the village, and

is simply called khera, or "the mound. " The bricks found

here are 15 by 8 by 2 inches, but they have all been rubbed

smooth, and must therefore have belonged to some building
of consequence. Near its north-east corner was found the'

large statue of Buddha, which is now set up in
"
Belon-ka*

Mandar." Similarly all the clay seals inscribed with the

profession of the Buddhist faith,
" Ye dharma ketu," &c.,

which are so common in Pakna-Bihar, came out of the great
mound.
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Half a mile to the north of the village there is a fine large

tank, called Mahi-tdl> on the western bank of which *re the

remains of four Brahmanical temples, as all the Brahmanical

figures now in the village are said to have been found there.

The group of Hara-Gauri came from the high mound to the

north-west of the Mahi-tal, as did also a fine stone pillar.

The village itself is occupied chiefly by Parih&r Rajputs,
who are the zemindars, and by Saksena Kayaths. The latter

do not now possess any lands, but they own the largest houses,
and claim descent from the original immigrants from Sankisa,
as is shown by their name of Saksena^ which is only a short-

ened form of Sankisena.

The Buddhist ruin at Bihar corresponds only with the'

site of the great monastery described by Hwen Thsang, which,

according to his account, was situated at 20 li
}
or rather more

than 3 miles, to the east of Sankisa.
"

It was a magnifi-
cent building, on which sculpture had displayed all its wonders."

It contained several hundred monks, who belonged to the

school of the Sammatiyasj but besides the monks there were
"
many tens of thousands

"
of holy men dwelling near the

monastery.
1

The foundation of the monastery most probably dated
from the time of the Indo-Scythians, as a fragment of an

inscription which I obtained from the mound certainly belongs
to one of their kings. The fragment is apparently ,the left

hand portion of the pedestal of a small statue. It is only
4^ inches long by 2^ inches broad

;
but the letters are deeply

cut, and correspond in all respects with those of the Indo-

Scythian inscriptions found at Mathura.2 The following is a

transcript of this short record, which is important as showing
that the rule of the Indo-Scythians certainly extended as far

eastward as Sankisa :

Mah&rajasya Devaputrasya
* *

bho Hastika Hastikapu
* *

Sane Bodhisatwa Devaputraka
*

It is unfortunate that the first line breaks off exactly where
the king's name began. If the initial letter had remained, we
should have learned to whom the record belonged, whether
to Kanishka, Huvishka, or Vasu Deva. The title of Deva-

putra was used by all these three princes, and not by the
native Indians, as we learn from Samudra Gupta's mention

Mullen's Hwen Thsang, II, 237.
3 See Plate XII for a facsimile of this inscription.
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of the Devaputra Shdhi-skdhdn-shdhi
}
whom he carefully dis-

tinguishes also from the kings of the Sakas and the Murun-

das, as well as from all the rjas of India.

The coins of the Indo-Scythian princes are also found in

considerable numbers at Bihar, but I did not obtain even a

single specimen of an earlier date, although I have visited

the place twice, and have sent a servant there on a third

occasion for the express purpose of collecting coins.

The great mound of ruins lies to the south of the village,
It is about 1,000 or 1,100 feet long from north to south, by
700 feet broad from east to west. There are two parts high-
er than the rest, one of which at the southern end, marked
A in the plate, is 250 feet long from east to west by 200 feet

broad from north to south, the other, marked B in the

plate, is about 100 feet square.
1 The former I take to be

the remains of the great monastery, and the latter to be the

ruins of a stupa. At A bricks only are found, many of them

very richly carved or moulded. At B many stones have
been found by the people, who have broken them up and cut

them into other shapes to suit their requirements. At my
^first visit to Bihar, I found the zemindars very uncommunica-

tive, but on my second visit, after some questioning, a man
voluntarily informed me that in one of his fields on the

mound numbers of pieces of stone had been seen when

ploughing.
I at once purchased the green wheat standing

in the part of the field which he pointed out, marked C in

the plate, and began an excavation. At from i foot to

2 feet below the surface numberless fragments of stone of

all sizes were exhumed, amongst them were bits of sculptured

figures and carved stones. On the back of a small piece
with a flying figure I found the words

vadatteshan cha

* * evamvadi,

and on a piece of squatted figure I found

yedha

thagato kyavadafj

and in the back of a piece of red stone with a small figure
there was the compound letter shka. The first two were in

mediaeval characters, and form parts of the well-known 'Bud-

dhist creed; The compound letter is of an older date, about

1 See Pl^te X for the positions 'of these points,

/OL. XL
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the time of the Indo-Scythians or earlier Guptas. From the

village also I obtained a broken four-armed figure which was

said to have been found on the same spot. Nearly half of

the Buddhist creed is engraved on one side, and the ejacu-

latory monosyllables hun hi are cut on the lotus leaves over

the head.

These fragments of the Buddhist creed are sufficient to

prove that the stones must have formed part of a Buddhist

building, and I have no doubt that they were excavated from

the mound B close by, which is the only part of the ruins

in which stones have been found. But the Buddhist charac-

ter of this mound is placed beyond all doubt by the
pieces

of Buddhist railing which I discovered in the mound itself.

One of these was a broken rail-bar of stone, with a lotus flow-

er medallion on each side, 1 2^ inches in diameter, the slab

being 13^ inches broad. With the usual number of three rail-

bars, the railing to which this bar belonged must have been

upwards of 5 feet in height.
A second rail-bar of 6f inches breadth was also orna-

mented with a lotus flower on each side. In the village a

piece of pillar was found 6f inches in breadth, with a lotus

flower in the middle. As the breadth of the rail-bars of a
Buddhist railing is usually the same as that of the pillars,

I have little doubt that these two fragments belonged to

the same railing, which must have been nearly 3 feet in

height.
A portion of a third rail-bar of 5^ inches breadth, and

ornamented with similar lotus flowers, must have belonged
to a still smaller Buddhist railing of not more than 28 inches

in height.
I found nothing to indicate to what particular building

these railings were attached
;
but I have no doubt there

was the usual sttipa with a holy pipal tree, .and a promenade
with the thrones of the last four Buddhas, where they were
believed to have sat and to have taken constitutional exer-

cise,

To the stftpa must have belonged a fragment of some
JUtaka or other legend, with a man standing in front of a

horse, who is bending down on one knee, with his nose touch-

ing the ground. Below is a line of Greek moulding of alter-

nate long and round beads.

The actual site of the monastery, which excited the ad-
miration of the Chinese pilgrim, I believe to have been at the
south end of the ruin, where bricks both plain and carved are
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found in great numbers. Some specimens of these are given
in the accompanying plate.

1

No. i is a thick brick with a peculiar chain pattern. The
whole is i i-J inches square, with a flat surface.

No. 2 is 8-J inches square and 5^ inches high. It appears
to be part of the capital of a corner pilaster.

No. 3 is a highly raised boss of 9^ inches in diameter,

representing a lotus flower, with the heads of the stamens

ingeniously converted into swastikas, or Indian sacred crosses.

This was probably a wall ornament.

No. 4 is 10 inches in height, and seems to be just one-

half of a brick panel for a continuous line of ornamentation.

No. 5 is part of the shaft of a pilaster 5! inches broad.

Nos. 6 and 7 are upper portions of pilaster of slightly
different patterns. Not one specimen out of four was com-

plete in its breadth
;
but I think that they were probably not

more than 7-^ or 8 inches broad, The length for heading
into the wall was 10 inches.

Nos. 8 and 9 are specimens of cornice mouldings ;
the

former 4 inches thick, and the latter 2j inches.

Nos. 10 and 1 1 are-he upper members of the capitals of

two different pilasters. Both are 10 inches broad, and very

nearly of the same height. Both of them also were engaged
on two faces, so that they must have belonged to two corner

pilasters. I think it probable that No. 2 was the lower mem-
ber of one of these capitals. It is 8J inches square, and
would have suited either of them.

But the most numerous as well as the most interesting

specimens of terra-cotta are the clay seals which are found
in the Buddhist mound. These are of all ages, from the time
of the Indo-Scythians down to the loth or nth century.
I have collected some of the most curious specimens in the

accompanying plate* But there are others of a larger size,

with 16 or 18 lines of writing, which I have been obliged to

omit, as the letters are so small that I have not been able to

read them satisfactorily. They open with the words Namo
BhagavatO) or

"
Glory to Buddha," and further on I can read

Tam&gato Name Bhagavato Sdkya Muni. The title of

Tathagata occurs several times. I can read also the word

pratishthita
"
established," which may perhaps refer either

to the erection of some building, or to the dedication of some
statue.

1 See Plate XL
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No. i is a small seal of greyish-coloured clay with a

draped figure standing to the front, his right hand extended,

and his left holding a spear. On each side of the figure

there is a letter of the Indo-Scythian or Gupta alphabet

reading Budha
}
which I take to be the name of the owner

of the seal. On the back there is a compound Arian Pali

character which looks like tsa.
1

No. 2 is a small seal of black clay, with the name of

Vasunanda in Gupta characters.

No. 4 is a large oblong seal of dull red-coloured clay. In

the upper half there is a tree rising out of a square enclosure,

with the letter Va to the left and $a to the right. Below is

the legend Ashtavriddha in Gupta characters.

No. 5 is a black clay seal upwards of one inch in diameter.

Above there is a Bodhi tree, and below an indistinct legend
in one line of Gupta letters, the reading of which is not cer-

tain. It looks like Syama-ghosa.
No. 6 is a small seal of black-coloured clay, with the figure

of a humped bull.

No. 7 is a seal of red-coloured clay, i inch in dia-

meter. It has once been covered with a blue glaze, of which
several portions still remain on the face of the seal The

subject seems to be the famous triple flight of steps by which
Buddha was said to -have descended from the Trayastrinsa
heavens, accompanied by the gods Brahma and Indra, As
the scene of this legend was laid at Sankisa, the subject was
a natural one for a seal of the great monastery close to

Sankisa. In the middle of the seal there are three flights of

steps leading down from a platform surrounded by a Buddhist

railing. Over each flight of steps there is a single letter of

the Gupta alphabet. To the left I read Bra for Brahma, in

the middle Bu for Buddha^ and on the right Sa for Sakra or

Indra. The' arrangement here indicated agrees with the
account of the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian, who says that Brahma

accompanied him on his right side by a silver ladder, and
Indra on his left side by a golden one, while Buddha himself

descended^ by a crystal staircase in the middle. But the
other pilgrim, Hwen Thsang, assigns the golden staircase to

Buddha, the silver staircase on his right to Bralima, and the

crystal staircase on his left to Indra. It is unfortunate that
this curious seal is not in better preservation.

1 See Plate XII for these seals.
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No. 8 is a large seal of bright red clay, upwards of 2

inches in length. In the middle is the word Sdnti in Gupta
characters, surrounded by a double line of beaded bordering.
Sdnti means "

rest, repose, exemption from passion/' which
was the goal of every pious Buddhist's aspirations. It was

probably the name of the owner of the seal.

No, 9 is a large seal of black clay, i\ inch in diameter.

It bears two lines of large letters of the Gupta alphabet,
which I read as Devdrama Sanghasa, that is

"
[seal] of the

Assembly of the Devrma/' or Deva monastery. Perhaps
this may have been the name of the great monastery described

by Hwen Thsang.
No. 10 is a seal of dark-red clay with a star or star-like

object in the upper half, and a legend in Gupta characters

below, which I read as Vardha-dattasya, or
"
[seal] of Var&ha-

datta," Judging by his name, Vardha-datta,
"
given by

Vishnu/
1

should have been a worshipper of Vishnu.

No. 12 is a fine seal of black clay, upwards of an inch in

diameter. In the middle is a lofty stupa surrounded by seven

lines of inscription in mediaeval characters.
"

The subject is

the well-known Buddhist creed.

No. 13 is a somewhat larger seal of red-coloured clay, with

the Buddhist creed arranged in five lines of finely formed and
well preserved characters. They are arranged as follows :

Ye dharmma hetu prabhava hetun teshn Tatht&gato hyS.vadat
teshn cha yo nirodha evam vidi mah sramanah.

"Of all things proceeding from cause, their causes hath the

Tathgata (Buddha) explained.' The great Sramana (Buddha) hath

likewise explained the causes of the cessation of existence."

No. 14 is a large seal of dark red clay, upwards of i

inch in diameter. In the upper half there is a figure 'of Bud-

dha, the teacher seated on a lotus flower, his hands in front

of his breast, with the fore-fingers so disposed as if enforc-

ing his argument. Below is the Buddhist creed arranged in

three lines of small well-formed characters of the later Gupta
period.

There is a great variety of these small seals inscribed

with the Buddhist creed. Some are round, some are oval.

A few have the figure of Buddha, and
^

several have stftpas;

but the greater number have only the inscription arranged in

five, six, or seven lines of carefully-executed characters. On
some the letters are made sloping slightly to the

right.

These seals are almost invariably enclosed in balls of clay,
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which frequently take the form of stupas. But at Pakna-

Bihar I was unable to obtain even a single specimen of the

clay coating. All the balls, amounting to at least one hun-

dred specimens, had been broken and thrown away.

VI. PADHAM.
The village of Padham stands on the top of one of the

loftiest mounds of the Gangetic Doab, just half-way be-

tween Etah and Shekohabad, on the right bank of the Arind

river. The mound stretches from north to south upwards
of three-quarters of a mile in length, with a breadth of rather

less than half a mile in the widest part. From the indented

form of the east side, and the low ground lying to, the south,

which even now has pools of water, I infer that the Arind

river once washed the east and south faces of the mound. 1

It still flows past the northern end, but soon turns to the

eastward, until at the southern end it reaches a distance of

2,000 feet. I believe also, from the appearance of the country,
that the river formerly touched the north-werst corner of the

mound. This sort of position must have been a favourite one

with the old Hindus, as I have found that several of their

most famous places were surrounded on three sides by a

river.

The antiquity of the plg.ce is attested by the numbers of

old coins that are found amongst its ruins. These include

some punch-marked coins, the most ancient of all, with

single specimens of the satraps Rajubul and his son Sau-
- disa. I got also 20 coins of the Indo-Scythian kings
Kanishka and Huvishka, and 1 1 coins of the Indo-Sassanian

period. The money of the Muhammadan kings was even
more common from the time of Muhammad-bin-Sam down to

Akbar. This unbroken succession of the different coinages
shows that the place must have been occupied continuously
from the very earliest times, and yet nothing of man's work
noiir remains, but a few coins buried in a mound of rubbish.

The Brahmans refer the foundation of the place to Parik-

shita, the son of Arjuna ;
and they point to the Parichitkund,

or well of Parikshita, as an incontestable proof of their story.
There are several fine old wells built of blocks of kankar, of

which one at the northern end, near the Akh&ra, is 12 feet in

diameter. The bricks also are large, 19 by 9^ by 3 inches.

Everywhere large blocks of kankar are seen built into the

1 See Plate Xffl for a map of the mound of Pidham.
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walls of the modern houses. The only actual remains of an
old building that I could find are in the walls of the Panjpir

masjid, near the south end of the mound. This was origin-

ally the site of a great Hindu temple, as shown by the pillars
and bands of ornament, and the pieces of an amalaka fruit

pinnacle which are still lying about. The highest point of

the mound I found to be 50 feet 3 inches.

Pddham is mentioned during the reign of Khizr Sayid
in A.H, 817, or A.D. 1414, when his general, Tj :ul-mulk,
made a campaign to chastise and plunder the infidels. He
crossed the Jumna and went to the

"town of AMr. Then he crossed the Ganges into the country
of Katehar. * * Rai Har Sing fled into the mountains of Anwdla.
When the army of Islm closed in upon him he was helpless, and

paid taxes, money, and tribute. Muhbat KMn, Amir of Badaon,
came to wait upon T&j-ul-mulk. After this interview, T&j-ul-mulk,

pursuing the course of the Rahab, arrived at the ford of Sarg-dwiri,
and there crossed the Ganges. He chastised the infidels of Khur
and Kambil, and passing through the town of Sakina he proceeded
to P4dham." *

I have quoted the whole of this passage for the purpose
of pointing out other identifications besides that of Pddham.

Ahdr is a well-known town on the right bank of the Gan-

ges.
Katehar is the old Hindu name of Rohilkhand.

Anwala is Aonla, but there are no mountains near the

place* Abdul-kdir, who lived at Badaon, only 20 miles to

the south of Aonla, did not make this mistake, but wrote
"
Junguls of Aonla/' which was quite true of the country at

that time. I have already pointed out that
"

it was in this

very position, in the junguls to the north of Aonla, that the

Katehria Rajputs withstood the Muhammadans under Firoz

Tughlak."
3

Sarg-dwdri was founded by Muhammad Tughlak in the

neighbourhood of Kampila*
Khur and Kambil have already been identified by Profes-

sor Dowson with Shamsdbdd and Kampila.
Sakina should be Sakit, a large .town 12 miles to the

south-east of Etah. ;

Bddham is the town which I have described above/ as

Pddham. It is 12 miles to the south-west of Sakit, and 18

miles to the north-north-east of Shekohabad.

1 Tarikh-i-Mub&rak Shah, in Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson,
IV, 47.

2
Archaeological Survey of India, I, 257.

<
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VIL BHITARGAON.
The village of Bhitargaon, or Bri-Bhitari, is situated just

half-way between Cawnpore and Hamirpore, at 20 miles to the

south of the former place, and 10 miles to the north-west of

Kora-Jahanabad. My attention was first drawn to the place

by my old friend, Rlja Siva Pras&d, who reported that there

was an old temple possessing terra-cotta sculpture of a

superior kind. I paid a hasty visit to Bhitargaon early in

November 1877, and I returned to it again in February 1878.
The place has also been visited by my zealous assistant,

Mr. J. D. Beglar, from whose photographs of the temple I

have selected the front view given in the plate.

Bhitargaon means the
"
Inner-town/' and the present

village is said to have been in the heart of an ancient
city

named Phulpur, or
"
Flower-town." The village of B&ri-

gaon, or
"
Outer-town/' more than half a mile to the east,

is pointed out as one of the ancient suburbs, and the whqle
of the land of these two villages is known by the general
name of Bari-Bhitari. They stand in the midst of a group
of villages, which in the rains are surrounded by the waters

of the Rind or Arind river. In one of these villages, named

Paraoli, there is a small circular temple of brick, and at Rr,
5 miles to the south, and outside the island, there are two
other brick temples of the same class. All of these will be
described hereafter.

The one large temple at Bhitargaon which is still stand-

ing on the east of the village, is called simply Dewal, or "the

temple/' and nothing whatever is known of its history. To
the south at 500 feet there is a large mound of brick ruins

which is said to be the remains of the tempk of Jhijhi Ndg*
I strongly suspect, however, that the name is a late invention,
derived perhaps from the snake which still canopies one of

the several broken figures that were dug out of the ruins.

It is a two-armed standing male figure, with the snake's
undulated body behind. Numerous ornamental bricks were
found in this mound, with which I was able to repair several

broken places in the lower part of the standing temple, as

many of the mouldings apd dimensions were the same in

both buildings.
The brick temple named Dewal is a square of .66 feet,

with the corners indented, and a projecting portico or en-

trance hall on the east. The walls are 8 feet thick. Alto-

gether it is 47 feet long and 36^ feet broad. It is built

throughout of large well-burnt bricks, 18 x 9 x 3 inches, laid
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in mud mortar. A flight of six steps leads up to a small

ante-room, 8 feet by 7 feet 3 inches, from which a passage,
8 feet in length, opens into the main room. The two pass-

ages are roofed with semi-circular vaults, and the two rooms
with pointed domes. These vaults are built after the Hindu
fashion with the bricks placed edge to edge, instead of face

to face. The outer semi-circular arch, which covered the

entrance steps, has fallen down
;
but some of the bricks still

remain to show that its construction was exactly the same
as that of the semi-circular arch between the two rooms.

Both the arches and the domes rise from imposts, as shown
in the accompanying section.

1

Tljis particular kind of

arching I propose to call the Hindu arch, as it seems to be

peculiar to India.

Above the main dome there is a second square chamber
of similar size, which was also covered with a vault of the

same construction. In the Paraoli temple this upper vault is

fully exposed to view by the falling down of the north-

western half of the temple. In the Bhitargaon temple the

upper vault is not visible from the outside
;
but it has been

seen by many of the villagers, who are accustomed to climb

to the top of the temple during the dry weather. Thirty

years ago the upper p^art
of the temple was intact, but a few

'years before the mutiny [the people say do-char
-,

or
"
three

"

years], the spire was struck by lightning, when the upper

part was thrown down, and the upper room became exposed
to the sky. All agree that this room is square.

The interior of the temple is now only plain earth, the

whole of the floor having been dug up. I found two frag-
ments of a terra-cotta figure, which most probably belonged
to some of the alto-relievos on the outside. The two Musul-

man masons whom I brought from Kora-Jahanabad to repair
one of the broken corners of the temple, declared that the

figures had been mutilated by European soldiers. , On being

closely questioned, however, it appeared that they had only
heard so. The villagers themselves denied that the mutila-

tions had been done by the soldiers, and said that they were

the work of the Muhammadans themselves long ago. I think,

however, that much of the injury must have been due; to the

imperfect burning of the bas-reliefs, which are invariably

black, and comparatively soft inside.

Exteriorly the temple is decorated with numerous figures
in terra-cotta. In the lower part the figures are of large size,

1 See Plate XIV for plan and section of this temple.
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2 feet 6 inches in height by 2 feet in breadth. These are

placed in niches which are separated by bold ornamental

pilasters 4 feet 6 inches in height. In the centre of the west

face opposite the entrance there is a figure of the V&raha

Avatara of Vishnu with the boar's head. On the north side

there is a figure of Durga with four arms, and on the south

side a four-armed figure of Ganes. Many of the remaining

figures appear to be only various forms of Vishnu and Siva

and their wives, as one of them has eight arms. Judging
from the position of the Var&ha incarnation at the back of

the building, I conclude that the temple must have been dedi-

cated to Vishnu.
,

As the Bhitargaon Dewal is the only specimen of an

ancient brick temple now standing in Northern India, and as

this style of building would appear to have prevailed very

extensively for several centuries, it may be useful to give a

somewhat detailed account of the style of this unique ex-

ample. I have found moulded and carved bricks of similar

designs all over the Panjdb and North-Western Provinces,
from Shhdheri, or Taxila, and Mult&n on the west, to Sr2u

vasti and Garhw on the east. At every old site these carved

and moulded bricks are found in abundance, and I have now
ascertained that many of the most famous buildings in North-
ern India at the time of the Muhammadan invasion must have
been built entirely of brick, and were decorated with terra-

cotta ornaments and alto-relievos. This was certainly the

case with the great temple of the Sun at Mult&n, with the
famous shrine of Jagsoma at Thanesar, with the great Bud-
dhist buildings at Sankisa, Kosambi, and Sr^vasti, and with
all the Brahmanical temples of the Gupta period at Bilsar,

Bhitargaon, GarhwA, and Bhitari. In the more easterly prov-
inces of Bihir and Bengal the same causes of the want and
costliness of stone gave birth to the great brick temples of

Bodh-Gaya and NAlanda. Even at Mathura and Benares,
within a few miles of the sandstone quarries of Rupbs and
Chunr, moulded and carved bricks are found in great abund-
ance.

The most characteristic feature of the brick temples is

the employment of the arch. In the earlier examples of

brick-building at Bodh-Gaya and Konch, the front openings
are tall and ungainly holes, formed by the gradual overlap-

ping of the bricks. But the constructive weakness and con-

sequent failure of this form of opening must have led very
soon to the adoption of the arch in all brick structures. In
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the great temple of Bodh-Gaya there are both arches and

domes, but, as I have already pointed out, it seems highly

probable that both are of later date than the body of the

temple. Similarly, at Nalanda, in the great temple ofBalA-

ditya, where the arches are confined to the additional work
of the newer basement storey, it is certain that they must be

of later date than the main building. But in the Bhitargaon

temple both the pointed domes and the semi-circular arches

of the passages are
parts

of the original building. It is true

that the date of this building is not absolutely known
;
but

judging from its style it cannot, in my opinion, be placed later

than the 7th or 8th century, and is probably even older. Of
course this opinion may be contested by those who believe

that the Hindus were ignorant of the arch. Formerly I held

this belief myself ;
but since I have become aware that the

relic chambers of the Buddhist stupas at Birdiban 1 and

Jamiii were arched over, I have come to the conclusion that

the arch was certainly known to th$ Buddhists of India be-

fore the Muhammadan invasion. But the arches of these

chambers, as well as those of the Bhitargaon and Bodh-Gaya
temples, differ from the Muhammadan arches in their mode
of construction, although their principle is precisely the same.

In the Hindu arch, as I propose to call it, the voussoirs are

invariably placed end to end, instead of face to face, as is

don in Europe. This mode of construction, although strong

enough for small domes, was a very faulty* one for simple

arches, as each ring of bricks formed a distinct and separate

arch, which had no bond with its neighbours. The outer

ring, therefore, was always liable to peel away or fall off from

the face of an arch. In the Bodh-Gaya temple an attempt
has been made to remedy this defect by placing the bricks

in blocks of five alternately face to face and end to end.

But this was only a partial remedy, as the same defect still

remained, each segment of arch being a distinct and separate
arch of five bricks thick, which had no bond with its neigh-
bours,

*

In its general outline, and in the arrangement of, the

bands of ornament and sculpture, the brick temple of Bhitar-

gaon approaches nearer to the brick temple of Bodh-Gaya
than to the stone temples of a later age. The lower part up

1 See Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. HI, p. 157, and Plate XLVI,
fig* 7> for a section of the relic chamber. At Nongarh arches were actually found
in a ruined temple beneath the stupa.

3 See the accompanying Plate XV, In which the round arch of the inner pass-,

age and the pointed dome of the porch &re both distinct.
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to the height of 7 or 8 feet consists of plain bold mouldings,
above which there is a series of panels 2^ feet in height, filled

with groups in terra-cotta, and divided from each other by

pilasters 4-5- feet in height. These pilasters support a richly

carved cornice which runs continuously all round the build-

ing. Many of the figures are boldly designed and well

drawn. I noticed particularly some seated figures of men
and women in conversation. One woman, who was leaning
forward with one leg drawn back, was very skilfully moulded.

But generally the action is too violent, and the figures
become grotesque. Their execution, however, is still far

superior to that of most of the existing stone temples of later

period. Resting on the cornice there is a continuous line of

small terra-cotta sculptures, each 1 6 inches long and pinches
in height, divided from each other by small ornamented
balusters. The subjects of these panels are mostly fantastic

figures of men and dragons, either alone or in conflict with

each other. Some panels contain only flowers and foliage,
or single elephants, &c. In the accompanying plate I have

given sketches of two of these terra-cotta sculptures, with

the deeply cut cornice mouldings which have shielded them
from the weather.

1 In the left hand compartment there are

two cocks fighting. The figures, which are boldly raised, are

of yellowish-red outside, with a fine
glossy surface

;
but inside

the clay is black and coarse, and imperfectly burned. /The
outer surface is about one-sixth of an inch thick. In the

right hand compartment there were originally two dragons,
but the left animal is now gone, excepting the proboscis,
which is wound round the left man's thigh, and a portion of

the foliated tail which encircles his body. The second

dragon has the same man's left leg in his mouth, while he
lifts aloft a woman with his proboscis, and entangles a second
man in the coils of his foliated tail. The drawing is spirited,
but the action is too violent. The deeply cut upper line of

the cornice, with its alternating lines of light and shade, forms
a very effective moulding, and is repeated again above the
band of figures.

Above the upper cornice there is, first, a line of square
beaded panels with hood mouldings containing generally half

length figures. Next come two lines of small round beaded

panels, also with hood mouldings, containing heads projecting
boldly forwards. Then comes another cornice with another
line of square beaded panels with hood mouldings ; then five

1 See Plate XVI.
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more lines of small panels with heads. As each successive

course is retired several inches, the width of the temple
gradually decreases towards the top, until in each face of the

building there is room for only one niche. Above this point,
at a height of 44 feet^

the top of the temple is altogether

gone. Every year during the rains when the mud plaster is

softened by wet, many bricks fall from above, and no one
ventures to climb to the top. All the upper niches have been
uncovered and are now empty ;

but the sculpture given in the

accompanying plate once occupied one of these upper
niches.

1 The subject is Vishnu as Nr&yana reposing on
the snake Ananta, while Brahm is seated on a lotus, the

stalk of which issues from Vishnu's navel. The hood mould-

ing has been completed from the broken portions which still

remain. The sculpture is 19 inches long by 9^ inches high.
At a distance of 530 feet nearly due south from the

Dewal, there is a mound of ruins covered with large bricks

and broken figures. According to the people these are the

remains of a temple called J-hijhi Nag. I made a complete
excavation of this mound, which brought to light numerous
carved bricks, which I recognised as belonging to cornices

and pilasters similar to those of the Dewal temple. A few
of the carved pricks belonged to a narrow line of continuous

ornament separated by balusters. One of these is represented
in the accompanying plate.

2 Here the small balusters which
divide the panels are separate pieces ;

while those of the

Dewal temple are attached to the panels.
In plan the Jhijhi temple was quite different from the

Dewal. I found a single room 22 feet long by 7J- feet broad

with walls 4^ feet thick, and a door in one of the long sides

facing the east. In the back wall .there were four niches.

To the east, in front of the door, I found a wall at 8-| feet

distant, and a second wall at 6 feet beyond the first. From
the style and patterns of the moulded bricks, this temple was

certainly of the same period as the Dewal. Its present name
of J-hijhi Ndg I take to have been given, as I have before

stated, by the people from one of the broken statues having
an undulated snake behind his back. I found also four large
stone statues, each a.bout 4 feet high, of which three were
male and one female. I presume that they once occupied
the four niches of the ruined temple.

1 See Plate XVII.
3 See Plate XVII, fig. 2. The similar carved brick, fig. i, to the right is from

the great monastery of Pakna Bihar, near Sankisa.
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It seems strange how the Bhitargaon temple with its

numerous terra-cotta sculptures could have escaped the

iconoclastic fury of the Muhammadan conquerors. Perhaps
its escape may be solely due to its lucky position. During
the great idol-breaking period, when Cawnpore was unknown,
and Lucknow was a mere country town, the main lines of

road passed by Bhitargaon on all sides at many miles dis-

tance. The high-road from Allahab&d leading up the Doab
divides into two at Fatehpur, the one going to Kanauj and

the other to EtAwa, leaving Bhitargaon in the broad space
between them. Similarly the two roads from Kanauj via

KcLlpi, and from Oudh m& Dalmau and Chilla T&ra Ghat, to

Mahoba and the south, passed many miles to the west and

east of the lucky village, Embosomed amid thick groves of

trees, and protected by the windings of the Arind river, the

temple is so completely hidden, that I failed to descry it even

at my second visit until I was within one mile of the village.

I suppose also that the temple was a private one of no special

fame, and that not being a place of pilgrimage its name was

unknown, except amongst the surrounding villages. Had it

been a place of pilgrimage, like Thinesar or Mathura, it

would not have escaped the avarice of Mahmtid, or the bigotry
of Sikandar LodL

VIII. PARAOLI.

The people of Bhitargaon say that there was once a brick

temple at every kos along the bank of the Arind river,

There certainly is one at Paraoli, rather more than one ko$

distant to the north, and there is a second at Simbhua, some
three kos to the west, and two more at Rr, about five kos

to the south, but there are only two of them on the Arind,
the two temples of R&r being far away from the river.

The pretty little temple of Paraoli is unfortunately imper-
fect, about one-half of it having fallen down. But the stand-

\ng half is in very good preservation, and is remarkable for

the uniform bright red colour of its bricks. In plan, it is a

polygon of sixteen sides 'externally standing on a circular

plinth, with a circular chamber 6 feet 8 inches in diameter,
and no

portico.
The walls are 3 feet 4 inches thick The

temple is therefore only 13 feet 4 inches in diameter, each
of the 16 sides being 2 feet 5 inches. The chamber was
covered with a pointed dome, built with bricks end to end
after the Hindu fashion, and there was a second domed
chamber above to lessen the weight on the walls. The^door
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I formerly looked for this place along the present course of

the river, but I was not satisfied with any of the proposed
identifications between Kanauj and Prayag, or Allahabad. I

therefore examined, very carefully, all the large maps of the

Revenue Survey of Oudh, in which I found two places named

Bihar, besides some very strongly marked traces of an old

bed of the Ganges beginning in the neighbourhood of Nana-

mau Ghat, a little below Kanauj, and running the whole way
down to Allahabad at some distance from the present course

of the river. In a few places the two channels are as much
as 20 miles apart, as between Dhondia Khera and P&tan

Bihar, but the general breadth of the intervening tract is not

more than 8 or 10 miles. In the upper part between N&na-

mau and Bngar-mau, the whole breadth of 6 or 7 miles

between the present course of the Ganges and the old bed,
now called the Kaly&ni Nadi, is Khadar

}
or low-lying alluvial

land, showing' the extreme limits of the Ganges channel at

different periods.
I had formerly supposed that all traces of Ncwademkula

must have been swept away by these changes of the Ganges ;

but on carefully reading all Hwen Thsang's statements over

again, it struck me that by assuming that the Ganges had
flowed down this old channel in his time, it might perhaps be

possible to identify several of the places described by him
between Kanauj and Allahabad which have hitherto baffled us.

I determined therefore to explore the line of the Ganges
between these places, and the result of my explorations, made

early in 1878, will be found in the following pages.
The position of B&ngar-mau, on the high bank of the old

course of the Ganges, and just 20 miles to the south-west of

Kanauj, struck me as a very likely representative of the old

city of Navadevakula. On visiting the place I was much

pleased to find my conjecture verified in the ruined mounds
of Newal, just 2 miles to the north of B&ngar-mau. Accord-

ing to the legends of the people, Newal was a large and flour-

ishing city, under a rja named Nala, when the Mussalmans
first invaded the country. Sayid Ala-uddin bin Ghanaun
came from Kanauj to Newal, and wished to settle at BUngar-
mau

;
but the r&ja ordered him to go away, and sent his

servants to drive him out.
t

On this the saint cursed him,
when the city was immediately turned upside down, leaving

only the mounds which are seen at the present day. So

firmly do the people believe this story, that they affirm that

all relics of the old city, no matter of what kind, are always
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found upside down. Hence the old site is generally
known

as Aundhd Khera
}
or

"
Topsy-turvy town." The saint then

took up his residence at Bngar-mau, and died there in A.H.

702, or A.D. 1302, as stated on his tomb. The date is record-

ed at the end of a long line of inscription over the entrance door
of the tomb inside the verandah. He is better known as the

J-ati, or "
celibate," because he remained unmarried. Some

people say that the saint founded Bangar-mau, but all agree
in referring the name of the place to a dhobi, or washerman,,
named Bangary

who is said to be buried in the tomb in front

of the saint's own shrine. This second tomb has three in-

scriptions : two inside and one outside. One of the inside

records is dated in A.H. 782, and the other in A.H. 784
[hafsad o hashtdd o chahdram], which is also the date of the

inscription outside. In the last record I was able to read the

following words :

ba ahad Daolat Shah Muizam Shah-m-shah
* * * Firoz Shslh Barbak, &c.

which agree with the date in assigning the tombs to the reign
of Firoz Tughlak.

The court-yard of the saint's tomb is paved with large

bricks, 15 by i o inches, stamped with four finger-marks, and
the verandah contains twelve Hindu pillars. In the tomb in

front there are eight more Hindu pillars, and lying round
about there are many blocks of kankar, of red sandstone

from Sikri, and of a dirty yellow stone. There are also

several capitals of pillars in red sandstone. The tombs are

on a high mound, which was no doubt the site of some old

Hindu building.
' The mounds of Newal are situated about 2 miles to the

north of Bangar-mau, on the bank of the Pachnai Nala,
and on the high bank of the old course of the Ganges, which
is now called the Kaly&ni Nadi. The Kalyani however no

longer flows under Newal, its present course being <j
miles

to the south
;
but the whole of the intervening space is low-

lying khadar land, the alluvion of the old Ganges, The vil-

lage itself stands on a mound, and is undoubtedly an old

place. It is just 19 miles from Kanauj, and therefore suits

exactly the mean between the 21 miles of Fa Hian and
the 1 7 miles of Hwen Thsang. I believe also that the name
of Newal is only an abbreviated form of Navadevakula, as

*it retains the first and last syllables unchanged. Hweri

Thsang derives it from the conversion of five hundred demons,

VOL. XL D
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who, after having heard the dharma explained by Buddha,

changed their nature and were re-born amongst the gods.

Hence the name of Navadwakula, or
(< new god race."

The ancient remains at Newal consist of the following

mounds, with traces of walls, carved bricks, broken statues,

and terra-cottas, including also coins and beads.

Deora-dih is a high mound immediately to the west of

the village, out of which the people were digging large bricks,

15 by 9 and 14 by 9 inches, at the time of my visit. I

traced two lines of wall at right angles. Close by under

some bushes there was a heap of fragments of carved bricks

and terra-cotta figures.

Sitalah-dih is a small mound to the north-west of the last.

Under it I found another collection of fragments of stone

and brick. Amongst the former there was a four-armed

figure of Vishnu standing, and several heads of Buddha.

Ddno-thero is a large and lofty mound 3,500 feet west-

north-west of the village. This is still occupied by a Brah-

manical temple, and there are several Brahmanical figures
collected outside. Close by to the eastward there is another

large mound, but of little height, on which there are also

traces of buildings, but no figures,
Mahddeva and Phul-m&ri are two sites of Brahmamcal

temples, at which several figures in stone and terra-cotta are

collected. They are both to the north of the village,
To the east of the last and to the north-east of the vil-

lage on the bank of the Pachnai Nala, there are two other
mounds covered with broken bricks. They have no names,
and there are no figures or other signs of antiquity about
them.

In comparing Hwen Thsang's account of the buildings
at Navadevakula with the remains now existing at Newal
and Bangar-mau, it is necessary to remember that although
the extreme points of the two places are about a miles

apart yet the distance between the village of Newal and the

high mounds of Bangar-mau is only i mile. I have no
doubt therefore that the old buildings, which once stood on
the mounds of B^ngar-mau, must have belonged to the larger
town of Navadeuakula, or Newal, which Hwen Thsang des*

cribes^as being 20 #, or upwards of 3 miles in circuit. The
following is a list of buildings seen by Hwen Thsang, whose
detailed account is corroborated by the meagre account of
:Fa Hian,, who simply says that "Here also Buddha preached
the law, and that stftpas had been erected in this spot and
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also where he sat down and walked for exercise.
1

I 'have

attached a letter of the alphabet to each of Hwen Thsang's
notices.

2

A. To the north-west of the town, and to the east of the

Ganges, there was a temple of the gods (devdlaya), of

which the pavilions and towers of several storeys were as

remarkable for their beautiful workmanship as for their

wonderful design.
B. At 5 li

}
or nearly i mile, to the east of the town, there

were three monasteries, of which the walls were all alike, but

the gates different.

C. At about 200 paces beyond the monasteries there was
a stupa of Asoka, about 100 feet in height, built oh the spot
where Buddha had explained the law for seven days. It

contained relics (Sarira).
D. Close by, in different places, were the thrones of the

last four Buddhas, and the spots where they used to walk for

exercise,

E. At 3 or 4 li (upwards of half a mile) to the north of

the three monasteries, and on the bank of the Ganges, there

was a stiipa about 200 feet in height built by Asoka. This

was the spot where Buddha had explained the law to 500
demons, who after conversion gave up their demon existence

and became a "new race of gods" (Nava-deva-kula).
F. Beside this sttipa also, there were thrones of the last

four Buddhas, and places where they had walked for exer-

cise.

G. A little further there is a stftpa containing the hair

and nail-parings of Buddha.

Taking the present village of Newal as representing the

position of the ancient town, it is clear that the great Brah-

manical temple, A, must have been at Ddno-tkero
}
at some

distance to the north-west of the town. It stands on the

high bank of the old course of the Ganges in a very com-

manding position.
For the other buildings, which are all Buddhist, we must

look in the direction of B&ngar-mau. The first place is 5 li

to the east, where stood the three monasteries of the same
external appearance, marked B. For east, I would propose to

read south-east, which is very nearly the direction of Bn^ar-
mau. These monasteries, and the stftpa of Asoka, C, which

> Beat's Fa Hian, Chap, XVIII, p, 71,
2
Julian's Hwen Thsang, II, 266.
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was ioo feet in height, I would place in the old fort
;
and the

other great stupa of 200 feet, marked E, I would place on

the site of the Sayid's tomb, I have already noticed
^that

the court-yard of the tomb is paved with large Hindu bricks.

The third stupa, F, which contained the hair and nail-

parings of Buddha, I would locate on the site of the second

tomb, which is ascribed to the dhpbi
named Bngar, 1 am

induced to do this for the following reason ; In Csoma de

Korosi's Analysis of the Tibetan Books, there is an account

of a Sakya named Shampaka, who being banished from

Kapila retired to Bdgud, carrying with him some of Buddha's

hair and nail-parings, over which he built a Chaitya. He
was made king of Bagud}

and the monument was named
after himself.

1 The name of B&gud is a very uncommon

one, and it seems to me quite possible that it may be the

same place as Bdngar. Both sttipas contained the hair and

nail-parings of Buddha, and as the two names are abso-

lutely the same, I can see no possible objection to the identi-

fication.

In the accompanying plate I have given several specimens
of the terra-cotta figures and carved bricks which I found at

Newal. As all of these that can be recognised belong to the

Brahmanical worship, I have no doubt that most of them
were brought from the ruins of the great Brahmanical temple
of Ddno-thero, whose beautiful workmanship excited the
admiration of Hwen Thsang. I have added a single terra-

cotta from Mathura (No. i), for comparison with one of these
Newal specimens.

2

No. i is a boldly-carved specimen from Mathura. I found
it placed upside down in the pavement of the ruined Jain
temple, ^now called KankdK-ttla, or the

"
Kankili mound."

The design is very spirited. I cannot even guess as to what
animal the head may belong to. There are no legs, but only
very deeply-cut floriated limbs and tail From the small
flowered baluster on the left, I recognise this sculpture as one
of the panels of a continuous band of ornament that once
adorned some building at Mathura. It is 14 inches long by
8 inches high.

No. 2, from Newal, is 14 inches long by fy inches high,
and from the flowered baluster on the left I conclude that it

once formed part of a continuous band of ornament on the
Newal temple like the larger specimens which I have given

1
Asiatic Researches of Bengal, XX, p. 88, 8 See Plate XVIIL
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from the great brick temple at Bhitargoan.
1 The subject is

the head and trunk of a man with floriated limbs and tail,

instead of arms and legs.
No. 3 is unfortunately imperfect, but enough remains to

show that the subject was a cart drawn by bullocks, with a
man seated above. As the height of the fragment is exactly
the same as that of No. 2, or fy inches, I think that the

original was most probably a second panel of the same con-

tinuous band of ornament. If so, it would have been 14
inches in length, or considerably more than twice the length
of the present fragment.

No. 4 is the head of a male figure 4$ inches in height, or

about half the size of life. Its discovery is important, as it

shows that there must have been sculptures in terra-cotta,
attached to the Newal temple, from 2^ to 3 feet in height.
The pouting lower lip is precisely the same as that of several

large stone heads which I found in the ruins of the great

temple at Kho, near Uchahara. If I am .

right in supposing
that these figures may have belonged to the great Brahma-
nical temple which was seen by Hwen Thsang in 636 A,DM
then the date of the temple cannot be placed later than A.D.
600.

Fig. 5 is the upper member of the capital of a -corner

pilaster. It is 10 inches square, and deeply carved on two

faces.

Fig. 6 is the lower member of the capital of a corner

pilaster. It is circular, with a diameter of 8 inches, and may
once have been placed under No. 5. ^

No. 7 is the capital of a common^pilaster with only one

face. It is 1 i-J inches broad and 3 inches thick.

XL SANCHANKOT.

The great mound of Sanchinkot (or Suj4nkot) stands

on the right or south bank of the Sai river, about half-way
between Bngar-mau and Sandila. The river makes a bend
and washes two faces of the mound, which is generally
known as Kilah, or

"
the fort." This was always a favourite

position with the Hindus, and as the place is on the high-
road between Kanauj and Ajudhya, I have no doubt that it

was occupied at a very early date. The fort is nearly half

a mile square, with two suburbs o.utside : one to the north-

west, which is deserted, and the other to the south-east, on

1 See Piaics XVI and XVII.
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which stands the present village. To the south 'of the village,

and close to the high-road leading to Sandila, there is another

mound with a large round pit in the middle, from which bricks

of a stupa have been dug out by the villagers. The stupa
was only 18^ feet in diameter, but it stood on a. lofty terrace,

60 feet square and 15 feet above the fields, with a wall 6 feet

thick all round. It was built entirely of very large wedges-

shaped bricks, which must have been made for the purpose,
as they are slightly curved outside. I saw many broken

pieces lying about
;
but on

enquiry amongst the villagers, 1

obtained six perfect specimens, which measured 18-} inches

in length on the outer face, and 17! inches on the inner

face, with a breadth of ii| inches, and a thickness of 4
inches. I found that six bricks laid together touching each

other formed exactly one-sixth of the circumference, or 9 feet

i^ inch. As this was also the radius of the circle, the dia-

meter of the stftpa must have been 1 8 feet 3 inches. The
bricks were all excavated some years ago by the zamindar of

the village, who found
" a round pot containing bones, and

nothing else." This was his account
;
but I ascertained from

the Kanjars who were actually employed in digging out the

stupa, eight or ten years ago, that there were five relic boxes
inside the pot, four of which were of black stone, and one of

white stone (most probably they were all of steatite, or soap-
stone). In the black caskets there were some rotten pearls,
and in the white casket there was a large piece of pale-

amethyst-coloured quartz. This I have got. It is i inch

long and^fths of an inch thick with a hole through the
middle.

Out of 52 coins which I procured at Sanch&nkot, there
were no less than 45 old Indian, 2 Indo-Scythian of Huvishka,
and only 5 Musalman, The Hindu coins were of the oldest
known kinds, both punch-marked and cast. It is certain,
therefore, that the site was occupied as early as 500 B.C.,
and perhaps much earlier.

^

I obtained also a few specimens of terra-cotta figures, of
which one is Vishnu sitting on Garud

;
a second, 5 inches

in height, presents a female dressed in a double petticoat,
and wearing a very peculiar head-dress, in shape like a bason.

XIL PATAN-BIHAR,

Forty miles nearly due south from Lucknow and 32
miles to the south-east of Cawnpore, there is an old de-
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cayed town named Bihar, which, to distinguish it from other

places of the same name, is usually called Ptan-Bihr, by
joining to it the name of P&tan, a small town in the neigh*
bourhood. The present town of Bihar is not more than 200
or 300 years old

;
but the site of the large ruined fort to the

south is said to be very ancient. It is rather more than a

quarter of a mile long from north to south, by i ,000 feet in

breadth at the northern end, and 750 feet at the southern end.

The whole is built of mud, with round towers and a broad

deep ditch, which widens into a large sheet of water on the

north side. In the middle of the fort there is a square
mound of brick ruins, of which the walls have been dug out*

The remains of rooms are still marked by the straight lines

of excavation. There are fragments of very large thick

bricks of the olden time, mixed with the thin bricks of a later

date. But the old bricks are said to have been nearly all

carried away to build the houses of the present town. I found

the large bricks in the foundations of a Muhammadan tomb
and idgah close to the fort.

I visited this place because from its position it seemed

probable that it might be the old town named Q-yu4o by
Hwen Thsang. On leaving Nava-deva-kufa) or Newal, the

pilgrim travelled 600 li, or 100 miles, to the south-east, and

crossing the Ganges to the south reached Oyuto. If the

Ganges then held its present course, the place must be looked
for somewhere to the north-west of Fatehpur, or about opposite
to Dondia Khera. The old town of Gunir, with its mounds
and ruins, exactly answers this position. Or better still per-

haps is the old town of Kutia
} commonly called Kutia Kh&s,

which is about 6 or 7 miles to the east south-east of Gunir,
and which seems also to answer fairly well to the Chinese
form of the name, Qyuto. From this place Hwen Thsang
descended the Ganges in a boat with 80 other passengers,
for about 100 li

}
or 17 miles, in an easterly direction, which

corresponds with the easterly reach of the Ganges between
Kutia and Daimau. 1 Here both banks of the river were

thipkly clothed with Asoka trees, beneath which a dozen pira-
tical boats were concealed on each shore. Suddenly these

boats dashed out into the middle of the stream, and seized

the pilgrims' boat. Many of the passengers from sheer fright

jumped into the river
;

the rest were taken ashore and*

deprived of their property. These pirates, or river dakoits,

1

Julien's Hwen Thsang, I, p. ji6.
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are described as worshippers of the goddess To-kia
}
or Durgft,

to whom they offered a human sacrifice annually in the autumn

season* After examining all the passengers, they selected the

Chinese pilgrim as the most worthy offering for their goddess.
" We have already,

"
they said,

"
passed the proper time for

offering a sacrifice to our goddess for "want of a fit subject ;

but now we have a monk possessing both tall stature and

good looks."

The pilgrim then relates at some length how he fell into a

trance and saw the reverend Maitreya (Bodhisatwa) seated

on a throne and surrounded by Devas. Suddenly there came
a furious storm, which rent the trees, raised whirlwinds of

sand, and huge waves which engulphed all the boats in the

river. The pirates, struck with fear, released the pilgrim, and

prostrated themselves before him, saying
"

in our blindness and ignorance we have committed great crimes.

We have now found a holy man whose virtues have caused tho

heavenly spirits to interpose in his behalf. From this day we swear
to renounce our infamous trade, and we wish that the Master should

witness our conversion."

Then the pirates collected their arms and threw them into

-the river, and to every passenger they restored his clothes.

Suddenly the winds and waves became calm, and the storm
ceased

;
and the dakoits filled with joy saluted the Master of

the Law, and went their way.
But if the Ganges in the time of Hwen Thsang flowed in

the old channel, which I have already described in my account
of Newal, then the site of Oyuto must be looked for some-
where to the south of the old bed, and not far from Dondia-
Khera. The old town of PalAn-Bihfir exactly fulfils these
conditions. It stands a short distance to the south of the
old Ganges, and 16 miles to the north-east of Dondia Khera.
Its distance from Newal is however not much more than 75
miles, which is considerably short of the pilgrim's 100 miles

;

but the windings of the old bed of the Ganges would certainly
have prevented a direct route, so that the actual road dis-
tance may have been

nearly 90 miles. With Kutia this

difficulty is lessened, as it lies about 80 miles direct from
Newal, and about 96 or 100 miles

by the road. In favour of
BihAr there is its eminently Buddhist name, and the remains
of a square building in the middle of the fort which answers
to the monastery of Vasubandhu in'side the town. In favour
of Kutia there is the near accordance of name and distance,
and the fact that it is close to the south bank of the actual
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Ganges. The relative position of Gunir, at 6 or 7 miles to

the north-west, corresponds with the site of the stftpa and

monastery of Vasubandhu, which the pilgrim places at 40 li,

or nearly 7 miles, to the north-west of Oyuto.

XIII. BAKSAR GHAT.

On leaving P&tan-Bih&r, I visited Dondia Khera and

Baksar Ghdt, both on the Ganges,
Dondia Khera is a dilapidated fort of the Bais Rajputs,

perched on a bold projecting point of the river bank. The
mound is about 50 feet high at its highest point. There
are seven temples, but they are comparatively modern. There
are also several brick buildings, but all in a dilapidated state,

although none of them appear to be old. The bricks are

all small, the sculptures are all modern, and there is nothing
now to be seen, save the lofty mound, that would suggest an

antiquity of more than a few centuries.

At Baksar Ghdt is the ferry over the Ganges between
Dondia Khera and Gunir. Baksar itself is a very holy place
which received its name from a demon named Bakasa or

Vakasa, who was killed by Krishna. He is also said to have

founded the temple of Nageswar-Nth in honour of Siva.

Several fairs are held at Baksar during the year; but there are

two that are more important than the rest, as they are attended

by many thousands of people for the sake of bathing in the

Ganges at the two auspicious moments of the full and new
moon. The former is held on the Purnamdsi, or full moon, of

K&rtik, and the latter on the Amfiva$ya }
or new moon, of MUgh.

I was a witness of the latter celebration, when many thousands

of people assembled to bathe in the holy waters of the Ganges
at the fortunate moment of conjunction of the sun and moon

(am&vasya). All day long on the ist February 1878, women
and children from all parts of Oudh were passing my tent at

Dondia Khera on their way to Baksar Ghat, to be ready to

bathe early the next morning- The men remained behind to

work during the day, but started early in the evening to journey
all night towards the holy ghat. On the morning of the 2nd
I passed many thousands of men, women, and children on my
way to Baksar, The women had already begun to bathe at

7 o'clock in the morning; and as I crossed over the Ganges
in a boat, the view of the village, perched on a lofty mound,
with the whole of the sloping bank covered with thousands

of people down to the water's edge, was very picturesque. On
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landing I met hundreds of people hastening from Gunir and

other places in the Doab to cross over to the bathing place.

But Baksar Ghat has an interest for Englishmen of^a very

different kind. It was here that a small party of Englishmen

escaping from Cawnpore in a single boat were obliged to land

owing to the boat grounding. The Nana's horsemen kept

pace with the boat, and, on arrival at Baksar, they were

joined by a large number of the followers of Babu Ram
Baksh, headed by the Babu's brother. The Babu was the

chief landlord of Dondia Khera. After some firing, in which

the Babu's brother was shot through the head, and some ten

or twelve of his followers killed, the party of Englishmen
took refuge in a temple, from which they were smoked out.

Four who could swim jumped into the river and escaped to a

place 3 ko$i or 6 miles, lower down, where
they^

were taken

by some followers of Dig-Bijay Singh, the Bais Chief of

Mur&rmau. He at once released them, and treated them

kindly. The people say that the party of Englishmen was
eleven in number when they landed, and "

everybody knows
that five were killed at Baksar Ghat." But as five killed plus
four escaped make only nine, there are two of the party not

accounted for in this native story. The Babu of Dondia
Khera afterwards fled to Benares, where he was captured in

disguise. He was taken back to Baksar Ghat and hanged
on a tree close to the temple, after which the temple itself

was blown up with gunpowder, so that only a few bricks now
remain to mark the spot where the last act of the Cawnpore
tragedy took place.

Such is the account which I received from natives on the

spot, and which I wrote down at the time. It is interesting
to compare this account with that of Major Delafossc, one
of the four survivors. The native account is undoubtedly
correct, its chief points of variance being in the numbers.
The following is Major Delafosse's statement :

" We got down to the river and into the boats without being
molested in the least; but no sooner were we in the boats and had
laid down our muskets, and had taken off our coats, to work easier at
the boats, than the cavalry (our escort) gave the order to fire. Two
guns that had been hidden were run out and opened upon us imme-
diately, while

sepoys
came from all directions and kept up a brisk fire," The men jumped put of the boats, and instead of trying to get

the boats loose from their moorings, swam to the first boat they saw
loose. Only three boats got safe over to the opposite side of the
river, but they were met there by two field pieces, guarded by a
number of cavalry and infantry. Before these boats had got a mile
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down the stream, half our party were either killed or wounded, and

two of our boats had been swamped. We had now only one boat

crowded with wounded, and having on board more than she could

carry. The two guns followed us the whole day, the infantry firing

on us the whole of that night.
" On the second day a gun was seen on the Cawnpore side, and

opened on us at Najafgarh, the infantry still following us on both

sides. On the morning of the third day the boat was no longer
serviceable. We were aground on a sand-bank, and had not strength
sufficient to move her. Directly many of us got into the water, we
were fired upon by thirty or forty men at a time. There was nothing
left but to charge and drive them away, so fourteen of us were told

to go and do what we could. Directly we got on shore the insurgents
retired

;
but having followed them up too far, we were cut off from

the river, and had to retire ourselves, as we were being surrounded.

We could not make for the river, but had to go down parallel, and
came at the river again a mile lower down, where we saw a large*
force of men right in front waiting for us, and another lot on the

other bank, should we attempt to cross the river. On the bank of

the river, just by the force in front, was a temple. We fired a volley
and made for the temple, in which we took shelter, one man being
killed and one wounded. From the door of the temple we fired on

every insurgent who showed himself. Finding they could do nothing

against us while we remained inside, they heaped wood all around

and set it on fire.

"When we could no longer remain inside, on account of the

smoke and heat, we threw off the clothes we had, and each taking a

musket, charged through the fire. Seven of us, out of twelve, got
into the water

;
but before we had gone far, two poor fellows were

shot. There were only five left now, and we had to swim, while the

insurgents followed us along both banks wading, and firing as fast as

they could. After we had gone about 3 miles down the stream,

one of our party, an artillery man, to rest himself began swimming on

his back, and not knowing in what direction he was swimming, got
on shore, and was killed. When we had gone about 6 miles, firing

on both sides ceased
;
and soon after we were hailed by some natives

on the Oudh side, who asked us to come on shore, and said that they
would take us to their r&ja, who was friendly to the English, We
gave ourselves up, and were taken 6 miles inland to the rja, who
treated us very kindly, giving us clothes and food.

" We stayed with him for about a month, as he would not let us

leave, saying the roads were unsafe. At last he sent us off on the

2gth of July, to the right bank of the river, to a zemindar of a village,

who got us a hackery/'
1

XIV, DALMAU.

The old fort of D&lmau is situated on a bluff point, about

i oo feet high, overhanging the Ganges. Inside there is a

1 Oudh Gazetteer, vol. I, pp. 207-208,
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ruined masjid of Shah Jahan's time, and a b&radari, or sum-

mer-house, from which a bucket can be lowered down to the

Ganges. The outer wall has lately fallen
^

into the river.

There are some old carved stones, pieces of pillars, and archi-

traves in the masjid and also in the gateway of the fort.

Some of them, from their beehive-shaped bosses, are probably
as old as the time of the Guptas. There are also fragments
of pillars and sculptures in many places under trees. At

Makanpur, i mile to the south-east, there is a tomb called

Sharki Shah. It is raised on a terrace like those at Jaunpur,
and is probably the tomb of Muhammad Shah Sharki

}
who

was killed near this place in A.H. 863, or A.D. 1459.

On an isolated mound named Dachen
}
a short distance to

the north-west of the town, there are the remains of a tomb
built entirely of Hindu materials. There are eight round

pillars, each in two or three pieces, with most of the ornaments

cut off. The place is said to have belonged to the two

famous, and rather ubiquitous, heroes Alha and UdaL
The legend of DAlmau refers the foundation of the fort

to Rctja DAI. There were two brothers, DAI and BA1, Ahirs,
who were in the habit of drinking too much wine, more

especially in the month of PhAlgun. One of the Sharki kings
of Jaunpur, said by some to be Muhammad ShAh, accord-

ingly attacked the fort in that month, when the two brothers

were drunk, and killed both of them. Then the wives of DAI
and BA1 prayed that the fort might be turned upside down.
At once the fort was overturned, and the two women then
killed the Sharki king, whose tomb is at Makanpur. In the
month of BhAdon an annual fair is held at Pakhraoli, 3 miles

to the south-east, near a large jhil, when DAI and BA1 are both

worshipped.
There is another version of this legend which makes Ddl

a Bhar chief, and refers the capture of the fort to Ibrahim
Sharki

;
but it is the Ahirs who are said to make offerings of

milk at the tomb of DAI in the month SrAvan. The Bharonia
division of the Ahirs also refer the custom of their women
not wearing nose-rings and glass bracelets to the comme-
moration of this invasion of their country. From this it would

appear that the Bhars were only a sub-division of the great
tribe of Ahirs.

In both of these versions of the legend DAI is made a
contemporary of the Sharki kings, but we know from the
Muhammadan histories that the place had borne the name of
DAlmau certainly many years earlier, as it is mentioned in the
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times of Firoz Tughlak, and was most probably in existence

as early as the time of Mhmud of Ghazni, as the tombs of

several Shahids, or martyrs, are pointed out, who were the

companions *of Sayid Slr.
But the fame of these Muhammadan brothers has been

comparatively eclipsed in later times by that of the Hindu

Bairgi, Baba Lalan Deis, who lived in the mahalla, or ward, of

Sanjatpur. He was esteemed so holy that many Muhamma-
dans used to visit him, and it is said that even the Nawb of

Lucknow, when he was at Dalmau, went to have an interview

with the Hindu saint. As he approached and saw the saint

lying on*a bed, he thought to himself,
"

Is this the Sdnt ('the
calm or tranquil/ that is, the saint ),

who is lying there like a

dog ?" As he drew nearer, the B&ba addressed him in these

words:

Suratjanjir gare men pan tehi lag mazbutdhun;
Juthan khdt aghdtpet bhar pare palung par sutd kun ;

Hdzar raMn hazur rendin Har Ldlan Dds ka kuta-hun.

Thsse verses are almost literally rendered in the following
lines :

tc The chain of God around my neck
Doth me securely keep,

I eat the crumbs of charity,
And on a bed I sleep ;

Thus in His presence night and day,
I am the Almighty's dog alway."

The Nawb then asked for some verse that should be
favourable to him

;
when the B&ba replied, using a coarse ex-

pression referring to women,
"
as you always stay in your

palace, dancing and singing like women, so will your throne
ever be as weak as a woman."

The following popular rhyme is worth mentioning, as it

shows the greater extent and consequent prosperity of

mau in earlier times :

" Utr-disam Makhdum Jahdmyam,purbe kot khaldsi hai>

Mandhapurd, Miyanka-told^ Chauhatta
} avzndsiJiaz]

Bahut dina chaurdsi bhramen Sanjdtpur Kdw hai"

Makhdum Jahniya's in the north,
Kot Kh&si in the east,

Mandhpura, Miyan-ka-tola, and
Chauhatta still exist.

Go where you will, Sanj&tpur still,

Like Ksi
;

is the best,
'
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XV. SINGROR.

The old tomb of Singror, or Sringi-vira-pitra, stands
^

on

a bluff headland on
tjie

north bank of the Ganges, 22 miles

to the north-west of Allahabad. Its name is said to be do-

rived from Sringi-vi'ra Rishi, whose shrine stands on an

isolated mound on the extreme west point of the posi-

tion. It is called the sthdn of Sringhi Rishi, but it is a

comparatively modern vaulted room of brick, bo Con*

which a few fragments of sculpture are collected. Inside

there is a group of Hara-Gauri and a small figure of the Sun

in a four-wheeled chariot drawn by seven horses. Only the

northern or inland position of the mound is now occupied by
houses. On the highest point, which is about 50 feet,

there is a Chabutra, or terrace, overlooking the bed of the

Ganges ; and, on another high point to the north-west of the

last, there is a masjidj with the small tomb of Muhammad
Madari inside its courtyard. Here there are two Hindu pil-

lars. The whole mound is a mass of bricks, chiefly of large

size, 16 to 18 inches long by 11 inches broad. Singror is

said to have been a very large place in former days, b.ut the

Ganges first undermined its southern face, and swept away a

large portion of the town, leaving a precipitous cliff some 90
feet in height. Since then the river has deserted the place,
and only a small branch now passes under Singror, in the

wide channel where the whole stream of the Ganges once

swept along.

Singror is famous as the scene of the last act in .the groat
rebellion of KMn Zam&n and his brother BahAdur against
Akbar. His original name was Ali Kuli Khan, and he
received the title of KMn Zam&n from Akbar in reward for

defeating the gallant Hindu General Himu on the field of

P^nipat. After several unsuccessful acts of rebellion and re-

peated pardons, he at last joined the standard of Mirza
Muhammad H&kitn, Akbar 1

s rebellious brother, and read the
Khutbah in his name at Jaunpur. Akbar' s patience was now
exhausted, and he resolved to pardon no more* On his
arrival at Saklt, near Agra,

" Akbar heard that Khdn Zamftn
had fled from^ Shergarh (near Kanauj) to M&nikpur, to join
his brother BaKcidur

;
and marching thence down the Ganges

bad bridged the river near the frontier of Swgror."
l The

position of this bridge must have been immediately opposite
1 Blochmann's Ain-i-Akbari, p, 320. Sir H. M. Elliot's Muhammmhn Ilisto*

rians of India, edited by Dowson, Chap* V,p. 320, From the TabakAl
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Ujjaini, 4 miles to the south of Singror, which is the only good

ghat in this neighbourhood, even at thfe present^ day. On

reaching Rii Bareli, Akbar marched direct to M&nikpur, and

with upwards of one thousand men crossed the Ganges to

the right bank, where he passed the night near Kh4nZam4n's

camp. Early next morning with some reinforcements he

attacked Khan ZamAn. " Bahadur was captured, and brought
to Akbar, and he had scarcely been despatched when KMn
Z3.man's head was brought in. The fight is said to have

taken place at Mankarwal (or Sakr&wal), which , place has

since been called Fathpur." This is probably the present

village of Fatehpur, 7 miles to the
>

south-east of Karl
At Singror I obtained a considerable number of coins,

amongst which I recognised 21 old Hindu coins, only one

Indo-Scythian of Huvishka, and 106 Muhammadan. The
Hindu coins comprised all the oldest types, with the excep-
tion of the punch-marked pieces. The money of the earlier

Musalm&n kings was especially plentiful.

Half a mile to the north of the ".town there is a large
mound 18 feet high called Surya Bhita, or

" mound of the

Sun." It is 50 feet broad at top, and 150 feet at base, and

is thickly strewn with broken bricks. I suppose it may have

been the site of a temple to the Sun.

XVI. TUSARANJ3IHAR.

The old town of Bihar in the district of Bela, or Partb-

garh, was one of the most important places in Oudh. Under
the early Muhammadan kings it was the head-quarters of a

large district,
1 and even now it is known by the name of Suba-

BMr. The town is situated on the northern bank of an old

bed of the Ganges, down which the flood waters of the river

still find their way in the rains. It stands on a mound rising
to 20 feet in its highest parts. There is a little fort at the

south-west angle, near which is a small brick temple con-

taining a very curious group of figures, which apparently

belongs to the period of Indo-Scythian rule. To the south-

east of the town, and on the northern bank of the old river

bed, there is a very extensive mound of brick ruins about half

a mile in length, with a detached mound at the east end
called Tu,$&ran

}
and sometimes Susdran. In the large

1 Sir H. M. Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, IV, 29. The names
of places in Oudh mentioned in succession arc Oudh, Shadidan (or Sfindila),

Dolman, Bahraich, BihAr, These were seized by Khwaja Jahun in A.H. 790,
orA.D. 1394,
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revenue maps the name is spelt Tusdwan; but this certainly is

a mistake. Nothing is known as to the origin of the name
;
but

one may venture to guess that it may have been Tushara-

drdma
}
or the

" Tushdra monastery/' that is, the monastery
built by the king of the Ttiskdras. At the western end,

marked B in the map, this mound rises high and almost

hemispherical in shape. Here I made an excavation, in

which were found bricks 15^ by loj by 3 inches
;
but as the

site was covered with Muhammadan graves, I was reluctantly

obliged to stop the work, after finding some large bricks, with

rounded faces like the bars of a Buddhist railing. I believe

it to have been the remains of a large temple, as there was a

slight depression on the eastern side, which would have been

the entrance of the temple.
1

The middle portion of the great mound, marked C in the

map, is generally higher than the western half; and here

accordingly the Surveyors had placed one of their survey
towers. On this mound I made an excavation at one of the

highest points on the southern side
;
but the walls, which

looked promising at first, turned out to be of uncertain date,

and were most likely only the remains of dwelling-houses.

But, in spite of my failure to discover any remains of an-

cient buildings, there can be no doubt whatever that the

Tusfltran mound is the site of an old Buddhist establishment.

The very name of Bihr is peculiarly and exclusively Bud-
dhist* It is also known by the name of Sua Bihar

>
or the

"red monastery," an appellation which was common to Bud-
dhist monasteries. There is nothing Buddhist about the old

group of figures in the temple ;
but outside the temple there

were formerly two small stupas in stone, which were known
to the people as Buddha and Buddhi. These names, no

doubt, were given to the stones when their Buddhist origin was
still known. They were both removed to the public garden
at Bela (or Part^bgarh) ;

but one has since been placed in

the Faizabad Museum, where I SMV it in 1876.
The group of figures in the temple is generally known

by the name of Asht-bhuji, or the
"
eight-armed." This is a

common name of the goddess Durg&, and is no doubt well

known to the people. But it cannot have been the original
name of the group, as there were certainly seven figures, and
I think that I can trace an eighth figure.

The base of the sculptured block is 3 feet 4 inches in front,

by i foot 4 inches at the side. As the heads of the figures
1 See Plate XIX,
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1 See Plate XIX,
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woman
;
but of him nothing now remains, save the left leg

and foot, which appear in the back ground behind the right

leg of the woman. Immediately behind the kneeling woman
there is a short man, over whose shoulders the woman has

thrown her left arm. To the right of the group, and partly

hidden by the tall man, stands a short female, who, from the

inactive position of her left arm placed across her waist,

would appear to be only a spectator. At the back of these

figures, and facing to the rear, there are the remains of ap-

parently three short figures, two females and one male, to-

gether with the thick trunk of a tree. These figures do not,

seem to have any connection with the front group. Judg-

ing from the trunk of the tree and the leafy branch which

still hangs over the left shoulder of the tall man, I think it

is almost certain that these groups may have formed the

support of a bowl, or altar, similar to the two altars which have

been found at Mathura. In both of these the figures are

placed back to back on an oblong pedestal, and under the

leafy boughs of a tree that apparently support a bowl above

them, which forms the top of the sculpture.
The only trace of Buddhism that I have been able to

detect is the well-defined mark of the dress of the tall male

figure across his right breast, which shows that his robe

passed under the arm and left the right shoulder bare. Both
of the men in front are apparently dressed in long trowsers,
which certainly formed no part either of the Greek or of the

Indian costume. The Indo-Scythians, however, did wear

trowsers, as we see them so represented on their coins as well

as on their sculptures. Altogether, therefore, I think that

the weight of evidence is decidedly W favour of assigning
this group to the period of Indo-Scythian rule, somewhere
about A,D. too.

Amongst the details of the sculpture I may notice that
the tall male figure has a scarf round the waist, and an
ornamental girdle round the loins. The scarf seems to be
tucked inside the waist belt of his trowsers. The small male

figure seems to be dressed in exactly the same fashion, with
the addition of a long necklace and

earrings.
On the female

figures I can see no trace of any clothing whatever. Both
have zones of several strings round the loins, with numerous
bracelets covering the whole of the lower arm, and huge
anclets. The hair of the tall female was massed at the back of
her head and ornamented with strings of pearls or other jewels,
of which distinct traces still remain. She also wore armlets.
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The back group was difficult to examine, as it was close

to the .back of the temple, and therefore badly lighted. It

was found impossible to turn the group round on account of

a huge tenon under the pedestal, I foot 4 inches in breadth,
which was firmly secured below.

The other remains at Bih&r are few and unimportant. In

the tomb of Shahid Mardan, the door-sill is formed of the

architrave, or upper member of the door of a Hindu temple.
It is very richly carved, but of small dimensions, being only

3 feet 4 inches in length.
I obtained only a few coins at Bihr, but they were chiefly

of old Hindu and Indo-Scythian types. The coins of the

Indo-Scythians are found at Allahabad and Benares, and
even as low down as Gh&zipur. A large find was also made
on the line of railway 'between Allahabad and Jabalpur.
From these discoveries, and more especially from the pre-
sence of this curious group of sculpture at Tusaran Bih&r,
I am strongly inclined to believe that the rule of the Indo-

Scythians had been extended as far to the east as the junc-
tion of the Ganges and Jumna. Their coins are found in

some numbers in every old town in Eastern Oudh, as far as

the banks of the Gandak river.

It has been the fashion to refer all the remains of anti-

quity in Eastern Oudh to the barbarous race of aboriginal
Bhars. Thus I find that the two Buddhist stftpas, which

formerly stood outside the Ashta-bhuji temple at Bihtr, have
been actually assigned to this race by the writer of the

notice of BihAr in the Oudh Gazetteer}- The following is his

account of these sttipas :

" About two years ago were found at Bih&r a pair of very old and

curiously carved stones, which, from the character of the figures re-

presented, I have no doubt are Bhar relics. They arc believed to

be so by the inhabitants, and the following account of the stones

(which go by the name of Buddha Buddhi) is current among them,
BihAr Khis was originally inhabited by the Bhars

;
Fort Sans&ran,

remains of which still exist on the east of Bih&r, was their strong
hold. Within the fort was a temple which contained idols wor-

shipped by the Bhdrs. During the reign of Plj& Pithaura, the latter

sent a force under the command of one B&l Singh, a Bais, and ances-

tor of the present Bais Zamindar of Bihar, to attack the Khars. A
pitched battle ensued, which resulted in the defeat of the Bhars and
the destruction of their fort. Bl Singh caused the temple, contain-

ing amongst other idols two much larger than the rest called Buddha
and Buddhi, to be thrown into the lake which lies on the south-easl

of Bih&r. After the victory, R&ja Pithaura rewarded B&l Singh with a

1 Oudh Gazetteer, Vol. J, p, 306.
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zemindari grant of twenty-two villages in the neighbourhood, and Bl

Singh came and resided in the town of Bih&r. The Bais, his^
descend-

ants, erected a temple on the south of the town close to a pipal tree.

In this temple they replaced the stones' Buddha' and'Buddhi.' The

temple near the entrance of the fort is of older origin, and is held to

have been built by the Bhars. It had for many years been in a state of

decay, but forty years ago one Data Rm, a Kashmiri Pandit, on ap-

pointment as tahsildar, rebuilt it. From the Bais temple he removed

the stones and placed them at the door of the more ancient shrine,

near which they were found in 1868.
"

I have already mentioned the probability that TusAnm
Bihar may be thetfayamukha, or Ayumukha, of Hwcn Thsung,

according to the account given in the Life of the pilgrim.

On leaving Ayuto he first made 100 /z, or nearly i 7 miles, by
boat down the Ganges to the east, to a

point
overshadowed

by Asoka trees, where he and his companions were attacked

by river dacoits. From that place he travelled 300 //, or

50 miles, also to the east by land, and crossing to the north

of the Ganges, reached 0-ye-mii*-kia> or Ayamukha, as M.
Julien transcribes it.

1 In the account of the pilgrim's Travels,
there is no mention of the trip on the Ganges, and the whole
distance is stated to be 300' #, or 50 miles, to the east.

In this account M. Julien transcribes the name as Hayam it-

kha? The town is said to be on the bank o[ the Ganges (King-
kia} y

which M. Vivien de Saint Martin has supposed to be

only a generic name for the Ghghra river. He has been
led to make this guess by his identification of A-yu-to with

Ayodhya.
3 But I have long ago shown that Ajudhya is

described under the name of Vaisllkha
;
while the south-east

bearing from Ncmadevakula points unmislakcably to the banks
of the Ganges, which is in fact actually called by its proper
name King-kia.

The people of 0-ye-mu-kia have been identifid by Benfey
with the Ayumukhiyas mentioned by the scholiast PAnini,
and with the Ayumukha found in the Harivansa* The last
name would indeed appear to be the true transcription of the
Chinese syllables. The district was about 2,000 //, or 400
miles in circuit, and the town itself had a circumference of
sob /*, or 'upwards ot 3 miles- There were about 1,000
Buddhist monks who belonged to the school of the Sammati-
yas, and a dozen temples of the Brahmanical gods.

At a short distance to the South-east of the town, and near
the bank of the Ganges, there was a stupa of Asoka, 200 feet

!

Mulien's Hwcn Thsang, 1, 120. *
Julicn's Hwcn Thsang, II, 274,5 Note by Vivien de St. Martin in Julicn's HwenThbang, II, aoi
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In height, built on the spot where Buddha had taught for three

months. Near the stupa there were the thrones of the four

Buddhas and the places where they walked for exercise.

There was also a stupa of blue-stone containing some of the
Hair and nail-parings of Buddha. Close by there was a mon-

astery of 200 monks, with a statue of Buddha very richly
ornamented. Here the learned Buddha-dasa composed his

treatise, named Maha VibhAsha S&stra, on the Hinayna, or
"
lesser means of advancement. "

In this account it will be noticed that all the Buddhist

buildings are placed to the south-east of the town, which is

the very position which the great mound of ruins bears with

reference to the town of Bihar. The distance also from
DMmau is exactly 50 miles, or 300 li. There is, however, a

very great discrepancy in the next distance of 700 lif or 115
miles, to Po-lo-ye-kia, or Pray&ga, the modern Allahabad.
This discrepancy I have discussed in another place,

1 where I

have shown that the sum of all Hwen Thsang's distances

between Kanauj and Allahabad is very much in excess of the

truth. According to the numbers given in the Life of the

pilgrim, the whole distance is 1,800 /*, or 300 miles
;

while in

the Travels it is only 1,700 /z",
or 283 miles. But the true dis-

tance by the high road is only 193 miles
;
so that there is an

excess of from 90 to 107 miles. But as Hwen Thsang three

times crossed the Ganges in this journey, the distance actu-

ally travelled may have been somewhat greater, or say not

less than 2 10 miles. This would be equal to 1,260/2', or

just 540 K
9

or 90 miles less than the 1,800 li given in the

Life. In my previous dicussion on this subject I was inclined

to deduct this excess from the first portion of the journey ;
but

since I have gone over the country between Allahabad and

Bingarmau, I have come to the conclusion that the excess

must be in the latter part of the journey in the recorded dis-

tance of 700 K9
between Ayumukha and Praydga ; by deducting

540 It, or 90 miles, from this amount, we get 160 /, or 25 miles,

as the true distance between these places. This number I

would increase to 1 70 #, or 28 miles, so as to preserve the

number 7 of the 700 given in the text. As this is the exact

distance between Bihr and Allahabad, there is some strong
evidence in favour of the identification of Bih&r with the

Ayumukha of Hwen Thsang.
If, however, it should be found that the Ganges could not

have flowed past Bihr at so late a period as A.D. 636, then

I would propose Singror as the most probable representative of

1 Ancient Geography of India, p. 384.
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Ayumukha. This place stands on the very brink of the high
bank of the Ganges ;

its mounds also are more extensive and

more lofty than those of BMr, and it has all the appearance
of having once been a large and flourishing town. It is, how-

ever, only 22 miles from Allahabad, and does not possess any
remains that can be assigned to the Buddhists, although it is

undoubtedly a very old and important site.

XVIL GAURA.
Two miles and a half to the east of Tus&ran BMr

there is a small village named Gaura, with the ruins of a

small but richly-carved temple of the Sun. The walls of the

temple were built entirely of brick, but the entrance door-

way was of stone. In plan it was a square of 21 feet 8

inches, with a chamber 1 1 feet square. It was raised on a

platform nearly 48 feet square, paved with bricks-on-edge
and plastered, the outer walls being faced with blocks of

kankar. The walls were properly decorated with deep carv-

ings in brick. Many of these were of the ordinary flower

and leaf patterns; but there was also a very curious conti-

nuous moulding formed of bricks 8^ inches in height, repre-

senting a double line of small niches one above the other,
with two lines of small dentils only half an inch square.
There must also have been a line of figures, as I found the
broken statue of a naked man on horseback, and frag-
ments of two other figures. Nothing whatever is known
about the temple; and the mound of ruins is simply called

Naraji, or Narajat Bir.

I made a complete excavation of the temple both inside
and outside, which brought to light the sill, the jambs, and
the architrave of the doorway. The door-sill bore the usual
lions and elephants, but in the middle of the architrave
there was a figure of Sftrya seated in a chariot drawn by
seven horses. There were also several broken figures,

amongst which I recognised Vishnu with his club and discus,
and two groups of Hara-Gauri, of which the larger one was
2\ feet in height. I found nothing, however, to show the date
of the temple, but I do not think it can be older than the

eighth or ninth century. The Kalas, or pinnacle, was a star
of eight points, each formed of a separate brick with bevelled

edges.
XVIIL TANDWA.

I have already described TandwA with its large brick

sttipa and other ruins.
1 But when I went to S&ket-MAhet,

1

Archaeological Survey of India, I, 348.
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or Sravasti, early in 1876, 1 took the opportunity of paying
a second visit to Tandw&. In my previous account I have
called the place Tadwa, as the people "wrote the name

;
but on

the present occasion I found that every one when questioned

pronounced it with the nasal, as Tandwd. The difference is

very slight ;
and as the nasal dot is frequently omitted in writ-

ing, I have now adopted the common pronunciation of the

people.
In my former report I have identified TandwS. with the

birth-place of K&syapa Buddha, which Fa Hian calls To-wai.

Hwen Thsang does not give its name
;
but as he states that

the place was about 60 /z", or 10 miles, to the north-west of

Sr&vasti, there can be little doubt of the correctness of my
identification, as TandwA is just 9 miles to the west of Shet-
M&het.

The present village is situated amongst brick ruins at a

short distance to the north of the road leading from Akaona
to Bahraich, and about 4 miles to the west of the former

place.
"
All the fields around are strewn with broken bricks,

and within 1,000 feet of the village on the north-west there

is a mound of brick ruins 800 feet long from east to west,
and 300 feet broad. Beyond the mound, and to the north of

the village, there is a large irregularly-shaped sheet of water

called Sitd~dohdr-tdl" 1 a name which cannot be older than

the discovery of the supposed statute of Sita-mdi^ which is

said to have been found by a Bair&gi little more than 100

years ago. Dohar is a local term for a mound.
In my previous report I described the great mound of

ruins as follows :

" The west end of the mass of ruins is very low, but it is covered

with broken walls and fine trees, and was therefore most probably the

site of the monastic establishment. The general height of the east

end is 16 feet above the fields, but rises to 26 feet at the south-west

corner. At this point the mound is formed of solid brick-work, which

after close examination I discovered to be the r^nains of a large

stfipa. As two different measurements gave a diameter of not less

than 70 feet, this stupa must have been one of the largest and most

important in the famous province of Uttara Kosala. Hwen Thsang
mentions only two stupas at this place one to the south of the town,

being built on the spot where K&syapa Buddha had performed his

meditations under a Banyan tree ;
and the other to the north of the

town, containing the complete body of Ksyapa. This is also con-

firmed by its size, as Fa Hian calls this stupa a great one, The

Htupa on the mound must certainly represent the latter monument,

l ln my former report this name is erroneously printed as Sita-Dwa~TtiL
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because the tank precludes the possibility
of any other having ex-

isted to the northward of it."

At my last visit I spent five days at Tandwd and made a

complete survey of the ruins. I also cleared away the rubbish

from the outside of the great stupa nearly all round, the

only part left unseen being covered by the temple of Sitd-

Mai. I found the flights of steps on the north and west
'

sides nearly perfect, with the outer wall of the stupa still

standing intact. On the south the steps were much broken,

and on the east I was unable to dig, owing to
thojpresence of

a huge Banian tree, which stands in the very position which

they would have occupied. My survey also revealed a very
curious fact, that the four gateways did not occupy the four

cardinal points, the northern gate being 17! to the east of

the magnetic meridian. 1 What was the cause of this varia-

tion, I have not .yet been able to discover; but I have noticed

that most of the temples of the Gupta period have an aver-

age variation of about 13 so,
1
or of one whole Nakshatra, to

the east of north.

The position of the great Banian tree exactly on the site

of the eastern entrance must be designed and not accidental,
and I am disposed to look upon it as the site of the original
tree under which KAsyapa was believed to have obtained

Buddhahood, as the Banian was the special Boclhi tree of

Ksyapa. But besides this great tree there are no less than

eight other fine Banians on the mound around the sttipa.
The positions of all these are marked in the map by figures
from i top.* Taking the tree No. i as the site where Kdsy-
apa sat in meditation under his special Bodhi tree, I would
refer the great stupa immediately to the west of it to his

Nirv&na. As the only other large trees on the mound arc two

Jambus, the presence of so many Banian trues in one spot
would seem to point most clearly to its identification with the
site of Ksyapa Buddha's meditation and Nirvana.

In my previous report I mentioned that the stftpa was
'/ not less than 70 feet

"
in diameter. This measurement was

derived from three different points, where I found the solid

brick-work; but on my last visit I was able to make actual
measurements of the diameter at the bcrm level, which I

found to be just 74 feet. This was 5 feet above the paved
courtyard, and 18 feet above the level of the fields. The
ruined mound of the sttipa, all of solid brick-work, is still 9 feet

1 See Plate XXH for a plan of the stftpa.
* See Plate XXL
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in height above the berm, and 14^- feet above the floor of the

court in which it stands. Some parts of the massive walls

of the courtyard are still standing, and the complete size can

be traced by the lines of the brick ruin. It was 365 feet in

length from north to south, and 160 feet in breadth, with a

small outer court at each end, 160 feet by 100 feet.

The lower part of the face of the sttipa was ornamented

with a Buddhist railing in brick-work, supported on a line of

dentils.
1 These dentils are hollowed out and bevelled at the

ends, as shown in figure 10 of the Plate. They appear to me
to represent the ends of timber beams, and to be copied from

an original wooden construction. The general breadth of the

berm was only 3 feet 9 inches, but at the entrances it was
widened to 5 feet 6 inches. I examined the berm for traces

of a Buddhist railing, but the edge was so "much broken that

nothing was discovered. It is quite certain, however, that a
stone railing once existed, as I found one piece of a rail bar,

several fragments of stone coping, and some pieces of what
I believe to be part of an architrave or curved beam of a
Toran gateway.

2
All these fragments were found in one

spot near the northern entrance. The great mass of stone

chips collected on this spot told its' own tale. Here masons
bad been employed in cutting away the sculptures of a

Buddhist railing, to fit the stones for the plainer requirements
of village buildings. Thousands of these fragments were

examined, and every piece, with any trace of ornament or let-

ters, was carefully drawn. The following is a description of

the principal pieces :

No. i. Head of Buddha, 3$ inches high and 3 inches

broad, or half life-size.

No. 2. Half head of female, with earring 2$ inches high.
No. 3. Head and part of body of a large dragon ;

mouth
wide open, from which probably issued a lotus stalk whose
undulations divided the face of the stone into panels. The
body and tail may have been coiled up spirally like the tails

of the crocodiles at the end of a Toran beam.
No. 4 Piece of coping of a Buddhist railing, flowered

ornament on top and inscription on face

Sttiahawwa-drd (ma).
11 the Sthahanwa monastery ;

"

or, if the last letter be read as h instead of m
}
the last word

will be arahanta ; but the first word is of some interest, as it

i See Plate XXIII,% i.

2 See Plate XXIII, fig.4, for an inscribed piece of coping stone.
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seems probable that Sthahanwa may be the original form of

Thanwa, just as Sthdvtra and Sthdneswara are the original

forms of Thero and Thanesar.

Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8, are other inscribed fragments, all of

which I have preserved for the purpose of showing that the

great stupa of Tandwi must have been as early as the time

of Asoka, as the characters on these fragments are the same
as those of his inscriptions,

1

No. 9. Arm of female with bracelet on wrist.

No. 10. Stone boss or pinnacle. I believe that this stone

was part of the top ornament of an isolated pillar, the top-
most piece being a pine-cone or pine-apple, such as have

been found in Nalanda. It bears the letter k in a form of

later date than Asoka, such as was in use during the time of

the Indo-Scythiafts and earlier Guptas. This would agree
with rny suggestion that the stone formed part of an isolated

pillar, as such a votive offering might have been set up at

any time. The letter k is probably only a mason's mark, as

the initial for the name of K^syapa.
No. ii. Some pierced bricks were found in the same

place. They are shown in the plate in a perpendicular posi-
tion

;
but I believe that they must have been placed horizon-

tally as part of a continuous band of ornament.

No. 12 Is a sketch of the statue of Sit-Mai, which is

said to have been found little more than one hundred years

ago, when it was set up by a Bairgi named Ajudhya Dfts,

who had established himself under the great Banian tree.

The figure is much broken, which I only discovered when it

was brought outside the temple for the purpose of being
sketched. The statue was also very dirty after a hundred

years of anointment with red lead. I therefore got the at-

tendant Brahman to wash it
;
and while the figure was still

wet, I heard a woman in the crowd of spectators say to her

neighbour,
" Look how Siti is weeping at being brought out-

side the temple.'' I took no notice of the remark, but made
my. sketch, and showed it to the people.

2
I heard no other

remarks, and the statue was duly enshrined in its old position
inside the temple*

This figure is of some value as helping to fix the date of

the Buddhist railing attached to the sttipa. It is 3 feet 4
inches in height, and presents a dancing girl resting on her
left foot on a prostrate human figure, with her right knee

1 See Plate XXIII, figs. 4 to 8. 2 Scc Plate XXIII, %, i 2 .
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bent. Her left hand rests on her hip, while her right hand is

raised above her head grasping the branch of the favourite

s&l tree. A parrot is perched on her upper left arm under
the sal branches, which on the left side have breken into

flower.

The stone of which this statue is made is the common
red sandstone of the Sikri quarries near Mathura

;
and as

the whole of the costume and the attitude and pose of the

figure with the crouching man under the feet are similar to

those of the Mathura figures, I have little doubt that this

statue was carved at Mathura. Everywhere in the north-

west I find that the old Buddhist statues are made of the

Sikri sandstone, from which it would appear that Mathura
must have been the great manufactory for the supply of Bud-
dhist sculpture in Northern India.

The ruined stupa is now named after this statue as Sitd-

dohdr, or
"
Site's mound,

" and the large lake close by, which
is about a mile in length, is simply known as Sitddohdrtdl> or

the
" Lake of Sita's mound." It is perhaps almost needless

to mention that the statue has no connection with Sita, the

wife of Rama, but is only a well-known type of Buddhist

sculpture, of which so many examples have been found at

Mathura.

There is an isolated mound 500 feet to the west of the

sttipa, which would appear to be the remains of a small

monastery. The traces of the walls show a square of 80

feet, with towers at the four corners. A little further to the

west-north-west, at a distance of 3,700 feet from the stftpa,

there is a long low mound upwards of 800 feet from north

to south and 500 or 600 feet from east to west, which may
have been the site of the old town. It now belongs to the

recently-established village of Allah-bakshpur ; but as the

land still belongs to Tandwi, I take the mound to represent
the site of the old town that was visited by Fa Hian and
Hwen Thsang. It is now called Bar-ki-bhdri, or "Banain
tree mound."

Near the stupa on the south side there are the remains

of several buildings, marked A, B, C,
1

D, E, F, in the map.
I made excavations in all of them

;
but they proved to be

only small isolated buildings containing from two to three

rooms each, and were most probably private dwellings.
The accounts given by the two Chinese pilgrims of the

sacred buildings at Tandwi agree in all the main points, but

they disagree as to the number of sttipas, which Fa Hian
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makes to be three, while Hwen Thsang describes only two,

As their accounts are short, they may be quoted in detail.

Fa Hian places To-wat at 50 It, or upwards of 8 miles, to

the west of Srvasti.
" This was the original birth-place of

Ksyapa Buddha. Towers are erected on the spot where he

had an interview with his father, and also where he entered

Nirvana. A great tower has also been erected over the

relics of the entire body of Klsyapa Tath&gata."
1

In this account there are three different stupas ;
but as

Hwen Thsang mentions only two stftpas, it seems probable
that there may be some mistake in the number given by the

elder pilgrim, or that one of his three stupas had disappeared
within two centuries.

According to Hwen Thsang' s account,
2 one of the stupas,

to the south of the town, was built on the spot where this

Buddha, .after having acquired complete intelligence (Samyak
Sambodki)) saw his lather for the first time."

The second stupa, to the north of the town, contained

the "relics of the entire body of K^syapa Buddha." Both
of these monuments, he adds, were built by king Asoka.

Both pilgrims agree as to one stupa having been built

over the relics of Kcisyapa ;
and Fa Hian adds that it was a

"
great tower." They agree also in part as to the sltipa

which was built to commemorate the interview of Ksyapa
with his father

;
but Hwen Thsang adds that on this spot the

Buddha had acquired
"
the supreme intelligence." Fa Hian's

third stupa is referred to the site where K^syapa entered
Nirvana. As Hwen Thsang is silent regarding a Nirvana

stupa, I think it very probable that the great relic stftpa
which still exists may be also commemorative of his death.

At 300 feet to the east-south-east of the great stftpa,
there is a small round-shaped mound, which from its appear-
ance I suspect to be the remains of a second stftpa. This
would accordingly represent the scene of Kftsyapa's inter-

view with his father. Here also, according to Hwen Thsang,
he sat in meditation and acquired supreme intelligence, or, in

other words, became a Buddha.
Both of the pilgrims were informed that Tandwi was the

birth-place of K&syapa; but this is at variance with the
Indian account, which refers his birth to Benares. Thus in

1 Deal's Fa Hian, Chap. XX, p. 83. Remusat, in Laidlay's version, says,
or little town " named T<iwei.

3
Julien's Hwen Thsangr, II, ^00.
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the Pita-Kattaya I find
"
Kassapo born at Baranasi-nagara ;

parents Brahman, Brahmadatta and Dhanawati. His Bo-tree

the Nigrodha."
1 In the Mongal scriptures he is said to have

been a Brahman of the family of Kisyapa.
8 His father's

name was Fan-te (virtue of Brahma) ;
his mother's, Tsai-chu

(opulent). He dwelt in the city of Benares, and seated be-

neath a nyagrodha he preached the Law. Here the mother's

name, Dhanawati, is accurately rendered by "opulent;
11

but

the father's name, Brahmadatta^ means simply "given by
Brahma."

Again, in the Mahawanso, it is related that in the time of

Mahindo, the chief Theri (or priestess) named Sudhammo
obtained a branch of the Nigrodha Bodhi tree from king Kiso

of Bir^nasinagara.
3

Again, according to the Chinese accounts, Narakhi, King
of Ksi, who was devoted to Kasyapa Buddha,

"
erected over

his ashes a stupa, adorned with the seven precious sub-

stances. This stupa was called Dasa-vrzka,
{

the ten marks/
"

and was surmounted by seven encircling discs, placed there

by the king and his different relatives. On this account that

king is now born as Yasada" (that is, in the time of Sakya
Muni).*

Lastly, in the Saddharmmaratnakdrtvi Ceylon, it is stated

that 6

"the birth-place of Kasyapa was Benares ; his father, Brahma'datta
;
his

mother, Dhammawati ;
the period during which he remained a laic,

2,000 years; his queen, Sunanda; his son, Wijitasena; his period of

asceticism, seven days ;
the cake-giver, Emasuwanda

j
the grass-giver,

Somanassa ;
and his sacred tree was the nuga^ or banian. His prin-

cipal disciples were Tissa and Bhctraddwaja ;
his attendant, Sarwa-

chitra
;
and his principal female disciples, UruwclA and Urul. At this

time G&tama Bodhisat was the Brahman J6tiplla. His stature was
20 cubits

;
he had a retinue of 20,000 disciples ;

and lived in all

20,000 years. After his body was burnt, the bones still remained in

their usual position; presenting the appearance of a perfect skeleton
;

and the whole of the inhabitants of Jambu-dwipa, assembling toge-
ther, erected a dctgoba over his relics, one yojana in height."

In these different extracts we find several very curious and

interesting particulars regarding the legend of Kasyapa
Buddha. The discrepancy about the birth-place may be ex-

plained by the fact that Srvasti and Tandw4 formed part of

1 Tumour's Introduction to Mahavanso, p. XXXIV,
8 Fo-kwe-ki of Rcmusat, translated by Laidlay, Chap. XX, n, 39.
B Tumour's Mahavanso, p. 93.
4 Bcal's Romantic History of Buddha, p. 273*
6
Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 97.
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the kingdom of Benares. So also when the branch of the

Banian tree was obtained from the king of Benares, it was not

from the city of Benares, but from TandwS. in the kingdom
of Benares. This explanation becomes almost certain when
we find that the stupa covering his relics was built by Nara-

khi, king of Ksi. About the stupa itself, we learn that it

was named Dasanrika, possessing the "
ten auspicious marks

or tokens/' and was surmounted by seven encircling discs (or

umbrellas). The ten auspicious marks are usually called

dasalakshana, but I am ignorant of the special properties

required in a stupa. Of K^syapa, it is said that he was 20

cubits, or 30 feet, in height ;
that the bones of his body did

not separate after cremation, and that his entire skeleton was

placed in the stftpa erected by the RAja of Benares. It

would be worth while to explore this stupa for the sole pur-

pose of ascertaining the nature of its deposit. I am the

more anxious about the exploration of this sttipa, as it seems
almost certain that it must be as old as the time of Asoka,
and the existence of inscriptions on the railing which has

been destroyed is in favour of the discovery of some inscrip-
tion inside. There is a small Kngam on the top of the mound

;

but as it stands several feet away from the middle of the

hemisphere, it might, perhaps, be possible to sink a shaft down
the very centre of the stupa. The mound is a solid mass of

brick-work laid in mud mortar. If it contains any relics, I

should expect to find them, either at a depth of 9 feet, at the

central point of the hemisphere, or at 14^ feet, on the level

of the paved platform surrounding the sttipa.

XIX. SRAVASTI.

Early in 1876 I paid a visit to Sahet-Mahet, which I had

previously identified with the famous city of Sr&vasti, for the

express purpose of making excavations in the ruins of the

Jetavana monastery. At my first visit in January 1863 I had
discovered the Kosamba-kuti temple, which is repeatedly
mentioned in the accounts of Buddha's life. Since then 1

have discovered amongst the Bharhut sculptures a circular

bas-relief representing the whole of the Jetavana garden, in

which two buildings are labelled with their names as the
Kosamba-kuti and the Gandha-kuti. On this visit I spent
eleven days at Sahet, and made a very careful examination
of the whole site. Attached to my first account will be
found a map of the city, showing the site of the Jetavana
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monastery, and of other ruins.
1 With the present report I

now give a map of the Jetavana itself on a large scale, show-

ing the positions of all the ruined buildings which I ex-

cavated.
2 The first operation was to clear away as much as

possible of the dense jungul, which now covers the whole

place. This was of course only partially cleared
;

but so

much was done that I believe no building of any consequence
could have escaped my notice. I offered rewards to all the

men and boys who were employed as diggers for the dis-

covery of a ruin or a statue amongst the jungul. All the

people are afraid to go into the place at night, or even to

remain in it after sunset, as it is believed to be haunted by
evil spirits, and is therefore generally called Jogini-bharia }

or the "witches mound." I also cut pathways through the

jungul, and pushed my way through it mounted on an elephant,
and wherever the trace of a wall was seen, the jungul was
cleared for some distance around it, so that I am pretty con-

fident that nothing that was visible above ground could have

escaped my notice.

Jetcmana was originally only
"
the wood, or orchard, of

Jeta;" but, after its purchase by the rich merchant An&tha-

pindika, it became one of the most celebrated places in India.

The story of its purchase is one of the most curious remains

of Buddhist legend that we possess. Andthapindika having
invited Buddha to Sravasti, or Sewet, sought for a suitable

site to build a Vihar for his reception. This he found in the

Jetavana ;
but the prince not wishing to part with it said in

jest,
"

If you cover the whole ground with gold coins

(masurans), you may have it." The merchant accepted the

terms with joy, and prince Jeta was obliged to adhere to his

word.3
All the commoner trees were first cut down, but the

sandal and mango trees were allowed to remain. The
merchant then directed his treasurer to cover the whole sur-

face of the ground with masurans* " The treasurer accord-

ingly emptied seven stores/' says the chronicler, "and
measured the golden masurans as if they had been grain.'*
Antha next ordered his servants to measure the space
occupied by the standing trees, that he might add the amount

required to cover it to the purchase money. But prince Jeta
then declared that he was satisfied, as he wished to become
a partaker in the merit of providing a place of residence for

Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, Plate L.
2 Sec Plate XXIV,
3 See Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, pp. 218-219.
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Buddha. The purchase money amounted to 18 kotis of

masurans (180 millions of gold coins), and an equal was

spent by the merchant on the erection of the VMr. An&tha
"
poured water upon the hands of Buddha/' in token that he

dedicated the VihcLr to the priesthood of the four quarters.
1

From another source we learn that the vessel used for pouring
water was a "

golden ewer."

The whole of this curious story is represented most faith-

fully in one of the Bharhut bas-reliefs :

~

" In the foreground there is a bullock-cart, with the bullocks

unyoked sitting beside it, and with the yoke tilted up in the air, to

show that the cart has been unloaded. In front are two men, each

holding a very small object between his thumb and forefinger. These
two I take to be Anathapindika himself, and his treasurer counting
out the gold pieces brought in the cart. Above them are two other

figures seated, and busily engaged in covering the surface of the

garden with the gold coins, which are here represented as square

pieces touching one another. If these squares were intended for a

pavement of any kind, they would have broken bond, instead of which

they are laid out just like the squares of a chess-board. From this

arrangement I infer without hesitation that they are intended for the

gold coins with which Anathapindika engaged to cover the whole
area of the garden as the price of its purchase. To the left are six

other figures, whom I take to be prince Jeta -and his friends
;
and in

the very middle of the composition, there is An&thapindika himself

carrying a vessel just like a tea-kettle in both hands as a pledge of

the completion of his gift."

In addition to the scenes just described, there are also

represented two buildings, which are respectively labelled

Gandha-kuti and Kosamba-kuti
y

besides a holy tree sur-

rounded by a Buddhist railing, and three other trees, which
are no doubt intended to represent the sandal and mango
trees that were left standing.

On the left hand, prince Jeta is, standing astonished at the

completion of the payment, which he had thought to be an

impossible feat.
"
My garden/

'

thought he,
"

is a thousand
cubits in length and breadth

;
no one has wealth enough to

be able to cover it with gold ;
it is therefore yet mine."

3 The
peculiar action denoting complete astonishment is the placing
of the finger and thumb in- the mouth, which is the very
action represented in the sculpture. Ln the Bharhut bas-relief

there are several other instances of the same action. 4 This

^ee Spence Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, pp. 2x8-210.
2 " The Stupa of Bharhut/' Plate XXVIII, fig. 3.
a
Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p.

218.
4 See Stupa of Bharhut, Plate XVII, lower compartment, and Plate XXX,% 3-
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curious custom is still very common in India, especially

amongst the women. It would seem also to have been the

usual way of showing astonishment amongst other races. Thus
it is related that

" when Jal&lud-din of Khwarazm plunged his

horse into the Indus to swim across, Changiz Khan placed his

hand in his mouth in sign of astonishment." 1 The historian

of Firoz Tughlak also relates that on the Emperor's advance

against Ekdala,
"
the Bengalis hornfear put their fingers into

their mouths." But the most remarkable case is one that is

recorded in Shah Jah&n's time. One morning the emperor on

entering his harem rather early found one of his Begams, who
had only just awoke, sitting on a morha, with her hair all

hanging down, and her dress draggling on the floor. At the

sudden appearance of the emperor, the Begam at once placed
herfingers in her mouth in astonishment, while Shah Jahan

passed on to the Darbar without saying a word. As soon as

he was seated, he addressed the court poets with the words,
" Nim$ darun> nime bar&n" or "half in, half out," and
desired them to complete a verse explaining the meaning of

the words. All the poets were puzzled ;
but one at last hit

upon the following, which was accepted by the emperor :

Az haibat ShaM Jahan
Larzad zamin o srnan

Angusht herat dar dahan
Nime darun nimd barun.

"Seeing the dignity of the
' Lord of the world' (Shah JahAn),

the whole universe quaked, and placed the finger of surprise in the

mouth, half in and half out."

The verse is very neatly turned, and amongst the courtly
flatterers of Delhi was much admired, while the poet received

the reward due to his happy ingenuity.
Hwen Thsang places the Jetavana at 5 or 6 &', or nearly

i mile, to the south of the city. But in his time the city
was "in ruins and deserted, and its extent was not known." *

I conclude that he took his distance of I mile from the

remains of the king's palace. Fa Hian makes the distance

only 1,200 paces, or about half a mile, which agrees exactly
with the actual position of the city gate, which is distinctly
marked by a very deep depression in the line of rampart.
There is no doubt, however, about the identification of the

1 Sir H. M. Elliot's Muhammadan Historians by Dowson, II, 389.
2
Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 203

"
la capitale cst deserte el ruinee j etendue

qu* elle avait n' cst point consignee dans Thistoire^

VOL, XL F
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Jetavana, as it is the only ruin of any extent, and moreover

contains the Kosamba-kuti temple, which we know was inside

its walls. The enclosure is still very clearly marked by a

broad mass of ruins rising from 12 to 15 feet above the ground

outside, while the interior has a general elevation of 6 to 9
feet. The mass of ruin consists of two distinct portions, which

may be called the northern and southern. All the walls and

buildings in the former are laid out north to south
;
but in the

latter, only the buildings are so disposed, as the eastern and

western surrounding walls of the enclosure have a variation of

20 to the east of north. I have already noticed the devia-

tion from the magnetic meridian of 1 7 east in the old Tandw&

Stupa ;
and I am inclined to believe that this deviation is a

sure token of antiquity. I am therefore disposed to look

upon the southern portion of the enclosure as the original

garden of the Jetavana, to which the northern portion was added

by prince Jeta himself. In this northern portion I include

No. i temple and its surrounding monastery, the walls of

which are laid out in the direction of the cardinal points. In

the southern portion I include all the remaining buildings

except No. 8, which stands on the lower terrace of No. i.

According to Fa Hian, the great garden enclosure of the

VMra of Jetavana had two gates, one towards the east,
the other towards the north. These openings are distinctly
marked even at the present day, and I have accordingly laid

them both down in my map of the ruins.

The only notice that I can find regarding the size of the

Jetavana is the statement of prince Jeta, that his garden was
1,000 cubits long and i ,000 cubits broad, or 4,000 cubits in

circuit. My survey makes it only about 4,500 feet
;
but it is

probable that some portion of the ground outside the present
ruins was enclosed as a wood or garden for daily exercise.

The whole circuit, therefore, may easily have been increased
to 6,000 feet, or 4,000 cubits.

I made excavations in twenty distinct mounds of ruin,
of which

^ten
turned out to be temples, and five stupas, while

the remaining five were either dwelling-houses or mounds of

rubbish previously dug up for bricks. I have affixed a number
to each of these ruins in the plan from i to 18, and I will

now describe them, first drawing attention to the fact that
Nos. i, 2,^25, 16, 3, are all in the same meridian line.

No. i is the largest mound in the Jetavana. The ruined

temple stands on the uppermost of three platforms, each

rising 8 feet, and making a total height of about 25 feet for
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the floor of the temple. The lowermost platform is 350 feet

square, and is occupied by only one building, No. 8
,
which will

be described presently. The middle terrace is 200 feet

square, and is occupied by the remains of an extensive mon-

astery, of which I traced several of the rooms. These rooms
were unusually large, being each 1 1 feet 8 inches by 1 1 feet 4
inches. On the southern prolongation of the eastern wall of the

temple there was a passage through the walls of the monas-

tery leading directly down to No. 2 temple. The monastery
was 131 feet square. On the uppermost terrace, which was
about 80 feet square, stood the temple, with its doorway
facing the east. The building consisted of two parts : a

large hall, or assembly-room, for reading the Buddhist scrip-
tures

;
and a smaller room, or cell, with a pedestal for the

enshrined image. I could not find even a fragment of the

statue, but there is immediately in front of the pedestal a

shallow hollow, 18 inches square, which I believe once con-

tained a slab, with impressions of Buddha's feet, such as I

found in situ in the Kosamba-kutt temple, No. 3. In front

of each corner of the pedestal there is a deep hole 6 inches

square, in which no doubt a pillar formerly stood to support a

canopy over the head of the statue. At the inner angles of

the passage leading into the cell there are also square holes,
which I suppose once held the wooden uprights of the door-

frames. The temple itself is built entirely of brick.

The mandapa, or assembly-hall, is a large square room,
24 feet 9 inches by 23 feet 9 inches, with four pillars in the

middle to support the roof. It has three entrances on the

north, east, and south, and a fourth doorway on the west

side, leading into the sanctum. The walls are 4 feet thick,
with a projection in the middle of each face for the doorway.
The passage leading into the shrine is 5 feet 8 inches in

length, the cell itself being 8 feet 10 inches by 8 feet 3
.inches. Outside there is a projection in the middle of each

wall, with four retirements on each side. As the walls of all

the other temples have only one projection on each side,
I am inclined to look upon this departure from the usual

plan as a .sign of a later date. The basement of the stu-

pa (No. 5) is the only other building in the Jetavana that

has two projections on each side of the middle. I think,

therefore, that both No, i temple and the stupa may be of

later age than the other buildings. I noticed that the hall

and the sanctum must have been built at different times, as

there is a distinct line of junction between the two, where the
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bricks cease to form bond. 1 The plan shows all the minor

details
;
and I need only add that in the entrance to the pas-

sage I found a mass of charcoal, which led me to suppose
that the wooden door might have been burned down. The
outside dimensions of this building are 49 feet 10 inches by

29 feet 10 inches.

No. 2 temple is similar in general arrangement to No i.

It has the same assembly-hall, with its entrance on the east,

and four pillars in the middle for the support of the roof.

The room is rather smaller in size, being 2 1 feet 6 inches from

north to south, and 20 feet 9 inches in breadth. The sanctum
is entered by a passage of 7 feet 9 inches in length. The
interior is 9 feet 6 inches by 9 feet 4 inches. More than half

of it is taken up by a brick platform, or pedestal, 5 feet 2^
inches in breadth, which extends the whole length of the cell.

Judging from the great size of the pedestal and the mas-

siveness of the walls, which are 5 feet 10 inches thick, I

conclude that the temple must have contained a statue of very

large size. From several concurring points of evidence, also, I

am led to suppose that it may be the famous Gandha-kuti
}
which

contained the great sandal-wood statue of Buddha. In the

smaller temple No. 3 I found a colossal stone statue of Buddha

bearing an inscription of the Indo-Scythian period, in which the

Kosamba-kuti is mentioned. As this temple faces the east, the

view of the Jetavana, given in the Bharhut bas-relief, must be
taken from the east side, and we thus learn that the Gandha-
kuti also faced the east, and that it was to the north of the

Kosamba-kuti (No. 3). A reference to the map will show that

No. 2 is the only temple that answers to this description. The
plan of the temple is given in the Plate XXVI, with a sketch
of the Gandha-kuti beside it taken from the Bharhut bas-

relief. The ruin now existing is not the remains of the old

temple shown in the sculpture, which is apparently a wooden
structure. And such the Gandha-kuti most probably was,
as Fa Hian relates that it was burnt down. It then consisted

of seven storeys, and was decked with flags and silken

canopies
"
whilst the lamps shone out day after day with

unfading splendour. Unfortunately a rat gnawing at the

wick of one of the lamps caused it to set fire to one of the

hanging canopies, and this resulted in a general conflagration
and the entire destruction of the seven storeys of the
VMr." 3

1 See Plate XXVI for Plans of Nos i, 3. 6, and 7 temples,
3 Seal's Pa Hian, Chap, XX, p. 76.

*
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Fa Hian mentions that the chapel was rebuilt to the

height of two storeys only, when the famous old sandal-

wood image of Buddha, which had been made in the time

of Prasenajit, was enshrined in it; Fa Hian does not say of

what material the new temple was made, but I infer that it

must have been of brick, as its height was limited to two

storeys. Its door was to the east, near the eastern gate
of the Jetavana. It was flanked by two chambers, in front

of which stood two stone pillars. These are Fa Hian's

details
;
but in the time of Hwen Thsang only the two pillars

remained to the right and left of the eastern gate.
1 The

Gandha-kuti and its two chambers were already in ruins,

and are not even mentioned by him.

Now the position of the east gate of the garden was

certainly in the immediate neighbourhood of No. 2 temple.
I believe, indeed, that it was due east from the temple in the

position which I have marked in the map to the north of a small

tank. But it is also possible that it may have been to the south

of the tank, and that the road passed between the buildings
marked Nos. 14 and 1 5. Any one of these positions corresponds

sufficiently well with Fa Hian's statement that the chapel of

Sudatta (or An^thapindika) was in the middle of the garden.
3

But No. 14 was certainly a stupa, and No. 15 is not massive

enough for a two-storeyed temple. Altogether I think that

by far the most probable site was that of No. 2, on which
there now stands a large ruined temple, with an unusually
broad brick pedestal, such as would have been required for the

great sandal-wood statue of Buddha. As the pedestal occu-

pies
the full breadth of the temple, the statue must have been

in a sitting position. And such we know the sandal-wood

figure actually was. This image was made by R4ja Prasena-

jit, during Buddha's visit to the Trayastrinsa heavens to

preach the Law to his mother
" When Buddha returned and entered the Vih&r, the image imme-

diately quitting its place went forward to meet him. On this Buddha
addressed these words to it

'

Return, I pray you, to your seat.'
"

* * On this the figure immediately returned to its seat. 3

" Buddha subsequently removed and dwelt in a small Vih&r on
the south side of the greater one, in a place quite separate from that

occupied by the image, and about twenty paces from it,"

Mullen's Hwen Thsang, II, 205-206.
2 Seal's Fa Hian, Chap. XX, p. 79.
3 This is BeaPs version, p, 76; but in

Laidlay's translation I find it stated
that "

tlie statue rose, and afterwards, at, the bidding of Buddha, returned and
sat down.
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This Vih^r I take to be the small building marked No. 16

in the map, and which is only 12 feet 9 inches square out-

side. Its distance from No. 2 is 50 feet, or just 20 paces to

the south.

In the view of the Gandha-kuti, taken from the Bharhut

sculpture, it will be observed that the seat, or throne, of Bud-

dha is empty. This is in strict accordance with all the sculp-

tures of Bharhut, in none of which is Buddha himself ever

represented. His head-dress and his foot-prints are frequently

seen, as well as the dharma chakra symbol, but in no single

instance is he represented in person. It seems probable,

therefore, that the story of the sandal-wood statue must be

of later date than the Bharhut Stftpa, that is, subsequent to

the time of Asoka. Gandha-kuti means the "Hall of Per-

fume," and the name was applied to the house in which every
Buddha had lived

;
because perfumes were burned there in

honour of the departed Teacher. According to Burnouf, the

Gandha-kuh was "la salle ou 1'on brule des parfums en

Phonneur d'un Buddha, et devant son image."
1

A small head of Buddha, 2^ inches in height, carved in

the spotted red sandstone of Sikri, was' found inside the

chamber, along with two other pieces of sculpture, and a

couple of small cowree-shells in an earthen pot.
No. 3. When Hwen Thsang visited Srvasti in A.D.

636, he found the Jetavana monastery so completely ruined,
that nothing more than the foundations remained.

" One
small brick temple containing a statue of Buddha rose alone

amid the ruins."
3 This solitary temple I have identified with

No. 3, because the inscription which I found inside dates back'

to the early period of Indo-Scythian rule. The statue must,
therefore, have been enshrined in this temple several centuries

before the time of Hwen Thsang ;
and as I found it inside the

temple in 1863, it is certain that it must have been there in

A.D. 636, when the Chinese pilgrim visited the Jetavana. ,

The statue is of colossal size, being 7 feet 4 inches in height.
His left hand rests on his hip, and his right hand is raised in

the act of teaching. The right shoulder is bare, as in all

Buddhist figures, and there is the usual aureole, or nimbus,
round the head. Close to the neck there are two small holes
cut through the nimbus, which, being larger in front than be-

hind, were evidently intended for metal cramps to fix the statue
to the wall. Unfortunately the head is broken, as well as both

1 Introduction & PHistoire du Buddhisme Indicn 4 p, 317, note i,
a
Julien's Hwen Thsang, 1 1, 296.
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arms, but the body of the figure is uninjured. The attitude

is stiff and constrained, the two feet being exactly in the

same position, and somewhat too far apart. The statue is

of spotted red sandstone, such as is found in the quarries near

Mathura, at Fatehpur Sikri
;
and as we know from recent

discoveries that the sculptor's art was in a very flourishing

state at Mathura during the first centuries of the Christian

era, I feel satisfied that the Sravasti colossus must have

been brought from that
city.

The inscription is imperfect
at the beginning, just where it must have contained the date.

It now opens with the figure 10 and some unit of the Gupta
numerals, which must be the day of the month, and then

follow the words etaye purwaye, which Professor Dowson
thinks must mean " on this notable occasion," or some equi-

valent expression. Then come the names of the donors of

the statue, three mendicant monks, named Pushpa, Siddhya-
Mihira, and Bala-Trepitaka; next follow the title of Bodhi-

satwa, the name of the place, Srdvasti, and the name of Bud-

dha as Bhagavata. The inscription closes with the statement

that the statue is the
"
accepted gift of the Sarodstidina

teachers of the Kosamba hall" 1

This mention of Kosamba-kuti serves to identify the site

of the building with that of the temple shown in the bas-

relief of the Bharhut Stupa. I do not suppose that the build-

ing is the same, although this is not impossible. But I am
rather inclined to believe that the building represented in the

bas-relief is a wooden structure. It is certain, however, that

the colossal stone statue was not in the temple at the time

of Asoka ist, because there is no image shown in this view;
and 2nd, because the statue actually found in the temple be-

longs to the Indo-Scythian period.
The outside dimensions of this small brick temple are 19

feet by 18 feet, with a room only 7 feet 9 inches square, the

walls being upwards of 4 feet thick, with a projection of 6
inches in the middle of each face.' The floor was paved with

large stones, and immediately in front of the pedestal there

was a long flat slab, 3 feet 9 inches by i foot 6 inches, with

a pair of hollow, foot-prints in the middle, and a small hollow

on each side. Behind the foot-prints, and immediately in

front of the pedestal of the statue, there was a long rough
hollow, 3 feet 4 inches by 4 inches, which, judging from what
I have seen in Burma, must once have held a frame for the

reception of lights in front of the statue. But all this

1

Archaeological Survey of India, I, 339, 340.
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arrangement was certainly of later date than the statue itself,

for on opening up the floor it was found that the Buddha-

padslab concealed the lower two lines of
the^ inscription,

which fortunately had been thus preserved from injury, while

the third or uppermost line had been almost entirely destroyed.
Nos. 4 and 13 are a pair of large rooms with compara-

tively slight walls, which I think from their size must have

been public rooms for meetings, either for meals or for study.
The more northerly room is 27 feet 8 inches by 22 feet, with

walls of 3 feet
;
the other room is 26 feet 2 inches by 2 1 feet

2 inches, with walls of 3 feet 5 inches. The former lies due

north from the latter, at a distance of 28 feet and 1 70 feet

to the west of No. 3. No. 1 3 has a small room, 8 feet 6 inches

square, on the east side. Nothing was found in either of the

rooms*

No. 5 was the most conspicuous object in the Jetavana,

being a conical mound upwards of 30 feet in height. After

clearing away 7 feet of rubbish I came upon a square room,
which at first sight I thought must be a temple ;

but as no

opening was found in any of the walls, it became certain that

the mound was a ruined stupa. This soon proved to be the

case, as we found great numbers of clay seals, both burnt

and unburntj lying i foot above a regularly made floor of

broken brick, 8^ feet below the top of the walls. On the

west side there, was a small raised platform, like the pedestal
of a statue, and exactly in the middle of the east side there

was one-half of a lion's head in stone, of life-size. Beneath
the floor the whole mass, was of solid brick for a depth of

14 feet, where the plain earth was reached. At 2| feet from
the bottom of this solid mass, twenty cowree-shells were found

lying together in the very centre of the shaft. These were

probably the votive offering of one of the workmen. The
bricks were from 1410 15 inches long by 9 inches broad and
2J inches thick.

From this description it is clear that the solid brick-work
below is the ruin of a stupa of very old date, probably as
old as the time of Asoka

;
while the square building above is

the basement of a mediaeval sttipa built on .the top of the
other. This basement is 25 feet 6 inches square, above which
rose the hemisphere upwards of 20 feet in diameter. The
crown of the dome was, therefore, more than 33 feet high above
the ground, to which may be added a pinnacle of umbrellas,
placed one over the other up to 17 feet, which would make
the total height of the stftpa just 50 feet.
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Of the burnt clay seals found inside, the most interesting
is a unique specimen 2 inches long by i-J- inch broad, with

a small stupa accompanied by eighteen lines of writing. This

was found along with a broken stupa of unburnt clay, in which

it was most probably preserved, until it was disinterred by a

blow of the digger's pick. The letters of the inscription are

unfortunately very small,
1 and rather difficult to distinguish.

But I can read many portions of it, and from the occurrence

of the word praiishthita,
"
established/

7

I think it probable
that there may be some reference to the erection of the

stupa. The first line is simply Namd BhagavatOj or
"
Glory

to Buddha": and the last three lines, Nos. 16, 17, 18, contain

only the well-known Buddhist creed : Ye dharmma hetu

prabhava, &c. I can read the title of Tathdgata in several

places, and also namo Bhagavato Sdkya Muni in the fourth

line.

Of the second kind of burnt clay seals, twelve specimens
were found. 2 In the middle there is a large stupa of old form.,

crowned with three large umbrellas surmounted by a wheel.

There are the usual flags, or streamers, on each side, and a

couple of large bells, one on each side, hanging from the um-
brellas. This is the first time that I have seen bells in these

sculptured representations of stftpas ;
but they are exten-

sively used throughout Burma at the present day, suspended
from the edges of the umbrellas of the pinnacle. A gilt

metal Pipal leaf is hung from each clapper, which waves with

every breath of wind, and causes the tongue to strike the

bell, now strongly and now softly ;
and the accumulated

sound of a number of these bells, which is heard distinctly
at night for a considerable distance, is very sweet and pleasing.
Besides the great sttipa, there are four small stftpas, two on
each side

;
and below there is the Buddhist creed inscribed

in three lines of mediaeval characters.

Of the third kind of burnt clay seals, only nine specimens
were found. They are rather more than i inch in diameter,
and contain only the Buddhist creed arranged in five lines of

very neatly executed mediaeval characters.

The unburnt clay seals are of four different kinds, three

large and one small. Each of the large ones was found im-

bedded in a ball of clay from 3^ to 4 inches in diameter. But
the small ones, which are only three-quarters of an inch in

1 See Plate XXVIII, fig. i, for the seal, and %. 5 for the stupa of unburnt

clay in which it was enclosed.

'See Plate XXVIII, fig. 2.
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diameter, were always found in pairs, face to face, in the

middle of a stupa of unburnt clay. One of these stupas is

represented in the accompanying plate,
1
with the pair of small

seals shown by dotted lines. I have named the four classes

of unburnt seals as noted in the following description. All

of the larger seals are coloured with vermilion :

1. Buddha Seals. Each bearing a figure of Buddha
seated on a lotus throne in meditation. On each side there

are two small stupas, and the Buddhist creed is arranged
around the seals. There were 18 specimens, all more or less

broken, each being 2% inches high by i-| broad. The shape
is oval, with a pointed top and a round base.

2. Small Sttipa Seals. Of these there were 164 specimens
*of the same shapes as the last, each being 3^ inches long by

2f inches broad. In the middle there is a single tall elong-
ated stftpa, with 50 small stupas arranged on each side and

below. The Buddhist creed occupies three lines at the

bottom.

3. Large Stupa Seals. There were 62 specimens of these,
all more or less broken, owing to their having been always

damp. On each there are three large stupas with flags flying
from the pinnacles, and ten small stupas arranged in four per-

pendicular lines. The Buddhist creed occupies three lines

below, but it is remarkable that on every specimen the text

was incomplete, the last word Mahdsramana being represent-
ed only by its initial letter.

4. Small Creed Seals. Of these upwards of 200 were
found enclosed in the middle of unburnt clay stftpas. Most
of the seals must have been put inside while still wet and

soft, as they are nearly all more or less destroyed in shape
by pressure. They contain the Buddhist creed only, arrang-
ed in five lines of very small letters.

I believe that nothing is known as to the purpose of these
seals. The question

" who placed them there, and what was
the object," remains still unanswered. The very great
number of these offerings is puzzling. In the Birdban
stupa in Magadha I found upwards of 2,500 seals of lac,

heaped in large earthenware vessels. My guess is that they
were votive offerings of the people at large, and that every
Buddhist purchased one of these from the monks who manu-
factured them, for the purpose of making his offering to the

sttipa. The burnt clay seals, which were only 21 in number

1 See Plate XXVIII, fig. 4, which is only half-sue.
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in the Jetavana Stupa, may have been the offerings of the

monks themselves from different monasteries
;
whilst all the

unburnt clay seals would be the offerings of the people, those

with two enclosed seals being perhaps/^zzT)/ offerings.

Although the inscribed seals generally present us with the

Buddhist creed only, yet they serve by the shapes of the

letters to give an approximate date to the building in which

they are found. I have called them mediaeval, as their exact

date is necessarily uncertain, some of the seals being appa-

rently older than the others. But I think that the whole

of these Jetavana seals may be included in a period of

about two centuries, ranging from 700 to 900 A.D. This

would fix the date of the rebuilding of the stupa at about
.

900 A.D.

No. 6 is a small brick temple, 13 feet 2 inches square, with

its entrance facing the north. It contained a small pedestal,
but the enshrined figure was gone. It lies to the west-north-

west of the stupa.
1

No. 7 is another brick temple, 48 feet to the west-north-

west of No. 6, Its entrance faces the east, and leads through
a small room, 7 feet 3 inches square, into the shrine, which
is ii feet 9 inches square.

2 In aftertimes the entrance

room was reduced to a mere passage, by the addition of two

new walls inside. Apparently the old walls of the entrance

room had given way, and these inner walls were added to

strengthen the building internally. The pedestal is of brick

4 feet 6 inches broad, and extends across the whole breadth

of the room. I infer from its size that it was once occupied

by a colossal sitting statue, The bricks are 15 x 8J x 2%
inches, like those of the old solid stupa. I look upon it as

one of the oldest buildings in the Jetavana.
No. 8 stands on the lower terrace of No. i temple. It

consists of two distinct rooms placed back to back, the larger
room facing to the north, and the smaller room to the south.

3

The Larger room is 19 feet 8 inches long by 15 feet 4 inches

broad. It has pillars or pilasters in the four corners, and in

the middle of the shorter sides, and two large square pillars

against the back wall The smaller room is 10 feet square,
with a recess at the back, as if for the reception of a statue.

Nothing was found in either of the rooms. I discovered,

however, that they are of different dates, as the mouldings of

the back wall of the south room are now exposed, showing

1 Sec Plate XXV, 2 Sec Plate *XV. See Plato XXVL
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that the .back wall of the north room in this part is only 9

inches, or just one brick thick.

No. 9 is the remains of a stupa of which only the base,

1 6 feet 8 inches square, now remains.
1

I dug out the solid

brick-work for about 2 feet below the base of the hemisphere
without finding anything. But the excavation was afterwards

carried deeper by Mr. Hoey, who found a slab
^

with the

Buddhist creed engraved in large characters belonging to the

7th or 8th century.
No. 10 was a low mound in which only rubbish was found,

all the bricks having been previously extracted by the

villagers.
No. 1 1 stands quite at the southern end of the enclosure,

with its entrance facing the north. It is built on a peculiar

plan, comprising three rooms in one line, with a verandah in

front, and a passage running all round the middle room. 2

This room, which is 1 1 feet deep and 8 feet 8 inches broad,

appears to me to have been a temple ;
while the two side

rooms may have been the dwellings of the attendant monks.
A black stone pedestal was found in the verandah. The
whole building is 57-! feet long by 36 feet broad.

No. 12 is a similar building to the last, but of more elabo-

rate construction. It stands close to the other on the east,
and has the same arrangement of three rooms in one line

with a verandah in front, and a passage running all round the
centre room. The dimensions also are much the same,
the whole

block^ being 57 by 39^-
feet. .There was nothing

found in this building to declare its purpose ;
but I have no

doubt that the "middle cell was the shrine of a figure of Bud-
dha, while the two side rooms were the dwellings of two
attendant monks. This is made nearly certain by the two
small doors in the back wall of the monks* rooms leading
down to two latrines.

3

No. 14 is a ruined stftpa, of which only the square base-
ment now remains. I found a large hole dug in the very
middle of it, which I enlarged ;

but the only result was the

proof that the whole was one mass of solid brick-work. The
diameter of the stupa was only 12% feet.

4

No. 15 is a small building to the south of No. 14. From
its narrow doorway it appears to have been a dwelling-house,
but inside it I found the lower halves of two seated figures

1 See Plate XXV, 2 See Plate XXIX. for Nos. n and 12. * See Plate XXIX,
4 See Plate XXX. I.
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of small size
;
one in coarse grey sandstone, and the other

in black stone from Gaya.
No. 1 6 is a small brick building, only 13 feet 9 inches

square outside. Its entrance faces the east. It may have

been a temple containing a statue of Buddha, as the room
inside is only 5 feet 9 inches square, but its position due

south from No. 2, which I have identified with the Gandha-

kuti) seems to point to its site as that of the actual dwelling-

place of Buddha himself after his return from the Trayastrinsa
heavens. The present ruin may be the remains of a temple
of later date.

1

Nos. 17 and 1 8 are a pair of small stupas at the north-

west corner of No. 9 Stupa. They are only 5 feet 8 inches

in diameter. Nothing was found in them.

I have been thus minute in my account of the existing
ruins which I excavated in the Jetavana, because I have found

by experience that whenever the foundations of a building
are uncovered, the people of the country immediately carry-

away all the stones and bricks, and leave not a trace

behind.

The only other ancient works in the Jetavana that remain

to be noticed are the wells. I found five of these in different

places, and I have no doubt that there are others concealed

jn the jungul. These five I have marked in the map with the

letters A, B, C, D, E. The well marked A is octagonal, which
is still a favourite shape amongst the Buddhists of Burma.
But it differs from all others that I have seen in having the

top of each side curved with a projection of 9 inches to-

wards the middle of the well.
3 These projections enable a

man to stand upright while he drops his vessel into the water
in the angle formed between two of them, instead of leaning
forward, as must be done at other wells. In the lower part
the well is a simple octagon of somewhat more than 9^ feet

diameter, which is changed to a circle at the water-level.

The other wells are round and much smaller B being 6 feet

10 inches, C 3 feet 5 inches, D 7 feet 6 inches, and E 4 feet

6 inches in diameter. I cleared out A, B, and D, in the

hope of finding some ancient remains. Fragments of pot-

tery were of course found, but only in small pieces. In B
there was the entire skeleton of a wild hog, which must have
fallen in, and not being able to get out was starved to death.

The junguls of Sr^vasti now abound with wild hog, which the

1 Sec Plate XXX, * See Plate XXIX for a plan of the well.
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people hunt on foot with spears and swords. I was much

amused, therefore, whilst encamped at Srvasti, to read in the

English newspapers how the Prince of Wales had pursued
the wild boar a sport for which the natives of the country
had not sufficient pluck !

With regard to other positions at Srvasti, I have seen

no reason to make any change in the identifications which I

proposed in my previous report/ and I am glad to say that

they have been generally acquiesced in by Mr. W* C. Benet,
whose duties, as Settlement Officer of the district, gave him

the most favourable opportunities for prosecuting such en-

quiries. Whilst encamped at Saket, he was able to make
some excavations in the Angulimaliya Stupa inside the city.

He dug down more than 20 feet,
(C
but beyond disclosing a

square building of 24 feet each way, with a partition wall

down the centre, and a second wall running all round the

building at a distance of 4 feet," discovered nothing of in-

terest. He also found, what I have experienced frequently,
a difficulty in getting labourers, as the neighbouring villagers
have a superstitious dread of

"
interfering with the old city,

and will not enter it after sunset." On a second visit also he
found that a storm of thunder and lightning which came on
"was interpreted as a manifest token of the demons' dis-

pleasure with the man who had violated their haunts." 2
I ex-

amined the mound at my last visit, and found that a Hindu

Bairgi had taken up his residence on the top of it, where he
had built himself a thatched hut. The ruin is now" known as

paka-kuti) in contrast to an earthen mound 400 feet to the

east, which is called kacha-kuti. At some former time the
mound is said to have been occupied by a fakir, who built

the brick walls now found on the top, which are 2 feet 7
inches thick and 31 feet apart.

There is one site not noticed in my former report, which I

think may be identified with some probability, namely, the
famous mango tree which grew up in a moment;

,
outside the

fate

of the city, from a stone planted by Ananda at Buddha's
esire. The story is related in both the Burmese and Cey-

lonese chronicles. Buddha having promised to perform some
miracles at Sewet at the foot of a mango tree, his opponents,
the Tirthikas, "purchased all the mango trees in and near the

city that they might destroy them."

1

Archaeological Survey of India, vol. L 2 Gazetteer of Oudhj vol. Ill, p, 236,
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" But on the day appointed Buddha took his alms-bowl as usual,

and came with his priests to the gate of the city. On the morning
of the same day the king's gardener, Gandamba, in passing through
the royal orchard, found a cluster of ripe mangos. As they were not

then in season, he thought it would be well to go and present them
to the king. But on his way to the palace, he saw Buddha near the

gate of the city, and reflected thus :

'

If I present the mangos to the

king, he will perhaps give me a reward in gold ;
but if I offer them

to the divine teacher, he will give me a reward more permanent, and
will save me from the perils of existence/ Thus thinking he rev-

erently approached Buddha, and presented the fruit. Ananda took

off the outer skin, and having prepared a throne for Buddha in the

same place, requested him there to eat it. The dewas assembled

around, unseen by all but the gardener. After eating the fruit, the sage

gave the stone to Gandamba, and directed him to set it in the ground
near the same spot ;

and in like manner, after washing his mouth, he

told Ananda to throw the water upon the kernel that had just been
set. In a moment the earth clove, a sprout appeared, and a tree

arose, with five principal stems, and many thousand smaller branches

overshadowing the city. It was 300 cubits in circumference
;
was

laden with blossoms and the richest fruit, and because set by
Gandamba, was called by his name. Some of the unbelievers who
ate the fruit that fell from the tree ran about hither and thither,

as if deprived of their senses. When the King of Kosal perceived
the tree from his palace, he went to the gate of the city with a great

retinue, and expressed his regret to Buddha that he had not known
what was to take place, as if he had known he would have assembled

a great multitude to witness the performing of the wonder
;
but he

was told that it was of no consequence, as this was only an inferior

matter. A guard was placed round the tree, that no accident might

happen to it from the unbelievers." 1

The scene of this miracle I believe to have been the site

of the present village of Chakra Bhdnddr, which is only a

few hundred feet outside the city on the road to the Jetavana.
The village occupies a large mound, 450 long by 350 feet

broad, on the top of which there is still a very fine mango tree,

which may possibly be a descendant of the famous tree which

was believed to have been planted by Buddha's desire. The
name of the village is most likely significant, Bhdnddr being

only a contracted form of Bhdnddgdr, "a treasury or store-

In all the traditions of Kosala, or Northern Oudh, R&ma of

course holds the first place. But the next after him, both in

time and in fame, is King Vikramllditya. The earliest men-
tion of him is by the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang, who calls

him King of Sr&vasti, and places him about half way in the

1

Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, pp. 295 296 ; Legend of the Burmese
Buddha, p. 205.
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one thousand years that had passed between the Nirvana of

Buddha and his own time.
1 This may be reckoned in round

numbers as about five centuries before his own date, or A.D.

136 as an approximate date. During his time flourished the

Great Buddhist Teacher Manorhita, the author of the Vibhisha

Sastra. The king assembled one hundred Buddhist monks,
and the same number of Brahmans, to discuss the merits of

their respective religions, declaring at the same time that if

the Srltmanas prevailed in argument, he would embrace the

Buddhist religion, and if they were vanquished in argument,
he would join the Brahmans, and exterminate the Buddhists.

Manorhita failed
;
and being ashamed at his humiliation, bit

out his tongue and died. Shortly after Vikramiditya died

also. Then Vasubandhu, the pupil of Manorhita, went to the

new king (whose name is not given), and demanded a fresh

discussion with the Brahmans, which was granted. The
heretics who had disputed with Manorhita were again as-

sembled, and being vanquished by Vasubandhu they retired.

The same story is related by the Tibetan author Tran&th,
who places Manorhita and Vikram^ditya nine hundred years
after the death of Buddha.2

Vikramiditya, who is called

King of Ayodhya, was succeeded by his son Prdditya, who
with his mother favoured Vasubandhu. But the king's

brother-in-law, Vasurata, who is called a Brahman, and who is

said to have been a leader of the Tirtikas, having written a

reply to Vasubandhu* s kasha, the Buddhist answered him so

successfully that the king presented him with one lakh of gold

(pieces), while the king's mother gave him two lakhs. With
this money he set up a statue in each of the kingdoms of

Kipin (Kabul), Purushapura, and Ayodhya. At last he died

at Ayodhya at the age of 80 years.
In another place Vassilief speaks of a Praditya, who was

the son of King Prasanna, and the father of King Mahdsyani;
who were rulers of Magadha and the East.3

Apparently this

Praditya cannot be the same person as Priditya, the son of

Vikramiditya. For Praditya I would read Pardditya, and in

this form of the name we may perhaps identify him with

Pardkrma, which was, the title of Samudra Gupta, the son of

Chandra Gupta.

According to the traditions of Ayodhya, that city had
remained desolate from the death of Vrihadbala to the time

Mullen's Hwen Thsang, 11,115,
2
Vassilief, Le Buddhismc, French translation, p, 218.

3 Vassilief Lc Buddhisme, p, 53, note.
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of Vikramaditya of Ujjain, "who came in search of the holy

city, erected a fort called Ramgarh, cut down "the forests

by which the ruins .were covered, and erected 360 temples
on the places sanctified by the extraordinary actions of

Rama." 1 The Vikramaditya of this story I take to be

Chandra Gupta Vikram&ditya, whose rule certainly extended

to Ujjain, as we have found his inscriptions at Snchi and

Udaygiri near Bhilsa. The same story of Vikram^ditya's
restoration of the ancient places is also told at Devi

1

Patan
;

so that we may accept the tradition as the survival of the

story told by Hwen Thsang of a powerful Brahmanical

king who ruled over Northern Oudh. According to the pilgrim's t

chronology, which places Kanishka four hundred years after

Buddha, and Vikramaditya five hundred years after Buddha,
this king must have lived about one century after Kanishka.

Now the recent discovery of the gold coins of Kanishka and
Huvishka in the Ahinposh Stupa along with the Roman gold
coins of Domitian, Trajan, and Sabina, the wife of Hadrian,
seems to place the date of Kanishka quite at the end of the

first century of, the Christian era. This would fix VikramS.-

ditya in the end of the second century, or about A.D. 200.

Now this is the very date which I have already assigned to

Chandra Gupta Vikramiditya, whom I take to have been the

founder of the Gupta era in A.D. 166.

The son and successor of Chandra Gupta L, was Samudra

Gupta, who takes the title of Parkrma on his coins. This
title I take to be the same as Paraditya, the full name being

Parakramaditya. We have also the most explicit authority
for placing these Gupta kings in Oudh, as the Vayu Pur&n

says,
"
Prince's of the Gupta race will possess all these countries, the

banks of the Ganges to Prayaga, and Sdketa, and Magad/ia."
3

SAketa is only >another name for Ayodhya, as I have

already shown in my report on that place.
3

Admitting,
then, that the Brahmanical Guptas were the rulers of Oudh
for the two centuries immediately preceding Fa Hian's visit,

one can easily understand how much the Buddhist religion
must have suffered during that time, and how it was that
he found only two hundred families inhabiting the great
Buddhist city of SrAvasti, which was a mile and half in

length. After his time the Buddhists would seem to have
1 Buchanan's Eastern India, voL II, pp, 333 334. Sec also my report on

Ajudhya in Archaeology Survey, I, 321,
3 Wilson's Vishnu Purn, p. 479, note.
3
Archaeological Survey, of India, I, 320,

VOL. XL
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suffered still more severely, as in A.D. 626 Hwen Thsang
found only one small brick temple standing alone amid the

ruins. But while the Buddhists were going down,^the Brah-

matis were rising, and accordingly we find the pilgrim record-

ing that there were
(f a hundred temples of the gods, and an

enormous number of heretics.
7' 1

But shortly after the time of Hwen Thsarrg there must

have been a strong revival of Buddhism at Srivasti, as is

shown by the numbers of inscribed seals, and of broken

Buddhist figures of a mediaeval date which have been dis-

covered. This revival was probably begun under the foster-

ing rule of Harsha Vardhana of Kanauj, A.D. 607-648, and

would seem to have continued unchecked until the general
rise of Brahmanism about the middle of the 8th century.

To the following period I would assign the Rljas whose

names still live in the memories of the people as the kings of

Chandrikapuri) which all are agreed was the new name o

Sravasti, These kings were

Mayura-dhwaja,

Hansa-dhwaja.

Makara-dhwaja.
Sudhanwa-dhwaj a.

Suhir-dal-dhwaja.

The last is said to have been the contemporary of

Mahmud of Ghazni and the opponent of Slr Mas4ud,
Mr. Benett says that this family were Jains,

2

Before quitting Sr&vasti I will say a few words regarding
the probable identity of the two kings, Vikramftditya and his

son Pariditya, with the Vikramditya and Samudra Pla of

one of the principal dynasties whose names are preserved in

the Rajavali of Mritunjaya Pandit, I have two MS. copies
of this list, one obtained at Kapurthala, and the other at

Chanderi, for comparison with the lists published by Ward
and Sayid-Ahmed. From Mr. Benett's account it would

appear that he had already made this identification, although
the last name given by him utterly disagrees with that of all

the four lists accessible to me. The following brief notice is

necessary to show how the dynasty of VikramMtya obtained
the throne.

The last king of the race of Mayura was Rja Pla. He
was conquered by Sakditya, an invader from the mountains
of Kum&un, who ruled for fourteen years. In my MS. the

1

Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, acn.
3 Oudh Gazetteer, VIII, p. 383.
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conqueror is called Sukwanti and also Sankhdhwaj, but I have

no doubt that he is intended for a leader of the Sakas, as on

his defeat Vikramditya assumed the title of Sdkdri, or
" foe

of the Sakas." As the exploit of killing a Saka king is also

attributed to a Chandra Gupta, we have got one good step

towards proving the identity of the Vikram&ditya of the

Rdjavali lists with a Chandra Gupta. The story is given by
B4na in his Harsha Charita. In Professor HalPs copy it is

said that

"a prince of the Sakas (was killed) at Nalinapura by Chandra Gupta,
habited as a woman.1

In Bhau D4ji's copy it is given somewhat differently
" In Aripuri a Sakapati (King of Sakas), an adulterer, was punished

by Chandra Gupta, who presented himself in the dress of a woman/' 2

The following are the four lists of the kings of this family

according to the different readings of the MSS. of the RAja-
vali. In the lengths of the reigns I have omitted the months
and days and given the years only.

1

Prefac^ to V&savadatta,
3
.Bombay Asiatic Society's Journal, X,
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The last king, Vikrama P&la, was killed in battle by Tilok

Chand, the Raja of Vahar&nch, or Bahraich, according to

Ward, for which name I think we should read Baiswara, and

thus identify the conqueror with the founder of the Bais

Rajputs. Mr. Benett has not given any list of these kings,

but he calls the last one Gaydditya. In all the four lists

here given there is a general agreement of names, showing
that they have been derived from one common source.

Regarding the lengths of reigns, I do not think them of any
value whatever, and I would prefer taking a general average
of fifteen years for each reign, thus giving a total of two

hundred and forty years to the sixteen kings.

Regarding the names, it is certainly a curious coincidence,

remembering that Pala and Gupta have the same meaning,
that Vikram&ditya should be followed by Samudra Pala and

Chandra Pla, just as Chandra Gupta I. was followed by
Samudra Gupta and Chandra Gupta II. But as none of the

following names agree with those of Kum&ra, or Skanda, or

Budha, it seems doubtful whether this dynasty can be the

same as that of the Guptas. Both the time and the place

agree, as well as the names of Pla and Gupta, and though
Desa P&la might be identified with Deva Gupta, yet I see no

name that approaches even distantly to that of Kum&ra, or of

Skanda, or of Buddha. I think, however, that the lists may
possibly be of use for the purpose of comparing them with

the names preserved in local traditions.

XX. PACHRAN.
The small village of Pachran is situated between Gauda

(Gonda of maps) and S&ket, or Sr^vasti, at 17-! miles to the

north of the former and 1 1 miles to the south of the latter.

It stands upon a large mound 160 feet long by 80 feet broad

and 25 feet high. Near it is a second mound 20 feet high,

apparently formed of solid brickwork. Here the Prithi-n&th

Kngam> which is now enshrined in a temple on the top of the

mound, is said to have been found when
t

the dense jungul
which covered the mound was' cleared away by Raja Min
Singh about 1860. A copper-plate was also found here

about 1868, which was taken away by Nicholson Saheb to

Gonda. It is said to have contained the name of Yudhisht-

hira, which is probable enough, as most of the copper-plate

grants contain the well-known verse about him, and the

threat of 60,000 years
1

torment to the resumers of land

grants.
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The name of Pachran may perhaps be derived from

Pancha-aranya, or the
"
five forests/' as the place is said to

have been a favourite one with the ancient Rishife, whose
names are still attached to several spots in the neighbourhood.
The solid brick mound on which ihe temple now stands look-

ed to me exactly like a ruined stupa. Bu t the presence of

the lingam with an ornamented argha, and of a stone figure
of Chaturbhuj, or Vishnu, show that the place must, at least

in later times, have been occupied by Brahmans. But most

probably it is an old Buddhist site, which was deserted during
the decay of Buddhism under the Gupta rulers.

XXL KORON-DIH, OR KORAWA.
I paid a visit to the old site of Koron^ or Kordwa-dih,

because the people agreed in stating that the old name of

the place was Kolpur, which I thought might perhaps be

connected with the old city of Koli
}
the birth-place of My&~

devi. But the site of Kapila-vastu having been fixed at

Bhiiila Tell, the position of Koron-dih, 18 miles to the east

of Basti, and 40 miles from Bhiiila, is much too distant to be

identified with that of KoK.
The present village is situated at the eastern end of a

very large mound, which has once been the site of a town

upwards of a mile in circuit. The mound lies in a bend of

the Rasdrhi) or Asdrhi^ Nala, which is so named because it

is an inundation channel that begins to fill in the month of

Ashdrh, or Ashddha. The water comes from the overflow

of the Katni and KiiS.no rivers. The Katni and the Kundar
are high-level channels, which were probably canals, or arti-

ficial cuts originally, while the KMno and the Ami are old

deep channels of permanent streams.

There are no remains on the Kor&wa mound itself, but to

the west there are two small mounds named Piprw MahcL-

deva and Barewa Mahadeva, which are the rnins of Brah-
manical temples. But the great mass of ruins lies to the

south of the Ras3.rhi Nala, on the northern bank of the

Harn&ya T4I, and one-quarter of a mile to the east of the

village of Chandvia, These remains are known by the gene-
ral name of BhttA, or "the mounds/'

I made an excavation round the top of the Piparewa
motind, which disclosed a small lingam temple, 22 feet by 18

feet outside. The people still worship on this spot, although
tHe walls of the temple are gone, and only the lingam remains
in situ.
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The remains at Bhita extend for about 400 feet in length

by 150 feet in breadth. The principal ruin is a mound 10 feet

in height with the remains of walls 120 feet apart. As its

highest part is in the middle, I think it must be the remains

of a temple, or Vihir. Here I found numerous carved bricks,

and some pieces of the amalaka fruit of a pinnacle of a

temple. Immediately to the east there is a round mound 10

feet high, out of which were obtained several wedge-shaped
bricks belonging to a stupa of only 8 feet diameter. But
this was the cupola of the stupa, as the bricks from the

lower part of the mass were 12 by 9 by 2 inches. I found

nothing whatever in the excavations to show whether Bhita

was a Bhuddhist or a Brahmanical site. At the village of

Parari, i mile to the west, I found the lower part of a sta-

tue of the Sun, with the usual horses on the pedestal, which
was said to have been brought from the Bhita mound. This,

however, proves nothing, as the statues of Surya are very
numerous in the Bhuddhist ruins of Magadha.

XXIL JAUNPUR.

For nearly a century the city of Jaunpur was the capital
of an independent Muhammadan kingdom, perhaps the rich-

est in Northern India. The founder of the dynasty Khw&ja
Jah&n was appointed to the government of the, eastern prov-
inces by Mahmud Tughlak with the title of MaKk-us-Shark
and took up his residence at Jaunpur. He was shortly after

succeeded by his adopted son Mubarak, who declared his

independence, and assumed the title of Sultdn-us-Shark, or
"
King of the East." Mubarak died in A.H. 801, or A.D.

1398, and was succeeded by his brother Ibrahim, during
whose long reign of 43 years the sway of the Sharki kings
was firmly established over the fairest provinces of Northern

India, from Kanauj to Bihctr and from Bahraich to Et&wa.
To this

king and his family we owe all the magnificent mas-

jids still existing at Jaunpur, as well as the smaller ones of

the same style at Kanauj, Benares, and Etiwah. During the

period of their sway, covering nearly the whole of the 9th
century of the Hijra, the architecture of Delhi is represented

only by the tomb of Mubarak Sayid at Delhi, and by those of

Aluddin Alam Shah and his family at Budaon. But the

Kings of the East, who built such magnificent mosques, have
left behind them no tombs, all of them being contented with

plain grave stones in the open air.
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The architecture pf Jaunpur is confined almost entirely to

these Muhummadan mosques, for the Sharki kings who were

such great builders were equally great destroyers, as every

masjid was reared on the site of a Hindu temple. Even the

old name of the place is lost, and we are left to conjecture
whether the Muhammadan story that Feroz Shah named the

city after his cousin Jaunan (Muhammad Tughlak) is more

probable than the rival statements of the Brahmans about

Jamadagnipura and Yavanapura. One thing is quite certain,

that no Hindu ever calls the place Jaunpur^ but always

Jamanpur )
which seems to point to Yavanapura as the ori-

ginal name just as Kdl Jaman is the common spoken form

for Kdl Yawn? In one of the Sanskrit inscriptions, which I

found on a pillar in the Lai Darw&za Masjid, there is a name
which I read as Y&monydydmpura, or AyotJiayampura }

which

seems as if it might have been the original of the Hindu

Jamanpur. As to the Muhammadan name, I believe it to be

only a slight alteration of the old name for the purpose of

pleasing Feroz Shah. Some one made the ingenious discovery
that the letters of Shahr Jonpur gave the number 772,
reckoned by the Abjad^ and as this was the date of 'Feroz

Shah's visit, the new form of the name was at once adopted.

Indeed, the place is actually mentioned by name more than

a century before the time of Feroz Shah's alleged foundation

of it. In the year 665 A.H., or A.D. 1266, during the

reign of Balban,
"
the intercourse between Delhi and Bengal,

by the route of Jaunpur and Benares/' was interrupted,
8

In

this passage Ferishta has either adopted the later *

spelling of

the name, as he has also done in Peshawar for ParshAwar,
or he may have found the name so written in the author from

.

whom he quoted, as the early Muhammadans always wrote

Jun for the J-amna river, and would therefore have written

Jonpur for Jamanpur.
1

But whatever may have been the original name, it is quite
certain that there was a city on this site long before the Mu-
hammadan conquest. In fact, the conquerors themselves

acknowledge this, when they relate how all their masjids
were built on the sites of Hindu temples which they had

destroyed,
The Hindus tell the same story now which they told

forty years ago. The fort overhanging the river was called

1 So Abu Raih&n writes the name ; see Reinand, Fragments Arabes et

Persans, p. 138, and note 2.
3
Briggs's Ferishta, I, 256.
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Kar&r-kot, after a demon named Kardr> who was killed by

&ma, and afterwards worshipped under the name of Kardr-

Bir^ or
" Kardr

}
the demon." His shrine exists at the north-

west side of the fort, and still receives its libations of, oil from

the people. The name of the old town is not known, but the

part which lies immediately to the north-east of the fort is

still called Kardra. Four miles to the south-east of Kar&r^

kot, on the site of the present Zafarbd, stood the palace
of the later Rathor Kings of Kanauj, with whom this was a

favourite residence. The Hindu name of this place is not

known, but it is said to have been either Sampur, or Samat-

pur.
Tradition assigns the erection of the Atala Devi temple

to Raja Jay Chand Rathor in the year 1416 Samvat, or A.D.

1359. The date is wrong by nearly two centuries, as Jaya
Chandra began to reign in A.D. 1175, and was killed in 1193.
To his father Bijay Chand, or Vijaya Chandra Deva, we may
assign with some certainty the temple of Bijay-Mandar and
the great tank of Bijay T&l

;
for not only do their names

preserve the memory of Bijay Chand, but in their neighbour-
hood, on one of the pillars of the Lil Darw&za Masjid, I dis-

covered an inscription of this prince, dated in Samvat 1229,
or A.D. 1172. The temple of Atala Devi may therefore be

assigned to his son Jaya Chandra Deva in accordance with

the tradition.

That the site of Jaunpur was occupied by the Hindus
at a much earlier period, is also quite certain, as I discovered
in the archway of the south gate of the J&mi Masjid an. in-

scription of the 8th or 9th century which gives the name of

King Iswara Varmma, the conqueror of Chandra Sena of the

Vindhya mountains. Perhaps this king may be identified

with /-ska-fu~mo } King of Central India, who is mentioned by
the Chinese as reigning in 73! A.D. A king of Jaunpur
who made a campaign in the Vindhya mountains must have
ruled over Benares also, and must, therefore, have belonged to

the great dynasty of Varmma Princes, who ruled over West-
ern Magadha, while the later Gupta princes held Eastern

Magadha.
There is not at present a trace of any old Hindu temples

standing, for the Muhammadans did their work of destruc-
tion with unusual completeness. It has been thought that
the arcades may be parts of the old Hindu enclosures un-

'

altered, but this does not appear to me to have been thejcase;
for all the existing arcades of the three great masjidfc are

/
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formed after the fashion of the Kutb Masjid
two low storeys of short pillars in the corners, and

pillars
made by placing one Hindu shaft on the top of an-

other shaft in the one-storeyed portions of the central aisles.

Everywhere there are Hindu remains worked up in the walls

of the masjids, but the more striking remains are the Hindu

pillars
in the fort and Ll Darw^za Masjids, and in the tombs

at Zafar&b&d. These will be noticed in their proper places
when I come to describe the buildings of which they form a

part. The few inscriptions that have been found will be given

together, but the facts mentioned by them will be referred

to in their proper places. It is remarkable that no inscriptions

of the Sharki kings themselves have been discovered. This

is most* probably due to the spiteful vengence of Sikandar

Lodi, who destroyed all the eastern or principal gates of the

masjids, where the inscriptions are usually placed, and would

have destroyed the masjids themselves but for the remon-

strances of the Mullahs.

The oldest building in Jaunpur is the masjid in the fort,

which, for want of any other name, may be conveniently
called the

" Fort Masjid" It is a long narrow building of

the early Bengali type, that is, a simple arcade supported on

carved Hindu pillars, with three low domes in the middle.

It has no minars, their place being taken by two stone pillars

placed at a short distance in front of the masjid. The build-

ing is 130 feet 4 inches long by 23 feet broad outside.
1 The

interior is divided into three distinct portions, a centre room
and two side rooms. The centre room is 37 feet 4 inches

long by 15 feet broad. It is spanned by two arches of 15

feet, which sub-divide it into three compartments, covered

by three domes. The side rooms are each 40 feet 6 inches

in length by 1 5 feet in breadth. Each presents five openings
in front, with a flat architrave supported on a double row oi

Hindu pillars, the outer row being square and the inner row

round. Down the middle of, each room there is a row ol

four round pillars, and against the back wall a row of square

pilasters. The pillars have no bases, and are made up oi

all kinds of shafts pieced together, some square, some round

some octagonal.
A very good view of this mosque has been given .bj

Kittoe,* who thinks that it may have been "built at the sarti<

time with the fort by the Emperor Firoz Shah." Only on<

,

l See Plate XXXI for a plan of this masjid.
3 Illustrations of Indian Architecture, Plate II.
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of the stone columns is now standing in front of the masjid ;

but the position of the second is marked by its broken plinth.

The standing pillar is 29 feet high, including the plinth and

pinnacle. The shaft is formed of two "distinct pieces, the

lower part being of reddish sandstone, and the upper part of

yellowish sandstone, both from the Chunar quarries. The

pillar is square below, with a side of i foot 8 inches, octagonal
in' the middle of the shaft, and round in the upper part; the

whole surmounted by a capital and pinnacle, like the amalaka
fruit and Kalasa of a Hindu temple. On the octagonal por-
tion there is a long inscription engraved in Tughra characters,
which are difficult to read. I made a copy of it for Mr, Bloch-

mann, whose account of it I now extract from the Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society.

1

' { The inscription consists of six lines, of which the second is almost

entirely illegible. The historical portions however are clear.
" The inscription commemorates the erection of a mosque in 778,

or 1377 A.D., by Ibrahim N&ib Barbak, whom Zii-uddin Barani

states to have been Firuz Shah's brother.
" In the name of God, the merciful, the clement. Surely, he will build

the mosques of God who believes in God and the last day [Qoran].
And the Prophet (blessings upon him) says,"

' He who builds a mosque
for God, will receive from God every gift. [In the reign of] the king
of the kings of the world, the just and great ruler, the lord of the
necks of nations, the master of the kings of Arabia and Persia, who
professes the exalted creed and seizes the firm handle, who watches
over God's faith, protects God's lands, and defends God's servants,
who gives the faithful peace and security, the heir of the kingdom of

Solomon, Abul Muzaffar Firuz Shah, the king may God perpetuate
his kingdom and his rule 1 and in the time of the Malik of the Maliks
of the East and of China, the king of kings, the helper of the war-

ring monotheistst, he excellent Im&m, the hope of the age, the general
of the present time, the great Ulugh Ibr&him N&ib B&rbak, the

king, may God continue to him his high position ! (this building)
received the distinction of being erected, and this Prince, whose walk
of life is good and whose faith is pure, exerted himself to the utmost to
finish this religious edifice. In the exalted month of Zil Qdah and
in the year 778 of the Flight of the Prophet, upon whom rest God's

blessings [April, 1376].
" Shamsi' Afif has along chapter on Ibrahim Naib B&rbak, in which

he says that he was so attached to his brother Firuz Shah and the
latter to him, that both slept in the same room, waited for each other
when commencing to chew betel, and that he died before Firuz Shah."

In Khair-uddin's History of Jaunpur
2
translated by Pogson,

page 41, the date of this inscription is assigned to the year
1
Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1875, Proceedings p, 14.

2 The history of Jaunpur translated by Pogson, p. 41.
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A. H. 798, the author having read tisin = 90, instead of

Sabain=7o.
The Atala Masjid was also the work of Ibrahim Shah

during the early part of his reign. It was built on the site

of the Hindu temple of Atdla Devi, which is said to have

been the work of Jaya Chandra Deva, the last of the Rathor

Princes of Kanauj. The circumstances attending the des-

truction of the temple are so vividly related by the Muham-
madan historian, that they are best given in his own words.

The bigoted intolerance of Muhamma-danism has never been

better illustrated than by the triumphant' tone in which the

writer describes the most outrageous acts of tyranny and

oppression which these Sharki kings exercised on their Hindu

subjects :

" When Firoz Shah destroyed the temple of Kardr B%r and laid

the foundation of the fort, he went one day to the top of a hillock,

and saw the Dewal Atdla afar off. Actuated by a zeal for the faith,,

he ordered it to be pulled down immediately ;
thousands of people

were employed with pickaxes in effecting its destruction. The Hindus
of the neighbouring country, who had expected such a day, assembled
from all parts and directions, violently attacked the workmen, and

pelted the Emperor with stones. His attendants, who were few in

number, rushed -on the mob numerous as ants and locusts, and many
of them tasted the draught of martyrdom.

" Until the news reached ZafarSMd and the powerful armies could

make ready for war, the Hindus were victorious, and the road of flight
did not remain to favour the escape of Musalmans. But when the

brave faithful arrived, an order for slaughter was issued. In the

twinkling of an eye, thousands of infidels became the food of the dog
of death. The river Gumti was red with their blood. But, according
to the expression of some poet,

' When the little ants are unanimous,
they devour the skin of the ferocious lion/ Notwithstanding the

slaughter, these seditious people did not in the least refrain from
rebellion. They collected crowd by crowd, and troop by troop, from
the villages, country, and provinces, and salamander-like crept into

he fiery sphere of the swords.
" The Emperor wishing to conciliate the hearts of the people of this

iistrict, and anxious to render Jaunpur populous, did not think it

expedient to continue to struggle with and oppose the mob. He
:herefore invited the Hindu chiefs to come to him, soothed and com-
forted them, and after much conciliation, the preliminaries of peace
were established. It was agreed that the Emperor should not destroy
the ancient temples, and that the Hindus should not Jmild any new
ones; that whatever might be broken of the Dewal Atdla, should
remain so

;
that the Emperor's workmen should not injure its stones,

and that the Hindus should neither repair it, worship there, nor
sound the nakus (or

"
shell"). With a view of quieting the tumult

of the tiitie, the Emperor ratified these articles, gave the treaty to the
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Hindus, and went himself to Delhi. After several years had elapsed,

the Musalmans assembled in a great multitude from the neighbouring
districts and country; the strength of the Hindus had therefore

'

diminished, and their zeal had abated. During the period of the

Government of Sultan Ibrahim, the Hindus were prohibited openly

worshipping idols, sounding nakus, and leaving their houses in the

rainy season for the purpose of burning their dead on the banks of

the river near the city. He also levied a tax on them, and at length,

in the year of the Hijri 806 (or A.D. 1403-04), ordered them to

leave Jaunpur, and to take up their residence in its vicinity. Their

houses were given to the professors of the faith, and the Hindus,

being/ without friend or assistant, were obliged to abandon their

homes and to reside in the circumjacent villages.
" The Sultan then gave an order for the destruction of the Dewal

Atala
}
the Dewal of Bijay Mandal (which was near a reservoir), and

the Dewal of Chachakpur, which was on the bank of the river at

Mukat Ghat. He also commanded that mosques should be built on

their foundations.1

"Of all the mosques remaining at Jaunpur, the Atala

Masjid is the most ornate and the most beautiful,"
3 Such

is Fergusson's judgment, in which I most heartily agree. The

general design of the masjid is similar to that of the great

mosques at Delhi and Ajmer ;
but its style of ornamentation

belongs to the later period of the Alai~Darwza at Delhi. In

plan it is a quadrangle, surrounded by cloisters of two storeys
on three sides, with the masjid itself on the west side. The
whole block of building is 252 feet long from north to south by

248 feet broad outside, the court-yard inside being 1 76 feet by
1 60 feet.

3 The grand feature of the masjid is the highly deco-

rated propylon, or great central arch, with a smaller propylon
on each side of it. When I visited Jaunpur in the end of 1865,
the upper part of the great propylon had fallen down

;
but

at the time of my last visit I found that this had been com-

pletely restored at the cost of Mtinshi Haider Husen, who had
been spending Rs. 100 a month upon the work for some years.
The new work is a strict repetition of the older portion, as may
be seen by a comparison of the two accompanying sketches

made from photographs which were taken before and after the

restoration. The propylon, as it now stands, is 74! feet high,
with a base of 54^ feet, and a top breadth of 45 feet, showing
a slope in the walls of 6 inches in 9 feet, or i foot in 18.

The masjid proper is divided into five compartments ;
the

central room covered by a dome 30 feet in diameter, one long

1

History of Jaunpur, pp. 44, 45, 46.
9
History of Indian Architecture, p. ^24.

3 See Plate XXXII for the plan of the Atala Masjid.
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room of a single storey 62 feet by 32 feet on each side, and

two low rooms in each corner. These corner rooms are cut

off from the rest of the building ;
and as they are furnished

with a private entrance from the outside, I have no doubt

that they were intended for the accommodation of the ladies

of the royal family.
The arrangement of the central room is very peculiar, as

it is oblong in shape, although covered by a hemispherical
dome. The room is 35 feet i inch in length by 29 feet 1 1

inches- in breadth. I was puzzled at first by this difference

in the measurements, and thought that I had made some
mistake in my notes. But on returning to the masjid, I dis-

covered that the difference was rectified by projecting huge
corbels from the four side piers and four corners, so- as to

make the space to be covered by the dome an exact square.
Whether this was the result of accident or design, I could

not determine. It is not impossible that the difference may
have been caused by the retention of some portion of the

foundations of the old temple. The dome was considerably
lower than the top of the propylon, but it could be seen

indistinctly from the front, through the trellises of the small

windows which decorated the screen wall under the great
arch. These trellises have been omitted in the restorations

;

but as they would add greatly to the ornate appearance of

the propylon, I wish that they could be restored also.

In the cloisters behind each smaller propylon, there is a

hexagonal opening covered by a dome. Here also I found

the same curious departure from the true hexagonal figure, as

the space to be covered by the dome is 22 feet in the direc-

tion from north to south, but only 19^ feet in the other two
directions. This difference was corrected by the use of large

projecting brackets from the north and south pillars, which
reduced the space to be domed to the shape of a regular

hexagon of six equal sides.

In the middle of each of the other four sides of the

quadrangle, there is a gateway, with an octagonal room in the

cloisters in front of the northern and southern gates. Op-
posite each of these gates the cloisters have only one -storey,
in which the pillars are formed by two Hindu shafts placed
one above the other to gain the necessary height. Outside
the back walls of the cloisters there is a row of rooms facing

outwards, with a verandah beyond supported on coupled square

pillars. These rooms were let out to shopkeepers, and their

rent formed one of the surest sources of income for the Mullahs
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attached to the mosque. In the double-storeyed portion of the

cloisters, the aisles are extended outwards over the shops and

their verandahs, thus forming five lines of open aisles, supported
on pillars.

In the lower storey all the pillars are square, but in

the upper storey the four central rows of shafts are round,
the two outer lines alone being square.

The gateways were similar in design to the central

part of the masjid, each presenting a lofty propylon outside

with a dome completely hidden behind it. All the domes
were panelled on the outside by perpendicular ribs which

gave a rich play of light and shade to the hemispherical
masses. These ribs have unfortunately been omitted in the

restorations.

In the account of the building of this masjid which I

have previously quoted, it is stated that, in the year A.tL

806, all the Hindus were turned out of Jaunpur, and their

houses given to Muhammadans. Ibrdhim Shah then destroyed
the three temples of Atala Devi, Bijay Mandar, and Ch-
chakpur, and- ordered mosques to be erected on their founda-

tions. From this account we learn that the building of

the At&la Masjid must have been begun about A.H. 806,
or A.D. 1403-04. This date is confirmed by some short inscrip-
tions on the pillars which were evidently recorded by the

masons who were employed on the building. One of these

is simply
" Samvat I464.

nl A second is longer, and is en-

graved in three lines on the right jamb of the northern gate
outside :

Samvat 1464 Samapt.
SutradhcLra Padumavi.
Sai' Sutradhra suta.

Taking Samapt for Samdpt" finished,
" we learn that the

building of the At&la Masjid was "
completed in the Samvat

year 1464, or A.D. 1407, by the mason Padumavi, son of the
mason Sai." A third record in two lines, on one of the square
pillars in the lower storey, is equally explicit :

Samvat 1464.
Buni&di pan.

"
In Samvat 1464 this building was finished." Buniddipari

is a common expression used at the present day. These simple

1 See Plate XXXVI I. It occurs on a pillar of the south side, exterior row.
The Samvat year 1464 began on the loth March 144 A.D. and ended on the 2yth
of February 1407. The Hijra year 806 began on the 2ist July 1403 A.D, and
ended on the Qth July 1404,
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masons* records not only fix the completion of the masjid in

the Samvatyear 1464, or A.D. 1407, but they establish the fact

that the architect was a Hindu named Padumavi. This alone

is sufficient to account for the mixture of the Muhammadan
arch and Hindu architrave which Fergusson has so strikingly

pointed out in all these Jaunpur buildings :

" Instead of being fused together, as they afterwards became, the

arcuate style of the Moslems stands here, though, in juxta-position, in

such marked contrast to the trabeate style of the Hindus that some
authors have been led to suppose that the pillared parts belonged to

ancient Jaina or Buddhist monuments, which had been appropriated

by the Muhammadans and converted to their purposes. The truth of

the matter appears to be that the greater part of the Muhammadans in

the province at the time the mosques were built were Hindus converted
to that religion, and who still clung to their native forms when these

did not clash with their new faith
;
and the masons were almost cer-

tainly those whose traditions and whose taste inclined- them muck
more to the old trabeateforms than to the newly-introduced arched

style."
1

In this extract the true cause of the mixture of style has
been most acutely divined by Fergusson, and we may now

say with absolute certainty that the masons who built the

At&Ia Masjid were Hindus. It seems probable, however, that

the great abundance of Hindu pillars and architraves obtained

from the overthrown temples may have been a very power-
ful motive for their use in the construction of the mosque.
The shafts were ready with their capitals and their beams,
and could be set up at once without much trouble, whereas
the adoption of arches and vaults would have necessitated

the cutting of thousands of voussoirs, which would have de-

layed the work very much.
This "

curious admixture of Hindu and Muhammadan
sculpture and style

"
did not escape the notice of Kittoe, but

his notice is confined to this one remark.

I agree with Fergusson in
discarding

all idea that the

cloisters of these mosques are the remains of Buddhist or

Jaina monasteries, which have been simply appropriated by
the Muhammadans and converted to their purposes. But I

think that the pillars themselves scarcely bear out his opinion
that

"
nine-tenths at least of the pillars in these mosques were made at the

time they were required for the places they-now occupy."
*

1

History of Indian Architecture, p, 521.
3
History of Indian Architecture, p, 521, Note
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I made a very careful examination of the pillars of the

Jaunpur Masjids, and I found that a very great number of the

square pillars had been cut down by the Muhammadans from

round pillars, as shown by -the traces of flowers and mouldings
which still remain upon them. Where square pillars with in-

dented angles were utilised, their ornamented faces still re-

main intact. I found also numerous beams with flowered,

and diapered, and other, ornaments built into the walls
v
.

Other pillars betray their Hindu origin by tlie presence of

socket holes for iron cramps. During the repairs and restora-

tion of the great propylon, numerous Hindu figures were

found. Amongst them there is a standing four-armed female

statue, 2 feet io inches in height, draped from the navel

downwards
;
also a door-jamb with three seated female figures

holding trisuls, or tridents, and therefore presumablyjoginis^
or female demons, connected with the worship of Siva.

The next mosques in point of age are those which were
built by order of Ibrahim Shah on the sites of temples of

Bijay Chand and Jay Chand. According to Khair-ud-din, the

mosque of Khalis-mukhlis was erected on the former site.
1

Malik Khalis and Malik Mukhlis are said to have been the

chief nobles of Sultan Ibrahim, by whom they were appointed
to the Government of Jaunpur, and ordered to destroy the

temple for the purpose of erecting
" an exalted mosque on

the spot for the devotion" of the pious Sayid Usmin of

Shiraz. Mukhlis Khan was the brother .of Ibrahim, and com-
manded the army sent to reduce Et4wa in A.H. 830^ As
the mosque was built during his governorship of Jaunpur, it

is most probable that its date is somewhat earlier, or about
A.H. 820, A.D. 1417. Very little of this mosque now re-

mains in its original condition, except the great propylon,
which is 67 feet 10 inches broad at base, with a broken arch of

25 feet span. The lower part up to a height of 30 feet is

built of stone, above which all is made of large bricks. Behind
the propylon there is a square enclosure, 65 feet 8 inches in

depth, covered with a flat roof supported on ten rows of

Hindu pillars, said to be 114 in number. The whole seems to
be a re-arrangement of modern times, so as to make a com-

pact building out of the remaining ruins of the ancient masjid.
Khair-ud-din describes how the bricks of the western wall haci

separated, and the wall itself had become ruinous at the back.
The wall itself is 5 feet thick.

1

History of Jaunpur, p. 54,
3
Briggs' Ferishta, I, 520.
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The mosque at Ch&chakpur is more commonly known as

the Zanziri Masjid}
on account of the

"
chain-like

"
appear-

ance of its ornamentation. 1

Nothing now remains except the

great propylon, of which a very good sketch has been pub-
lished by Kittoe.3 The masjid was built by order of Ibrahim
Shah on the site of a famous Hindu temple of Jay Chand,
close to the Mukat-gh&t, on the Gumti river. This was the

great bathing-ghat, where the bathers received absolution (S.
Mukta = "release ") from their sins. Here the land is so

fertile from the rich deposits left by the overflows of the

Gftmti river, that it is known by the name of Son-barish, or

the " Shower of Gold." The mosque was much smaller than

any of the others, but the front of the propylon yields to none
of them in richness and beauty of ornamentation* The base
of the propylon was 35 feet 7 inches in breadth, with an arch

of 23 feet 9 inches span. The style of decoration is similar

to that of the At&la Masjid. According to Khair-ud-din, the

eastern gate and the side walls of the mosque were destroyed

by Sikandar Lodi, and other parts were afterwards thrown
down by the inundations of the Gumti river. Many of the

stones are said to have been used in building the great bridge

during the reign of Akbar; and since then its ruins have
been a common and convenient quarry for every one who
wanted building stones :

" To put this mosque in its former condition," says Khair-ud-din,
" would require a great sum of money, although even that would not

be considered much in the sight ot a lord with a heart like a ?iver
}

and full of bounty as the clouds !" 8 '

The J&mi Masjid^ or, to give its full title, the Masjid
Jdmi-ush-shark, is the largest mosque at Jaunpur. According
to Khair-ud-din, its erection was ordered for the convenience
of Hazrat Khwija Isa, a holy saint, who used to suffer much
during his walk to the KhAlispur Masjid every Friday. The
foundation was laid in A.H, 842, or A.D. 1438, ''but it was
not raised above the level of the ground in 844, when the king
died/' 4

It is said that the date of the completion of the

mosque was found in the words "Masjid J-dmi-ush-shark"
which were engraved on the front of the eastern gate. This

would fix the date in A.H. 852, during the reign of Mahmud
Shah Sharki. But Khair-ud-din says that the work was at a

1 See Plate XXXI for plans of the KMHs Mukhlis and Zanziri Masjids,
fl Illustrations of Indian Architecture, Plate 12.
3
History of Jaunpur, p, 56.

4
History of Jaunpur, p, 50.
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stand-still during the reign of Mahmud Shah Sharki, and was

only finished by Husen Shah after a seven years' famine.

Accordingly some people say that the inscription on the

eastern gate was

Ul Masjid Jcimi-ush-shark,

which would make the date 883 A.H. Khair-ud-din objects
to this date, on the ground that the rule of the Sharki kings
had then ceased

;
but Husen Shah's final defeat and aban-

donment of Jaunpur did not take place until 884, as Khair-

ud-din himself states in another place.
1

I think it probable that

883 is the true date, because the people generally believe that

the building of the mosque was completed by Husen Shah

a fact which may have been handed down in the family of the

Sharki kings, whose descendants still exist in Jaunpur.
The plan of the Jami Masjid is essentially the same as

that of the Atala Mosque ;
but there are many differences of

detail, of which the most marked is the high platform on

which it stands, all the other masjids being raised but little

above the ground-level. This is well seen in the view of

the south gate which is given by Fergusson. Another differ-

ence is the piling up the cloisters to the height of three storeys
on each side of the gateway. The shafts of the pillars are

all square and plain, and were no doubt chiefly obtained from
the quarries of Chunar. But I observed on many of them the

socket holes for iron cramps, which tell their own tale of having
been brought from some earlier building. What that build-

ing was is placed beyond' all doubt by the figures of Maha
Deva and Brahmi, which I found built into the walls. There
is also a third figure built into the outer wall of the northern

gateway with the head downwards. The fact is that the

stones of all the early Muhammadan masjids were derived

from the same source of ruined Hindu temples. When that

supply failed, the builders were compelled to use bricks, as
in the upper part of the propylon of the KhdKs-MukhKs
Mosque, or to go to the quarries of Chunar, as in the present
case of the JSmi Masjid of Jaunpur.

2

The masjid proper is 250 feet long by 58 feet broad. It

is divided into five distinct compartments, the great domed

1

History of Jaunpur, compare p. 15 and p. 52*

^

2 There is a remarkable example of the failure of Hindu materials in the
Adina Masjid of Sikandar at Hazrat Pandua, near Gaur. The masjid is 500 feet
in length, and the stones come to an end at the height of 12 feet, above which
line the walls of the masjid are made of brick. The carved stone, which has
elicited the praise of one of the London Reviewers as a fine specimen of Muham-
madan art, is actually the shaft of a Hindu pillar placed in a horizontal position.
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room, 40 feet square, being in the middle, with a pillared room
at each end 50 feet long by 40 feet broad. The names for

these different compartments are derived from the style of

their roofs. The central room is called gumbaz, or "the
dome "

;
the pillared rooms are called chhdt> or

"
flat roofs

"
;

and the end rooms are called chhapra, or the "vaults." In

front of the central room rises the great propylon to a height
of 85 feet 3 inches, with a base of 80 feet. The height of the

arch alone is 73 feet 6 inches. It must be remembered also

that this lofty entrance to the masjid stands on an elevated

platform, which has a staircase of 27 steps leading up
to it from the street of the city. Altogether it rises to a

height of more than 100 feet, and towers over the city,

forming a more conspicuous object than the fort itself. Per-

haps the best points of view are from different parts of the

railway embankment, where it crosses the valley of the

Gtonti.

The flat-roofed compartments on each side of the central

domed room have two storeys. The upper rooms are provid-
ed with trellises which look into the domed room in the

centre and vaulted rooms at the ends
;
and must therefore

have been intended for the use of the ladies of the king's

family. Access to these rooms is obtained by staircases

in the massive piers of the great arch. The staircases are

continued upwards to the roofs of the flat rooms, from which

there is a continuous passage in the thickness of the wall all

round the centre room, with openings just below the spring of

the dome. According to Kittoe, this dome is
" a wonderful

piece of workmanship, the exterior shell being many feet

apart from that of the interior, and is formed of different

segments of a circle.
" There must be some arrangement of

this kind, as by my measurements the top of the dome out-

side is 67 feet 3 inches, while in the inside it is only 55 feet 3

inches, showing a difference of 12 feet. As this is much too

great for the top thickness of a single dome, I conclude that

there are two thin domes, each of about 3 feet in thick-

ness at top, thus leaving an empty space between them of

6 feet in height. Both domes appear to me to be true

hemispheres, but struck from different centres.

The court-yard of the mosque is a square of 219 feet by
2 1 7 feet. In the middle of each side there is a large gate-

way, that on the east being 48 feet by 46 feet, and those on the

north and south sides 43 feet by 41 feet. The eastern gateway
is a complete ruin, having been purposely destroyed by Sikan-
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dar Lodi. The other two gates are much injured, but the

domes and main walls are still standing. Fergusson has

given a very good view of the south gateway, in which will

be seen the two pilasters of the projecting portions of the

cloisters on each side of the gateway, which are omitted in

his plan.
1 The whole ground covered by the quadrangle and

gateways covers a space 320 feet in length from east to west

by 307 feet from north to south.

The cloisters to the north and south have eleven openings
on each side of the gateway, with two aisles in the two upper

storeys, and a row of rooms, or shops, facing outwards in the

lowest story. On each side of the gateways the cloisters are

extended outwards by two more rows of pillars, both in width

and depth as shown in my plan.
2

To the north of the northern gateway, at a distance of

ii feet, lies the kh^ngih, or burial-ground, of the Sharki

kings, 1 20 feet in length by 60 feet in breadth. Here are the

tombs of Ibrahim Shah and his son and grandson Mahmud
Shah and Husen Shah. His other grandson Muhammad
Shah lies at Dlmau.

The mosque of Bibi RAji, or, as it is more commonly
called, the LdlDarwdza Masjid, stands near the village of Be-

gamganj at some distance outside the city to the north-west.

Bibi Rdji, the founder of the mosque, was the Queen of

Mahmud Shah, who reigned from A.H. 844 to 863, or A.D.

1444 to 1459. She outlived her husband for many years,
and died at Et4wa in A.H. 822, or A.D. 1477. According
to Khair-ud-din

she was an intelligent and clever woman, and during the reign
of her husband possessed regal authority and an accurate knowledge
of the affairs of State. She built a beautiful mansion for her own
residence outside the fortification of the city, to the north of, and

parallel with, the palace of the Badi Manzil.8 She also erected in that

neighbourhood a magnificent Jmi Mosque, a college, and a monastery?
and gave those buildings the name of Namdzgdh. She also built a

high gate of 'red stone
'

(Ldl Darwd'za) near the enclosure of her own
house, and appropriated sums of money for the support of the learned
and students of the sciences/'

1

History of Indian Architecture, p. 522. Woodcuts 290 and 291.
3 See Plate XXXIII, where the plan of the projecting portion is marked bv

'the letters C, D, E, F.
y

3 The date given in
Poison's translation of Khair-ud-din's History is A,H.

806, for which he gravely gives the year A.D. 1403, without seeing that there
must be an error ot 40 or 50 years. The true date is either 846 or 856, during the

period of her husband's reign.
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With the exception of the mosque, the whole of these build-

ings were ordered to be thrown down by Sikandar Lodi, and
now nothing remains of them but the name of LAI Darwdza.

The mosque of Bibi R&ji is the smallest of all the Jaunpur
Masjids, the outside dimensions of the quadrangle being
only 212 feet by 188 feet, or less than one-half of the area

covered by the Jami Masjid. The general design and style
of the building are similar to those of the other masjids,
but the walls are much thinner, and the whole building is on
a lighter and less massive scale.

The masjid proper is 177 feet in length by 139 feet in

breadth outside, with the usual proplyon or pyramidal en-

trance, 45 feet broad and 57 feet high, in front of the central

dome. The dome itself is only 22 feet 8 inches in diameter,
but in front of it there is an entrance hall, which is wanting in

the other masjids. The rooms on each side are four aisles

in depth, and are formed entirely of pillars covered by archi-

traves without a single arch. On each side of the propylon
there are five openings into the court-yard, and two into the

north and south cloisters of the quadrangle. The whole of

the cloisters are only one storey in height, with the exception
of two portions to the right and left of the centre room, which
consist of two low storeys, and are separated from the rest by
trellises. These rooms were doubtless intended for the ladies

of the court.

On the other three sides of the quadrangle the cloisters

are two aisles in depth, with a row of shops outside the walls.

In the middle of each face there is a gateway of the same

style as the propylon. The eastern gate is 28 feet broad, and
the othe^two gates 26 feet.

In the aisles of the masjid the pillars are all square, with

double capitals for the purpose of obtaining height. In the

cloisters the shafts of the middle row of pillars are all round.

The square shafts in the masjid seem to have been fresh stones

Irom the Chunir quarries ;
but most of the pillars in the

cloisters, both square and round, have been plundered from
Hindu temples. Bracket-capitals have been recut and

adapted to smaller shafts
; square shafts have been rounded,

and several inscriptions have been partly cut away in these

alterations. There is one record of Samvat 1 1 20 odd, of which
a few letters of five different lines still remain on a narrow strip,

all the rest of the original flat surface having been cut away
to form a round shaft. A second inscription of Vijaya Chan-
dra Deva of Kanauj, dated in Samvat 1225, which was
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recorded on a bracket-capital, has lost all the name of the king,

except Chandra Dem, by the cutting away of the face of the

bracket to fit it to a smaller shaft. In this case the portions

cut away are two opposite bracket faces for a length of 3^
inches. These portions are betrayed by the rough chisel

marks left on the sides of the adjacent faces, which have

thus obtained an increase of projection to the extent of 3!
inches. This was accordingly placed outwards for the sup-

port of the eaves. The date of the inscription shows that

it belongs to the time of Vijaya Chandra Deva, and accord-

ingly I have filled in the missing letters of his name on the

right hand of the first line. These few letters just occupy
the 3^-inch space which was cut away.

1

A still more important inscription, which occupies two

faces of an octagonal pillar, is dated in the Samvat year

1353, or A.D. 1296. This records the building of the
temple

of Padmeswara Deva on the north side of the gate of Vis-

vesvara.
3

It seems probable, therefore, that the LdlDar'wdsa^
or "Red Gateway/' of Bibi R&ji may have occupied the same
site as the Visveswara Gateway of the Hindus. But what
has become of the Padmeswara temple ? May we not look

for its traces in the arcades of Bibi R&ji's mosque? There
are numerous other Hindu remains, which not only preceded
the Padmeswara temple, but also that of Vijaya Chandra
Deva. I have already noticed a line containing a man's name,
Sri Ucha Varmma

}
which is as old as the 8th century. There

is also a record of ten lines dated in Samvat 1297, or A.D.

1240; but perhaps the most valuable inscription is the simple
record of the architect, which is cut on one of the pillars of

the north side, Vishnu Sut Kamaii Silpiy
or

"
Vishnu's son

KamHu, the architect.
7 ' 3 Here we have another proof of the

truth of Fergusson's remark that the cause of the admixture
of Hindu and Muhammadan styles in the Jaunpur masjids
was the employment of Hindu masons. In the Alila Mas^
jid record, the Hindu Padumavi, we have only the modest
title of Sutradhdra, or mason

;
but in the present instance

the Hindu Kamdu boldly takes the title of Silpi, which

might be assumed by a head mason or architect, but which
is certainly never borne now-a-days by a common mason.

The L&1 Darw&za is more decidedly Hindu than any of
the other mosques. The dome and the great entrance and

1 See Plate XXXVII, No. 2.
9 See Plate XXXVI I, No. %
8 See Plate XXXV, No. 4,
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the three gates are the only arched constructions in the whole

building. All the other roofing is flat throughout, and even
the pendentives of the dome are formed by flat stones gra-

dually overlapping each other.

The only Muhammadan inscription in the masjid is the

Kalimeh) or Musalman creed, engraved in very large letters

on a black stone, which is placed a short distance under the

great arch. The Arabic letters A and L occupy the full height
of the slab, upwards of 2 feet, and are arranged quite paral-
lel to one another, like the bars of & gridiron. This seems
to have been a favourite fashion at Jaunpur, as the inscriptions
on most of the gold coins of all the kings are arranged in

the same manner. It became fashionable also in Bengal
about the same period.

There are several curious old tombs scattered about

Jaunpur, which most probably belong to the period of the

Shark! Kings. The oldest and most curious of these is an

open building without name at ZafarciMd. In plan it is a

square platform of 20 feet, with 1 2 Hindu pillars supporting
a low entablature, above which there is a small squat dome.

There are two varieties of pillars, but their shafts agree in

being octagonal below, sixteen-sided in the middle, and circu-

lar at top. They are 4 feet 9 inches in height, and from 15
to 16 inches in diameter. The capitals are all round, the

upper part being like a tulip-shaped bowl. Above there are

bracket-capitals, making the total height beneath the archi-

traves 7 feet 7 inches. I saw many pillars of the same pat-
tern lying near the Makhdftm's Dargah at Zafarbd.

Near the same place there are a couple of small octa-

gonal tombs, standing close together, which are commonly
known as the

" Two Sisters." These also are open buildings

standing on Hindu pillars with octagonal shafts, and finely-

carved capitals surmounted by the usual bracket-capitals.

^The superstructure is also eight-sided, with openings on the

'alternate sides and a battlement above, from which springs
a Pathan dome with rather steep sides and a flattish top. A
large portion of one of the tombs has fallen down, and the

two fallen pillars have been carried away ;
but the broken

dome is still held together by good mortar, and the building
will probably last for some time to come.

There are other tombs of a later date at Katgarha, which

the people attribute to the time of Bahlol Lodi, but which

Kittoe says are the resting places of Biluchi noblemen of the

time of Akbar. One of them, the more prominent one in
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Kittoe's sketch, may perhaps be as early as the time of Bah-

lol; but the greater number cannot be older than Akbar's

reign. On the bank of the Gumti, there is another large

tomb, which Kittoe likewise attributes to a Biluchi noble of

Akbar's time, but which the people refer to the reign of Bah-

lol. The former one is square in plan, but this one is a square
with the angles cut off, or what is known as a Bagddi octa-

gon*
The fort of Jaunpur, the ancient Kardr-kot, no longer

exists except as a ruin, the walls having been quite needlessly
thrown down at the end of the mutiny at the recommenda-

tion of some committee. The walls themselves had no spe-
cial beauty, and it is perhaps a politic measure to dismantle

all fortified places which cannot be occupied. But along
with the walls the Engineer, Lieutenant Malcolm, threw down
the beetling palace of Chehel-Situn, or

"
Forty Pillars/' on

the plea that people crossing the Gumti bridge were exposed
to be fired at from the palace. I was Chief Engineer of the

North-Western Provinces at the time, and as soon as I heard

of this barbarous intention I telegraphed to stop the work
at once. But it was too late

;
for the picturesque Chehel

Situn, with its three
'

retreating storeys, which crowned the

highest part of the fort, had already been destroyed. When
I visited the place some two years afterwards with Mr. Ed-

monstone, the Lieutenant-Governor, he turned his back to-

wards the fort with an expression of indignation in which I

fully shared.

The principal gateway of the fort still remains, and is

attributed to the reign of Akbar. It seems to me, however, to

be of an earlier date, and from its style I should assign it to

the reign of Sher Shah. The spandrels of the arch are filled

with glazed tiles, and the walls are divided into panels with
ornamental niches.

The stone bridge over the Gumti is the only remaining
building of any consequence at Jaunpur. In the time of the*
Sharki kings a bridge-of-boats had been kept up for the

greater part of the year ;
but when their kingdom came to an

end, the boat-bridge went with it, and for nearly a century
the crossing was made by ferry. In the year 972 A.H.,
when Akbar visited Jaunpur,

" he used frequently/' according
to Khair-ud-din

"
to go for pleasure and recreation on board the royal boats with

several of his companions, to enjoy the diversion of sporting on the
river. One day as the boat, which the emperor was on board, passed
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down the river, he saw a woman weeping, whose face was covered
with a cloth. His heart was affected at the voice of affliction, and he
asked his attendants the cause of her lamentation, On enquiring they
were informed that she was a widow and had left the child she was

suckling in order to go over the river to sell some skeins of thread in

the bazar of the royal camp ;
that she had then sold her thread and

arrived at the bank of the river, but no one paid attention to her situa-

tion
;
the boatmen had taken away the boat, and she did not know

what had become of her infant. Immediately the river of mercy
became agitated ;

"he ordered her to be taken into his own boat, and

conveyed her to the opposite shore. He also commanded the H&kims
of Jaunpur to keep several boats on the river, for the sole purpose of

conveying widow-women and the necessitous from one shore to the

other The emperor then addressed the Kh&n KMn&n, who had the

honour of being in the presence, remarking, that the Eastern princes
had for a long time assumed the name of empire, and erected many
unstable edifices. Instead of which, had they built a strong bridge
over this river, it would have been the cause of the duration of their

fame and renown for hundreds of years. The Khn KMnin had the

boldness to reply that, in the register of the will of God, this good
work is recorded among the virtuous actions of your majesty ;

and
therefore what power had others to interfere with the divine decree !

The emperor approved of his remark, and gave him a worn honorary
dress. When the KMn Khn&n left the presence, he girded the waist

of resolution in the design of building a strong bridge. The experi-
enced architects represented that on the western side of the river,

opposite the broken grounds near the Badei Manzil, there was a pro-

per spot for it. In like manner Sultan Ibrahim also fixed upon that

place, because it is fordable in the hot season. The Khin Khann
said, I wish to build a strong bridge opposite the fort, on the spot
which the emperor pointed out. The attendants unanimously repre-
sented that they had not at any time heard of it being fordable there

;

but that on the north side there was a deep hole, of which no one had
found the bottom, and whoever went down to ascertain never returned.

The Khn KMnin
replied,

'

if it is not built here, what will be thought
of my zeal and resolution ?

J

In short, one of the experienced architects

requested him to go on board a boat next day, and to take another
with him, loaded with bags of money ;

and he promised, when he
arrived at the spot, to do what the architect should direct, it being the

only probable way to.promote the completion of his wishes. The next

day Kh&n Kheln&n went on board a boat, and took another with him,
loaded with bags of rupees. When they arrived at the spot, that

expert teacher took a bag of the money and threw it into the
river,

saying,
{

if in this way you will throw in a hundred bags, you will be
able to build a bridge over this place/ Kh&n Kh&n&n then ordered the
boat to be sunk, and said if a thousand boats thus filled with money
are expended in the work he should not object to it.

In short, at first they built a strong bridge to the south, and made
an embankment in the river towards the north, with stones, mortar,
and a small quantity of earth. They then turned the course of the
river from the west, conducted it under this bridge, and let the water
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out by the road of the Nakhas
;
but they could not draw out that

which remained in the hole by any kind of contrivance. They there-

fore mad many strong and stout boats, brought them to the spot, and

piled them up with stones made fast with lead. These boats were

chiefly supported by anchors and ropes, by which they were let slowly

down. When one boat had sunk, another was placed in the same

way on the top of it, and so on until a platform was raised above the

water. They then prepared several more of the same kind, and united

them to each other with large beams of brass, 20 yards in length, and

prepared at the expense of thousands of rupees. Both sides of these

beams were made fast with lead and iron. On this foundation they
commenced the building, and completed three arches, A poet found

the date of it in the words ' with pleasure.' Kh&n Khnin therefore

rewarded him with 972 gold mohars. After this the other arches were

completed and small apartments and shops built over them.'*

The bridge was not completed until A.H. 975, when in-

scriptions in verse were placed on every pier giving the date

and the name of the builder. All the dates are expressed in

short phrases, of which by far the best is Pul Muhammad
Munim Khan, or

"
Bridge of Muhammad Munim Khan/'

which gives the date of 975 A.H., or A.D. 1567, according
to the abjad powers of the letters. Most of these inscriptions
have now perished or become partially obliterated. Those
on the last two piers at the northern end are still nearly per-

fect, and in both of them I read the date of A.H. 975.
The bridge consists of two distinct portions separated by

an island. When the position was selected, there was only
one stream, deep and unfordable

;
but the architect having

diverted the river into another channel, which he had dug a
short distance to the south, found himself unable to close it,

when the bridge over the river was finished. He was there-

fore obliged to build a second bridge over the diversion

channel, a lucky accident which has most probably been the
means of the permanent safety of the whole structure, as the
water way has been increased by upwards of 90 feet.

The Jaunpur bridge is certainly one of the most pictures-
que structures in India. Its long line of arches and piers,
all of the same size, is relieved by the light pillared rooms
which crown the ends of the piers on both sides, and form a
handsome street of detached shops. The roadway is 26 feet
in clear width, with a solid stone parapet of 2 feet 3 inches on
each side. The whole length of the bridge, according to my
measurements, is 654 feet 3 inches. The main bridge to the
north consists of ten pointed arches of 18 feet 3 inches span,
resting on piers of 1 7 feet, with abutments of half the thick-
ness. The smaller bridge to the south has only five arches of
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the same span as the others, and with similar piers and abut-

ments. The island between the two is 125 feet 6 inches

broad. The whole length is, therefore, made up as follows :

Feet. Inches,

Northern bridge .... 352 6

Island 125 6

Southern bridge . . . .176 3

TOTAL . . 654

On the side of the roadway crossing the island, there is a

large stone figure of the fabulous Sinha, or gigantic lion,

standing over a small elephant, which must have been brought
from one of the Hindu temples. There is no inscription on
it

;
but from the stiff wooden style of the sculpture, the straight

legs, the regular rows of hair in the mane, like those of a

lawyer's wig, it cannot be old work, and may very probably
have belonged to one of the temples built by the Rathor

R&J&S of Kanauj.
The great fault of the Jaunpur bridge is the extreme

massiveness of the piers, a fault that is common to all native

Indian bridges. Here we have arches of 18 feet 3 inches

span with piers of 1 7 feet
;
so that the amount of obstruction

offered to the stream is just equal to the waterway. The

bridge is, therefore, half weir and half free passage. The same

arrangement has been adopted in the two great bridges over

the Sindh river near Gwalior, and over the two small streams

of the Kill Veh and Dhauli Veh in the Jilandhar Doab
;
and

in all these four instances one end of the bridge has been
carried away. The Jaunpur bridge has most probably been
saved from a similar fate by the addition of the second bridge
of five arches on the south side. But exactly the same amount
of additional waterway might have been obtained for the first

bridge of ten arches by taking 10 feet from each of the nine

piers, thus increasing the span of the arches from 18 feet to

27 feet, and leaving each pier 7 feet thick.

The bridge has been repeatedly submerged in the rainy
season

;
and one instance is recorded of a fleet of boats

having passed clear over it during the height of the inunda-

tion.
1 But this happened towards the end of the last century,

before the present parapets were added by the British Gov-
ernment.

1 In A. D. 1774- -Hodges' Travels in India, p, 149,
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The few inscriptions that have been found at Jaunpur
were discovered by myself in the different Muhammadan mas-

jids.
No doubt every Hindu temple had the history of its

foundation recorded on its walls
;
but the wholesale destruc-

tion of the temples by the Muhammadans was so complete,
that nothing now remains of them, save the stones which have

been built into the masjids. From these I obtained the few

specimens given in the accompanying plate.
1

No. i is found on one of the lower voussoirs of the outer

arch of the south gate of the J&mi Misjid. It is 15 inches

long by 12^ inches broad, but it has been cut away on the

left hand and below, to make it fit into its place in the arch.

This is the more unfortunate, as it is certainly of early date,

most probably about the 8th century, and records the history
of R&j Iswara Varmma. Amongst other achievements is

mentioned his victory over Chandra Sena, apparently in the

Vindhya hills (Vindhy&dri). The characters of the inscrip-
tion are exactly the same as those of the Jhlra Pitan inscrip-
tion published by Dr. Biihler, which is dated in Samvat 746.*
If this is the Vikramiditya Samvat, the date will be A.D.

689 ;
or if it is the Saka Samvat, it will be A.D. 824 :

I. riksha yagala|| dorbhy4milma bhuvo dharah saha bhuve
kshattrl lilabdhtmana vistari.

2. Dam yini sukhar&oam bhuja bhujamenchavaye-sakala purusha
suktivyakta sa pratsLpo.

3. da karmmany&.jnya darma vitana mendhati lipah puny&m
vitenedeve|[

4. laka srastalakS-grakulah tasya dikshlvita tamala kirttiratmajo

nirpatir Iswara Varmma.

5. sanaraga samitakuraga samudra veblakananda + karerguno-
gana vatam kon&m.

6. dhishchiam kshti bhujam sinmhena + sinha sanam dhra-

mllrgga vinirgatignikaloka.

7. 1- dala|| Vindhy^dreh pratirandhrahpati + nsamkap&rena
sitamyato Raivatakichalam.

8. h samviranS.nS,m ghat asuvyS.pte sutkhata khargadyuti kha-
chita bhujosh Chandra Sena bhatoshu.

9, h ra pardata ^alilaih snitam silgandhibhih Praleyadri bhu-
vascha sitapayasah prandho.

10. I- re abhirgiri sarit prarormi bhargikulai rut sarppadminapa-
rage pidivaso yasapa.

The loss of the left half of this inscription precludes the

possibility of any connected and continuous translation. But

1 See Plate XXXVII.
1 Indian- Antiquary, V, 180.
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enough remains to show that the verses recorded the praises
of King Iswara Varmma (the father's name is lost), whose

power extended to the sea, a giver of pleasure to men of

learning and science, sitting as a lion on his lion-throne (Sin-

hsana), who conquered his enemies in the Vindhya mountains,
and pushed forward to the Rawata mountain, who with

clouds of elephants conquered the swordsmen of Chandra

Sena, and bathed in the river of the Eastern mountains,

It seems not at all improbable that this powerful King
Iswara Varmma may be the I-sha-fu-mo of the Chinese, who
is mentioned as the king of Central India (which includes Be-

nares), in the year 731 A.D. 1

No. 2 is cut on the face of one of the bracket-capitals of a

square pillar in the south cloister of the Ll Darw^za Masjid,
It consists of two lines, which are both incomplete on the

right hand, owing to the cutting away of 3! inches of the

face to make the old Hindu bracket fit into its new position
in the Muhammadan mansjid. As both the date and last

letters of the name are in perfect order, I have been able to

complete the missing part with absolute certainty. It
1 reads

as follows :

Samvat 1225, Chaitra badi 5, Budhe, Sri [mat Vijaya

Chan] dra Deva R&jye Bhattaraka Sri Bhavi Bhusha [na].
" In the Samvat year 1225 (A. D. 1168), on the 5th of the waning

moon of Chaitra, on Wednesday, during the reign of the fortunate

Vijaya Chandra Deva, the venerable Bhavi Bhushana (the ornament of

the world.)"

The title of Bhatt&raka, as spelt in this inscription, means
the venerable, or respectable, a term which is applied only to

Brahmans. Bham-Blmshana is therefore the name of a Brah-

man, who in the year specified had paid his devotions at the

temple from whence this stone bracket was brought. We
know that the Bijay Mandar, or temple of Vijaya Chandra

Deva, stood in this quarter of the city, and it seems probable
that many of the pillars and other stones used in Bibi RAji's

Masjid, near the L&l Darwza, would have been brought from
such a convenient quarry.

No. 3 is a much longer inscription in ten lines, cut on two
faces of an octagonal pillar in the north cloister of the L&l

Darwza Masjid. This record is very nearly perfect, except-

ing in the name of the place at the end of the first line, where
the letters are rather indistinct. The date of Samvat 1353

1 Pauthier in Journal, Asiatique, Novembre 1839, p. 411.
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is fortunately quite distinct. It is besides confirmed by the

addition of the corresponding year, Plcwa
}
of the Vrihaspati

Chakra
}
or sixty-year cycle of Jupiter, which by the reckoning

used in Northern India was Samvat 1353. I read the record

as follows :

i. Aum namo Ganapatya-Yam onyam
2. purll virddhah salyav&ksu Jana priyah Si-

3. dhesapuri vikhyatah sarvvasatuahitarattah

4. dasya putr vabhunatha Sri Sadhu Nidhe tivi sru

5. tab tasyatmajah suchidhirah Padma Sadhurathos
6. bhuvi yasyam Visveswara-dwari hima-disi

7. paropamah Sri Pudmeswarasya Devasya prasada
8. mkarotsudhih Jeshtha Masi site pakshe
9. dwadasyam Budhavasare likhiteyam sada

10. bhati prasastih Plava-vatsare samvat 1353.
(<

Aum-Glory to Ganesa ! In Yamonya pura (lived) Sidhesapuri,
the wise, the speaker of truth, the beloved of the people, &c., &c.

His son was Sadhu Nidhi, the
, whose son Padma

Sadhu, on the north side of the Visveswara Gate
}
built the temple of

Padmeswara Deva on the 12th day of the waxing moon of Jyeshtha,
in the year Pla-va

} (and) samvat 1353,

I have already suggested the probability that the Visves-

wara Gate may have stood on the actual site of the Led

Darw^za of Bibi Raji, and that the latter was in fact only a
revival of the old gate under a new name. I conclude also

that the temple of Padmeswara Deva must have been pulled
down by the Muhammadans, either before the time of Bibi

Raji or at her instigation, during the reign of her husband
Mahmud Shah.

The remaining inscriptions, 4, 5, and 6, have already been
discussed in the accounts of the masjids in which they were
found.

XXIIL CHUNAR OR CHARANADRIGARH
The hill fort of Chunar, or Charanadrigarh }

is too well

known to need any description. Its name is said to be de-

rived from a holy foot-print \Charand\ on the top of the
hill. I visited the place for the purpose of examining some
caves in which I had heard there were old inscriptions. The
principal records are cut in the rock near Kamoksha Devis'

temple, i| miles to the west of the railway station. Some
also are cut in the Durgd~kho }

or
"
Durga's cave,

"
near which

an annual mela is held on the Nao-Durga, or ninth day of the

Durga-puja festival The cave itself is simply an old quarry,
which has been turned into a dwelling by building up two
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pillars under the edge of the overhanging rock in front so as

to form a room.

The inscriptions are of considerable antiquity, several of

them being of the Gupta period, or from 200 to 500 A.D.
As might be -expected, they are chiefly the personal records

of pilgrims who have visited the cave of DurgA, where she

is said to have sprung out of the rock. I have designated
them by letters of the alphabet for easy reference :

A. Isa-nasha tapasa.
ft

Isa-nasha, the ascetic.
"

B.Prasa$ta Chanarchdlaka Chandra.

The second word I believe to be intended for Charand-

ckalaka, on the
"

foot-print hill,
"
here called Prasasta,

(<
the

'

bist or pre-eminent,
"

It will therefore be only a simple record

ofv-
" Chandra of the excellent Charanachala (Chunar hill).

C. Putrena Sulhangkarasya Gangddatta.
i(

,By the son of Subhangkara Gangadatta,
"

D.Ujala-Uja * *

first name, Ujala^ is repeated with the initial vowel

made long.

E. Bhagwaloka Chinitta Kudu.

The first word is most probably intended for Bhagcrva-
loka

}
or the dwelling of the gods.

F. Prachan&a Prithweka.

Prachand& is a title of Durga.
G. Samam Devikdntd.

Devik^nt^ is a man's name, the
"
beloved by Devi.

"

The remaining inscriptions are of later date, about 600 to

800 A.D.

H. Yasa-loka.

The Yasa-loka.
"

J. Jamna Ddsa*

Jamna is the colloquial form of Jamuna, or the Jamna
river.

" The slave of Jamna
"

is a very common name for a

man,
K. Kasyapati Chada.*

The second letter is doubtful.

L. Adhama, Chandra, Chapala, ctia,

These appear to be names only,

M* Monna
}
Mddhdvti Bhairo Masdsuchhiiya.
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I take the first two words to be- a man's name, Monna

Madha-va.

N. Sri Bhoja Deva Sa-vira*
" The fortunate Bhoja Deva, the Savira.

"

The Saviras, or Siiirs, were a numerous and" powerful tribe

in former times. All the buildings round the great temple
at Bodh-Gaya are attributed to Amar Sinh, Siiir. According
to Buchanan's information
{ f the Suirs seem to have been a powerful people, their Government

having extended not only over the whole of Sh&hSMd (Karusha-desa),
but certainly over a great part, if not the whole, of what became

afterwards the province of Benares.
" l

There are still some in the Benares district who eat pork arfl

drink spirits.
Dalton considers them to be the same as tie

Bhuiyas*
2

I believe them to be the Savaras of Sanskrit writers,

and the Sauras, Soriyas, and Sariyas of the present day.
In this Chunar record we find one of them assuming:

honorific title of Sri somewhere about 800 A.D.

P. Jaya Samudra.

This may be simply a man's name, or it may r

"
victory to Samudra.

" The characters are as old as

of the earliest Gupta inscriptions.

XXIV. BELKHARA.

Belkhara is a small village, if miles to the south of Ahrora,
and 12 miles to the south-east of Chunr. Lying in a field

near the village there is a stone pillar, 1 1 feet 7 inches long
and 15 inches in diameter, with two inscriptions. Above there

is a small figure of Ganesa, with a few letters, and between
the two inscriptions there is a rude bird and a still ruder horse.

The upper inscription of five lines is nearly all illegible, but
I have succeeded in reading the greater part of the lower

inscription. This record is interesting from its date of Samvat

1253', or A.D. 1 1 96, which is just three years after the final

defeat and death of Jaya Chandra, the last Rathor Rlji of

Kanauj. It must have been close about this very date of A.D.

1196 that Mahammad BakhtiyAr Khalji received the two dis-

tricts of Bhagwat and Bhiiili in fief,
8

together with Patfla and

Kuntila, all of which places are in the neighbourhood of Chunar.
But the inscription takes no notice whatever of the Muham-

1 Buchanan's Eastern India, edited by Montgomery Martin, 1. 407
2
Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal,

''

3
Tabakat-i-Nasin, by Raverty, pp, 549-550,
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madan conquest, and speaks of the Hindu kingdom of Kanauj
as if it were still in existence. I read the whole as follows :

i. Parama bhattarakatpadi RajsldhirSjS. Sweta Ray&swapa-
2. ti, Gajapati, Narapati, Raj Triyadhipati Viswadhara, Vi-

3. dya vich&ra Vachaspati, Sri Mat kanyakubja vijaya
4. rajye Samvat 1253, Vais&kha Sudi u Bhaume-

5. belkhara palyam palaka Sri Vijaya karnua-r.-

6. jye Dharmmakciri nimna Matah Riit Sri Ananda

7. suta Riiit Sri Sakarukasya kirtti ratna * *

8. ghatitclcheyam sutradhara Jalunena sudhaum *

9. ra, Sri Sakarukasya valabho * ru * *

The latter half of the first line is very much injured, and

unfortunately this is the very place where the king's name
should have been mentioned, before the three titles of As-wapa-
it, Gajapati) and Narapati, We have the simple title of Raja
fairly distinct, but after that I can see no trace of Sri

}
which

should precede the name. The last three letters of the line

can be restored with absolute certainty, as they are known
from other inscriptions. The son of Jaya Chandra is called

Set-Ram by Tod, Sita-Rdm by Mukji, and Sweta Rdya by
Dr. Hall's informant. All these various readings are clearly
intended for the same name, but they differ utterly from the

name which has been handed down by tradition and by song
throughout the North-West Provinces. Everywhere the son

of Jaya Chandra is called Lakhan, and in song he is known
as the Kanaujiya Rai. It is not impossible that he may have
been carried to Delhi as a prisoner, and there forcibly con-

verted to Muhammadanism
j

1 but the popularity of the songs
about him which have come down to the present day, would
rather point to a prolonged struggle with the Muhammadans
as the great leader of the Hindus. It is his name, therefore,
that I should expect to find in this inscription, dated only
three years after his father's death. It is true that Tod places
the migration of Seoji and Saitaram, the grandsons of Jaja

* Chandra, in the Samvat year 1268
;
but he gives no authority

for this statement, and it is utterly at variance with the date

given by Mtikji, the bard of the Khichi Chauhans. I have seen

Mftkji's books, which give the date of Samvat 1283 for Seoji's

migration. On asking Mftkji's sons whether they knew of

any authority for this date, they instantly quoted the following
well-known verse in support of it :

Sihaline Sihaju M&ru Mfirdhar des
;

Bara-so-tir&si, Pili ke upar parves.

1 So Tregear was informed. See Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, III, 617.

VOL, XI.
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"To the deadly land of Mini came the lion-like Singhji,

And conquered P&li in the year twelve and eighty-three."

Here the name is not Siva, but Stnha,
"
a lion,

"
to whom

the hero is compared, and according to Mukji his name was

Sinha Deva. The same spelling is preserved in another

couplet, recording his treacherous defeat of the Pram&ra

Chief:

Siho Kanauj-chauke ayo pacham darti

Hul Puw&r upar kapyo chatrpati.
" Then westward from Kanauj did Siho bend his way,
" And overthrow the PuwAr Chief upon a Huli-day.

"

Altogether I think that the balance of evidence is strongly
in favour of Lakhana^ or Lakshana, being the name of the king
at the date of the Belkhara inscription. The

w following is a

translation of the record so far as I have been able to make
it out :

" The supreme ruler * *
[Rlja Lakhana Deva?], the lord of

horses, lord of elephants, lord of men, king of the three lordships,
ruler of the world, equal to V&chaspati in science, during his victorious

reign over Kanyakubja [Kanauj], in the Samvat 1253 [A.D, 1196], on

the I ith day of the waxing moon of Vaisakha, on Tuesday, during
the rule of the fortunate Vijaya karnna, chief of the village of Bel-

khara, for the fame of RtiMb Sri Sakaril, son of the Minister Rdiit

Sri Ananda (this pillar was erected) by the mason JalunA,, The power
of Sakaruka (may it increase ?) ,

The name of the village Belakhara, or Belkhara, has

survived quite unaltered for nearly seven hundred years.
Sakarii is still a common name for a man amongst the lower

classes, and the title of
R&ilt^

or Rdwat, is still used for the

sons of a petty chief. But it is perhaps just possible that

RAut) or Rdwat, may be the tribal name of the family, as I

have found that the Sabaras are every where just as well-known
as R&iits, or R^wats, as by their own proper name.

XXV.BHUILL
The large village of Bhui'li is situated at the northern foot

of the Vindhya hills, 20 miles to the south-east of Chunftr.
I have already mentioned that this place formed part of the
estate given to Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji some time be-
tween A.D. 1193 and 1200. There is a ruined fort on the
hill above the village. The derivation of the name is not
known, but I suspect it to be connected with the great tribe
of Bhufas, and that it may be only a

slightly altered form of
Bhwdla. The Bhuias are by far the most numerous class in
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the Chundr and Sahsar&m districts. They are evidently the

aborigines, or old inhabitants of the country. Buchanan
writes the name Bhungihar; but I believe that the proper
appellation is simply Bhumia, or men of the earth, or autoch-

thoneS) a title given to them by the Brahmans. They gener-

ally call themselves Musahar^ which I think points to some
connection with the Sahariyas, or Savaras. One great branch

amongst them takes the title of Rikhidsan> and claims to be
descended from Rikhi-muni, or Sringi-Rikhi.

There is one cave at Bhui'li containing two inscriptions.
The people call it Mo, or

"
cave/' but it is simply an enclo-

sure made by three walls under an overhanging rock, with

the rock for the back wall. The room is 9 feet 7 inches long
by 7 feet 9 inches broad. The inscriptions are cut on the

rock inside the cave. One of them is quite illegible, and the

other is not very intelligible, but it is curious for its flour-

ishes. I read

Sri Gangganadre polaya chahada chandrevayeh*

In the neighbourhood there are some square stone obe-

lisks, with curious carvings on all four faces. Buchanan has

given drawings of three of them. 1 He attributes them to the

Suirs, or Swtras, whom I take to be the Savaras, or Sabaras,
of Sanskrit writers. Similar obelisks were found by him at

Baijnath and Darouli. The scenes sculptured on them are

very various :

"Some/' says Buchanan, "seem to represent the ordinary occur-

rences of life, such as a woman suckling her child, or churning butter,

or a porter carrying a load. Others are quite monstrous, such as a

man riding on a serpent. A figure often repeated seems to represent
a butcher killing a cow or buffalo, for he has the animal suspended
with the head down, as if about to remove the skin. From this per-

haps we may infer that the Siviras, if they did not eat the ox, at least

levoured the baffalo.
"

At a village called Hetunpur }
about 9 miles to the east

:>f Ahrora, I found a large number of similar obelisks collected

.ogether near a temple. I counted 21 pieces, and I judged
;hat there must have been at least 15 obelisks. I also found

similar broken pillars at Mangror, Chayanpur, and other

places. The largest of the Hetunpur obelisks was 13 inches

square and 5 feet 7^ inches high. It was divided into seven

compartments on each face, each containing a small sculp-

1 Kastcrn India, Plate IX, fig, 2.
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tured scene. There were men and women dancing ;
a single

woman dancing and playing on an instrument
;
a man killing

an animal
;
a man standing near a house

;
a man sitting over

a prostrate human body with a fish's tail; a large fish, &c.

Amongst other scenes I recognised the V4raha and Narsingh

Avatars, the former being a man with a boar's head. The

top of the obelisk was crowned with a low pinnacle, like that

of a temple.

Amongst the smaller obelisks I noticed several other sub-

jects ;
such as a sow with six small pigs ;

a woman lying on a

bed
;
two women with swords and shields

;
a woman and child

churning butter
;
a man and horse

;
a woman seated and kiss-

ing her child, &c. Along with these there was a large figure

of Hanumn treading on a kneeling figure. He had a small

sword resting on the right hip ;
his right hand was placed

above his head, and the fore-finger of his left hand was up-
raised. A similar figure is given by Buchanan from Bhu'ilL

I believe that Buchanan is right in attributing these mo-
numents to the aboriginal races. Amongst them the princi-

pal objects of worship are Hanum&n and the great Buffalo-

killing goddess. All the aboriginal tribes that I have met
with eat the buffalo and the pig,, and the common fowl, first

offering them to their deities.

There are similar-shaped obelisks at other places, more

particularly at P^thctri in MAlva, and at Mcirkanda in the

Chnda district.

XXVI. SAHSARAM.

The old town of Sahsarim is famous as the burial-place
of Sher Shah, perhaps the ablest of all the Muhammadan
kings of Delhi. The town covers rather more than one

square mile, and contains upwards of 20,000 inhabitants.'

The full name is said to be Sahasra + Arjunapura^ because
the thousand-armed Haihaya Chief Arjuna died here. His
thousand arms are said to have been cut off by Parasudlma
when he fted with all his followers to this place. Here he

died, and his followers gave his name to the town which they
had built.

About 2 miles to the east of the town rises one of the last

spurs of the Kaimur range of hills calle'd Chandan-Pir, after
a Muhammadan saint, who took up his abode on the top of
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the hill. The legend about him seems to have been suggest-
ed by that of Sahasra Arjun. A Muhammadan saint living
at Benares had his head cut off by a Hindu named Chandan,
and he fled away without his head until he reached Sahsar&m.
Here he asked a woman ior&pdn, or betel, to eat, but she re-

plied, "what is the use of giving you &pdn when your head
is gone ?

" on which the holy man at once dropped down
dead. The shrine on the top of the hill is called after him,
Chandan-Pir

}
and a small cave just below, in which there is

one of Asoka's dated inscriptions, is called the Pir's chirdgh-
ddn

}
or

"lamp."
The inscription of Asoka has already been published,

1

and need not therefore be described here. So also has the

inscription of Pratipa Dhavala, which is engraved in charac-

ters 2 inches high on the rock close by the figure of

Chandi-Devi, about i mile to the south of the Chandan-
Pir.

2 This inscription is 8 feet long and 14 inches in height.
But the great attraction of SahsarAm lies in the picturesque

tombs of Sher Shah and his family. They are especially
remarkable for the great span of their domes, which far ex-

ceed all others that I have seen in Northern India. Not one

of them approaches the grand dome of Mahmud Shah's

tomb at Bijapurj but the dome of Sher Shah's tomb is

larger than that of Ibrahim Shah's Masjid, and some 13 feet

wider than the dome of the T&j Mahal at Agra.
One of the characteristic features of the tombs of the

Afghin rulers of India is the general adoption of the octa-

gonal form for the ground plan. In the earlier examples of

the tomb of Sikandar Lodi,
3 and of some unknown persons

at Khairpur
4 and MubJtrakpur, near Delhi, the angles of the

octagon are supported by sloping buttresses, But these

buttresses were discarded by the architects of the later

Afghan kings, as well as in all the tombs of Sher Shah's

family. These sloping buttresses form the link between the

sloping walls of the Tughlak architecture and the perpendi-
cular walls of the Suri architecture, and may perhaps be a

characteristic of the Lodi style.

1 See Indian Antiquary, Vol. VII, p. 141 ; and Corpus Inscriptiownn Indica-

rum, Vol. I, Plate XIV, and pp. 95 and 131.

2 Colebrooke's Essays, Vol. II, p. 256.

3
Sayid Ahmad's Asr-us-sundid, Plate at p. 223.

4
Fergusson's Indian Architecture, p. 516, gives a very good view of the

Ktoairpur tom'b.
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The tombs of Sher Shah's family are the following;

i. Tomb of Hasan Khan, his father, at Sahsaram.

2 . Sher Shah,at ditto.

3.
Islam Shah, his son, at ditto,

4. }9
Ikhtiar Khan at Chayanpur.

rj
t }:

Mauli Khan near Chayanpur.

i. The earliest of these must be the tomb of Hasan

Khan, the father of Sher Shah, as it was certainly built during
the life-time of the king. But as the two reigns of Sher

Shah and his son Islam did not extend beyond fifteen years,
the whole of these buildings must have been erected within

that period. We have the most convincing proof of this fact

in the unfinished state of Islam Shah's tomb, the work hav-

ing been stopped at the time of his death.

The tomb of Hasan Khan stands in the middle of the

town, surrounded by a square enclosure. Externally it is

an octagon of two storeys, covered by a rather pointed dome,
and surmounted by an ornamental pinnacle, instead of the

usual open cupola. Each side of the outer octagon is 40
feet 6 inches long, and has three open pointed arches leading
into a verandah or arcade, which runs all round the building.
The roof of the arcade has three small domes on each side.

These are real domes resting on transverse arches which span
the arcade. Above this rises the octagonal body of the

building, which is finished with a small cornice and battle-

ment, but is quite plain below. At each angle of the octagon,

surrounding the base of the great dome, there is an open
cupola supported on six square pillars. The dome itself has
been plastered, but the plaster has peeled off in many places,
and the whole has now a ragged and unsightly appearance.

As Hasan Khan died before Sher Shah obtained the

throne, I conclude that the building of the tomb must have
been begun soon after his accession, or about A.H. 945, or

A.D. 1538.
2. The tomb of Sher Shah is said to have been begun by

himself, and was probably finished, during his Hfe-time,'beforc:
A.H. 952=A.D. 1545. In its design two novelties have
been introduced, which I believe to be due to a Hindu archi-
tect. All the previous tombs of the class spring at once
from the ground but this grand mausoleum rises from a

square platform of 30 feet in height, which stands in the
middle of a large lake about 1,000 feet square. Both
the lofty basement and the' surrounding lake are common
features of the Hindu temple. It is possible of course that
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they might have been adopted by a Muhammadan architect.

But when we find them combined with Hindu corbelling and
flat architraves in all the inner doorways, it is difficult to re-

sist the conclusion that the architect of the tomb must have
been a Hindu.

The platform on which the tomb stands is a square of

nearly 300 feet side, including the continuous flight of steps
which surrounds the foot of the wall. In the middle of each
side there is a double flight of steps leading from the level of

terrace down to the lake. On the north side there was for-

merly a bridge 350 feet in length, which formed the entrance
to the enclosure. But the bridge disappeared long ago, and
for the last hundred years the only access to the tomb has
been by means of a raft formed of earthen vessels. But
within the last few years a cause-way of earth has been
thrown across, and the place has been generally cleared of

weeds and rubbish. A few of the stones in the walls have got

displaced, but otherwise the building is in very good condition.

The pinnacles of all the small domes have disappeared, but

their loss was no doubt due to the iron spikes round which

they were built.

At each of the four corners of the platform there is a

large octagonal turret with a domed roof
;
and on each side

there are two small pyramidal roofed cupolas on slender

pillars which stand out boldly from the walls on projecting
corbels. These "

little bracketted kiosks," as Mr. Fergusson

truly says, serve to break the outline very pleasingly. Be-

tween the base of the great octagonal building and the walls

of the terrace there is a clear space of 40 feet on all sides.

The tomb itself is an octagonal room of 29 feet 7 inches

each side, which gives an interior diameter of 71 feet 5 inches.

Two direct measurements with a tape made the diameter 71
feet 7 inches. The walls are 16 feet 2 inches thick, with a

niche in the west side, and a doorway 8 feet 5 inches wide on <

each of the other sides. Beyond this there is a verandah, or

continuous arcade 10 feet 2^ inches wide, with an outer wall

5 feet 8J inches in thickness. The outer face of the octagon

forming the main body of the tomb is 43 feet, which gives a

diameter of 103 feet 9^ inches, compared with 103 feet n
inches of direct measurement, being 71 feet 7 inches, plus
twice 1 6 feet 2 inches, which is the thickness of the walls.

Similarly one of the outer faces of the verandah was found

to be 56 feet, which gives a total diameter of 135 feet 2 inches,

compared with 135 feet 9 inches of direct measurement.
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The different faces of the octagons vary slightly in length by
as much as 2 or 3 inches, but all the calculations from their

sides have been checked by the direct measurement.

The interior of the building is lighted by sixteen windows,
in two rows of eight.

In each wall of the arcade there are three pointed arches

of 9 feet span, with four lotus flowers in the spandrils. The
eaves are supported on massive corbels of Hindu design,

below which runs a continuous band of glazed tiles of different

colours dark-blue, light-blue, yellow, and white. The red

colour which is mixed with them is not a glaze, but a simple

paint. It has, however, lasted very well. The spaces between

the corbels also are filled with panels of glazed tiles, chiefly

dark-blue on a white ground.
At every angle of both storeys of the building there is an

open octagonal cupola covered with a dome. All the domes
are divided into panels by narrow lines of white glazed tiles,

which are now of a dirty greenish hue, and are not noticeable

at any distance. The drum of the great dome has sixteen

sides, and its outline is well marked by a continuous line of

battlement. Over all rises the great dome itself, the largest
in Upper India, crowned by a small pyramidal-roofed cupola
on four pillars.

In section the walls of the main body of the tomb consist

of three storeys the lowermost, of eight sides, being 28 feet

6 inches high ;
the middle one, of sixteen sides, being 25 feet

3 inches, and the upper one, of thirty-two sides, being 12 feet

3 inches high. Adding these three dimensions to that of the

plinth, i foot 6 inches, the total height of the walls above the

platform to the spring of the dome is found to be 67 feet 6

inches, or 66 feet above the floor of the tomb. Again, adding
to this the radius of the hemispherical dome, 35 feet 9^ inches,
we obtain the height of the interior to be 101 feet 9^- inches.

According to one measurement, the dome was found to be

4 feet 2 inches thick. If we allow 4 feet for the thickness of

the dome at tap, and 16 feet for the extreme height of the

square cupola on the top, the total height of the tomb above
the terrace, including the plinth, will be 1 23 feet 3^ inches. As
the platform from which the tomb rises is 30 feet high, the
total height of the tomb above the lake which surrounds it

is upwards of 150 feet.

Such is the magnificent tomb of the greatest of the
Pathan kings, which for grandeur and dignity is quite un-

equalled in Northern India. The Taj Mahal may be more
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beautiful, although perhaps its beauty is due as much to its

material as to its design ;
but after the Taj Mahal I know

of no other tomb that can be compared with the Mausoleum
of Sher Shah. The tomb of Akbar, had it been completed
with a domed chamber, as Mr. Fergusson has suggested,

1

might have rivalled it in beauty of outline, but the dome was
never built, and we can only compare the buildings as they

actually
exist before us. There is, however, a decided simi-

larity in the general design of both tombs, in storey rising
over storey, each receding as it rises, until the whole pile

culminates in a dome, which most appropriately completes the

pyramidal appearance of the building. There is a pleasing

variety too, in the use of octagonal and square cupolas in Sher

Shah's tomb, which is wanting in that of Akbar, as the whole
of the cupolas at Sikandra are square.

3. The tomb of Islam Shah was never completed, but as

the walls were raised to the tops of the arches, the whole of

the ground plan and much of the general design of the

building can be traced with certainty. The tomb stands to

the north of the road, with its entrance to the south towards

the tomb of Sher Shah. The general plan of the building
is similar to that of the father's tomb, but with all the dimen-

sions slightly increased. Thus the lake is 1,250 feet square,
instead of 1000, and the island in the middle is 350 feet

square, instead of 300. So also the clear space between the

edge of the water and the side of the octagon is 65 feet, or

25 feet more than in Sher Shah's tomb, while the mausoleum
itself was to have had a dome of 74 feet 6 inches span, or

%\ feet more than that of his father's tomb. The whole

building is 140 feet in diameter, or 5 feet greater than that of

the other tomb,

The island is approached by a bridge of pure Hindu con-

struction, formed by large flat stone beams laid from pier to

pier at short distances apart, and covered over by other stone

beams laid transversely side by side. There are eleven

openings in the bridge, which is 33 feet broad and 500 feet

long. The end of each pier has a bold projection outwards,

supported on three rows of stout corbels. Each of the bays

1
History of Indian Architecture, p. 585. Mr, Fergusson has given a passage

from the Travels of William Finch, which certainly supports his view that there was
to have been an upper chamber crowned by a dome. But, so far as I could learn,
there was rA in-tenor foundation ready to receive the walls for the support of such
a dome.
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thus formed was no doubt intended to receive a square cupola

resting on four slender pillars, the effect of which would have

been very picturesque.
On crossing the bridge one immediately misses the lofty

platform like that on which Sher Shah's tomb stands. Plere

the rise is only a gentle slope of a few feet up to the plinth

of the building. But the tomb itself is laid out on exactly
the same plan as that of the father's. There is a central

octagonal room, with a niche on the western side, and a door-

way in each of the other seven sides. Beyond there is a

verandah, or arcade, all round the central hall, with an outer

wall pierced with three arches on each of the eight faces.

There are several slight differences in the details of the open-

ings ;
but the only novelty of any importance is the introduc-

tion of small mtndrs, or pillars, at all the angles of the outer

octagon. These are octagonal in the lower half, and (luted

above with convex flutes, alternately round and angular, like

those of the Kutb min&r.

At the time of my visit I found people pulling clown the

ruined walls of this unfinished tomb and carting away the

stones. The delinquent was, however, not a Public Works

officer, although Mr. Fergusson seems to think that the tempt-
ation of easy access would have been too much for him to

withstand. Speaking of Sher Shah's tomb, he says
" The

bridge fortunately was broken down before the grand trunk

road passed near. But for this, it would probably have been
utilised before now. m For the credit of the Public Works
officers, I am happy to say that though the grand trunk road
runs close by, and though the bridge is unbroken, yet they
withstood the temptation of demolishing Islam Shah's tomb.
The demolisher I found was the zamindar, who laid claim to

the island on which the tomb stands, and looked upon the
tomb as his private property. Everywhere throughout Bengal
I have found the same claims put forward on the part of the*

zamindars, which the civil authorities seem to acknowledge
by their non-interference.

4. The tomb of Ikhtiar Khan is at Chayanpur. Accord-

ing to the people's account, he was the father of Fateh Khan,
who married one of Sher Shah's daughters. The same
story was given to Buchanan nearly seventy years ago ;

but
I have not been able to discover anything about either father

1

History of Indian Architecture, p, 517.
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or son. The following is Buchanan's description of the

tomb l
:

'* The inside of the dome of Ikhtiar Khan's tomb is an octagon of

53 feet in the shorter diameter. The wall all round the niche for

prayer has been plastered and covered with pious sentences written
in black, and these perhaps extended all round the dome. The wall of

this is 12 feet thick. The gallery round it is 9 feet wide, and the but-

tresses which support the arches in front are 6 feet square. The style
of the building is exactly similar to that of the monument of Husen
Khan at Sahsarom, only that the great dome is surmounted by a square
area enclosed by a high wall, at each corner of which is a square
chamber, surmounted by a very clumsy dome. The gate is large, and,
were the masonry good, would be rather handsome. The area con-

tains a number of fine trees and palm, which give the whole a grand air,

especially as a hill overhangs it to the west
;
and between the hill and

tomb there is a fine little river, so that the situation is most judicious.
The tomb contains twenty-five graves, twelve of which have been de-

stroyed by the water dropping through the roof. Besides the grave of

Akhtiar Khan, distinguished by a column at the head, there are entire

the graves of four grown males, three women, five male children, and
one female. No tradition remains concerning the fate of Fateh Khan,

although there is no doubt that he and his children suffered in the wreck
of his kinsman's family. A younger brother, Daiid Khan, resided here,
and at the time of the Mughals' success was erecting several buildings.
His tomb is a little north from that of his father, and is much smaller.

It is square without and an octagon within, and would no doubt have
been covered with a dome

;
but when he met his fate, that had not

been commenced. The Mughals have permitted his body to be buried

within
*'

5. About 3! miles east from Chayanpur is a tomb much
like that of Daiid Khan, but the dome has been completed,
and the whole is in good repair ; yet nothing is known of the

person who is buried in it, except that he was a PalMn named
Mauli Khan, and that he communicated his name to an adja-
cent village which now belongs to a Hindu, and has done so

for four or five generations.
The two tombs of Sher Shah and his son Islam Shah are

the only examples that I have met with of Muhammadan
tombs placed in the middle of lakes. It is a common position
for Hindu buildings, as in most of the Kashmir temples, and
in the famous golden temple of the Sikhs at Amritsar. I have
met with several other tombs of the time of Sher Shah and
his son, but they are all on dry land. I am therefore inclined

to look on the adoption of the lake as a decided Hindu

feature, which was very probably due to a Hindu architect.

The innovation died with the family of Sher Shah, and has

never been revived.

* Eastern India, I, pp. 460 and 461.
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XXVIL UMGA, OR MUNGA.

As the remains at Umg& have been described by Kittoe,

and photograped by Mr. Peppe, a short notice will be suffi-

cient for them. The place is called indifferently either

Umgdj or Mungd ; but in the long inscription which has been

published by Kittoe, it is named Umanga-nagari* The

people also speak of the temple of Munga Deo
}
or the

"
god

of Munga," which I take to be only a contracted form of

speech for
" the god of the city of Mung&." But as this

name would not have been given to their god by the citizens

themselves, its use shows that this temple must have been

of some repute in the surrounding country.
. The only existing temple at the present day,

and the one

referred to in the inscription, is a granite building situated on
a projecting spur of the Kaimur range, which is a conspi-
cuous object for many miles round. The temple consists of

the usual assembly hall, 27 feet by 25^ feet, with the roof

supported by four pillars. On the north and south sides there

are openings leading into small balconies. On the east is the

entrance, and opposite to it is the sanctum, containing three

wooden blocks which are the usual representatives of Vishnu,
as Jagann^th, with his brother Balar4ma, and his sister

Subhadri. The whole length of the building is 62 feet 4
inches.

Kittoe notes as a remarkable feature in this temple the

presence of Arabic inscriptions over the entrance doorway,"
as well as those of the two small chambers, also on the

eight sides of each pillar and on the architrave,"
1 On the

faces of the pillars and on the jambs of the doorways these

inscriptions are limited to the name of Allah in slightly raised

letters. But I noticed, as a peculiarity, that on the right jamb
the name is cut reversed, so that it reads from left to right,
and forms the most exact reflection of the name on the other

jamb.
To the presence of these Arabic inscriptions Kittoe

attributes the preservation of the temple
" from the destruc-

tive hand of Muhammadan fanatics ;" and this is no doubt
true, as the conquerors actually occupied the Umg& temple
as a mosque, These inscriptions did not of course form a

part of the original structure, as Kittoe would seem to have
believed by his indignation at their subsequent defacement,

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XVI, 657,
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but were coarsely cut after the Muhammadan occupation.
All the letters are flush with the faces of the stones, and only

appear to be slightly raised by being placed in slightly de-

pressed panels. The inscriptions over the two side door-

ways of the assembly hall still remain intact, with the excep-
tion of the name of Allah in the middle, which has been cut

away, but in so imperfect a manner as to leave the letters

quite legible.

The temple inscription is carved on a dark-blue slab, 3 feet

4 inches long by i foot 8 inches broad. It records how "
the

city of Umangd flourished on the top of a high mountain/'
under the rule of a dynasty of Somavansi Rljas, the founder

of which was named Durdama* The names of twelve suc-

cessors are given, the last of whom was Bhairavendra, the

builder of the temple. On Wednesday, the 3rd of the

waning moon of Vaisakh, in the year of Vikramiditya 1496
(or A.D. 1439), he established here, "by one ritual, the

images of Jagann&th, Balar&ma, and Subhadrct."

At a short distance higher up the hill there are two
ruined temples, one of which is called Mungeswari Dem] and
is visited by thousands of pilgrims from all quarters. An
annual fair is held here in the month of Phalguna. Close

by, but further up the hill, on a granite block there is a tablet

containing a Nagari inscription ;
but it is so much injured by

the weather, that I could not make out three consecutive

letters in any part.

XXVIIL BODH-GAYA, OR BUDDHA-GAYA.

I paid another visit to Bodh-Gayct for the double purpose
of examining the surrounding country and of making a sur-

vey of the ancient sites. On this occasion I approached from
the south

;
and for several days before I reached the place

*I heard of a lofty temple called Makd-Bodh, which of course

turned out to be the great temple of Bodh-Gaya. Every-
where the people speak of it as Mah&-Bodh

}
and I have no

doubt that this was the common name by which it was gene-

rally known in early times*

I had also in view a third object, namely, to examine the

vaults and arches of the great temple for the purpose of as-

certaining whether they formed part of the original structure,
or were subsequent additions. On this point my researches

led me to the conclusion that both arches and vaults are
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most probably subsequent additions, My reasons for coming
to this conclusion are based on the following facts :

The sanctum of every square temple should itself be

a square. This is the case with the great brick temple of

Bal&ditya at Nalanda, with the small brick temple at Konch,
and with the fine brick temple of Bhitargaon, described in the

present volume. But there is a wide departure from this

law in the temple of Bodh-Gay&, as it now exists. Thus the

lower room is 20 feet 4 inches long, but only 13 feet broad,
while the upper room is 18 feet 10 inches long by 14 feet 4
inches broad. The difference of width in the lower chamber
would allow for a wall on each side of 2^ feet

;
and to ascer-

tain whether such a wall existed distinct from the main walls

of the building, I examined the inner wall itself at one side

of the great stone pedestal. Here I found that the end of

the pedestal was cut off quite straight, and abutted against
the side wall, so that it was quite clear that the pedestal itself

was set up at the same time that the side wall was built. On

examining further, I found that the side wall contained nine

courses of bricks in 2 feet, whereas the main walls of the

building had only eight courses in the same height. From
this difference it is quite clear that the two side walls of the

lower room are distinct from the main walls of the building,
as they do not break bond anywhere. As separate walls dis-

tinct from the outer main walls, I conclude that they must
have been added at some period subsequent to the erection of

the main building.
The original structure, as I believe, had only the one great

opening to the east formed by overlapping bricks. After the

lapse of some time, say two, three, or four centuries, the

lower walls of the temple had become ruinous, as is the case

with all brick buildings in India, To guard against this evil

for the future, I suppose that a broad basement was added
all round the outside, while the inside was strengthened by*
the addition of two side walls carrying a vault. We faww
that a similar outside basement was added to the great temple
at Nilanda, as well as a massive buttress. In this case 1

have pointed out that these additions must have been made
before A.D. 600, as the mason's marks on the stones of the

later work belong to the Gupta alphabet.
1

In the case of

the Bodh-Gaya temple, also, I infer that the inner vault must
have been added before A.D. 600, from the following slate-

1

Archaeological Survey of India, III, joi,
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ment of Hwen Thsang : The king Sasdngka having ordered

one of his ministers to throw down the statue of Buddha and

put Siva's image in its place, the poor man was struck with

fear, believing that, if he destroyed the statue of Buddha, he
would incur intolerable evils for many succeeding ages, whilst

if he disobeyed the king's order, he and his whole family
would be exterminated. He consulted a faithful servant, who

quickly ran up a brick wall in front of the statue of Buddha,

against which he placed an image of Siva
;
and as the room

was dark
y
he lighted it with a lamp. Now, my argument is,

that the vault must already have been built, otherwise the

room could not have been dark on account of the great open-

ing in front. And further, unless the vault had then existed,

it would have been quite impossible to have run up a brick

wall in front of the statue of Buddha to the height required to

make it look like the wall of the building.
The outer arch of the entrance has fallen down, but the

inner arch leading to the sanctum still remains, as well as the

two side arches leading up to the top of the basement by
flights of steps. All these arches are circular, But the vaults

of both the lower and upper rooms are pointed. Both of

these peculiarities exist also in the Bhitargaon temple, in

which the arches are circular and the domes are pointed. In

both temples the arches are formed by regular voussoirs of

wedge-shaped bricks. But, as I have already explained in my
account of the Bhitargaon temple, although \ht principle of

construction is the same as in the European arch, yet the

actual arrangement of the bricks, or method of construction,
is different. In the European arch the voussoirs are placed
face to face, whereas in the Indian arch they are placed
side to side. I suppose that this process had become very
familiar to the Hindus in the building of stupas with wedge-
shaped bricks. The only difference is that in the latter case

the bricks are laid horizontally ;
in the former they are placed

perpendicularly. That this kind of arch was known to the

Hindus, and used by them before the Muhammadan con-

quest, is most convincingly proved by the number of arches

and vaults found in the Buddhist sttipas of Birdaban and

Indappe ;
and that it was used at an early date is also proved

by the discovery of arches in the ruined temple, on the top of

which stands the Buddhist sttapa of Nongarh.
There is one fact which I think would be quite sufficient

to account for the early failure of the walls of the Bodh-

Gayft temple, namoly, that it was built on a sandy soil, raised
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only a few feet above the ordinary floods of the Lilajan river,

and subject at all great floods to be inundated and thoroughly
soaked through. The place where the temple stands was

called Uruml-wa (in Pali Uruwel, or Umweld), that is, the
" sand hills,

"
or

" waves of sand.
" f At the time the temple

was built the bed of the Lil&jan river must have been some 2

or 3 feet deeper than it is at present ;
but the great quantities

of sand brought down by the annual floods would have

gradually raised it, until the river overflowed the country

nearly every year, and eventually wrought for itself the broad

channel in which 'it now meanders. At some early period,
when these overflows were frequent, the river gradually spread
a deposit of sand all round the temple to a depth of nearly

3 feet. Thus at the back of the Bodhi tree, to the west of

the temple, my excavations showed the pillars of Asoka's

railing silted up to a height of more than 2 feet, completely

covering the lower bar of the railing, which is still in situ.

To remedy this evil a new pavement of bricks and lime

mortar was laid on the sand at a height of 2 feet 7 inches

above the old floor, and on this new floor I found three

votive stupas still standing.

Now, the granite floor of the eastern court in front of the

entrance to the temple is also raised 2 feet above the granite
floor of the sanctum of the temple. On this raised floor

there is no trace whatever of the old Asoka railing; but

instead of it we have the plinth of a much later railing in blue

basalt.3 As I have elsewhere shown, this new plinth does
not even occupy the same position as the old one, and there

can be no doubt that it is of much later date. Indeed, the

very use of basalt is itself a sufficient proof of a later period,
as every ancient fragment that has yet been found is either

of granite or of sandstone. Even all the inscribed coping
stones of the Gupta period which I discovered in the eastern

court are of sandstone. Besides which, the people thern-^
selves say that the basalt quarries at Pathar-katti were not*

known in ancient times. The earliest specimens that I know
are the plinth just referred to and the pedestal of the statue

inside the temple itself. I am therefore of opinion that the

raising of the court-yard in front and of the terrace floor

behind were both done at the same time, when the arches
and vaults were added to the temple and the great pedestal
of blue basalt was placed inside.

1

Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, 164, note quoted from Tumour.
3 Sec Archaeological Survey of India, III, Plate XXV.
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In a former report I have referred to the singularly exact

accordance of Hwen Thsang's description of the temple of

A.D. 637 with the actual temple of the present day. The
accordance is indeed so exact, that on this ground alone it

seems to me almost impossible not to believe that the present

temple is the very same building which the pilgrim saw and
described.

According to him, the temple was between 160 and 170
feet in height, and about 20 paces square at the base. I

measured the height with a theodolite, and found it to be

just 160 feet from the granite floor to the top of the ruined

pinnacle. By adding , a few feet to restore the pinnacle, the

height would become about 165 to 170 feet. Similarly the

base, according to my measurements, is 48 feet 10 inches one

way by 47 feet 6 inches, which corresponds exactly with the

pilgrim's 20 paces, or about 50 feet.

The temple was built of bluish-coloured bricks and faced

with stucco. It was ornamented with niches in stages, each
niche holding a gilded statue of Buddha, and was crowned
with an amalaka fruit in gilt copper. The present temple is

built throughout of dark-red bricks of a bluish tinge, and has

once been plastered all over. The walls also are ornamented
with tiers or rows of niches, many of which still hold figures
of Buddha.

Hwen Thsang further says :

" On the east side there was

afterwards added' a pavilion of two storeys, with projecting
roofs which rose in three tiers."

1 This statement regarding
the subsequent addition of the rooms on the eastern side, as
I have once before pointed out,, is confirmed by the difference

in the size of the bricks used in the walls of the temple and
in the outer rooms on the eastern face. In the former there

are exactly eight courses of bricks in 2 feet, while in the latter

there are rather more than nine courses in 2 feet. As pre-

cisely the same difference exists between the inner walls and
the vaults arid arches, I have no doubt that they also belong
to the same period, and are consequently of later date than
the main walls of the building.

^
Believing, as I do, that we now see the very same building

which Hwen Thsang saw and described in 637 A.D,, it may
be as well to give his account of its foundation.

2 On the

site of an old vih&ra, Asoka built a small vihira, but after* -

wards a grand new vihra was built by^|a Brahman, while a

1 For all these details, see Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, pp, 464 and 465.
s
julien

s
s Hwen Thsang, II, 465.
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large tank was excavated by his younger brother. The

pilgrim gives no hint
'

as to the date, but as he afterwards

describes the great temple of Blditya at Nilanda as re-

sembling, both in size and magnificence, the great temple
near the Bodhi-drum, I think that we have a faint clue to-

wards finding its date. The Nlanda temple is noAr in ruins
;

but my early identification of it in 1861 has since been con-

firmed by its excavation, which has most satisfactorily tested

the accuracy of Hwen Thsang's description.
1

" Both temples are square in plan, both rise from a raised terrace

or platform, both are built of bricks faced with stucco, and both are

ornamented with rows of panels containing figures of Buddha. But

the agreement with Hwen Thsang's description goes still further.

The height of the Nftlanda temple, fee says, was 200 feet. Now, we
know both the breadth and the height of Bodh-Gay temple, and as

the Nalanda temple resembled it, we may conclude, with some con-

fidence, that it was built with the same relative proportions of height
to base. The base of the Nklanda temple is 63 feet square, and that

of the Bodhidrum temple Is just 50 feet, its height being 160 to 170
feet. According to this proportion, the height of the temple of Blu-

ditya, at Nlanda, would have been a little over 200 feet, which agrees

exactly with the measurement given by Hwen Thsang."

This similarity between the two temples, which includes

also the relative proportion between the base and the height,
seems to me to show that they must have been built much
about the same time. Now, the date of Biliditya we learn

from the statement of Hwen Thsang that he was the third

successor of Sankar&ditya, the founder of the NAlanda monas-

tery, who lived 700 years before Hwen Thsang's own time.2

Counting backwards from A.D. 637, Sankarditya will b$
fixed to B.C. 73 ;

while B&laditya will be referred to the very
beginning of the Christian era, if we reckon by generations
of 25 years each, or to B.C. 28, if we reckon by reigns of 15

years. This, then, was the date of the NAlanda temple. But
as it was both broader and loftier than the Bodhidrtim templej
I conclude that it was built after the other. In another place
I have suggested that the Bodhidrum temple may have been
built by Sankariditya himself.3 But in any case I would

assign the foundation of the Bodh-Gay& temple to 50 or 60
B.C

; ,
and that of the Nllanda temple to the beginning of the

Christian era.

94.
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In the accompanying map of the country around the great

temple, I have attempted to identify several of the more

important localities described by Hwen Thsang. Most of

these are mentioned also by Fa Hian, but as he gives neither

bearings nor distances, his notices are of no use for the pur-

pose of identification.

The first notable locality described by Hwen Thsang is the

tank that was dug by the two Brahman brothers. E[e places
this outside the south gate of the court of the great temple,
and says that it was about 700 paces, or 1,750 feet, in cir-

cuit.
1 Both the position and the size show that this must

be the Budhokhar T&1, marked A in the plan, which I found
to be upwaLrds of 400 feet square, or i ,620 feet in circuit in

the dry season. It is rather less than 300 feet to the south

of the court-yard of the great temple.
Still further to the south there was another tank which

had been created by Indra to meet Sikya's wish for a bath

after his six years* meditation under the Bodhi tree. This I

take to be the M3Mp T&l, which lies just 350 feet to the

south-west of the Budhokhar, or Brahma's tank. It is 300
feet long by 250 feet broad, and is marked B in the map.

To the west of this tank there was a large stone which In-

dra had brought from the snowy mountains, when Sakya
wished to dry his clothes after bathing. Near this spot also

there was a stupa, and still further to the south there was a

second stupa, where Buddha had received some old garments
from a poor old woman. These sites might be looked for on
the high ground to the west and south of the tank, but the

spot is covered with houses.

To the east of Indra's tank, in the middle of a wood, was
the tank of the Nga King Muchilinda. The eastern direc-

tion I would alter to west, because the great tank on the ^east

belongs to the village of Urely which is beyond all doubt the

.representative of the ancient Urumlwd, or UruweL By
changing the direction to the west, the Muchilinda tank may be
identified with the large piece of water called Teskdr, or T&k-

$dl Tdl> which lies at a short distance to the south-west of

the Mahdp Tdl, and is marked C in the map. This tank is

600 feet long and nearly 500 broad in its widest part. On
its western bank there was a small vihdra, which is now re-

presented by a small modern temple, about which are collect-

ed several Buddhist sculptures. The legend was that when

1

julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 477.
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Sakya first obtained Buddhahood, he remained for some days
in the place in meditative abstraction. During the whole of

this time the N&ga King Muchilinda guarded him by encir-

cling him with his folds and forming a conopy over him with

his numerous heads. In the books of Ceylon the N&ga is

said to have protected him from the rain,
1

"
In the sixth week," says Hardy, "he went to lake Muchilinda,

where he remained at the foot of a midella tree. At the same time a

rain began to fall, which continued during seven days, without intermis-

sion, in all the four great continents. The Nciga Muchilinda, having
ascended to the surface of the lake, saw the darkness produced by the

storm
;
and in order to shelter Buddha from the rain and wind, and

protect him from flies, musquitoes, and other insects, he spread over

him his extended hood, which served the purpose of a canopy, and

during the time the sage was in this position, he enjoyed the satisfac-

tion of dhydna"

According to Fa Hian, Muchilinda was blind ;* but this

is not mentioned by any other authority. The Lalita Vistara

describes the Naga as protecting Buddha from the
"
cold and

wind "
while he spent the fifth week in his house. This

house, as we learn from Hwen Thsang, was on the eastern
side of the tank marked C in the map. Here also in the
midst of a wood there was a vihra containing a statue of

Buddha, which represented him as thin and emaciated after

his long asceticism. Close by was a place where Buddha
used to take exercise. It was about 70 paces, or upwards
of 200 feet in length. These Spots are marked by the letters

D and E in the map.
Hwen Thsang next describes a number of holy sites which

cannot now be identified. Some of them were certainly on
the bank of the Nairanjana river (the Lilian), and as they
were close together, it is probable that all of them were on
the river bank. 3

I have marked their probable positions in

the map with small letters as follows :

F. A stupa where Buddha bathed in the Nairanjana river/
G. The spot where Buddha received and ate the rice

and milk offered by the maiden Sujata.
4 This was close to

the bathing place, and only a short distance from the river.
The site was

^

marked by a monument, either a stftpa or a
vihara, but which of the two is not stated.

H. Near the last there was a stftpa where the merchants
presented Buddha with wheat, flour, and honey.

1
Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 182.

* Beale's Fa Hian, Chap. XXXI, p. 125.
3 See Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 481.
* The history is toldt length by Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, 167,
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y. Close by there was another sttipa, where the kings of

the four quarters of the universe brought their golden bowls
to offer to Buddha for the reception of the wheat, flour, and

honey, as it was not the custom of Buddhas to receive any-

thing in the hand. The golden bowls being refused, the

four kings then brought stone bowls, which were accepted.
Then placing one inside the other, he formed them into one
bowl.

K. Near this stupa there was another built on the spot
where Buddha had explained the Law to his mother.

L. A stupa on the bank of a dry tank-marked site, where
Buddha had displayed miracles. I suppose that this may be
the large dry tank to the west of the village of Urel, as it is

said to have been close to the next site.

M. A stupa built on the spot where Buddha had con-

verted Uruvilv4-K4syapa and his two brothers, Nadi-K4syapa
and Gaya-Kasyapa, with one thousand of their disciples.
The Sanskrit Uruvilva is rendered in Pali by Uruueld and

Uruvel, which is now represented in the name of the little

village of Urel, Here was Uruvilva K&syapa's cell, and to

the north-west there was a second sttipa.
N. Which marked the site of the fire temple, where lived

the poisonous N&ga which K&syapa propitiated and Buddha

conquered. This site may perhaps be identified with the

small mound, marked N in the map, which lies close to the

north-west end of the village of Urel.

The legend of the conversion of the three Kctsyapas is one

of the most famous legends of Buddhism. The story has been
told at some length by both Hardy and Beal

;

J and several

of its most striking incidents are represented in the S4nchi

and Gndhara sculptures. In these we see the fire-worship-

per in his striped kilt and spiral head-dress, with a pot of

fire by his side, sitting in front of his hermitage. To him

'approaches Buddha to ask for a night's lodging, which

Ksyapa grants, and points to the Fire temple. But at the

same time he warns Buddha that the place is inhabited by a

powerful and poisonous Nga. Buddha accepts the 'risk,

and during the night has a furious contest with the Nga,
who at last

springs into his alms-bowl, and is at once secured.

In the morning, when K&syapa expected to find his guest
killed by the snake, he sees Buddha approaching him with

alms-bowl in hand, out of which appears the head of the

1 Manual of Buddhism, 188; and Romantic History of Buddha, 292.
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subdued NAga. THe site marked N in the map must have

been the scene of this curious legend, if my identification of

Urumfad with the present village of Urel be correct.

There is some doubt about the meaning of Ururnhd^
which Tumour translates as

" sand hills/' or
" waves of sand,"

1

but which, according to the Tibitan version of the Lalita

Vistara, means "
many tanks/ 52 Both of these versions agree

very well with the sandy nature of the site and its surround-

ing tanks. Uruvilv was the name of the village, which was
under zSenapati, orSendni, named Nandika, whose daughter

SujatA presented the rice and milk to Buddha.3 In the Lalita

Vistara nine other young girls are associated with Sujta, of

whom one is named Ulumllika^ which is clearly only a variant

reading of Urumlvakd. In some passages mention is made
of the "forest of Urumhd" near which was a village of the

same name. 4 As mha is the name of a common and well-

known tree, now called "bel" (Aegle marmelos), the original

meaning of Urumlvd would have been the
"
many bel trees/

or the "Bel forest." This derivation is confirmed by the
statement of the Lalita Vistara, according to which Buddha
was charmed when he beheld the village of Uruvilv& with its

beautiful trees and shrubs, and the pure waters of the Nairan-

jana river. That the river in early times was subject to great
floods

is, I think, proved by the story of K&syapa's anxiety
about Buddha's safety when surrounded by the inundation.
The deposit of sand about Uruvilv& seems also to be estab-
lished by the following legend

6

lf
In a former age there were ten thousand ascetics resident in

that forestj
and it was their custom that when any of them were trou-

bled'with evil thoughts, they arose early in the morning, and going to
the river entered it and waded on until the water reached to their

mouths, when they took up a handful of sand from the bottom and

put it in a bag. They afterwards confessed the fault of which they
had been guilty in the midst of the assembled ascetics, and threw,
down the sand in their presence as a token that the appointed penance
had been performed. By this means in the course of years a sandy
plain was produced 16 miles in size.''

This certainly is an ingenious way of accounting for the
accumulation of sand

;
but I prefer the natural process of the

l Mahavanso Index, p, 27, "uru, sand, and welays, waves or mounds."
* Foncaux's Lalita Vistara, translated from Tibitan, p. 238.
The Lalita Vistara

gives the name of Nandika. Foncaux, p. 238.4

Hardy's Manual of Buddhim, p. 166, near the "forest of Umvilva/" p
1 88, Uruwela forest.

*
Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, pp, 164 and 165*
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river floods, and I am willing to accept the 16 miles as a fair

estimate of the extent of the sandy tract

XXIX. PATALIPUTRA,

When Buddha crossed the Ganges for the last time at the

little village of Pdtali, he predicted that it would become a

great city, but that it would be destroyed at last
"
by internal

discords, fire, and inundations,'
31

Its foundation as a royal

city is attributed by the Buddhists to Ajitasatru, King of

Magadha, shortly after Buddha's death, but by the-Brahmans

it is assigned to Udayswa, his grandson*
2

Its date may
therefore be fixed about 8.0,450, or just 120 years before

the invasion of Alexander the Great In those early days
the walls of the city, as well as the principal houses, were

built of wood. This information we owe to Megasthenes, who
resided for some time in Palibothra as the Ambassador of

Seleukus Nikatar at the court of Chandra Gupta Maurya,
Euphorion, who became the librarian of Antiochus the Great

in B.C. 221, says that "the Morias, an Indian people, live

in wooden houses
;

" and Strabo, who lived much later, des-

cribes the loopholed walls of the city as made of wood. But
as both writers copied from Megasthenes, their information

must be referred to B.C. 300, as there is good reason to

believe that Asoka, the grandson of Chandra Gupta, had
erected a stone palace for himself, as well as several other

stone buildings. Thus the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian (A.D,
400 to 415) says:

" This is the town in which King Asoka reigned. In the middle
of the city is the royal palace, the different parts of which he com-
inaissioned the genii (demons) to construct. The massive stones of

which the walls are made, the doorways, and the towers, -are no
human work."

The later pilgrim Hwera ^hsang, who visited P&aliputra
in A.D, 637, states that Asoka surrounded the city with a

second wall, the stones of which were of divine origin. But
this curious legend about the palace and the city walls of

Asoka is,, at least, as early as the time of Augustus, as Diodorus
records that Herakles built many cities, the most famous of

which is called Palibothra.
3

In the Buddhist legend, trans-

x

Bigaxidet, Legend of the Burmese Buddha, p. 258; see also Tumour, in

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, VII, 99$.
4
Wilson, in Vishnu rurana, p, 467, note, quoting the Vayu Purana,
*Daod Sic, Hist., I, II, c, 3,
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lated by Burnouf, the spirits who assisted Asoka are called
" Yakshas" ' Their king was Kuvera, the^ god of wealth,

who is perhaps better known by his patronymic of Vaisravana.

Now, it seems to me not improbable that this name may be

the original from which the Greeks derived that of Dorsanes,

or the Indian Herakles. As this name first appears in Pliny,

I suspect that he must have got it from Jambulus, who, accord-

ing to the account of Diodorus, after being seven years in

Taprobane, was wrecked
"
upon the sandy shallows of India, and forthwith carried away to the

king, then at the city called Polybothia, many days' journey from the

sea, where he was kindly received by the king, who had a great love

for the Grecians * * This Jambulus committed all these adventures

to writing, and gave an account of many things relating to the affairs

of India, before unknown to strangers."
2

But from whatever source this curious account of the

building of Falibothra by Herakles was derived, its mention

by Diodorus shows that it must have been current in India as

early as the middle of the first century B.C. Having thus

traced the fable to a date so near to Asoka' s own time, it is

easy to believe that it may have originated with the courtly
Buddhist priesthood after his conversion to Buddhism. Of

Asoka, it may be truly said that he found his capital of wood
and left it of stone; and this almost sudden change may
well have appeared to a credulous people to have been the

work of the demons, and not of human hands. So deep-
rooted was this belief in the superhuman agency employed
by Asoka, that Hwen Thsang takes care to note that the

stupa inside the king's palace was really built by human
hands.3

In the time of Chandra Gupta, according to Megasthenes,
in Arrian, the city of Palibothra was 80 stadia (upwards of

9 miles) in length, and 15 stadia (if miles) in breadth
;

it was,
surrounded by a ditch 30 cubits deep, and the walls were
adorned with 570 towers, and 64 gates.* On the same

authority Strabo adds that it was in the shape of a parallelo-

gram surrounded by a wooden wall pierced with openings for

the discharge of arrows. Outside there was a ditch, which
served both as a defence and as a sewer for the city.

5

1 Introduction a Phistoire du Buddhisme Indien, p, 373.
*Diod.Sic. Hist., I, 11,0.4.
3
Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 418.4
Arriani Indica, X.

*
Strabonis Geogr., XV, , 36.
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Of the appearance of the city after the alterations made

by Asoka, the earliest notice is that of a Chinese officer, be-

tween A.D. 222 and 280, who received his information from

men who had just returned from India.
1 From them he

heard that
"
the prevailing religion was that of Buddha

;
the population was very

numerous
;
the soil was rich and fertile, and the king of the country

had the title of Meu-lun (or Mau-lun). The suburbs of thefortified

city in which he resided were watered by canals, which flowed on all

sides and filled the deep ditches which surrounded the city. Beneath

it flowed a great river (the Ganges). All the palaces and public build-

ings of the city were covered with inscriptions and other ornaments

sculptured in relief. A -winding street, one li in length, formed the

market. The houses were several stories in height."

From this account we learn that the city of Pdtaliputra
was still flourishing as the capital of a great kingdom during
the third century of the Christian era. The sculptured walls,

which afterwards attracted the notice of Fa Hian, are duly

mentioned, as well as the deep ditch which surrounded the

city. The name of the king is not given, but only his title

of Mau4un, which is most probably a corruption of Maharaja.
It is just possible that it might be intended for Mahendra,
which was the title of Kum&ra Gupta. According to my
newly adopted date of 167 for the beginning of the Gupta
era, Kumara must have reigned from about A.D. 260 to 296
A.D.

When Fa Hian visited Pdtaliputra in A. D. 400 to 415,
the palace was already in ruins.* Now, the last great Gupta
king was Budha Gupta, whose inscription at Eran is dated

in 165 of the Gupta era, and whose coins are dated in 174
and 1 80 odd, the last date being equivalent to A,D. 340. It

seems probable, therefore, that the decline of Pitaliputra was
due to the fall of the great Gupta dynasty and the conse-

jquent removal of the seat of government to another place.
In A.D. 637 Hwen Thsang describes the city as 'having

been deserted for a very long time.
3 Hundreds of monas-

teries, Brahmanical temples, and sttipasj were all in ruins.

On the north side only, and close to the Ganges, there was
still a small town containing about one thousand houses. As
the mention of the temples of the gods being involved in the

common ruin, shows that the desertion of the city was not

1

Journal Asiatique, Octobre 1839, p, 284; and Bengal Asiatic Society's Jour-
nal, VI, 64,

9 Beal's Fa Hian.
3
Julien's Hwen Thsang.
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due to any religious cause, we may with safety adopt the pro-

phecy of Buddha and attribute its downfall to
"

fire, trea-

chery, and inundation."

With respect to the first cause,
"

fire/' it is only too com-

mon in an Indian city, where so many thousands of thatched

roofs exist, I have myself seen one-half of the great town

of Rangoon deduced to ashes in a few hours.

The second cause,
"
treachery/

3

is also only too common
in India, and may be said to be the invariable accompani-
ment of a change of dynasty.

The third cause,
"
inundation," is certain to happen sooner

or later to a place situated, like Pataliputra, in the fork of two

large rivers. '" The capital city of India," says Arrian,
"

is

Palibothra, for the confines of the Prasii, near the confluence

of the two great rivers Erannaboas and Ganges.
"

Strabo

either omits the second name, or gives it in an abbreviated

and corrupt form.
"
Palibothra,

"
he says,

"
is situated at

the confluence of the Ganges and of another river.
"

This is

the usual rendering, but in some copies of the original text

the word is oXaop the Alaiis. The Erannaboas has gener-

ally been identified with the Sona, or Son river, as the

Amara Kosha gives Hiranya-vdha, or Hiranya-bdku, as a

synonyme. As both of these names are masculine, they can

'be applied to Sona, one of the few male rivers in India. Any
Attempt to identify the Erannaboas with the Gandak is, there-

fore, a mere waste of time, as the Gandaki is a female river.

But besides this, we have the direct testimony of Patanjali
that anu Sonam Pdtaliputram }

"on the Sona is PAtaliputra."
x

The Sona and Erannaboas, on Hiranyavdka, were therefore

one and the same river.

But the Son has long ago changed its course, and now

joins the Ganges some 12 miles above the western end of the

city of Patna. Nothing is known as to the date when this

change occurred. But the ancient course of the river has

been traced very carefully by Mr. Duell and by Mr. Beglar,
The old stream left the present bed somewhere near D&ixd-

nagar, and flowed md Rimpur Chai and Ky&l to Sonabhadra,
where it was

joined by the Punpun river. From this point
it continued its north-north-east course down the present bed
of the Punpun till opposite to Nobatpur, where it turned to

the east and joined the Ganges at Phatuha below Patna,

According to my own observations, a large branch must have

1 Indian Antiquary, October 1872, p. 301, quoted by Bh&rxdarkar.
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continued its course from near Nobatpur to Chilbil, 4 miles

to the south of Phulw&ri, where it turned to the east-north-east,

and flowed past Pakaoli and Nirandpur, where it again

changed its course to the south-south-east, and rejoined the

present bed of the Punpun at Mahauli, from whence it went
on to Phatuha. This old line is still known by the name of

the mar Son, or
" dead Son,

" and everywhere along its

course pebbles and boulders and coarse red sand are found

only a few feet beneath the surface. I dug up sand and
small rounded stones at Pakaoli, i\ miles to the west of Nir-

andpur, and at Kasba-Patna, nearly three quarters of a mile

to the east of it. At Pathariya Jhil also I found large

boulders, as well as sand, and I was informed that many loads

of stories had been taken from that spot to mend the Patna

roads. The same coarse red sand has also been found at

Chilbil, 4 miles to the south of Phulwri, while large stones

have been dug up at Nima, on the Murhar, where it is crossed

by the Gaya road. All these facts seem to show that a large
branch of the Son must once have flowed close up to the

southern suburbs of 'Pataliputra.
The river changes that have taken place since the founda-

tion of Pdtaliputra are of two kinds the encroachments of

the Ganges and the desertion of the Son. On the north side,

in the sands of the Ganges, the people still find numerous
stone seals and ornaments of gold, as well as coins and
other things. But the amount of cutting

(

on this face could

not have been more than from half a 'mile to i mile in

breadth. This I gather partly from the existing ruins of

Asoka's monuments, which are nearly 2 miles from the river

bank, and partly from the statement of Fa Hian, that the

distance from the northern bank of the Ganges to the city
was one yojana }

or 7 miles. Now the distance between

^H&jipur,
on the north bank of the Ganges, to Nirandpur, on the

'south side of the city of Patna, is just 7 miles in a straight

line, or about 9 or 10 miles by road and ferry. But Nirand-

.pur-
is half a mile to the south of the city, which leaves only

1 1 miles for the breadth of the city. I think, therefore, that

about half a taile of the breadth may have been swept away
by the Ganges.

Amongst the Chinese accounts of India I find that
" about

A.D. 756 the bank of the river Ho-lung^ the Ganges, or per-

haps the Hiranyavaha or Son, gave way and disappeared."
1

Chinese account of India in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal VI, 471.
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I presume that this statement refers to some catastrophe at

Pdtaliputra, as the only other great city on the immediate

bank of the Ganges is Benares, where such an event is much
less likely to have happened.

'

After this date nothing whatever is known of P&taliputra
until the time of Sher Shah, when it is mentioned as a small

town dependent on Bih&r,
"
which was the seat of the local

Government." We know that BMr was the chief city
of Magadha at the time of the Muhammadan conquest in

A.D. 1200; and there is good reason for believing that it

was the chief city of Magadha during the whole time of the

Pala dynasty, or from the beginning of the ninth century. It

seems probable also that Bihar had already supplanted Pta-

liputra in the time of Yaso Varma, as the city of Yaso Varma,
mentioned in the Ghosr&wa inscription, was almost certainly
another name for Bihar. As Yaso Varma was reigning in

A.D. 730 750, I conclude that from the fall of the Gupta
dynasty, about 375 A.D., down to A.D. 1541, when Sher
Shah visited the place, the old capital of the country had
continued to exist as a small and unimportant' town, although
it still retained its old title of Patana

}
or

"
the city,

"
that is,

"
the metropolis."
The story of the restoration of the old city by Sher Shah,

as related in the Tarikh-i-DAiidi, is characterstic of the man. 1

"He was standing on the bank of the Ganges, when, after much
solid reflection and sage determination, he said to those who were

standing by :

f
If a fort were to be built in this place, the waters of

the Ganges could never flow far from
it, and Patna would become one

of the great towns of this country, because this place is situated to

the west on the banks of the Ganges, which flows from the north.

The strength of the stream is broken, and it cannot advance towards
the north.' He therefore ordered skilful carpenters and bricklayers to

make out immediately an estimate for building a fort where he then

stood. These experienced workmen submitted an estimate of five

lakhs, which on the spur of the moment was made over to trustworthy

persons. The fort was completed, and was considered to be exceed-

ingly strong. Bihir from that time was deserted and fell to ruin,
while Patna became one of the largest cities of the province. Sher
Shah clearly foresaw that Patna would become a great town, and
therefore he ordered a fort to be built on the old site, because/ as

he expressed himself on another occasion,
'

if my life lasts long
enough, I will build a fort in every sirkar on a suitable spot, which

may in times of trouble become a refuge for the oppressed, and a
check to the contumacious/ m

1 Sir H. M. Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, IV, 47!
Tarikh-i Sher-Shahi, in Sir H. M. Elliot's, by Dowson, Vol. IV,

8.

420,
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I think it most probable that Sher Shah retained the lines

of rampart as well as the ditches of the old city, and that his

principal work was restoration. To carry this out in his com-

plete fashion, I believe that every old building would have

been sacrificed, so that we need not wonder that not one

stone is left upon another within the limits of the ancient

city.

Outside the city, however, about half a mile to the south,
there is a continuous line of brick mounds which are known

by the name of Panch-PaMri, or the
"
five hills.

" The village
to which they belong is called Nirandpur, but the patwari
said it was properly Nirandarpur Kharonia. In the revenue

books it is recorded as Zakariya^ or Nirandpur^ the first

name belonging to a. village a short distance to the north.

But the name by which it is best known is Panch-Pahdri,
and its two divisions are called Bard Pahdri and Chotd
Pahdri} The mounds of ruin run in a continuous line from
north to south about 3,000 feet in length, but not more than

600 feet in breadth. They form a striking feature in this flat

country, and are of course an object of wonder to the people,
who account for their presence by the following story :

"A Siddh (or spirit) is said to have been carrying a hill through
the air for the purpose of forming an embankment across the Ganges ;

but the morning broke just as he reached the present site, Panch-

Pahari, and as spirits cannot work by day, he was obliged to drop the

hill, which broke into five pieces, just as they are now seen.
Jl

I give this
story just as I heard it, because I believe that

it preserves a portion of the old legend of the demons who
were employed to bring stones for Asoka's buildings. It is

in fact a genuine survival of part of the old story.

In my attempt to identify some of the famous buildings
described by the two Chinese

pilgrims,
I will begin with the

relic stftpa of Asoka, because its position rules the sites of

all the others. According to Fa Hian, this stupa stood three

li> or half a mile, to the south of the city.
3 Now this is the

exact position of the ruins at Panch-Pahri, which I would

identify with the stftpa and its surrounding buildings. I

have distinguished each separate mound by a letter of the

alphabet, as the people have no distinct names for them.

G. This mound has been levelled at the top to form an

akhara, or wrestling place. It is 30 feet in height, and forms

1 See Plate XLI for a map of these villages and the ruined mounds.
'Beal's Fa Hian, Chap. XXVII, p. 107.
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a conspicuous object in the line of mounds from its rounded

appearance. I picked up several fragments of bricks with

curved edges, but I was unable to make any excavations, as

the mound is covered with the remains of Muhammadan
tombs. By making enquiries and offering rewards I obtained

one unbroken brick which had been found when the top was

levelled. This brick was curved on both its longer sides, and

was evidently made to form part of a great circle in the facing
or outer courses of a stupa. It was 8J inches broad and 3^-

inches thick, with a length of 19! inches on the outer chord,

and of 19 inches on the inner chord, the amount of curvature

being exactly one-third of an inch. From this brick and
some other broken ones I calculate that the diameter of the

stupa was about 100 feet. Fa Hian's account of the monu-
ment is as follows :

"
King Asoka, having destroyed seven towers, constructed eighty-four

thousand others. The very first which,he built is the great tower,
which stands about 3 li to the south of this city.

1 In A.D. 637, when
seen by Hwen Thsang, the cupola or great mass of the building was
still standing, surrounded by a balustrade of stone.2 It contained a

ching) one-third of a cubic inch, of the relics of Buddha.

B.
" Three or four hundred paces to the north of the tower

(stupa) is the spot where Asoka was born (or resided). On this spot
he raised the city of Nildi^ and in the midst of it erected a stone pillar,

also about 35 feet iji height, on the top of which he placed the figure
of a lion, and also engraved a historical record on the front of the

pillar, giving an account of the successive events connected with the

city of NilSi, with the corresponding year, day, and month/'

Three or four hundred paces would be about 800 feet, just
where the village of Chota Pahari now stands, on a great

square mound rising to 35 feet at its heighest point. This,

then, must be the site of the palace in which Asoka was born

(or resided) . Of the pillar there is of course no trace,

D. "In front of this tower/* says Fa Hian,
"

is an impression of

Buddha's foot, over which they have raised a chapel, the gate of which,
faces the north."

Hwen Thsang does not record the position of this temple,
but simply says that it was close to the stftpa. In it

"there was a large stone, on which were the prints of Buddha's

feet, each 18 inches long and 6 inches broad, with chakra on each
side of them/'

1 Deal's Fa Hian, Chap. XXVII, pp. 108, 109.
2
julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 417. Taking the eking at 53 centilitres, the ahare

of Buddha's relics preserved in this stupa was just one-third of a cubic inch.
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The legend was that when Buddha reached Patali on his

way to Kusinagara, where he was to die, he turned his face to

the south, and standing on this stone said to Ananda :

"
To-day for the last time I behold the kingdom of Magadha,

and here I leave my footprints. One hundred years hence there

will be a king, named Asoka, who will reign over this country,
and fix his court on this spot. He will protect the Triratna

(i.e.,

the
'

three gems' Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha), and have power over
the demons and spirits"

Accordingly, when Asoka came to the throne, he transfer-

red his court to this spot. In aftertimes various kings wish-

ed to carry off this holy stone, but although it was not large,

they were unable to move it, in spite of the efforts of num-
bers of people. In these later days King Sasangka having
abolished the Buddhist religion ordered the sacred foot-marks

to be effaced, but after every stroke of the chisel the lines

re-appeared as before.
1

I think that the vihra containing the footprints of

Buddha must have been at the spot marked D in the map.
It is just 300 feet to the south of the stupa, and has evidently
been the site of some building.

G. "To the south of the tower," says Fa Hian,
"

is a stone pillar
about a chang and a half in girth (18 feet, or upwards of 5 feet in

diameter), and three changs or so in height (35 feet). On the surface

of this pillar is an inscription to the following effect :
'

King Asoka

presented the whole of Jambudwipa to the priests of the four quarters,
and redeemed it again with money, and this he did four times." 2

Hwen Thsang's accountis much the same " A short distan'ce from the

vihara, which possesses the footprints of Buddha, there is a great
stone pillar 30 feet high. The inscription which it bears is now
injured and imperfect, but its purport is as follows :

'

King Asoka,
steadfast in faith, has three times presented Jambudwipa to Buddha,
Dharma, and Sangha, and three times he has redeemed it again.

' "

The position of this famous pillar must have been some-

^
where about the spot marked G in the map, as it is described

*by one pilgrim as being to the south of the stftpa (C), and

by the other as close to the vih&ra (D), As the door of the

vih&ra was to the north, the pillar would have been imme-

diately in front of it.

E. "By the side of the tower of King Asoka," says Fa Hian,
"

is built a Sangharama belonging to the Greater Vehicle (Mahdydna),
very imposing and elegant. There is also a temple belonging to the
Little Vehicle (Hinayana). Together they contain about six or seven

1
Julien's Hwen Thsang, II., 422.

3 Bcal's Fa Hian, p. 108, and Julien's Hwen Thsang, II.
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hundred priests, all of them exceedingly well-conducted. In- the col-

lege attached to the temple one may see eminent Shamans from every

quarter of the world, and whatever scholars there are who seek for

instruction, they all flock to this temple."

The first of these monasteries may have been at E,
and the other at H. As neither of them is mentioned by
Hwen Thsang, they had most probably been deserted before

his time.

F. This is by far the largest of all the mounds at

Nirandpur. The top has been levelled, and is 160 feet square
and 50 feet high. In the middle there is a tomb of some

holy Muhammadan, and near the foot of the northern and
western slopes stand many of the houses of the village of

Bar& PaMri. It is this great mound which the people liken

to a hill, and if I am right in identifying it with the rock-house
built for Mahendra,, it was most probably called so even in

the time of Asoka. The legend regarding Mahendra' s

rock-house is thus told by Fa Hian1

"The younger brother of King Asoka, having arrived at the dig-

nity of a Rabat, was in the habit of residing in the hill Khi-chi-kin

(Gridhra-kuta), finding his chief delight in silent contemplation. The
king, having a great regard and reverence for his brother, requested
him to come to his house to receive (or present) his religious offer-

ings. His brother, pleased with his tranquility in the mountain,
declined the invitation. The king then addressed his brother, saying
'

If you will only accept my invitation, I will make for you a hill

within the city.
' The king then, providing all sorts of meat and

drink, invited the genii to come, addressing them thus :

'

I beg you
all to accept my invitation for to-morrow, but as there are no seats

(fit for you), I must request you each to bring his own.' On the
morrow all the great genii came, each one bringing with him a great
stone four or five paces square. Immediately after the feast (the

session), he deputed the genii to pile up the great stones and make
a mountain of them, and at the base of the mountain with^z/tf great
square stones to make a rock chamber, in length about 35 feet and
breadth 22 feet, and in height n feet or so."

Here we see that Asoka's object was to make a mountain
with a rock house inside, which should remind Mahendra of

his previous abode in the cave of the Gridhra-kuta mountain.
In describing this work Hwen Thsang calls it a great stone-

house, which outside looked like a high hill (une haute mon*

tagne). He then goes on to describe how Asoka had com-
manded the demons and spirits to build this house for his

younger brother Mahendra, who had adopted a religious life,

1 Beat's Fa Hian, Chap. XXVII, pp, 103, 104,
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He called the demons and spirits and said to them :

" To-
morrow I hold a great feast, to which I invite you all, but
each of you must bring a large stone for a seat." Each de-
mon duly brought a stone, and after the feast the king told

them to construct a hollow chamber with the stones. The
demons obeyed, and in less than a day they had finished

their task.
1

In this account I believe the expression less than a day
refers to the well-known limitation of demons' work to the

night only. I would therefore read that the work was done
in the course of a single night. The people of Ldt say the
same thing of their great monolith, 53 feet in length, which
is now lying in a rice field. Two pillars were being brought
through the air by Devatas. One of the carriers reached his

destination, but the other, who had only got as far as the

village of L&t by daybreak, was obliged to drop his load,,

which has lain there undisturbed ever since.
2

I made numerous excavations in this great mound, one
of them being a trench 12 feet deep right across from east

to west. Several walls were uncovered, but none of them
were continuous. The bricks were of large size, 1 2 and 1 3
inches square, laid in clay mortar. As nothing was discover-

ed, I thought it right to give up the excavations. If the

Muhammadan tomb had not interfered, I would certainly have
sunk a shaft down the very centre of the mound to the

ground level

I have already referred to the fact that both of the

Chinese pilgrims describe the rock chamber of Mahendra as

resembling a hill on the outside, but in another place Hwen
Thsang boldly speaks of it as "the mountain."

" On the south-

west of the mountain" he says,
"
there are five sttfpas

which still retain a slight elevation." He then quotes from

"The Memoirs on India" the following passage:
"
In an-

cient times, when Asoka had finished the building of the

84,000 silicas, there still remained five ching of the relics of

Buddha.3 For their reception he then built five more stftpas,

which completely eclipsed all the others by their marvellous

construction." It would be difficult to explain Fa Hian's

1
Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, pp. 425, 426.

* Mr. Broadley has given a slightly different version of this story 5 Journal

Bengal Asiatic Society, LI, 255.
^
Julien's Hwen Thsang, II, 427. The ching is one-third of a cubic inch*

As each of the 84,000 stfipas has received one ching> Asoka now built five more

stftpas for the remaining relics,

VOL. XL
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silence regarding these five stupas, did we not know that he

has omitted to notice many other objects of great interest. I

conclude that they were small, as they are said to have been

remarkable for their wonderful construction. But I presume
that the name of the five stupas was generally attached to

them, and this, I think, may have been handed down t# the

present day in the form of Panch-Pahdri, or the
"
five hills,"

by which these mounds are now known.

But the Panch-Pahari mound has an interest of another

kind besides its antiquity. From its top, in A.H. 983, Akbar

viewed the fortifications of Patna.1

" The emperor went out upon an elephant to reconnoitre the fort

and the environs of the city, and he ascended the Panj-Pahdri}

which is opposite the fort. This Panj-PaMri, or "
five domes,

"
is

a place built in old times by the infidels with burnt bricks in five

stages. The Afghans, who were on the walls and bastions of the

fortress, saw the emperor and his suite as he was making his survey ;

and in their despair and recklessness they fired some guns at the

Panch-Pahari, but they did no injury at all to any one."

The strange rendering of Panch-Pahari as
Cf

five domes "

requires explanation. The word "dome" can only refer

to a stdpa, or solid cupola ;
and consequently it might be

inferred that some traces of these domes still remained at

the time of Akbar' s siege of Patna. But the subsequent
statement that the place was built

(c
in five stages/' is very

puzzling. Perhaps a reference to the original text would ex-

plain how five domes had become five stages.
Hwen Thsang further describes a great stone trough, or

basin, which was said to have been made b^ the demons.
When cooked rice was given to the monks, it was put into

this basin. He also mentions a "
small hill of stone/' and

speaks of its caverns and valleys as containing many dozens
of rock-houses which Asoka had commanded the demons to

build for Upagupta and other holy men. This small hill is

placed to the south-west of the palace. Had it been to the

north-west, it might have been identified with the mound
marked A in the map. The remains of another stupa near
this

"
little hill" are spoken of as being only a heap of stones.

Close by there was a tank, which people, both far and near,
called the

"
holy water," because whoever bathed in it was

at once relieved from the stain of his sins. This tank I

believe to be represented by the piece of water called Pokhar,
which will be found in the map to the south-east of the stupa
mound.

1

Tabakat-i-Nasiri, in Sir H. M, Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, V, 378,
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Of the Kukkutdrdma, or
" Cock Monastery," and the

Amalaka Stupa, which stood near the south-east corner of

the city, I could not find a single trace.

The town of Nil&i is mentioned only by Fa Hian. If

I am right in the identifications of the ancient monuments
which I have just described, then Nilai must be identified

with NirandpuT) or Panj-Pahari. As the name is most pro-

bably a shortened or corrupt form of the original, we may
compare it with some other name given by Fa Hian, of which
the original is absolutely known. Such a form is Nafo, which
is the pilgrim's name for Ndlanda. I conclude therefore that

Nil&i represents Niranda
}
and that the place described by

him is almost certainly the present Nirandpur.
In a field to the west of the village there is a heap, or

small pile, of stone stools with 4 feet. The pile is called

Goreya y
and is now worshipped, the stones being in some

unaccountable way connected with departed spirits. Goreya
means "place of the dead/' and the name is in common *use

all over Northern India. Several of the stools are ornamented
with Buddhist symbols. I have found similar stools amongst
the Buddhist ruins of Bhita, near Allahabad

;
and I have

received one diminutive specimen, only 4-^ inches long, from
the site of the ancient Taxila.

According to Fa Hian, there was a confluence of five

rivers at Pitaliputra.
1 Four of these are obvious, namely, the

Ganges and its three great affluents, the Gh&ghra and the

Gandak on the north, and the Son on the south. But which

was the fifth river? I believe this was the Nairanjan, or

Phalgu, which was as holy a river to the Buddhists as the Saras-

wati was to the Brahmans. It joins the Deva, or old bed of

the Son and Ganges, only 4 miles to the south of Phatuha.

XXX. HILSA.

The village of Hilsa is situated about 15 miles to the

south of Patna, but the distance by the old road md Phatuha
is not less than 20 miles. Hilsa is the old name of the place
which is said to have been changed to Jatinaga?}

after the

defeat of* Hilsa Deo by the Muhammadan saint Jaman Shah

Madiri, commonly known as Jaman Jati.

There are various stories about the conflict between the

Hindus and Musalmins. Some say that Hilsa Deo was buried

alive in an earthen vessel. Others say that he was killed and

* Real's Fa Hian, Chap. XXVI, p. 101.
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buried outside Jaman Jati
j

s tomb. But all agree that when

Hilsa was dying, he asked his conqueror where he should get

his food, to which Jaman replied,
" whoever comes to

Jatinagar and uses the name of Hilsa will receive food." By
the Muhammadans, Hilsa Deo is said to have been a very

powerful K&fir. I suppose he may have been an influential

zamindar, who opposed them for some time with success.

The tomb of Jaman Madri is a square brick building>

34 feet 5 inches on the outside, with a room 24 feet square
inside. According to an inscription over the door, it was
erected in the year 950 A.tL, during the reign of

" Hazrat

Sulim&n Sher Shb Sultan." The tomb is covered by a

dome.
Close by there is an upright slab with an inscription dated

in 1013 A.f-L, during the time (Jahangir) of Sulim&n, son of

AkbarSteL
It is curious from the quadruple record of the date in

Arabic words, Persian words, numerical figures, and the

letters of the abjad}
with their values placed below them in

figured numbers, as follows :

alf wa sals ashar

Hazar wa sisdah

1013

D. W. B. A.
||
ZW. Z.

4+ 6 + 2+1 + 800 + 200.

These six figures added together give the same date of 1013.

XXXL TELADHA, OR TELARA.

On leaving P&taliputra the Chinese
pilgrim

Hwen Thsang
visited the monastery of Ti-k-t$e-kia, which in the account
of his life is said to be 7 yofanas to the south-west, but in his

travels is reduced to 100 li. Now 7 yofanas y
at the stated

rate of 40 li to the yojana, would be 280 li. In a third

place it is stated to be 3 yojanas to the west of N&landa.1

M. Juliet a final rendering of the name was Tifadhaka, which

long ago I had identified with the present village of Teldra^
or Telddha^ some 30 oar 32 miles from the mid point, of the

city of Patna by the old road vi& Phatuha. But 30 to 32
miles are equal to from 180 ta 200 /i, and this I suppose to

feaye been the actual distance recorded by Hwen Thsang in

1
Juliets Hweu- Thsang, ^ 211.
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his notes, which the writer of the Life read as 280 K
}
and the

writer of the Travels as 100/2". The third measurement of

3 yojanas, or 21 miles, to the west of Nalanda, agrees exactly
with the distance of Teladha from Baragaon, the well-known
site of the ancient monastery of Nalanda. But there is a
fourth measurement given by the pilgrim on leaving To-k-tse-

fa'a, which places its identification with Tilddha beyond
dispute. At 90 //, or 15 miles, to the south-west of Tt-Io-tse-

hia, he reached a great mountain on which Buddha had sat

to contemplate the kingdom of Magadha. Both the bearing
and the distance point to the lofty peak of Bardbar; and this

is confirmed by his subsequent route of 30 li to the north-

west to the monastery of Gunamati, which was of remarkable

size, and was situated in a gorge of the hills. This place cor-

responds exactly with the position of Dhardwat with its

extensive Buddhist ruins. Again, at 20/2", or rather more
than 3 miles, to the south-west, he reached an isolated hill

where was the monastery of Silabhadra, which corresponds

exactly with the position of the solitary hill of Kauwa-Dal,
with its Buddhist remains. As all these successive identifica-

tions serve to fix the position of Ti-lo-tse-kia with absolute

precision on the very site of Tilddha^ there could scarcely be

any question of the correctness of my identification. But
the identity of the two places has since been absolutely

proved by the discovery of two inscriptions in Telddha^ both

giving its ancient name of Telddhaka.

Telddha was once a place of considerable importance, as

it gave its name to the most numerous clan in Magadha, In

the time of Akbar it was the head of a district yielding
Rs. 73,000 of land revenue. 1

Early in the present century
also it was still a large town containing 2,000 houses,

2
or

about io
;
ooo inhabitants. But it has fallen off very much of

late, as many of the houses have been deserted. The Telis
}

or
"

oil men," no longer deal in oil, but are the most enter-

prising Baniyas in the district. In the N&landa temple in-

scription, the Parama Up&saka BAl&ditya (son of Gurudatta,
and grandson of Haradatta) is called the

"
chief among the

wise men of the Tailadkaka clan." It was a Teli who set up
the colossal image of Buddha at N&landa, which is now called

Teliya Bhdnddr ; and it was another Teli who set up the

colossal Buddha at Titriwa, which is still called after his

1 Gladwin's Ain Akbari, II, 196,
2 Eastern India, 1, 97*
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name. But the great preponderance of Telis in Magadha is

perhaps best marked by the well-known saying
1

Tfirk, Teli, T&r,
In tinon Bihar.

"Tfok, Teli, T&r,"
^

These three make Bihir.

The Turks came in with the first Muhammadan conqueror
Bakhtir Khalji, and the Tr tree, or palm, grows wild all

over the district. But the Turks haye now disappeared from

Telara, while all the Telis and T&r trees still remain. The
Musalmans all claim to be maliks, or descendants of Malik

Baya, whose tomb is on the Bihar hill.

Hwen Thsang gives a glowing account of the great

monastery of Tiladhaka* (( This monastery," he says

"has four courts, with arcades and three-storeyed pavilions, lofty tow-

ers, and gates that communicate with each other, It was built by the

last of Bimbisara's descendants, a prince of distinguished talent, who
invited learned men to his court Holy and eminent men flocked

there in crowds. There are one thousand monks who study the

Mahdydna, On the road leading to the middle gate there are three

vihars, each crowned by a cupola with hanging bells, and many
storeys in height. The vihars are surrounded by balustrades. The
doors and the windows, the pillars and the beams, are faced with bas-

reliefs in gilded copper, mingled with rare ornaments. In the middle

vihara there is a standing statue of Buddha, 30 feet high, to the left

a statue of Tara Bodhisatwa, and to the right one of Avalokiteswara,
These three statues are of brass. Their divine aspect inspires a

reverent awe. Each vihar possesses a eking of relics.

"The site of this once magnificent pile" has been identified by
Mr, Broadley with "an enormous mound of irregular shape near the

Sona-nadi, about 50 feet high, and covered with Muhammadan tombs.

Nearly every grave that has been dug there has yielded some speci-
men of Buddhistic art, and idols of brass and basalt are constantly
found there." 5

I have no doubt that Mr. Broadley is quite right in identi-

fying the Bulandi, or high mound, which stands to 'the west
of the village near the Son&-nadi, as the site of the great
monastery and its vih4rs. But the mound is only 24 feet

high at its highest point, and not more than 350 feet square
at its base. It is divided into four distinct parts, of which
the middle one is much the highest. In the accompanying

1 This popular saying has also been quoted by Mr. Broadley in his account
of Buddhist remains of Bihar, with a slight variation in the second line.

Mulien's Hwen Thsang-, II, 439.
3
Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. XLI, p. 251.
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plate the Bulandi mound is marked by the letter A. 1 To the

north of it there is a small mound about 80 feet square and
20 feet high, and to the east there is a similar mound* These
two are marked B and C in the plan. It is not easy to

identify the positions of Hwen Thsang's three vihars. But
as he approached from the north-east the higher part of the

Bulandi mound A would be seen between the two mounds B
and C. If, therefore, we suppose A to be the site of the

vih&ra containing the statue of Buddha, then B and C will

represent the sites of the temples of the two Bodhisatwas,
Then passing by the middle temple, the low mound to the

south, marked D, would be the site of the middle monastery,
and E and F those of the other two monasteries to the right
and left, or east and west. The inter-communicating gates
between the monasteries would have been in the north wall of

D, one leading into E, and another into F, with third gate
between them leading to the vihctra of Buddha.

The top of the great mound A is literally covered with

Muhammadan graves, which utterly precluded any excava-

tions in that part. But as a wall could be traced near the

foot of the mound on the north side, I wished to make an
excavation along the outside of it, to ascertain whether it was

part of a monastery or of a temple. The leading Muham-
madans, however, made such a strong remonstrance against

any excavations whatever, that I was very reluctantly obliged
to yield to them.

This Bulandi, or "high mound," is the common Muham-
madan burial-place, and I was informed that whenever any
Hindu figures were found in digging a grave, that spot was
at once abandoned and the Hindus were allowed to remove
the figures. Two small statues were thus disinterred only
twelve days before my visit. They were both in a very fine

state of preservation. One of them, a figure of Buddha

teaching, was placed under a neighbouring Pipal tree in the

village, and the other, a figure of Padmapni, was taken to the

house of a Brahman, who kindly presented it to me. Three
of the old figures under the tree were inscribed with the

Buddhist creed, and two others had the words Prajna Sena
cut upon their bases.

2
I offered rewards for inscriptions, and

after getting three or four copies of the Buddhist creed, I was
fortunate enough to obtain a figure with a clear inscription

1 See Plate XLII.
2 See Plate XLII, figs, 3 and 4,
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giving the name of the place. This record, which is engraved
in small deeply-cut letters, I read as follows :

Telyadhaka vstavyam
Loha Engga Bhattirakasya deva dharmayam
Telika Vishnu puttrasya
Vriddhukena pratipaditah [|.

"The religious gift of a statue of Loha Engga Bhattdraka
}
set up,

in Telyadhaka, by Vriddhuka, son of Vishnu, the Teli." 1

Now, this is the very name which is still in use, as it is

always written Telddha, although the cerebral dh> as is usual

everywhere, is pronounced as r
}
thus making Teldra. The

figure is a very curious one. It represents a very strongly-

built, two-armed man standing to the front and holding a

very thick club or bar with both hands horizontally across

his body. This is, as I believe, the
"
King of the Iron Mace/'

whose name is given in the inscription as Loha Engga, which
I take to be a contraction of Lokdngadd, or "iron club."

There was a
"
King of the Iron Wheel/' but I only once before

met with any mention of a "
King of the Iron Mace" in the

name of the Loh&ngi, or Lohdngadd rock at Bhilsa.

There is a second inscription on the lintel of the Tel&ra

Masjid which also gives the name of the place. The right-
half of this record is very much injured and cannot be read

with any certainty ;
but the left-half, containing the name of

Sri Telddhaka, is quite distinct. I read the whole as fol-

lows2
:

Sri Teladhakah Jaru Bhattaraka

Yasupatch
* ru

The stone on which these two lines are cut was originally
the door-jamb of some Hindu building, but it is now placed

horizontally as the lintel of the entrance door to the court-

yard of the masjid.
The masjid itself stands on a mound one quarter of a

mile to the north-east of the Buddhist ruins at Bulandi. The
mound is 250 feet long from east to west by 100 feet broad.
On the east there is a Dargih, or shrine of a holy man, Sayid
Yusaf Ikh&l, surrounded by a brick wall, while the masjid
occupies the western side. Between them are many wrought
blocks of blue basalt ranged in lines, like the basement of a

building, but all of them are placed upside down. The
1 See Plate XLII, fig. i.
2 See Plate XLII, fig-. 2. This is the very inscription in which Mr. Broadley

says that "the word Samvat is decipherable." Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal.
XLI, p. 251.
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masjid is 51 feet 3 inches and 29 feet broad
;
but it was ori-

ginally much longer, for the southern end wall having fallen

down, the new wall was built several feet further to the north.

The floor of the masjid is raised i) feet 6 inches above the

fields, and the court-yard of the Darg&h is very little lower.

In the enclosure of the Dargh there is an inscription of the

time of Sher Sh&h, dated in A.H. 951. The bricks of the

surrounding wall of the Dargh are 13! inches by 8f by 2|.

They must therefore belong to a period very much earlier

than the Muhammadan conquest. Between the masjid and
the Dargh Mr. Broadley exhumed what he describes as a

splendid figure of Buddha. Here also he obtained
" an alto-

relievo in black basalt 2 feet 4 inches high, containing

figures of Durga and Siva." I am inclined therefore to look

upon the masjid mound as a Brahmanical site, although it

may have been occupied previously by the Buddhists. I

found nothing about either the masjid or the Dargih to indi-

cate what may have been the nature of the buildings, or by
whom they were occupied. But I am inclined to look upon
the mound as a Brahmanical site.

XXXIL CHANDI-MAU.

The pretty village of Chandi-mau is situated near the

west bank of the Panchna river, 2 miles to the north of the

Indra-saila peak near Giryek, and just 7 miles to the south-

east of Nilanda (or Baragaon). Mr, Broadley makes the

last distance exactly 4 miles, which, like many another of

his distances, seems to have been a very bad guess. Here he
recovered

" a very fine statue, 5 feet 3 inches high, seated on
a throne

;
and the pieces of an enormous Buddha as large as

the Telya bhandr at Mlanda, or the Sri Balam Buddha at

Tetrwa.m I examined all the broken figures about the village,
*but all the finer statues had been removed I mean recovered

by Mr. Broadley. I found, however, one long inscription in

three lines of small letters, which I have not yet succeeded
in deciphering. It opens with the Buddhist creed, mentions
the name of Srimad-R&jagriha, and after recording the gift

of the statue by a Parama Up&sika, or chief lay brother,

gives the name of the great sovereign, the King of kings,
Rdma Pdla Deva. The record ends with the date of

li $amvai
12 Ashddha dine 30f

j

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XLI, 260,
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XXXIIL PAWA, or APAPATURI.

Of all the holy places of the Jains in Northern India, the

most esteemed is Paw&, where Mah&vira, the last of the twenty-
four Jain patriarchs, was buried. The full name is Ap&pApuri^
the

"
sinless or pure town." The name of this last Tir-

thankar of the Jains has been found in the Buddhist writings

by Dr. Buhler, as one of the opponents of Buddha. In Pali

he is called Nigantha Nata-putto }
and in the Sanskrit' books

of the Nepalese Buddhists, Nirgrantha Jnati-puttra. Hema-
chandra also calls him J-nati-puttra. It was already known
from the Jain books that Gautama was a contemporary of

Mahvira, and now we learn from the Buddhist books that

Mahavira was one of the opponents of Buddha. In one

passage found by Dr. Buhler it is said that the heretic was

vanquished by Upali, and went to Apapuri to die. At P&W&,
however, it is said by some that he died on mount Vipula (one
of the Rajagriha hills), and that his body was brought to

Ap&ppuri to be buried or burned.

The village is situated a short distance to the north of

the great lake, in the midst of which stands the holy temple
of Jal-Mandar. The lake is a little more than one-quarter
of a mile on each side. There is a bridge on the north side

leading to the temple, in the middle of an island 104 feet

square. The temple is of dazzling whiteness outside, and
dismal darkness inside, which is only reached through a low
door which forces the visitor to stoop. To the north of the

lake there is an old temple called Tkal-Afandar, which,

according to the High Priest, is built on the spot where
Mahavira died, the Jal-Mandar being the place of his

cremation. The lake did not then exist
;
but such countless

crowds of people came to attend the ceremony of burning
the body, that the mere act of each taking up a

pinch of dust
to make the usual tika mark on the forehead is believed to'

have created a great hollow all round the spot which Is now
filled with water !

Between Thal-Mandar and the lake there is a curious
circular mound which rises by four successive broad steps, or

stages, up to a platform 32 feet in diameter. On this there
is a small round terrace 8 feet in diameter, surmounted by a
miniature temple only 3 feet 4 inches in diameter, containing
the footprints of MaMvira. The whole work is called

Samosaran, and is said to be the place where Mahavira sat
to teach his disciples, who were arranged in concentric circles
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around him. The outermost diameter is 1 1 1 feet, the three

lower stages being respectively 17 feet 5 inches, 12 feet 5

inches, and 9 feet 9 inches in width. I examined this curious

work with much interest, as I had seen a similar one at

Sr&vasti, which puzzled me very much. But the purpose of

the work was now explained in a very simple way, and the

curious name of Samosaran must be only a corruption of

Srdvanasdla, that is, the "
auditorium, or audience hall."

There are five events in the career of each Jaina Tirthankara
that are considered especially holy, and are named pdnch-
kalydn, or the "five lucky [events)" These are i, his con-

ception ; 2, his birth; 3, his assumption of a religious life;

4, his attainment of perfect wisdom
; 5, his nirvana or death.

According to the Jainas of all sects their last teacher
Mah&vira died in the year 527 B.C., or 470 years before the
date of Vikaramaditya. At P&W&, where he died, the officiat-

ing priests still chaunt hymns in his praise after the lapse of

two thousand four hundred years.
As usual, at all Jain places where no living thing is killed,

there are numerous snakes all about the lake. The fish may
eat each other, but they are not molested by man, and when
they die, their bodies are carefully brought ashore and
buried.

XXXIV. GHOSRAWA.

The old village of Ghosr&wa, where Kittoe found a long
inscription of some interest, is situated 7 miles to the south-

south-west, of Bihar, and 8 miles to the east of Naianda (or

Baragaon). It is not mentioned by either of the Chinese

pilgrims ;
and I have no doubt from the style of the sculp-

tures, and of the alphabetical characters of the inscriptions,
that all the remains at Ghosriwa are of a later date than
the seventh century.

There are several mounds in the neighbourhood of the

village, but only two are of any antiquarian interest. These
are the small high mound crowned with the temple of As&
Devi, and the great mound close to the village, which I believe
to be the ruin of the Vajrisan VihSr, the erection of which
is recorded in Kittoe's inscription. To the south of the vil-

lage there is a ruined mud fort, with a low mound on its east

side, but it contains no remains of any kind. Inside the

village there is an open space called Singh-bdhani, where all

the sculptures found in the great mound have been collected

together, At a short distance to the south-west of the
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mound, and to the south-east of Asa Devi, there is a small

shrine of Durg as Mahesasuri Devi, where a few other

sculptures are collected.

At a quarter of a mile due west from the great mound
there is a large tank 500 feet square, called S&hu, Pokhar and

Setk Pokhar
-,
both names meaning the

" Banker's tank.
"

-There are some traces of buildings on one of its embank-
ments

;
but 1 could not learn anything about the Banker himself.

In the little temple of As& Devi, as well as in its court-

yard, there is a small collection of sculptures, both Buddhist

and Brahmanical. Of the former I noticed four figures of

Buddha and two of Metya Devi, of which two were inscribed

with the Buddhist creed. Of the latter I noticed one Ganesa,
one Hara-Gauri, and a slab with the Ashta-sakti. As sculp-
tures of these goddesses have been found in NAlanda, Bodh-

Gaya, and other Buddhist places, it seems probable that they

may be of Buddhist origin.

The great mound close to the village is 350 feet long
from north to south, by 200 feet broad, and 1 7 feet high ;

but as

it has been excavated for bricks from time immemorial, its

present height is no test of the height of the ancient build-

ing which once stood on this site. When Kittoe visited the

place in 1848, he saw the people digging for bricks, and some

boys informed him that an inscription had lately been found

there. After making a copy of it, Kittoe states that he fixed

it

"
in a niche in the outer wall of the modern temple, having first en-

graved in English on the margin the date of its being recovered and
set up by me for preservation on account of Government/'

The slab was still there when I visited Ghosr&wa in January
1862, with the following words engraved on the margin :

" Recovered and placed here by Captain M. Kittoe on part of

Government, March 30, A.D. 1848."

Shortly after Kittoe's visit, or in June 1848, a translation of the*

record was published by Dr. Ballantyne.
1

Lastly, in my
report for 1861-62, which was reprinted in 1871, I drew atten-

tion to this inscription, and specially noted that part of the

translation required revision
* f

as the name of N&Ianda, which occurs twice, has in both instances

been rendered as if it was merely a term for some ascetic posture,
instead of the proper name of the town which contained the most
famous monastery in all India.

" 8

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XVII, 492,
2
Archaeological Survey of India, I, 38.
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In 1872 Mr. Broadley published his account of
"
the

Buddhist Remains of Bihar,
"l

in which he speaks of this

inscription in such a way as to lead the reader to suppose
that he was the discoverer of it. His words are :

" The mound is strewn with broken Buddhistic idols, and to the east

of it was found a fine piece of black basalt, i foot 9 inches long by
I foot 3 inches broad, and covered by a very perfect inscription of

19 lines.
"

He then gives two translations of the record by Babu

Rajendra Lila Mitra and Professor R. G. Bhand&rkar. We
have now three translations of this inscription ;

and in both

of the later ones I find the very emendation of the mention
of Nlanda which I had pointed out as necessary. For these

new translations, therefore, I feel grateful ;
but I beg to draw

special attention to the entire omission of Kittoe's name by
Mr. Broadley throughout his account of Ghosr4wa. His
silence is the more remarkable, as the stone bore Kittoe's name

engraved on the margin below, as I have previously noted.

Perhaps a still more curious fact in the history of this inscrip-
tion is the removal of Kittoe's name since the transfer of the

stone to the Bihar Museum.2

The main object of the inscription is to record the build-

ing of a vihira with an a adamantine throne
"

(Vajrdsana)

by Vira Deva, son of Indra Gupta, of NagarahAra in Utta-

r&patha (Jal&labad on the Kabul river). He relates how'

he studied in the vihra of Kanishka (at Peshawar), and
afterwards made his way to the vihra of Yasovarmapura.
During a long stay there he was patronised by King D&vapdlaY

and appointed to govern Ndlanda. He then built the vih&ra

for the reception of the best thing in the world, the Vajrd-
sana. The temple is described as a lofty building, which the

riders in aerial cars mistake
"
fora peak of Kail^sa, or Mand-

&ra, when they look at it.
"

A recent excavation in the north-east corner of the

mound having brought to light three stone bases of square

pillars, and some thick brick walls, I decided on making an

attempt to trace the line of pillars, and, if possible, to ascertain

the nature of the building which once stood on this spot. I

soon found that the bricks had all been removed by the vil-

lagers, but several of the lines of wall were still traceable by

1
Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, 3X1, 268.

2 In making this statement I have before me an impression of the inscription?
taken by myself on my visit to Ghosr&wa in 1862, and a second impression taker*

in, the Bihar Museum ia 1878.
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depressions in the surface. One pillar base, marked D in the

plan, was lying upside down in the eastern trench close to

its original position, while a second marked C was in a field

close by, and two others, A and B, were lying outside the

trench towards the north, where
they

had been removed to

get them out of the way of the excavation. One of these bases

is represented in the accompanying plate.
1

They were all

quite plain, and not quite of the same size. By continuing
the excavation the sites of four other pillar-bases were

uncovered, but beyond this nothing was found, the whole

of the wall having been carried away long ago. A space was
then cleared on each side of the row of pillars. To the east

nothing was found, but to the west there was a good brick

pavement, lofeet in breadth. The bricks were all well burned

and of a red colour, with a thin surface of black. The bricks

of the wall were 15 by 10^- by 2f inches, all sound, and of

a deep red colour.

In the excavation a small figure of Vajra Varihi was
found near the pillar marked H, besides a number of carved

bricks with figures of men and animals upon them. The

presence of these carved bricks shows that the temple must
have been built of brick, like those of Bodh-Gayi and Nd
landa. In the plate I have given a rough outline of what
I suppose may have been the plan of this temple. I take

the line of pillars with the brick pavement on the west to

have formed the eastern arcade of the court surrounding the

temple. From the lines of depression of the excavated walls

I judge that the temple may have been about 34 feet square,
with a room 16 feet square inside. The arcade I suppose to

have extended all round, with rows of rooms at the back for

the attendant monks. The whole building would thus have
formed a square of about 120 feet each side, surrounding a

temple 140 feet in height. Outside on the south there may
have been a stupa and other buildings connected with a large,
monastic establishment.

The date of the temple is known very nearly by the men-
tion of King Deva-pdla,

"
the lord of the land." This was

pointed out by Kittoe in 1848, and referred by him to the pth
century A.D. This king is beyond all doubt the Rj& Deva
PMa Deva, of numerous inscriptions of the P&la dynasty
of Magadha. The date of the temple is further confirmed

by the discovery of a pot full of small coins inscribed Sri

Vigraha, which I think may be assigned to Vigraha Pdla
1 See Plato XLIII.
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one of the successors of Deva Pala. These coins

will be described presently.
All the sculptures first discovered in the mound were

removed to an open space in the middle of the village named

Singh-bdhanij where they were set up and worshipped. Such
as were discovered by Mr. Broadley were removed by him to

Bihar, where they may now be seen. One of these was a colos-

sal four-armed statue of Vajra-p&ni, 8 feet high. A second,

3 feet 3 inches high, represented the ascetic Buddha seated

in abstraction under the Pipal tree, with the other four events

of his life : his conception, birth, teaching, and nirvana of small

size grouped around.1 The principal sculptures collected at

Singh~bhani are i, an eight-armed figure of Durga, 4 feet

3 inches high, seated on a lion, and armed with bow and

arrow, sword, discus, and shell. It is this figure which gives
its name to the place as Singha-vdhani-sthana, the vahan,
or vehicle, of the goddess being a Sinha, or lion. 2. A
standing figure of Buddha with two attendants

;
the one to

the left being the god Indra holding an umbrella, and the other

to the right the four-headed god Brahma carrying a chauri.

I have seen similar sculptures at other places. 3. A six-armed

standing statue with a small figure of Buddha seated in the

head-dress. In the hands are a necklace, a lotus, and a water-

vessel The Buddhist creed is inscribed below. 4. An ascetic

Buddha seated in meditation under the Pipal tree. 5 and
6. Prince Siddh&rta on horseback with attendants

;
both sculp-

tures broken.

On the pedestal of the Nirvltna sculpture, found by Mr
Broadley, there is an inscription in two lines, beginning with

the Buddhist creed, and ending with the words

Bhdntena Revashdnti,

which I take to mean "
[presented] by the Bhddanta (or lay

brother) Revashdnti;" Bhante is only the contracted form

of Bh&danta. It is used several times in the Bairit rock

inscription of Asoka.2

A second inscription on the side of the tall figure in

Singha-bdhani records that it was the
"
pious gift of Dharma

Ghosa for the benefit of his father and mother." A third

inscription is too much mutilated to be read with certainty.
The silver coins found near the ruins of the Vajr&san Vihdra

of Vira Deva are all of the class known as Indo-Sassanian.

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XLI, 275.
3
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, pp. 25, 26.
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Similar coins are found in Mdlwa and Gujar&t, but they are

never inscribed. The earliest coins of the class are of large

size, and their imitation of the Sassanian money is direct

and obvious. But the later coins depart more and more from

the original, so that it is not easy at first sight to trace their

descent. Several specimens selected by me from the Stacy
collection were published by James Prinsep in 1837 to il-

lustrate this descent, with a graceful acknowledgment that

the fact had been previously pointed out by me in January

i836,
lu

It is," he says, "to Captain Cunningham, that we
are indebted for the knowledge of balusters, parallelograms,
and dots being all resolvable into the same fire altar and its

attendants,
"

In 1876, or just one generation later, the same
fact was proved over again by Mr. Codririgton, Secretary of

the Bombay Asiatic Society.
" He selected/' says Pandit

Bhagwan Lai Indraji,
cc a series of coins to show the gradual

change of the Persian head on the abverse, and the fire altar

on the reverse, of the Sassanian coins into the oblong button,
and the series of dots and lines found on the Godhia coins." 2

The coins themselves were called dramma and dramya,
and each was in value equal to six boddikas. Now this word
boddika I take to be the Hindi pronunciation of pddika, a

piece of silver of which 100 were equal to the golden Suvarna,
and as the suvarna itself was worth 25 silver kirshas,
the kdrsha was equal to four pddikas j or, in other words,
the pddika was, as its name implies, "one quarter" of

the silver Karsha. But as the Kirsha contained 44*8 grains
of pure silver, the pddika was exactly equal to the Greek
Obolus of 1 1 -2 grains; and therefore the dramma, which
contained 6 boddikas, was the same as the Greek drachma,
from which its name was originally derived, while the boddika
was equal to the Obolus. 3 The best drammas of Vigraha
weigh from 56 to 65 grains ;

but as most of them would

appear to have been in circulation for two or three centuries,
their average present weight is about 60 grains.

Coins of Vigraha.

No. /. Silver coin, weighing 61 grains, very common.
Obverse. Rude head of king to right, with Sri in front of

the face and Vigraha beneath
;

the whole surrounded by a
circle of large beads.

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, VI, 295, Plate XIX, figs. 7 to 14.
3
Bombay Asiatic Society'sjournal, XII, 325.

3
Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XIX, 454. An inscription dated S. 1273, or

A.D. 1216, records the loan of 2,250 shadboddika dramma or drammas of 6 boddikas
each,
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Reverse. Rude copy of the Sassanian fire altar, with its

two attendants, priests, one on each side. In the middle the

Sanskrit letter m, perhaps" for Magadha, the country of

Vigraha P&la Deva. See Plate XLIII, fig. i.

No. 2. Silver coin
; unique.

Obverse. Sri Vi (graha) occupying the field.

Reverse. Extremely rude fire altar and attendants, priests,

See fig. 2.

Coins of Mahipdla Dem.

No. 3. Gold coin, weighing 61 grains, extremely rude.

Obverse. The goddess Durga, with four arms, seated to

the front, and surrounded by a beaded circle.

Reverse. Inscription in two lines,
"
Sri Man Mahipdla.

See fig. 3.

No. 4. Copper coin, weighing 63 grains, very rare.

Obverse. The same as No.3, but of rude execution.

Reverse, Inscription in three lines, Sri Man Mahipdla
Deva. See fig. 4.

N. B.l have only three specimens of this coin, and as all

of them have been gilt, I look uponthem as ancient forgeries

of the gold coins similar to No. 3, more especially as they are

of the same weight.
It now remains only to say a few words regarding the

dates of the Pila kings of Magadha, some remains of whom,
both in coins and inscription, have been found at GhosdLwa,

We are now in possession of a large number of inscriptions

of this dynasty, most of which are dated, but unfortunately all

of the dates, with only two exceptions, are the regnal years
of the kings. One of the exceptions is the Benares in-

scription of Mahipila Deva, which is dated inSamvat 1083,

A,D. 1026. The other is a Gay inscription of Govinda P&la

Deva, which is dated in- the Samvat year 1232, or A.D. H75>
and also in the year Vikdri of the Vrihaspati cycle of 60 years,

which, in the northern reckoning, is also A.D. 1175. Further,

as 14 years of his reign are stated to have then elapsed,
his

accession must have taken place in A.D. u6u
In a previous report I have given a list of all the names

then known of the P]a R&jas, with a brief notice of their

inscriptions. Since then, however, several new inscriptions
have been discovered, and more

especially
a copper-plate

record of one of the early kings, N4ryana rla Deva. This

has been translated by Babu Rajendra Lctla Mitra, who has

taken the opportunity of adding a few notes on the chronolgoy

M
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Reverse. Rude copy of the Sassanian fire altar, with its

two attendants, priests, one on each side. In the middle the

Sanskrit letter m> perhaps" for Magadha, the country of

Vigraha Pla Deva. See Plate XLIII, fig. i.

No. 2. Silver coin
; unique.

Obverse. Sri Vi (graha) occupying the field.

Reverse. Extremely rude fire altar and attendants, priests,
See fig. 2.

Coins of Mahipdla Deva.

No. j. Gold coin, weighing 61 grains, extremely rude.

Obverse. The goddess Durga, with four arms, seated to

the front, and surrounded by a beaded circle.

Reverse. Inscription in two lines,
" Sri Man Mahipdla.

See fig. 3.

No. 4. Copper coin, weighing 63 grains, very rare.

Obverse. The same as No.3, but of rude execution.

Reverse. Inscription in three lines, Sri Man Mahipdla
Deva. See fig. 4.

N. B. I have only three specimens of this coin, and as all

of them have been gilt, I look uponthem as ancient forgeries
of the gold coins similar to No. 3, more especially as they are

of the same weight.
It now remains only to say a few words regarding the

dates of the Pila kings of Magadha, some remains of whom,
both in coins and inscription, have been found at Ghosrlwa,

We are now in possession of a large number of inscriptions
of this dynasty, most of which are dated, but unfortunately all

of the dates, with only two exceptions, are the regnal years
of the kings. One of the exceptions is the Benares in-

scription of Mahipdla Deva, which is dated inSamvat 1083,
A.D. 1026. The other is a Gay& inscription of Govinda PAla

Deva, which is dated in- the Samvat year 1232, or A.D. ii?5>

ajid also in the year Vikdri of the Vrihaspati cycle of 60 years,

which, in the northern reckoning, is also A.D. 1175. Further,

as 14 years
of his reign are stated to have then elapsed,

his

accession must have taken place in A.D. 1161.

In a previous report I have given a list of all the names
then known of the P&la Rijas, with a brief notice of their

inscriptions. Since then, however, several new inscriptions
have been discovered, and more especially a copper-plate
record of one of the early kings, N4ryana P&la Deva. This
has been translated by Babu Rajendra L&la Mitra, who has
taken the opportunity of adding a few notes on the chronolgoy

M
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Between the last of these princes and MahipSla there are

three names in the Dinijpur plate,' of which the middle one
is imperfect. From Gop&la, the founder, to N&rayana we
have four generations and six reigns ;

and from Nariyana to

MahipAla there are four names, but there is nothing to show
whether they represent as many generations, or simply only
four reigns. The difference between these two is great and
is frequently lost sight of. Thus the learned Babu Rajendra
L&la has attributed to me the adoption of an average rate of

25 years for a reign, in spite of his previous quotation of my
very words, which assign this amount to a generation. His

quotation is the following :

" For this purpose General Cunningham adopts an average of 25

years to a generation, and working backwards from Mahipala, the

accession of Gopala, the founder of the dynasty, will fall in the latter

half of the 8th century, or still earlier, if we allow 30 years to each

generation. By either reckoning, the rise of the Pala dynasty of

Magadha is fixed to the 8th century A.D., at which time great

changes would appear to have taken place amongst most of the ruling
families of Nothern India,"

The Babu then proceeds to remark :

"The General assigns no reason for adopting this average, and I

cannot help thinking that it is too high. It.is certainly not in accord
with the data availablefrom Indian history"

This last paragraph I cannot allow to pass unnoticed.

Some 25 years ago I examined this subject very carefully
when preparing a set of genealogical tables of Indian fami-

lies for my own use. The result which I arrived at was,
that a period of 25 years was a very close average for

a generation, and a shorter period of about 15 years for a

reign. The reason for making a distinction between the two
seems to me to be so obvious, that it scarcely requires to be

noticed. A reign may be of any length, from i year to 60

.years, but the length of a generation is restricted within

much narrower limits; and where the relationship is men-

tioned, as it is usually in all Sanskrit inscriptions, the cal-

culation by the number of generations is generally much
more correct than that by reigns. The Babu has brought for-

ward several examples to show that "eighteen years would be

, (if anything) high" for an average reign. , Amongst other

examples, he notes that in England from Edward IV to Wil-

liam IV, or from A.D. 1461 to 1873, 21 reigns yield an

average of no more than 17 years 10 months and 25 days.
But he omits to notice that during these 21 reigns, that is
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from the accession of Edward IV to the death of William

IV, there were only 15 generations, the average length of

each generation being 25*06 years, or as nearly as possible
the very rate which I have adopted. I therefore repeat again
that for Hindu lists of kings, as generally found in inscrip-

tions where the relationships are stated, the calculation by

generations will give a nearer approximation to the true date

than any calculation based on an average length of reigns.
The former, however, is necessarily limited to the members of

a single family ;
whereas the latter can be applied to any

series of reigns, no matter how long. Each method is useful,

and I have already employed the former most successfully in

demolishing a chronology of the Balabhi kings which the

late Dr. Bhau DAji wished to establish.
1

In the lists which I have prepared I find that 88 genera-
tions of Hindu kings reigned for an average of 25*01 years,
and that 62 generations of Muhammadan kings reigned for an

average of 25*06 years, the latter of which agrees exactly with

the English average noted above. I have therefore adopted
25 years as the average period of a generation in an Indian

Royal family. The extreme limits are 22 years and 29 years.
With regard to reigns, I find that 201 Hindu kings reigned

for an average of 1573 years, and that 114 Muhammadan
kings had an average reign of 15*55 years. On comparing
these results with those of other Eastern countries, I find that

31 Parthian kings reigned for 15-51 years each, 32 Sassanian

kings for 13*28 years, while 37 Khalifs had an average reign
of 1 6*45 years each. The mean of these is 15*09 years,
which accords very nearly with the Hindu and Muhamma-
dan averages of India. In the average lengths of reigns^e
extremes are 9 years and 25 years, or just double the ex-

tremes found in average generations.
Both of these averages may be employed in determining

the chronology of the Pctla kings of Magadha. Thus from,

the accession of Gop&Ia Deva to that of N&riyana Pla
there were 4 generations and 6 reigns. If we multiply the

former by 25 we get 100 years, and the latter by 15 we get

90 years, as the period that intervened between the two
accessions. From the accession of N4r3.yan Pila to that of

Mahip&la there are only four kings, but as we do not know
the relationship, it is doubtful whether they should be taken as

generations, or as reigns. If the former, the interval will be
1 See Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, Introduction, p, 34. The learn-

ed Doctor had crammed six generations into 36 years.
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100 years ;
and if the latter, it will be only 60 years. With

these limitations, the accession of Ndrdyana P&la must be

^placed either in 1025 100=925 A.D., or in 1025 60=965
A.D., and similarly the foundation of the Pla dynasty by
GopMa Deva will be fixed either in 825 or in 865 A.D., or

certainly towards the middle of the ninth century of the

Christian era.

Accepting the former as the more probable date, the ap-

proximate chronology of the PAla RAjas will be as follows :

1. A.D. 815 Gopala Deva, S. 10, 12.

2.
, T 830 Dharma Pala.

3. 850 Deva Pala Deva, S. 33.

4. 885 RajyaPala.
5. 887 Sura Pala, S. 13.

6. 900 Vigraha Pala, I.

7. ,, 915 Narayana Pala, S. 17.
8. 940 Raja Pala.

9- ,> 965 >>

10. 990 Vigraha Pala II, S. 12.

11. 1015 Mahi Pala, S. 1083=A.D, 1026, S. 10.

12. 1040 Naya Pala, S. 15.
r 3- 1055 Vigraha Pala III.

1085 Mahendra Pala Deva, S. 19.

1 1 10 Rama Pala Deva, S. 2., S, 12.

1135 Madana Pala Deva, S. 19.

1161 Govinda Pala Deva, S. 1232=1175=15111
of reign 1235= 1178.

1185 Indradyumna reigning in 1200 A.D.

According to this chronology, the Vajrsan Viharat Ghos-
rwa must have been built between A.D. 850 and 885, a date

which agrees exactly with Kittoe's attribution of the temple

inscription to the ninth century. The coins of Vigraha P&la

may perhaps be assigned to the first prince of the name,
about 900 to 915 A.D., while those of Mahi P&la must be

given
1

to the king, who reigned from A.D. 1015 to 1040,
There are contemporary coins of the same class struck by
the Kulachuri Prince, Gnggeya Deva of Chedi, who was

reigning when Mahmud of Ghazni invaded India.

For the satisfaction of Babu Rajendra L&la Mitra, and
o^her Sanskrit scholars, I append the text of MahipiVs inscrip-

tion, which gives the date of Samvat 1083. I have searched

in vain for the original stone, both in the grounds of the

Queen's College at Benares, and in the flights of steps of

Jagat Sinh's tank in the city. The text is taken from a

N&gari transcript sent to me by Kittoe, and is docketed in his

own .handwriting,
"
Inscription on a figure from S&rndth
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in late Kutilakshar." The translation which I have already

published was made by a student of the Benares College, who
did not sign his name to it, and was kindly forwarded to me by
Mr. Griffith. Had I obtained the translation direct, I should of

course have given the translator's name
;
but as I was quite

ignorant of his name, I was unable to quote it. I still possess
the translator's original manuscript, as well as Kittoe's tracing

of his own drawing of the btoken figure.
1

ins ^t wrof*

^1 faxes! aio if*T SJ H

tnfrrtf tRr

'nf

XXXV. TETRAWA.
The village of Tetrdwa, with its five tanks and colossal

statue of Buddha, is situated 10 miles to the north-east of

Giryek, and 6 miles to the south-east of Bih&r. There are two

great sheets of water the Gidi Pokhar on the north, and the

Balam Pokhar on the south at a distance of nearly 2,000
feet.

3 The latter is nearly a quarter of a mile in length from.

east to west, and one furlong in breadth. The Gidi Pokhar
is rather longer, but not quite so broad. Between the two
there is a ruined fort, or castle, 100 feet square inside, with a
ditch all round it. This Mr. Broadley calls a VMra with
towers

;
but it is most unmistakably a small fort, and is so

called by the- people. It stands on a low mound of ruins

1 See Bengal Asiatic Society s Journal, XLVII, 387, where the Babu expres-
ses his regret that the text of this inscription has not been published! *

8 Mr. Broadley calls the former tank the Digi Pokhar> but as both words
mean a rt

tank,
"

his Digi must be changed to Gidi. There is a large tank of ,the
same name at Nalanda, See Archaeological Survey of India, I, Plate XVI,
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about 750 feet long by 450 feet in breadth, marked C in the

map ;
and judging by the large size of the bricks which I

saw in the excavations made by the zamindars, I think it

probable that the large mound is the remains of one or two

Buddhist monasteries, on the top of which a small castle was
built in modern times. It seems probable also that a second

mound to the north-east, and due ndrth from the village, may
be the remains of another monastery. It is marked D.1

The village lies to the east of the castle mound, and in

the middle of it there is an oblong mound of brick ruin 20

feet in height above the fields, which appears to be the re-

mains of a platform on which two stupas once stood. It is

marked A in the map. Outside the walls there are several

small rooms from 8 to 10 feet broad, which I take to have

been chapels for statues of Buddha, either standing or sit-

ting. The platform is 58 feet long by 32 feet broad.

On the south bank of the Balam Pokhar, and due south

from the castle mound, there is a colossal figure of Buddha
seated facing the north, that is, towards the tank. It is

generally called ri Balam, and gives its name to the tank.

The figure is 7 feet high in its sitting posture, or just double

life-size. From knee to knee it is 6 feet 6 inches, which is

also the width of the pedestal. The hands are 12 inches

long and the feet nearly 15 inches. The Buddhist creed is

engraved on the leaves of the Padmdsan
}
or

"
lotus throne.

1 '

As there appeared to be much solid brickwork to the

west of the statue, I made an excavation which disclosed the

remains of a brick stupa 18 feet in diameter. Another exca-

vation on the east side showed a similar stftpa. The dis-

tance between the two stupas was also 18 feet, so that the

platform was divided into three equal parts, the middle one

being occupied by the colossal statue of Buddha flanked by a

stftpa on each side. In 'the accompanying plate I have

given an enlarged sketch of the site of the colossus, which is

marked A in the map.
Mr/"Broadley gives an enthusiastic description of the

picturesque beauty of Titr&wan, and of the numerous remains

of Buddhist statues which he saw there.
2 He describes five

of the figures which he removed to Bihr, and gives one

inscription ; but his reading is wrong in the beginning and

* See Plate XLIV.
2 In reading Mr. Broadley's account, it is necessary to remember that he has

by some oversight turned his map upside down. The north point is correctly
marked in his sketch map, but all his descriptions give the wrong bearings.
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altogether wanting at the end.
1 The record is in three lines,

which I read as follows :

Sri Tentadi-gr&me Sai Vishnu suta Ugo-

pati Chandrakena Pundeswari Sai

mahitikangasya pratip&datta.

As these lines are engraved on the pedestal of
^

a four-

armed female figure holding a child in her lap, I am inclined

to look upon the term Pundeswari as the name of the god-
dess. The name of the village is beyond all doubt Tentadi,

and not Nentadi, as read by Mr. Broadley. The statue

appears to have been presented by Ugopati Chandraka, the

son of Sai Vishnu. I found also a second inscription which'

appears to throw some light on this Pundeswari record.

It is in three short lines, which I read as follows :

Deva-dharmmaya parama
up&saka Tantava y-
tekasya.

The only doubtful letter in this record is the last but one

in the second line, which may be d
)
thus making the name

Tantada, instead of Tantava. The last word, ytekusya, seems
to form part of Mahdtikanggasya of the other inscription.
In both I look upon it as proper name. Under this view the

first inscription may be translated as follows :

"
Gift of Sai Mahltikanga (of a statue) of Pundeswari, by Ugopati

Chandraka, son of Sai Vishnu of the village of Tentadi."

The second inscription is more simple :

" Pious gift of the chief lay devotee yteka of Tantava"

In these inscriptions I take the name of Tentadz-gr&mz.
and Tantava (or Tantada) to be the original form of the pre-
sent Tetrdwa, or Tentrdwa, the intermediate forms being Tant-

graon and Tantrdwan.

I take Tetr&wa to be the nameless place mentioned by
Hwen Thsang as being 40 K, or rather more than 6 miles, to

the south-east of the isolated hill, on which stood the shrine

containing the famous statue of Avalokiteswara, which I

have identified with the Bihclr hill. It possessed a monas-

tery with a great stftpa at a short distance, with three

terraces, where the three previous Buddhas had taken exer-

cise. Perhaps the monastery and great stftpa stood on the
fort mound, the small stupa in the village, and the three

terraces of exercise on the low mound to the north of the

village.

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XLL, 280.
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XXXVI. BIHAR, OR DAND-BIHAR.

In the list of victories, which Minhj-us-Sirj prefixes to

his account of Muhammad bin-Sim's career, is one named
Adwand-Bihdr. 1 This was the capital of Magadha, which

was captured by Bakhtiydr Khalji, one of bin-Sam's generals,
about A.D. 1203. The place is still known as Dand-Bihdr,
and it seems probable that this was only a corruption of the

original name. In one of my Gaya inscriptions I find the

district of Magadha designated as Udandapura-desa* As
this inscription is dated in the year 1429 of the Vikrama

Samvat, and twice mentions the name of Piroj (Feroz) Shah
of Dili, at which time we know that Bihir was the capital of

Magadha, there can be little doubt that Udandapura must
have been the true name of the city. The name of Adwand
should therefore be corrected to Audand

}
or Odand, by simply

transposing the second and third letters. The place is twice

mentioned by Tar^nllth under the name of Otantapura^ His

first notice is during the reign of Gop&la, who is said to have

built a temple at NAlandara, near Otantapura. His second

refers to the final conquest of the country by the Muham-,
madans, which he relates as follows :

" Le roi Chandra [in Tibetan Yla-ba\ des Touroushka du royaume
Antarabila (read Antarabeda

}
or the Doab), se reunit avec une

quantit6 de rois des Touroushka dans le Bengale et d'autres lieux,

conquit tout le royaume de Magada, extermixa les pretres, et les c61&-

bres monast&res Otantapura et Vikramachila"

It will be useful to compare this brief notice with the ac-

count of the Muhammadan historian :

" Muhammad Bakhtiyr/' says Mmh&j-us-Sir&j,
" threw himself

,into the postern of the gateway of the place, and they captured the

fortress and acquired great booty. The greater'number of the inhabi-

tants of that place were Brahnqans, and the whole of these Brahmans
had their heads shaven

;
and they 'were all slain- There were a

"great number of books there, and when all these books came under
the observation of the Musalm&ns, they summoned a number of Hin-
dus that they might give them information respecting the import of

those books
;
but the whole of the Hindus had been killed" 4

Here we see that the Muhammadan author fully confirms

the statement of Trin&th that all the priests were, exter-

minated. This then was the end of the famous monastery
1
Blochmann,, in Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, XL IV,2/6, and Raverty's

Tabaldt-i-Nasiri, p, 491.
a
Archaeological Survey of India, III, p. 128. No. 26" inscription.

3
Vassiliefs

r
THrfLnath, translated by La Comm, pp. 45 to 56.

4
Tabakt-i-Nasiri, translated by Raverty, p. 552.
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of Udandapura }
or Vihra, of which not a trace now remains

save the name of Dand-Bihr. This monastery was no doubt

inside the fort, as the Muhammadans on its capture found

that
" most of the inhabitants of the place were Brahmans

with shaven heads," that is, they were Buddhist priests, which

is further confirmed by the statement that a "
great number

of books was found there,
" and that in fact the whole fort

and city was a Madrasa, or college, the word Bihclr in the

Hindu language meaning a college.
But there were also several Buddhist buildings on the

low flat-topped hill to the west, more especially on the site

where the tomb of Muhammad Baya now stands. One thou-

sand feet to the north of it there is also a square platform
of brick, which must once have formed the plinth of either a

temple or a stupa. I was disappointed in not obtaining any
name for the hill, as I have a suspicion that it may be the

Vikrama Sila of Tr&nth, on which stood the second famous

monastery that was destroyed by the Turushkas.
Mr. Broadley has endeavoured to identify the Bihr hill

with Fa Hian's
"
small rocky hill standing by itself/' according

to Beal's translation, or
"
the little hill of the isolated rock,

"

according to Laidlay's translation. He admits the correct-

ness of my identification of the cave in the Giryek hill with

Hwen ThsangW^r#-5270-^^z, or
"
Indra' s hill cave," where

Indra put his 42 questions to Buddha. But he objects
to my identification of it with Fa Hian's

"
small rocky hill

standing by itself,
"
although the pilgrim distinctly states that

in a stone cell in this very hill Indra put his 42 ques-
tions to Buddha. This clinching proof that the two hills

were the same, is set aside by Mr. Broadley as "insufficient,"
and he then adds triumphantly that "the one is dalled in

Chinese Siao-ku-shi-shan, and the other Into~Io Shi-lo-kin*

ho-shan, which certainly seem to be far from one and the

same thing."
1

I fully admit the difference in the names, but*

unless Fa Hian has made some gross blunder in jumbling two
different places together, his four syllables ought to have com-

prised the
name^of Indra. Written in English characters his

Shi seems as if it was intended for Indra. But the character
used by him is a very simple one, whereas the Shi character
for Indra is an exceedingly complex one. Shan also is a

mountain, and ku might be supposed to be a mistake for kho,
a "

cavern." But Siao
}
which means "

small," cannot be got

1

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XLI, 265.
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rid of. I have therefore come to the conclusion that Fa Hian
has jumbled two places together in his description one

being the cavern where Indra put his 42 questions to Buddha,
and the other

"
the little isolated hill," which I will' refer to

again.
A second argument brought forward by Mr. Broadley is

based on a most curious mistake in the distance between

Patna and Bihr. According to him "
the actual distance is

about 54 miles.
" Now I have taken great pains to ascertain

the exact distance between these places. There are two
routes now open ist by Phatuha

;
2nd by Bakhtiyrpur. On

the road from Phatuha to Bih&r there are mile-stones stand-

ing. The 25th mile-stone is to the north of Soh, which is 2

miles from Bihar, and if we add 8 miles to the middle of

Patna city from Phatuha, we get 35 miles as the real distance

between the two places. By the other route md Bakhtiyir-

put which goes a long way round to take advantage of the

railway, the distance is 49 miles to Bakhtiy&rpur, as recorded

in the Post Office. But deducting 7 miles from Binkipur
to the middle of Patna City, the actual distance by this circui-

tous route is only 42 miles.

Now, Fa Hian makes the distance between P&taliputra and
Indra's cave of the forty-two questions 9 yojanas^ or about

63 miles, which is some 18 miles, or ^yojanas, in excess of

the true distance md Bihr. As we do not know by what route

he travelled, I will make no attempt to correct his distance.

In the detailed and much more accurate account of

Hwen Thsang there is mention of
" an isolated hill

"
which

accords very well with the position of the Bihr hill. On
leaving Indra-$ila~guha (Giryek), he travelled from 150 to

160 K to the north-east to the Kapotika Sanghdrdme, or
"
Pigeon Monastery," to the south of which, at 2 or 3 K

(J mile), there was an "
isolated hill" covered with vihards

and temples. As the distance here noted of 25 to 27 miles

would have taken him to the bank of the Ganges, where there

is no hill even in sight, some curtailment must be made, and

accordingly I have already proposed to read from 50 to 60
K (or 8 to 10 miles), instead of 150 to 160. As this dis-

tance would have brought the pilgrim to Bihctr, it is possible
that Mr. Broadley ma}r be right iri identifying the Pigeon Mon-

astery with the Buddhist ruins zVSoh-din, or Sok-sarai, to the

north of Bih&r.

This identification is strongly supported by the position
of the Bihr hill about

'

i mile to the south, whidi thus
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answers the description of his
"
isolated hill,

"
at 2 or 3 K to

the south of the Pigeon Monastery.
The legend which gave rise to the name of this monastery

is similar to that of the Goose Monastery, on the Indra Saila

mountain. Here a fowler, having been out all day without

catching even a single bird in his nets, went before Buddha,
and said
"

Tathigata, you have taught your doctrines here, and have been

the cause of my not catching anything in my nets. My wife and
children are dying of hunger. What can be done to relieve them?"
11 Go and light your fire," answered Buddha,

" and I promise to give you
something to eat." Then the Tath&gata, taking the form of a large

pigeon, dropped into the fire and died. When the family had partaken
of their food, the fowler again presented himself before Buddha, who
converted him.

"

Hence the monastery which Asoka built on this spot was
called the

"
Pigeon Monastery.

" As a single pigeon, even

though it be " une grande colombe" .would scarcely be suffi-

cient for a man and his wife and family, perhaps the name of

Soh may refer to the name of the " bustard
"
as the Son-

chiriya }
or

"
golden bird.

"

To the south of the Pigeon Monastery, at 2 or 3 K, there

was an isolated hill

" covered with numbers of vihiras and holy temples, on which sculp-
ture had displayed all its wonders." 1

The side of the hill was cut into terraces, and beautiful

flowers adorned its summit. In the very middle of its level

top
2 there was a vihra enshrining a

v

statue of Avalokites-

wara. Although the figure was small in size, its look of divine

majesty inspired respect. The left hand held a lotus, and
over the head there was a figure of Buddha. [This is the

usual representation of the Bodhisatwa.] The statue was
held in such great respect that people flocked from all parts
to make known their vows and present their offerings. As a

pious Buddhist, Hwen Thsang duly paid his devotions at

the shrine of the great Avalokiteswara. Taking with him

garlands of all sorts of flowers, he adored the ^Bodhisatwa
in sincerity of spirit and sang his praises. Then turning to-

wards the statue he made a profound salute and addressed
to it these three wishes :

"
i. Having studied in India, I now wish to return tp my native

country and to live in peace, far from all danger. As

Mullen's Hwen Thsang, III, 62, and I, 172.
s
Julien's I, 172" le centre du plateau,

"
an<and LI 1, 62" juste av centre"
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a presage of success, I ask that the flowers may fix

themselves on your holy hands !

"
2. As a consequence of the virtue which I practise, and of

the intelligence which I seek, I desire to be reborn in

the Tushita heavens, and to worship the Bodhisatwa

Maitreya. If this wish is to be fulfilled, may these

flowers fix themselves on your holy arms !

"
3. Our holy religion tells us that amongst the numbers of men

in the world there are many who are not endowed with

the attributes of a Buddha. I, Hwen Thsang, have

regarding myself, and I know not whether I am or am
not of this number. If I possess the qualities of a Buddha,
and if by practice of virtue I can in my turn become
a Buddha, may these garlands of flowers place them-

selves round your holy neck !

"

In saying these words he threw the flowers forward, when

they all fixed themselves according to his wishes !

Having thus obtained all that he wished, he gave himself

up to a transport of joy. Then all the people around, who had
come to worship the statue, as well as the ministers of the

vihra, clapped their hands and stamped with their feet in

token of admiration !

" When you become a Buddha," said

the bystanders,
" we hope that you will remember the incidents

of this day and assist us in obtaining Nirvana j"
1 and so this

sincere and simple-minded pilgrim Hwen Thsang returned to

China in the full and certain belief that he would hereafter

become a Buddha! The juggle of the flowers taking up
their wished-for positions was well managed by the priests,
and the fame of the Bodhisatwa of the Pigeon Vihira was no
doubt much enhanced by the miracle.

But a previous miracle is also related by the pilgrim, which,
I will now quote, as it helps to identify the isolated hill on
which the temple stood, with the Bihir hill of the present

day.
"
Formerly/' says the pilgrim, "a king of Ceylon, after

bathing in the sea, looked at a mirror, but instead of his own

-person, he saw the reflection of this same Bodhisatwa on the

top of a little hill which rose amongst a forest of palm trees

in the kingdom of Magadha. Moved with joy he determined
to seek the statue, which he found on reaching this hill. He
then built a vihctra, and other kings, following his example,
built , another vih&ra and a holy temple, where sweet flowers

and harmonious music were offered in daily homage.
2

These accounts seem to offer very good grounds for

identifying the Bihr hill with the isolated hill rising amongst
1

Julien's Hwen Thsang I, 172, 174.
2 Tulien's Hwon Thsancr. III. 62. 61.
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palm trees, with a level plateau on the top covered with

temples. The Bih4r hill has a long flat top, with numerous

ledges or terraces of rock on the south side. It is literally

embosomed amongst palm trees, and is covered with Bud-
dhist remains. With all these points in its favour, it is

passing strange how Mr. Broadley, after having identified

the Buddhist remains at Soh with the Pigeon Monastery,
should have entirely overlooked the claims of the Bihr hill

to be identified with the
"
isolated hill," only 2 or 3 'h' to the

south of it. But such is the fact, as he states that

<c
after leaving Bih&r, Hwen Thsang proceeded to another monastery

40 h] or 10 miles, to the -south-east. The vihara in question is des-

cribed as standing on an isolated hill^ and can be most satisfactorily
identified with Parabati." 1

Here I think that Mr. Broadley has been misled by im-

perfect notes which he hurriedly took from my copy of Hwen

Thsang's Travels. At the place described as 40 li to the

south-east of the temple of Avalokiteswara, near the Pigeon

Monastery, there is no mention of any hill whatever. On the

contrary, the pilgrim's words are

" To the south-east of the statue of Avalokiteswara, which stands

on the isolated hill, he made about 40 /*",
and reached a monastery con-

taining about 50 monks."

In front of the monastery there was a great stupa, and

close by a second stupa, with three or four places where the

former Buddhas used to take exercise. This is all that the

pilgrim says, and if Bihir was the Pigeon Monastery, then the

place indicated is Tetrawa, which is just 6 miles, or 36 K
9
to

the south-east of Bihr.
I will now return to Fa Hian's account of his "isolated

hill," as I think that I can unravel the difficulties which are

presented in his brief account. I believe that he has simply

jumbled up two different places, owing to his imperfect notesv

just as Mr. Broadley has done from a similar cause. If we
leave out the mention of Indra and his forty-two questions,
then the remainder of his account, with the exception of- the

distance from Pataliputra, will
correspond very satisfactorily

with the Bih&r; hill. The following is Mr. Seal's transla-

tion :

" From this city (Pataliputra), proceeding in a south-easterly direc-

at a small rocky hill standing by itself, on the top oftion, we arrive

Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, XLI, 277 ; see al$o p. 2>u.
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which is a stone cell facing the south. [Here follows the notice of

Indra and his forty-two questions.] Going south-west from this one

yojana.) we arrive at the village of Nalo (NSlanda),"
1

For gyojanas I propose to read 5 yojanas, or 35 miles,
which is the exact distance of Bihr from the middle of Patna

City. I propose this correction because I believe that the

Chinese Siao-ku-shi-shan? or
"

little isolated rocky hill," is

a very exact description of the hill of Bih&r. There is no-

thing here about peaks, and I would compare the term Siao^
or

"
little/' which Fa Hian gives to the hill, with Hwen

Thsang's description of the hill seen in a mirror by the King
of Ceylon as

" une petite montagne"
By these identifications we see that Band Bihar was a

flourishing Buddhist city in the fifth and seventh centuries, when
it was visited by the two Chinese pilgrims. It is unfortunate

that neither of them mentions its name, but the evidence in

favour of its being called Udandafura is so strong that it

commands my conviction. About A.D. 815 King Gopala is

said to have built a temple at Nalandara, near Qtantapura.
This is the earliest mention of the place by name that I am
aware of, while Fa Hian's brief description, about A.D. 400,
is the earliest notice of it without mention of name. Amongst
the extracts given by Hardy

3 from the Ceylonese books, I

find the following legend :

"
In the village of Wadhamana, near Danta, there was an Updsaka

who was a husbandman. One of his oxen having strayed, he ascend-

ed a rock that he might look for it, but whilst there he was seized by
a serpent. He had a goad in his hand, and his first impulse was to kill

the snake, but he reflected that if he did so he should break the pre-

cept that forbids the taking of life. He therefore resigned himself to

death, and threw the goad away ;
no sooner had he done this, than the

snake released him from its grasp, and he escaped. Thus, by observ-

ing the precept his life was preserved from the most imminent

danger."

The mention of Danta and the rock close by seems to

refer to Udantapura and its hill, but I can find no trace of

Wadhamdna. The Sanskrit form of this name would be

Vardhamdna> or Bardhwan. But the present Bardwan is a

large and an ancient city, while Wadhamdna is described as

a village. Barhamona, or Baddhaona, the only place thai

agrees in name, is 9 miles to the north-west.

1 Seal's Fa Hian C. mmVIII, p.
no,

a
I adopt Julien's spelling of this name, Hwen Thsang, HI, 346.

3 Manual of Buddhism, p, 463.
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In his account of
"
the Buddist remains of Bihar/' Mr.

Broadley mentions his removal of the old Gupta pillar. His

words are :

"
I have removed the pillar from the place in which it lay, half

buried in the ground, and set it up on a brick pedestal opposite to the

Bihar Court-house/'

and he adds that
"

it is curious on account of its undoubted

great antiquity, and as evidence of the Gupta rule in Bih&r."

But Mr. Broadley has omitted to mention two facts, which,
I believe, may be ascribed partly to his ignorance and partly
to his modesty. To the first I should attribute his having
fixed the pillar on its brick pedestal upside down, in spite
of the two Gupta inscriptions, with their mdtras, or head lines,

quite distinct. To the second I would ascribe his neglecting
to mention that in his anxiety to leave evidence of his own
rule in Bih&r, he had the whole of the uninscribed surface of

the pillar covered with rudely-cut inscriptions, in which his

own name figures twice. The shortest of these " evidences

of Mr Broadley' s rule in BihUr
"

is surmounted with the square
and compasses, in which the square is an acute angle. Below,
in rude capitals, divided into ten short lines, may be read the

following inscription :

u This I stone I was removed from the
|

for 4 I and er I

ected here
1 April XX |

M D C C C XXI
| by |

A. M. Broad-

ley, Magistrate of Bih&r"

The other inscriptions are injured by the peeling away of

the stone, but I have been able to make out the following :

Earl Mayo, Viceroy of India.

G. Campbell, Governor of Bengal.

PATNA.

Jenkins,

Cockburn,

Magistrate.

J. Lambert, District Superintendent.
G. Charles, Joint Superintendent.
R. Abercrombie, Joint Superintendent.
H. Gordon, Barn.

Colonel Emerson, Dinapore.
Mr., A. M. Broadley, Bengal.
F. Jackson, M. 0. o.

BEHAR.

Abdul Aziz.

[Here follow eight more names of Native "Municipal
Members/

1

]
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In another place I find the name of Sheu Pesan Singh,
Behar Police Inspector, followed by that of G. C. Gupta,
Government Inspector.

How fortunate it is that Mr. Broadley did not remain long
enough to leave more " evidences of his rule

"
in other parts

of India.
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